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Watch our DEXPO demo
earn a prize and a chance for 

a free Hyatt Weekend! 
Give us a little of your time at DEXPO South, booth 408, and 

we'll give you a lot of time back ... a free quartz clock! 

AND, you'll have a chance to win a weekend for two at the 
Hyatt hotel of your choice! 

See you at OEXPO booth 408! 

Declare Your Database Independence With SmartStar. 
No serious VAX developer 

should be handcuffed to a specific 
RDBMS. "Let the application drive the 
choice of database:' they say, "the 
application should come first!" Until 
SmartStar, these were unfulfilled 
wishes. 

With SmartStar as your SQL 
VAX application development 
environment, you are finally able to 
put first things first- your applica
tion. Now you can concentrate on 
creating your application before 
selecting the most suitable database. 

In fact , as you move from proto
type to production, you can change 
your database engine. The database 
options supported by SmartStar are 
implemented so that you can move 
data definitions, data, and complete 
applications without rework, recom
pilation, and the need to learn new 
language or syntax. 

fur Real World Development 
SmartStar is the only 4GL that 

lets you fully incorporate compiled 
languages for serious, "real world" 
development. And SmartStar is a 
provider of standards, adhering to 

VAX, VMS, RdbNMS and DEC windows are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation . ORACLE is a trademark of 
Oracle Corporation . ShareBase is a trademark of Sharebase Corporation. lnterbase is a trademark of Interbase 
Corporation . Ingres is a trademark of Ingres Corporation . Sybase is a trademark of Sybase Corporation . 

ANSI-SQL and VMS conventions 
today, with DEC windows (and 
MOTIF), FIMS, ATIS and open 
connectivity on tap for tomorrow. 

With all this , it should be no 
surprise that SmartStar is already one 
of the "big three:' with more than a 
25% share of the VAX 4GL market. 

There are many more exclusive 
SmartStar fe~tures and benefits, and 
the best way to learn about them is to 
ask for a demonstration at your VAX 
site. Call this toll-free number today: 
800-6 7 -SSTAR. 

SmartStar® 
Digital-Based Application Development 

SmartStar Corporation 
120 Cremona Drive 
P.O. Box 1950 
Goleta , CA 93116-1950 
(805) 685-8000 
(800) 67-SSTAR 
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Disk Defragmentation. RAXCO's PERFECTDISK™. 
Why wait? Disk fragmentation is costing you money in lost 

productivity from poor response time. Let the company that 
brought you RAXMASTER (the complete performance solu
tion) introduce you to the latest technology in disk defragmen
tation/optimization. Today! PERFECTDISK, by RAXCO 
Software. 

PERFECTDISK: 

Builds the fastest possible disk 

Uses its watch mode to intelligently trigger a pass 
based on file activity 
Reduces I/O seek time with optimal file placement 
Does it right the first time-single pass defragmenta
tion and optimization 

Starts with a simple command line 

Supports users ofINGRES, Oracle, Rdb, ALL-IN-1 , 
and more 

Runs at night, continuously or in cycles 

Is backed by the only VAXNMS third party vendor 
with 12 years expertise 

RAX.CO Software Inc. 
Headquarters 

Optimize Your Defragger Investment ... 
Trade Up to The PERFECTDISK 

RAXCO is committed to bringing you the best in disk op
timization. We will apply your present investment in defrag
mentation software to the purchase price of PERFECTDISK! 
If you own one of the following defragmentation products, 
call RAXCO for its trade-up value to PERFECTDISK: 

DISKEEPER, DISKEEPER/Plus-Executive Software, 
SQUEEZPAK'~DEMAX Software, DISK.IT- UIS. 

CALL FOR A FREE DEMO TODAY! 
In the U.S. 

301/258-2620 
In Canada 

800/265-3157 

2440 Research Blvd. , Suite 200 
Rockville, MD 20850 
FAX: (301) 330-5756 RAX CO 

~OITWARE INC 

RAXCO Canada 
2045 16th Avenue East 
Unit #2, P.O. Box 723 
Owen Sound, Ontario 

Canada N4K 5W9 
Phone: (519) 371-5020 
FAX: (519) 371-5533 

VAXNMS, Rdb and ALL-IN- I are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. PERFECTDISK and RAXMASTER are trademarks of RAXCO Software Inc. 
DIS KEEPER and DIS KEEPER/Plus are trademarks of Executive Software . SQUEEZPAK is a trademark of DEMAX Software . DI SKIT is a trademark of UIS . 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #440 CIRCLE 158 ON READER CARD 



See us at DEXPO South 
Booth #1211 

EQ OX 
Rising above the rest 

Call 800-328-2729 or 305-255-3500 
Equinox Systems Inc.• 14260 SW 119 Avenue• Miami, Florida 33186 •FAX: 305-253-0003 

LAT is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation • Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation 
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MULTI-CHIP UNIT: VAX™ BUILDING BLOCK 
Don E. Marshall 
How can you make integrated circuits fast but keep them cool? How can you keep 
signal paths short and oflow resistance while retaining reliability and affordability? 
These were some of the challenges DEC confronted in building the VAX 9000 T M. The 
company achieved a solution that provides a base technology for even more powerful 
systems in the future: the M ulti- Chip Unit. 

NEW A VENUE FOR THE V AXBI 
Evan Birkhead 
Often recognized as an outstanding bit of engineering, DEC's V AXBI bus, closed to 
third parties, achieved more notoriety than popularity. Now, expected midrange 
systems and DEC's recent open-bus strategy may spell a revised role for the V AXBI. 

THE INS AND OUTS OF FILE 1/0 
Dan Esbensen 
Over the years, VAX processing has seen a 30-to-one speed increase, while disk seek 
times have seen only a two-to-one speed increase. This imbalance causes almost all 
VAX/VMS systems to become I/0 -bound. Here's how to find out if you're I/0-
bound and how to eliminate I/O bottlenecks. 

F E A T U R E S 

62 

72 

ROUNDTABLE: OPEN SYSTEMS: WILL THEY FULFILL THE PROMISE? 
As multivendor environments proliferate, standards-based computing becomes at
tractive to users and developers alike. In an open discussion of open systems, DEC 
PR OFESSIONAL editors debate the significance open systems hold for the Digital 
market and where open systems will take us as we approach the next century. 

DATABASES: Rdb/VMS™ : A TUNABLE FEAST 
Andy Mahler 
Physical database design and tuning can be difficult. To tune the database to your ap
plications' needs, you may need tools and utilities to monitor the database and 
provide database activity information. Rdb/VMS provides database administrators a 
robust tuning environment by which they can master the process. 

Continued on page 4. 
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From The Lab 
Driving The I/ 0 Expressway 
David B. Miller ................................... 78 
Executive Software's 1/0 Express is de
signed to enhance performance if your 
system slows because of heavy 1/0 rates. 
It uses excess system memory to perform 
data caching operations on your disk 
drives. 

Dynamic Spreadsheets 
George T. Frueh ................................. . 86 
UniPress Software's Q-Calc Standard and 
Q-Calc RealTime spreadsheets run UNIX 
and are Lotus 1-2-3 compatible. Q-Calc 
RealTime, tested on the Lab's DECsys
tem 3100™, is a data-fed, dynamic deci
sion support tool. 

Striking Gold 
George T. Frueh ................................... 92 
Logicraft's LC-16 and'386Ware Gold are 
network servers that help bridge the gap 
between MS-DOS and UL TRIX. They let 
you create a PC window and run MS
DOS applications from your DEC RISC 
workstation. 

Mastering File Management 
Barry Sobel.. ......................................... 98 
Hancock Software's Filemaster is a valu
able tool for novices trying to understand 
the basics ofVMS file structure and expe
rienced system managers trying to keep 
their files organized. Its multiwindow 
displays and point-and-shoot menus ease 
VAX file management. 
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CIS introduces RoboMon. 
The only VAX/VMS software with unlimited system monitoring 

and problem-solving capabilities. 

Chances are, you 've got everything it 
takes to be great. Everything, that is, 
but time. Because, if you 're like most 
VAX system managers, you 're forced 
to spend too much of your time fire-

CIRCLE 111 ON READER CARD 

conditions you 're looking for and the 
actions you want taken. RoboMon 
does the rest. 

Don't waste any more of your 
valuable time. Give RoboMon a 
free, 30-day trial. 
For more information on what 
RoboMon can do for you or to arrange 
for a free , 30-day, hands-on evalua
tion, call CIS today and speak directly 
to the experts. This could be your 
great opportunity. 

II 

CS COMPUTER 
INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

120 Wells Avenue, Newton, MA 02159 USA 
(617) 527-1550 FAX: (617) 527-6132 

In Europe contact: CIS, Ltd. UK +992 500006 



Do you feed the ducks 
on office time? 

then 
• f L 

why feed · "• \ i 1 • 0 '~ 
,\ { \ •<.1 ~ j j~o 

the fax? 
Add DMG/FAX 
3 million mailboxes ~~;;i" -~~r _ 
to your ALL-IN-1 ~Ill Ii"' 11" ,,~~~ n 111 rr q n ,, 

I I l/111 \ \ \\ 

or VMSmail with DMG/FAX. 
Yes! 3 Million fax machines are as close 
as your VAX Terminal , and DMG/FAX 
is the WW COST way to reach them .. . 
from ALL-IN-1 , VMSmail , MASS-11 , 
WordPerfect & WORD-11 . 

Sending faxes from applications is 
easy too, so you can start thinking of 
those 3 million fax machines as your 
own VAX printers . 

DMG/FAX 
VAX-TO-FAX FOR SERIOUS BUSINESS 

AUSTRALIA 

Network Computer Software 
6 Cunningham Street 
Sydney2000 
Australia 
Tel : (02) 211 2322 
Fax: (02) 211 0256 

U.S.A. & CANADA 

D.M.G. 
4711 Yonge St ., Suite 600 
North York, ON M2N 6K8 
Canada 
Tel : (416) 225-7788 
Fax: (416) 224-1915 

DMG/FAX is a reg istered trademark of Digital Management 
Group Ltd . & Danville May Group Inc. VAX, VMS, ALL-IN-1 & 
VMSmail are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation . WordPerfect is a registered trademark of 
WordPerfect Corporation. MASS-11 is a registered trademark of 
Microsystems Engineering Corporation . WORD-11 is a registered 
trademark of Data Processing Design, Inc. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Dektat Ltd. 
108 Manchester Rd. 
Chorlton , Manchester 
M21 1 PQ U.K. 
Tel : 061-881 0831 
Fax: 061-862 9169 

See DMG/FAX 
at DEXPO SOUTH (New Orleans) 

May 8- 10, 1990 Booth 1335 
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The following are trademarks of Digital Equipment Co rporation : 
A-to-Z 
ALL- IN -1 
CD D 
DATATRIEVE 
DDC MP 
DEC 
DECalc 
DECconnect 

DECgraph 
DECmail 
DECmate 
DECnet 
DECsystem· 1 O 
DECSYSTEM-20 
DEC/Test 
DE Ct race 

DEC US 
DECwindows 
DELNI 
DEQ NA 
DI BOL 
DNA 
Eve 
FMS 

GIGI 
HSC 
IAS 
IVIS 
LAN Bridge 
LAT 
LASO 
LA100 

LQP02 
LSl · 11 
MASS BUS 
MicroPD P·11 
MicroPower/Pascal 
MicroVAX 
PDP 
PDT 

UNI X is a registered trademark of AT&T in the U.S. A. and in other countries . 
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. 
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research , Inc . 
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer , Inc . 
X Window System is a trade mark of MIT . 
NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems. 
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P/OS 
Q-b us 
Rain bow 
RAL LY 
RdbExpert 
Rdb/V MS 
ReGIS 
RSTS/E 
RSX 
RT-11 
TEAM DATA 
TOPS 
UL TRIX 
UNI BUS 
VAX 

VAXBI 
VAXc luster 
VAX DIBOL 
VAXELN 
VAXFMS 
VAX la b 
VAX LISP 
VAXpc for VMS 

Software 
VAX SCAN 
VAXserver 
VAXstation 
VMS 
VT 
Work Processor 
WPS 
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From Clearpoint, of Course! 
1. 

Flexible configuration 
and field upgradability 

The Clearpoint TSB Tape 
subsystem offers the most 
in configuration flexibility. 
Use a single 8 mm helical 
scan tape drive to provide 
2.3 GB of reliable backup. 
Or take advantage of the 
TSB Tape Controller's full 
capabilities-supporting up 
to seven tape drives for 
14 GB of storage! 

2. 3. 
Parallel operations 
with TU81 Plus and 
TSB tape devices 
Clearpoint's proprietary 
gate array, with TMSCP 
emulation, provides users 
with the only VAXBI 
direct,attachment subsys, 
tern available today. TSB 
allows users the benefit of 
simultaneous operation of 
the TU81 Plus and Clear, 
point's tape drive. 

VAX 
6oo0/8000 

Series 

KLESI TSB 
Controller 

TU81 Plus 

The TSB subsystem 
conforms to CSA, UL, 
EEC, and FCC standards, 
as well as other agency 
approvals. 

More comprehensive 
diagnostics 
The diagnostic RS232 port 
is a standard feature, 
providing complete uninter, 
rupted control and key 
maintenance information: 
• ECC error correction rate 
to determine whether the 
tape quality is satisfactory 
•Amount of unused tape 
(in MB) to determine if the 
amount of remaining tape is 
sufficient for backup 
• Menu,driven, user,friendly 
diagnostic routines to assist 
users and service personnel 
with problem isolation 

The Clearpoint 
Difference 
Each Clearpoint TSB 
subsystem must pass through 
the industry's most stringent 
QA tests; both pre,config, 
ured systems and custom, 
designed test equipment are 
used to insure quality and 
compatibility. 

Call or write to receive: 
0 Product/Services Catalog 
0 Subsystem Spec Sheets 
0 Pointers 7 Newsletter on 
the SCSI interface 

Clearpoint Research Corporation 35 Parkwood Drive Hopkinton, MA 01748 (508) 435,2000 CLEARPOINT 
V AXBI, TUB I Plus, and TMSCP are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. C learpoint and TSB are trademarks of C learpoint Research Corporation. 
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Say goodbye to the clutter and wiring chaos you've had 

to live with all these years. 

With the revolutionary, new VISTA Modem Line 

Card, Datability 

premieres network -

based dial - in/ dial -

out modems. 

Hayes-compatible modems are packed 

onto a single VISTA Line Card. 

Eliminated are the cables and equipment 

that used to connect modems to Local Area 

Networks - because our state-of-the- art modems are 

internal to our VISTA Terminal Server. 

Configure four VISTA Modem Line Cards in a 

single VISTA Server and you harness the full power 

and functionality of 32 network-based modems. Witness 

a single VISTA Server taking the place of an entire rack 

of network equipment. Configurations are kept absolutely 

clean and simple throughout. 

' Each VISTA Modem Line Card provides eight fully 

Hayes-compatible auto-baud-detect modems, operating 

at speeds from 300 to 2400 baud. 

Each modem can automatically switch between 

dial-in and dial-out service on an as-needed basis. 

A sophisticated dial-back option has been 

implemented to provide maximum security when required. 



Additionally, system administrators 

can even create LAN services with 

predefined telephone numbers that 

correspond to remote computer 

systems. 

Without knowing a single 

telephone number or entering a 

single modem command, any LAN 

user can access remote systems as 

easily and transparently as they can 

now access systems on their own 

network. 

Direct access to network 

resources is provided tl1rough VISTA's 

Network Interface Card (NIC). 

This NIC gives full TCP/ IP and FROM CHAOS TO CALM. 

• 
• 

all within a 51/i'' high, free-standing 

or rack-mountable unit. 

Datability provides it all at 

prices that will astound you - and 

through a Value Added Reseller 

channel that actually adds value. 

Wouldn't it be refreshing to talk with 

highly-trained resellers that do more 

than just quote prices? 

Best of all, VISTA is ready for 

tom01Tow. Our modularity assures 

that future technologies will work side 

by side with existing strategies. New 

line cards and options will protect the 

investment you make today. 

Purchase a VISTA Modem Line 

l001V1 , LAT-compatible protocol support, so users are free 

to connect to UNIX or DEC systems without regard to the 

Card on a full 3 0-day trial and, if you are not completely 

satisfied, return it without any further obligation ThatS 

protocols required. Databilitys 100°/o Customer 

The VISTA Server is an expandable, modular 

platform, able to meet all your networking needs. A single 

Satisfaction Program. 

VISTA Se1ver can support up to four VISTA Line Cards, A11produ<111arnn ar<· rq .;ist<.'rcd1radcrn ark'"1'1i '-' irrc ,pc<livc 11ia11u1a, ,urc r,. 
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TELL ME HOW I CAN GET 8 MODEMS ON A SINGLE 
SLIDE-IN EXPANSION CARD 

ame Title 

Company 

Address 

City/ State/ Zip Telephone DP 5/ 1/ !JO 

322 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10001. Atlanta · Boston · San Francisco · Chicago · London 

CALL US TOLL FREE: 

1-800-DIAL-DSS 
In NY: 212-807-7800 

FAX: 212-463-0459. 

DATAB/l/TY™ 
THE POWER TO CHANGE 
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Do We HaveX ••• Or Not? 
We discovered 
recently that 
our DECsystem 
3100 ULTRIX 

RISC machine was missmg some 
important X Window System compo
nents. On further inquiry we discovered 
that they weren't missing at all - they 
just aren't included with multiuser 
UL TRIX computers. If we had purchased 
the single-user workstation variety of this 
RISC-based system, the X software would 
have been there. 

Standards are just that: standard. 
Standard features on your car come with 
the car; optional items don't. Making 
X an optional layered product is a big 
mistake. 

DEC's computers are well-positioned 
for the '90s, because they come with 
standard networking capability. It took 
most of the '80s to do this, but today 
most DEC computers exist with the 
ubiquitous Ethernet and some kind of 
clustering and networking. It's elegant, as 
Ken Olsen likes to say, and I think by 
elegant he means that it's simple. It's 
simple because it's standard. 

PC networks suffer from complexity 
and confusion, because there are so 
many networks, protocols and suppliers. 
Even the complexity of the software is 
increased, because each networking 
program must support many different 
Ethernet (or other network) cards. PCs 
were saddled with Hercules graphics, 
CGA graphics, EGA graphics and now 
VGA graphics - and now there are even 
more flavors of networking systems. It 
isn't only confusing, it's hard. DEC, on 
the other hand, supplies most of what 
you need to cluster V AXs with simple 
software and standard hardware. 

DECnet and LAVcs are, of course, 
software upgrades and could be thought 
of as layered products, since they cost 

10 

extra to buy and support. However, 
they're elegant and simple. It takes 
thought, planning and hard work to keep 
things easy. 

There's good evidence that bundled 
software is a good idea. What would the 
Mac be like if the user interface were 
optional or if there were no Mac stan
dards? Would it be like windows on the 
PC, in which there's general confusion 
over Windows 286, Windows 386 and 
Presentation Manager in OS/2? The Mac 
attracted software designers and users 
because it's consistent and simple. When 
Apple introduced AppleTalk 'local area 
networking, it was a standard included 
with every Mac. As a result, Mac net
working became an elegant (and simple) 
thing to do, making resource sharing 
transparent in the Mac environment. 

In the PC market, printers can be 
networked, but in many different ways 
with many different protocols and 
networks. This choice adds little in 
functionality but a lot in the complexity 
of accomplishing the task. We say that 
Mac software is intuitive and that PC 
software isn't. Maybe it's just that Mac 
software shares a common user look and 
feel, governed by the standard imposed 
by the Mac, while the PC lets the soft
ware designer have his own look and feel 
because there are no such standards. 

Which comes first, the software or the 
software environment? Why would I buy 
the X components for the DECsystem 
3100 if there's no software? Why would 
software companies write software for an 
environment no one has because there 
was no reason (software) to buy it? DEC 
must provide a rich, robust environment 
for software developers so that, like the 
Mac, they can have a gaggle of software 
that runs best on their platforms. If 
developers write for Open Look, then 
Motorola wins; if they write for the Mac, 
then Apple wins; if they write for Pres-

entation Manager, then IBM wins. They 
won't write for X on DEC systems unless 
there's a critical mass of systems on which 
their software will run. 

I've seen DECwindows, and I've seen 
X terminals. They can change the way 
we think about DEC computing. We 
have a V AXstation running DECwindows, 
and you can't really tell that VMS is there. 
You point and click with a mouse to do 
almost everything. While it isn't the same 
as a Mac, you can intuitively do almost 
anything with VMS you want - all with
out DCL or knowing that it's VMS. I can't 
do that with our UL TRIX machine yet, 
but when I do, I expect it to look and 
feel just like the V AXstation. VMS and 
UL TRIX will operate underneath the 
user interface in such a way that the user 
won't have to know they're there. 

As software becomes available to take 
advantage of these platforms, each soft
ware package could look and feel the 
same to the user. We can be freed from 
the idioms of each operating system and 
concentrate on solving our problems. 

The advantage DEC brings to com
puting for the '90s is a large, loyal 
installed base, standard networking on 
almost all its computers, a robust VMS 
system, and an industry-standard UL TRIX 
system - all on systems from worksta
tions to mainframes. But to achieve the 
promise for the future, all this has to 
work together. That requires a standard 
platform to work with. The DECwin
dows interface is no less important to this 
than DCL is to VMS, and DCL isn't an 
optional component. DEC has made 
mistakes before, but none would be 
more critical than denying its user base 
the real standard interface it needs. 
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Imagine seeing all your network activity 
from one segment through to another and 
beyond. That's total network-wide visibility 
through bridges, routers and Tis. That's 
what you need for effective management and 
control. And that's what LANCE™ gives you. 
Industry Standard? 
Absolutely! LANCE1

M is a true SNMP-based 
Multi-segment Network Management System
not just another "enhanced" hardware 
monitoring system. LANCE communicates 
directly via SNMP with distributed probe 
collectors and other SNMP-based agents. 
Now and in the future, you can monitor your 
entire diverse, multi-vendor environment. 
No problem! 
Alarm Options? 
All of them. LANCE keeps you informed of 
See us at DEXPO South Booth #700 

all network activity with several alarm notifi
cation options. User defined alarm criteria 
insures the system advises you before the 
user complains. 
Long-term Trend Analysis? 
Of course! Operating conditions, traffic flow, 
peak load demands- LANCE lets you see all 
the information you need from a single work
station point-of-view, presented in either 
DEC windows or X-windows. So now you can 
visualize your entire network through any 
time selectable period. Analysis of a single 
network node to full and inter-segment net
work activity. Now you can be proactive! 
LANCE and you. 
Network troubleshooter? Use LANCE to 
diagnose and fix problems. Network 
administrator? Foresee needs and prevent 

DEC, VAX and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT & T. X-Windows is a registered trademark of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

any problems. Information Officer? Measure 
effectiveness and optimize your network's 
ROI. LANCE does it all! 

For a closer look at the one Multi-Segment 
Management system that lets you see the 
whole picture, call Micro Technology, the 
leader in designing and manufacturing 
enhancement products for the VMS and UNIX 
environment at (800) 999-9MTI. 

Micro Technology 
5065 East Hunter Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 
(714) 970-0300 or (800) 999-9MTI 
European Headquarters: 
Munich, West Germany Tel: 089 4 70 8191 
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Because your business has 
grown and changed, you need to do 
more with your MicroVAX system. 
And only Digital offers you so many 
easy ways to do so much more with 
your MicroVAX II or MicroVAX 3000 
system-improve your response time, 
boost your compute power, or speed 
up print services. All simply and 
cost effectively. 

For starters, take advantage of 
the lower prices-and, for a limited 
time, special starter packages-on 
both our RF30 and RF71 Integrated 
and Removable Storage Elements. 
They give you more than just addi-

tional disk capacity. They give you 
superior data integrity and I/O per
formance. And Digital's award
winning DSSI technology even lets 
you cluster your MicroVAX systems. 

If you need to boost compute 
power, take advantage of our new 
CPU trade-in and system upgrade 
programs. And get a 60% to 450% 
performance improvement. 

To improve your print services, 
check out the special offer on our 
new affordable PrintServer™ 20. 
This networked laser printer offers 
up to 20 pages per minute and 
PostScripC'( from Adobe Systems, 

<CJ Digital Equipment Corporation, 1990. The DIGITAL Logo, MicroVAX,.PrintServer and Digital has it now are 
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. *PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems . 
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Do more with )Out MicroVAX today. 
1-800-343-4040. Ext. 173. 

as well as many other protocols. It 
even prints on two sides. Order 
before June 30, and receive free 
PrintServer software, a $1300 value. 

These are just a few of the many 
ways Digital makes it easy to do 
more with your MicroVAX system. 
We even make it easy to learn what 
solution is best for you. 

Simply call Digital's Technical 
Consulting Center at 1-800-343-4040, 
ext. 173. A Digital MicroVAX system 
consultant will evaluate your pre-

cise needs and recommend the 
right solution. 

And with our FASTship service, 
we'll have your solution on its way 
to you by the next business day. At 
no additional cost. 

So start doing more with your 
MicroVAX system. Diaital 
Call 1-800-343-4040, l~ 
ext. 173, today. .qas 

lt 
now. 



EDITORIAL License To Steal 
Dave Mallery Here's a little saga that portends the decline and fall of VMS. 

I've been on the market trying to buy a large VAX 8000 for 
Professional Press. Not being a Fortune 100 company, we have to 
watch our hardware and software expenditures very carefully and 

buy as much bang as our buck can get. 
It so happens that a good buyer can pick up 12 mips worth of high-end 8000 machine today 

for a hundred grand or so. That's all they're worth. (Buy a big one, because if you want to 
upgrade later, forget it: The VMS license upgrade costs more than the machine!) 

Here's the part about the demise of VMS. We bought a BASIC compiler with our VAX 11 I 
750 about five years ago. This has mutated into a 100 power rating cluster license. An 8820 or 
8800 has a power rating ofl,200. The compiler upgrade costs about fourteen grand. I won't 
have any more programmers the day after the upgrade than I have today, nor will I run the 
compiler much more often than I do now, but for some reason, I have to shell out all this 
money for something. There will be no compiling on the 88xx. The VAX BASIC compiler 
will have to stay on the workstations. 

Not only that, but now all layered products are permanently out of reach. The hardware 
prices have fallen, but the software remains untouched. 

Once you strip us of oti'r layered products, all that's left is our own code. You can't port 
layered products to UL TRIX or UNIX, but you sure can port your own code. 

Layered products, like field service, are a form of account control. With the current 
licensing policy, the only account control left will be in the Fortune 100. 

Short of a life of crime, the only solution would be a per-user license policy. Let the mighty 
LMF deny access to the first user to go over the 100 power limit. I was told that wasn't in the 
cards, so I thought I'd make my point here. 
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Put a little tramp in 
your DEC system. 
Modern times are here. 386Ware enables any DEC® VT terminal or 

workstation to emulate a high-performance PC. With 386Ware, your 
VAX® can run IBM® PC-compatible software. 

386Ware has features you can really hang your hat on. Like a high-speed 

80386 microprocessor, full compatibility with DECwindows® and PCSA, 

and support for up to 16 simultaneous MS-DOS® sessions. Plus, users 

can access all DEC peripherals, such as printers and hard disks. 

Many of the world's largest government, education, and financial organi

zations, as well as over 200 Fortune 1000 companies, are already using 

386Ware. So, why not put a little tramp in your DEC system? 

Call us at ( 603) 880-0300 for 

more information or an on-line 

demonstration of 386Ware. 

Cooperative Marketing 
Program 

Bringing DEC and IBM Together 

22 Cotton Road D Nashua, NH 03063 
(603) 880-0300 FAX: (603) 880-7229 

Trademarks: Logicrafl and 386Ware-Logicraft, Inc.; DEC, Dl!Cwindows, VT, and VAX-Digital Equipment Corporation; IBM and IBM PC-lnlernaliooal Business Machines Corporation; MS· DOS- Microsoft Corporation. 
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DIGITAL PAPER CHASE 
In Ron Levine's "The Optical Outlook" 
Qanuary 1990), the author states that 
digital paper tape costs less than 0.5 cents 
per megabyte and is cheaper than any 
storage media in use. 

This is incorrect. Commercially avail
able 8mm tapes from Sony and others can 
be purchased in small quantities for $6 or 
less per tape. Each tape holds up to 2 GB. 

This is a cost of 0.3 cents per megabyte. 
Even assuming that a specific digital 
storage technique doesn't use the 
maximum 2-GB capacity of the tape, the 
storage cost still is comparable to that of 
digital paper. 
Dr. Wes Boudville 
Pasadena, California 

Ron Levine: The reader is correct if he is 
referring to commercial-grade 8mm tape. 
But this isn't true for a computer-grade 
cartridge. For example, Sony's newly 
announced computer-grade D8 series 
costs about $40 at 2.3 GB. This is 1.74 

cents per megabyte, considerably more 
than the 0.5 cents per megabyte for 
computer-grade digital paper. 

ONSCREEN TEXT FILES 
On my current project, my manager 
asked me to "pretty up" the way our 
application displays reports to the termi
nal. I wrote a command file that types 
text files on the screen (see Figure). It's 
better than the average TYPE/PAGE 

command, because it not only pauses 
after each screen full of data, it also clears 
the screen after every page (delimited by 
form feeds) and lets you skip to the next 
page, previous page or a specific page or 
restart output altogether. 

Wildcard specifications are allowed in 
the command line arguments, so this 
routine performs many of the functions 
of the UNIX more command. I've used 
this routine on a M.icroV AX 3900, and it 
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performs fairly well, even under a full 
system load. However, skipping back
ward can take a while, because it's 
accomplished by reopening the file and 
skipping forward to the desired page. 
Editor's note: The complete text of the 
Figure is available in download in ARIS/BB. 

Russell L. Morrison II 
Fontana, California 

THE SABER-C SAGA 
Editor's note: The following is in response to 
a letter published in January 1990 in which a 
writer questioned the functionality of Saber 
Software's Saber-C environment. Saber-C was 

·figure. · 

the subject of a Product Watch published in 
October 1989 (page 22). 

Saber-C is a complete programming 
environment of which error checking is 
one feature. The Saber-C programming 
environment offers source-level debug
ging, an incremental linker/loader and 
graphical program and data browsers. 
These features facilitate rapid prototyp
ing, modular programming, better 
testing and quicker debugging. 

The novelty of Saber-C's error detec
tion isn't its ability to catch syntax errors, 
and we agree that professional program
mers don't spend much time on this. The 

----Source Code Follows - -----
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Command File Na me: TYPE.COM 
1.0 
15 - Nov -89 

Ver s ion.Edit: 
Date Written: 
By: 

Description: 

Syntax: 

$ ESC [ 0 , 7J = 27 
$ FF[0,7] = 12 
$ 

Russell L. Morrison I I 

This command file types its ar guments on the terminal, 
pausing after 22 lines or a form feed. 

<TYPE [WIDE] <pl> <p2 > . . . <p8> 

WIDE 

<pl> . .. 

optional wi de screen (132 -col umn model 
flag 
File specifications . wildcards OK. 

Set up symbols for escape 
and form feed 

$ pri nt_fi le: SUB ROUT! NE 
$ on control_y t hen goto real ly_done 
$ if Pl .eqs . "WIDE " then exit 

File printer subrouti ne 
ensures input file is closed 
this is the "W IDE" switch 
initialize lastfi l e marker 
print a file : 

$ LASTFI LE = " " 
$ l oop_fi le: 
$ FILE= f $search(Pl,l) 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

! 

if FILE .eqs. "" .or. 
then 

exit 
en di f 
LASTFILE := 'FILE' 
open/ error=open_error 
COU NT = 0 
LAST_ PAGE = 1 
CUR_ PAGE = 1 

loop : 
read/ end_of _fi l e=done 
COU NT = COU NT + 1 
if f $extractC0 , 1.RECl 

. or. COU NT .ge. 22 
t hen 

gosub end_of_page 
endi f 
write sys $out put REC 
goto loop 

! - End of page routine. 

FILE . eqs. LASTFILE 

I NP 'FILE' 

!NP REC 

. eqs . " "FF '" 

get next files pec - allows 
wi l dca rd use 
last filespec done? 

exit s ubr outine 

reset lastfile ma r ker 
open input file 
initialize li ne counter 
initialize previous page no. 
initialize current page no. 
in put loop: 
read a record 
increment line cou nt 

end of page/end of sc reen? 

do end of page process 

display record 
get next record 

* TYPE.DOC 
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The advantage 
to our tape drive 

is written acm~ our face. 

G
et the tape backup system that 
makes it easy to find out the 
facts. Our CY-8200 has a 2-line, 
40 column LCD option that 

gives you complete status information. 
In easy-to-read, precise format, you see 
transfer rate, command under execution, 
unused tape in megabytes, and the ECC 
rate indicating backup integrity. No 
guesswork ... just the facts. 

State-of-the-art helical scan tech
nology. You get all the advantages of 
advanced helical scan technology, oper
ating speeds of up to 15 Mb per minute, 
2.3/2.5 Gb of formatted capacity on a 
single 8mm tape, major time sav-
ings from unattended backup, 
and tremendously 
reduced media and 

The industry's most 
advanced Bmm backup 

system. 

True ' 'plug and play'' compatibility with 

Alpha Micro DEC-HSC IBM AS/400 Plexus 
Altos DECQ-Bus Macintosh Prime 
Apollo DEC TUffA8l NCR Pyramid 
Arix DEC Unibus PC 386/ix Sequent 
AT&T Gould PC MS-DOS Sun 
Convergent HP PC SCO Xenix Unisys 
Data General IBM S-36138 PC SCO Unix Wang 

... and more 

storage expense. All at an unsurpassed 
price/performance ratio. 

TollJI flexibility, tol11l support. The 
CY-8200 can be configured to meet all 
your site requirements. Choose from 
tabletop or 19" rack mounting options, 
hard disk combinations, and cable lengths 

up to 80 feet. The 
CY-8200 subsys
tems provide turn
key solutions for a 
wide variety of sys
tems, such as true 
plug-and-play 
compatibility with 
direct interface to 
Pertee standard 
9-track tape 
controllers. 

And nobody matches our support. 
The CY-8200's full 12-month warranty 
includes unlimited technical support, 
direct from our in-house engineering and 
technical support group. 

Up to four 
CY.8200 drives can be mounted 

in our standard 19" rack. 

For full information on the CY-8200 
high-speed, high-capacity, 8mm tape 
subsystem call us at (804) 873-0900. 

11830 Canon Boulevard 
Newport News, Virginia 23606 

(804) 873-0900 
FAX(804)873-8836 
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an error that Saber-C detects that 
wouldn't be caught with a DEC (or 
other) standard compiler: 

int buf[3J ... I 11.22.33 } ; 
char *msg = "hello wor1d\n"; 

main() I 
int i: 

J 

for (i - O: 1 <-3; i++) buf[i] - i; 
Print_msg(): 

pri nt_msg{) I 
printf(~%\n". msg)' 

In this example, the program produces 
a garbled message (> P"ZAZPPPYPYXu 
on our VAXstation II), but it won't crash. 
On a Sun Microsystems machine, a core 
dump occurs. A breakpoint in printf 
shows that the variable "msg" contains 
the value of 3, which isn't much help in 
finding the problem. 

novelty of Saber-C is its run-time 
ability to trap errors before they tum into 
fatal signals or random behavior. Specifi
cally, the following example describes 

Saber-C detects the real problem, 
which occurs in the "for" loop within 
main, when the array index into the 
buffer "buf" exceeds its declared bounds 
and corrupts the memory location for the 
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PffiNTUS 
IMUS. 

When your printing volume reaches gladiator proportions, you need the 
high duty cycles and low cost of ownership that are uniquely found in 
non-impact ion printers from Image Systems, Inc. 

Print up to 250,000 pages .per month with 300x300 . 
dot-per-inch resolu~ion, at less than 2 cents p~r page. ·~ 
Three models provide 30 and 45 page-per-minute , -~ 
output tailored to your applications and needs • ----==::::~" 
graphics •forms •bar codes ·multiple users and LI._ 
LANS ·multiple fonts per page• DEC, HP, Diablo ~ 
and Tektronix emulations· and much, much more. 

MegaServe, MegaPro and Megaline printers
winners in any arena. Call Image Systems, Inc. today 
for more details. 

mlmage 
Syste111S, 
Inc. 

Image Systems, Inc. 
2515 McCabe Way, P.O. Box 25139 
Irvine, CA 92714 

(800) 347-2484 Ext. 4480 • (714) 660-1421 •FAX (714) 757-4418 
©Copyright 1990 Image Systems, Inc. All product names are trademarks of the respective manufacturers. 
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variable "msg." The i <= 3 should be 
i <3. This checking is novel to Saber-C, 
because when the program is running, 
this problem is detected and the source 
to the function main, with the "for" loop 
highlighted, is displayed. 

The goal of Saber-C isn't high-qual
ity syntax error reporting but a complete 
programming environment that can 
detect the greatest number of static and 
run-time errors (not just hardware faults), 
providing fast turnaround for interactive 
code changes through an incremental 
linker and a graphical user interface to 
speed debugging and code maintenance 
tasks. 
Stephen Kaufer 
Saber Software Inc. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

MULTIPURPOSE 
MUL TITHREADING 
There's speculation that DEC will add 
multithreading (multiple execution 
streams in a single address space) to VMS 
to improve the efficiency of TP applica
tions. TP isn't the only area that can 
benefit from multithreading. DCL is 
slowed substantially by image activation. 
IfVMS supported multiple action images 
in the same process, often-used images 
could be activated and ready to run 
without activation overhead. This was 
done years ago in MS-DOS, a supposedly 
less functional operating system. 

An even greater benefactor would be 
UNIX emulation (or PO SIX). Many 
UNIX commands are insignificant pieces 
of code that require a process to run. 
With these images preactivated in one 
process, VMS could execute shell scripts 
faster than UNIX. 

Lets hope DEC uses a generalized 
approach that doesn't restrict itself to TP. 
Robert S. De Wolf 
Fullerton, California 

Please address letters to the editor to 
DEC PROFESSIONAL, P.O. Box 218, 
Horsham, PA 19044-0218. Letters 
should include the writer's full name, 
address and daytime telephone number. 
Letters may be edited for purposes of 
clarity or space. You also can fax letters 
to us at (215) 957-1050. 
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COD. DIC PROTECTION 
QUERY: 

J ohn P. Flynn (SIG 37/MESS 1,234): My 
[SYSO.SYSEXE]CDD.DIC file had no 
world-read access, so I changed the 
UIC-based protection and the ACL to 
allow this. It worked, but something 
keeps changing the protection back to 
how it was set originally, which is 
(S:R WED,O,G,W), with an ACL such as: 

After I defined a security alarm on the 
file, it appears that the changes are done 
by some batch jobs, which use DATA

TRIEVE. Not all such batch jobs appear 
to do it, however, and no interactive jobs 
appear to do it. The batch jobs don't 
appear to mess with the protection on 
any files explicitly. 

REPLIES: 

John Rice (SIG 37/MESS 1,235): See if the 
version number of the CDD.DIC file is 
incrementing. Then look for a batch job 
calling CDDV doing a VERIFY and 
COMPRESS. When CDDV compresses 
the dictionary file, it writes a new 
version of the file. It's possible that the 
new file is created with a new protec
tion, very likely PROTECTION/ ACLs 
derived by the protection codes on the 
directory in which the CDD resides. 
John P. Flynn (SIG 37/MESS 1,239): 

Thanks for the excellent hints. However, 
no new versions of the CDD.DIC are 
being created. I'm dealing with my 
original version of the file, dated three 
years ago. The problem with resetting 
protection on CDD.DIC occurs when ex
iting DA TATRIEVE interactively - but 

only when this is done from the node in 
my mixed-version cluster running VMS 
VS.1-1, DTR V4.2 and CDD V4.1. From 
my other node, running VMS V4.7, DTR 
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V 4.1 and CDD V3.4, this problem doesn't 
occur. 

This problem has nothing to do with 
batch jobs, as I previously thought. It 
appears to be something in DATA
TRIEVE V4.2 that, upon exiting, resets 
the protection on CDD.DIC. Any 
more hints? 
John Rice (SIG 37 /MESS 1243): I haven't 
any ideas other than a possible bug. 
We're still at V4.7, but in about two 
weeks we'll start our VS .O upgrade. 
I'll look for that problem. We have a 
number of DAT ATRIEVE applications 
running on the cluster. 

ESE20-TO-HSC70 CONNECTION 
QUERY: 

James Meeks (SIG 22/MESS 277): I'm in
terested in hooking up two ESE20 solid
state drives in a shadow set connected to 
two different HSC70 controllers. Has 
anyone done this? What problems could 
I expect? What configuration problems 
might I run into? On one HSC70, I'll 
have only the ESE20s and an SASSO 
storage array with only RA70s. Shadow 
copies will be on two other HSC70s 
that handle two SASSOs and one SA6SO 
storage array. All this is being run in a 
V AXcluster with two VAX 6000 Model 
210s and two VAX 6000 Model 410s. 

REPLIES: 

Marty Johnson (SIG 22/MESS 278): When 
disk shadowing first came out, I was told 
that all the disks of a shadow set have 
to be on the same HSC, as the HSC, not 
VMS, is doing the shadowing. Is this 
true? If it is, your second HSC70 could 
only be used for failover redundancy. 
Jam es A. Meeks (SIG 22/MESS 279): The 
disks in the shadow set can reside on 
different HSCs, supplying a more efficient 
failover capability. 
Greg P. Schulz (SIG 22/MESS 281): I 
have one cluster configured with two 

How To Use ARIS/BB 
Subscribers to DEC PROFESSIONAL can call 
up our online bulletin board and log 
into ARIS/BB, our A utomated R eader 
Information Service. In ARIS/BB, you can 
download programs from this publication, 
communicate with our editors, request a 
change of address, find additional informa
tion about advertisers, order books and back 
issues, check the guidelines for submitting 
articles, take a peek at our editorial calendar 
for the year and communicate with other 
VAX users. 

To log in, you'll need your subscription 
number from your mailing label. Set your 
terminal to seven data bits, one stop bit and 
space parity, or eight data bits, one stop bit 
and no parity. Set your terminal emulation 
to VTlOO and dial: 

• (215) 957-1000 - Pennsylvania 

• (818) 577-9100 - Southern California 

• (415) 873-2135 - Northern California 

• (617) 863-5010 - Massachusetts 
Baud rates: 300, 1,200 or 2,400. 
When the modems CONNECT, hit Re

turn two or three times. 
The ARIS/BB symbol appears at the be

ginning of each article when the program is 
downloadable. VAX PROFESSIONAL pro
grams are available to subscribers of VAX 
PROFESSIONAL only . For subscription 
information, contact Phyllis Chandler at (215) 
957-1500 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Eastern Time. Use 
these recommendations at your own risk. 
Professional Press is not liable for any 
damages to your system that might be caused 
by the hardware , software , programs or 
procedures discussed here. 

XMODEM and KERMIT are available. 

SIG Identification 
The SIG categories referenced in this month's 
ARISTALK are: 
21 .... .. .. .. ........ .... .. .. .. ... Controllers/Memory 
22 .... ... .. .... ... ... .. .. ..... ...... ... ...... Mass Storage 
37 ... ... .... .. .. ... ...... ....... ...... .... .... ... ....... . VMS 
41 ..... ...... ....... ... .... .... ...... .... .. .. . Applications 
45 .... ... ..... ... ..... Programming Languages/ Al 

strings of disks, which are dual-ported 
and shadowed. Each string has two 
HSC70s. In one of these strings, two 
ESE20s have been shadowed and 
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The VMS Mail Enhancement Package 

F inally! Now there's an affordable VMS 
electronic mail package that gives you all 

the features you've been waiting for-Gold
Mail. It's easy to use and 
100% VMS Mail com
patible. 

Gold-Mail includes pull 
down menus with accel
erator keys for frequently 
used functions. There's a 
powerful text editor for 
easy creating and editing 
of messages. Plus, Gold
Mail has registered mail, 

Features 

I 00% VMS Mail compatible 
Pull down menus 
Registered mail 
Re-edit message 
Re-edit header 
Gold accelerator keys 
Message undelete 
Visual drawer/folder system 
Automatic line wrapping 
Bold, underline, line draw 
Multiple columns and rulers 
Spell correction 
Batch mode send 

so now you don't have to wonder if your mes
sage has been read. Best of all, Gold-Mail lets 
you interact freely with VMS Mail users; it 
allows you to access messages from networks 

and systems which interface with VMS Mail 
without conversion headaches. 

VMS Mail Gold-Mail 

• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Once you've seen Gold
Mail, you'll never want to 
use anything else on your 
VAX. Give us a call to
day for our introductory 
prices at: 

800-843-1317 

Gold-Mail 

Data Processing Design, Inc. 
1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim, CA 92807 

Phone:714-970-1515 • Fax:714-779-7468 
Gold-Mail is a trademark of Data Processing Design, Inc. 
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of our printer family 

Fujitsu M30S4 
widest print line of any 
fanfold laser printer made . . . up to 16112 
inches , or 247 columns wide. The ideal 
replacement for high-speed impact printers! 

FAST Up to 2300 LPM - 4600 LPM 
in 2-up mode. 

CRISP output. Images at 240 x 240 
DPI. At 15 CPI, report size reduced 
by50+ % 

TOUGH 400,000 pages/mo. duty
cycle. Forms up to 42 lbs. 

IEl.IABLE Advanced design. Low 
cost of ownership. Service by Fujitsu. 

PRICE Can't be beat. 
CALL about our full line of 

DEC COMPATIBLES: 
• 12/18/26 PPM LN03 Laser 
printers 

• 540 cps LA serial matrix printer 
• LGOl 800 and 1200 LPM line 
matrix printers 

• IBM Proprinter/Epson 450 & 600 
• LPM line matrix printers 
• 600 to 2000 LPM Band Printers 
• 30 and 45 PPM Ion Deposition 
Postscript/Ethernet non-impact 
printers. 

----.. ·-~ .::.=.::. :=::= 5;:,: 5 i s.:: i *-= =~= = .i: = _..... - ••1NC-
Office Printers 

11 Belden Ave., Norwalk, CT 06850 
(203) 84 7-0064 Fax (203) 84 7-0507 
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dual-ported for six months. The big 
restriction is that your shadow members 
have to be on the same HSC, but you can 
certainly dual-port to ano~her HSC for 
failover. Failover works great, but watch 
out for shadow copies if you have RA90s. 
Another tip is to configure your disks and 
channel cards in the following order: 

SLOT 9 ... LOl(~J.;OT 
1\A90 = LOW~ST:L SCOTS 
~A90 "' NEXT ""' 
RA82 + ESE20 NEXT 
RA70 + RA81 + RA60. ETC. 

That isn't a typo on the ESE20 behind 
the RA90. It has to do with transfer rates. 

VAXSTATION 3100 SECURITY 
QUERY: 

Paul S. Buob (SIG 21 !MESS 358): I need 
a product to lock up a workstation so 
that any input would be disabled 
without a key or any other verification 
device. We have our VAX.station 3100s 
where people could accidentally halt 
these nodes. 

REPLY: 

Rob Vugteveen (SIG 21/MESS 359): As 
long as you don't need to view anything 
on the console, you can secure a V AXsta
ti on running DECwindows from 
unauthorized input by using the PAUSE 
feature in the Session Manager. Our 
VAX.station 3100s aren't running shop
floor operations. If yours are, this PAUSE 

may be more of a pause than you're 
willing to accept. 

If you're looking for hardware, there 
are lockable keyboard drawers and 
covers available from computer supply 
stores, but then you need to protect the 
boot switch on the back if that concerns 
you. If so, check with NEMA for a 
suitable enclosure. 

UIC TRANSLATION 
QUERY: 

Scot Shaw (SIG 41/MESS 390): I have an 
application that uses the GETUAI system 
service call to extract information from 
UAF. Part of the information extracted 
is the UIC, which happens to be a long
word. How can I translate this longword 
into the member and group numbers? I 

recall a RTL routine or another system 
service call that did this. 

REPLIES: 

Serge Stein (SIG 41/MESS 391): The 
routine I believe you're looking for is 
SYS$FAO. The !%U directive translates 
a longword UIC to the form [ggg,mmm]. 
The !%1 directive will convert a long
word UIC to the form [group_ identifier, 
member _identifier]. 

If you need the group and member 
numbers by themselves, you should be 
able to get binary word representations 
from SYS$GETUAI and use the !OW 
directive of SYS$FAO to get the octal 
numbers. 

Scot Shaw (SIG 41/MESS 392): It worked 
like a champ. Thanks for the assistance. 

RMS $PARSE SEARCH LISTS 
QUERY: 

Simon Brown (SIG 45/MESS 516): I have 
a logical, which is a search list, with a lot 
of varied dev:dir specifications. I'd like 
to get at the equivalenc_e strings as 
produced by RMS $PARSE. How do I go 
about getting at each valid but different 
dev: [ dir] that this logical name points to? 
I don't want to open files in each direc
tory. I just want to see what the dirs 
are. I want something similar to what is 
produced by SHOW LOG/FULL. 

REPLY: 

Andrew Duggan (SIG 45/MESS 517): If I 
understand you correctly, SYS$TRNLNM 
will do what you want. It takes an 
item_ list_ 3 as one of the arguments. You 
can call it once to get the maximum 
number of equivalence names, then build 
another item list or lists to return all the 
equivalences at once. 

I've never needed to get more than 
one equivalence back, so I don't know 
if you can stack multiple LNM$_INDEX 
requests in a single item list or if you 
have to use the LNM$_ CHAIN to chain 
a lot of them together. I think the latter 
is probably correct. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Circle On R eader Card 
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NOW THERE'S A TERMINAL SERVER 
THAT CAN TAKE YOU FROM 

LAN TO WAN. 

There are two ways to 
take your Ethernet LAN from 
where it is now to the wonder
ful world of wide-area 
networking. 

You can add lots of boxes 
and spend lots of bucks. 

Or you can add M ICOM 's 
TM lnstaGate 1500 terminal 
server gateway (together with 
our INSTANET™ network 
server) and save lots of bucks. 

The lnstaGate 1500 gives 
you local and distributed con
nectivity for hundreds of avid 
users at once, at speeds up to 
38.4 Kbps. While saving you 
crates of expensive cables 
and equipment. 
LAT AND TCP/IP SUPPORT 

But beyond that, it gives 
you access to a broader range 
of wide-area networks than 
any terminal server. It lets you 
connect your LAT or TCP/IP 
network with X.25 networks, 
Tl trunk lines, remote 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #19 

miram® 
NETWORKING SOLUTIONS 
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MUXes, 56-Kbps to 64-Kbps 
digital links, IBM SNNSDLC, 
FAX, the gamut. 

An lnstaGate 1500 network 
supports connections to virtu
ally any host computer. And it 
plugs right into your existing 
Ethernet equipment. Whether 
it has ThickNet, ThinNet or 
twisted-pair interfaces. 

So your network can now 
join the rest of the world
with all its databases, 
specialty networks and com
munication capabilities-by 
the shortest, lowest-cost route. 

Take the step. Call MICOM. 
FREE NETWORKING BOOK 

Every LAN-to-WAN caller 
earns a reward: a free Net
working Glossary. Fits 
in your pocket, no strings 
attached. 

Call 1-800-MICOM U.S. 
or (805) 583-8600 
FAX (805) 583-1997 



PRODUCT WATCH/ BRIAN O'CONNELL 

Diminishing Downtime 
Chipcom Seeks To Eliminate Network 
Downtime Through Fault- Tolerant Engineering 

Network downtime is the 
bane of a system manager's 
existence. The typical LAN 

is down about six percent 
of the time, resulting in 
millions of dollars in 
productivity and revenue 
losses. 

Network managers 
should sleep better, though, 
after adding Chipcom's 
Online System architec
ture to their networks. 
Online is a next-genera
tion, multichannel net
work management and 
control system, incorpo
rating two key compo
nents - the Online 
System Concentrator and 
the TriChannel Architec
ture - that combine to 
virtually eliminate 
network downtime. 

Featuring 17 front-loading 
slots, the Online System 
Concentrator is a modular 
multichannel network 
facility platform of various 
media types and multiple 
protocols including 
Ethernet, Token Ring and 
FDDI. The Concentrator's 
chief attribute is its ability to 
support multiple networks 
from a single concentrator. 
Chipcom's TriChannel 
Architecture provides 
networking flexibility by 
supporting up to three 
Ethernet, Token Ring or 
FDDI networks simultane
ously in any combination 
within a single-system con-
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centrator with integrated 
bridging and routing. 

Chipcom President 
Rob Held estimates that 
Fortune 500 companies lost 
an average of $4 million in 
1989 because of network 
downtime, adding, "there's 
nobody out there who has a 

the backup occurs in less 
than 10 milliseconds. Fault 
tolerance is achieved in 
Online by providing 
redundancy for failure
prone components such as 
backup power supplies and 
backbone cable links. 

The Online Concentrator 

Online's architecture supports multiple networks· 
from a single concentrator. 

system that can't go down." 
"Network managers will 

be able to configure and re
configure users on-the-fly 
among the Online System's 
three channels - all from a 
remote console," adds Bob 
Sheppard, network program 
manager. 

Chipcom relies on its 
fault-tolerant architecture to 
allow networks to withstand 
potential crippling failures. 
In most cases, switchover to 

boasts a high port density, 
which allows up to 128 
unshielded twisted-pair 
connections and 64 fiber 
connections in 8 3/ 4 inches 
of standard rack-mount 
space. Chipcom claims that 
Online can support the same 
number of users at a more 
affordable price per port in 
one-half the wire closet 
space of other conventional 
systems. 

Additionally, Online's 
TriChannel Architecture lets 
you assign each media 

module to Ethernet, Token 
Ring (4 or 16 Mbps) or 
FDDI, providing flexibility 
and media mixing capabili
ties. Each module is config
ured among channels with 
an on-board DIP switch or 
remotely through network 
management software, per
mitting flexibility in net

work design and con
figuration as users are 
moved, added or re
moved. 

Future Online devel
opments will include a 
low-end terminal version 
and a high-end worksta
tion version, both based 
on SNMP. Chipcom's 
workstation version will 
focus on a software 
platform that includes 
the UNIX operating 

system, the X Window 
System and a fully integrated 
SQL database. 

The Online System Con
centrator (Model 5017C) 

costs $4,450, while the four
port Online Fiber Module 
(Model 5104M-FIB) costs 
$1,800. An additional com
ponent, the Fault Tolerant 
Fiber Transceiver, costs $995. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Chlpcom Corp. 

195 Bear Hiii Rd. ' 
Waltham, MA 02154 

(617) 890-6844 
Circle 411 on ,.ader card 
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UNATTENDED DAT BACKUP 

From Sony and Summus. 
4 millimeter. No waiting. 

The DAT backup solution from Sony and Summus. No more 
waiting for retrieve and restore. No more waiting for a backup 
solution that works reliably. They're here. Digital Audio Tape 
drives from a leader in 4mm DAT technology, with enhance
ments and support from a leader in data storage solutions. 
THE SONY 4mm DAT SOLUTION 
The ST-1300 DAT subsystem is the answer for fast, accurate, 
high-capacity backups with its incredible 1.3 gigabytes of 
capacity. A single 4mm data cartridge easily replaces up to 
eight 150 megabyte cartridges. It also features: 
• High-speed (20 second average) file access during restores. 
• Fast 183 Kilobytes/second sustained data transfer rate. 
• Compliance with the DDS (Digital Data Storage) format. 
• Reliable 40,000 hour power-on MTBF. 
• Read-after-write verification and three level Error Correction 

Coding for data integrity. 

THE SUMMUS SOLUTION 
With over ten years of experience, Summus offers complete 
high-capacity backup solutions. From user-friendly backup 
software to LAN data storage, backup and archival subsystems 
with capacities to 125 gigabytes or more. 
MEANS MORE SUPPORT. I I 

Toll-free technical phone support is standard. And we offer 
on-site service in most U.S. metropolitan areas. 
MORE RELIABILITY. I I 

Tested subsystems carry a one-year warranty. Extended 
warranties and 24-hour replacements are also available. 
AND MORE VALUE - WITHOUT THE WAIT 
Get the story on why the ST-1300 DAT from Sony and 
Summus is the right DAT solution, right now. Call us today. 

1 ·800·255·9638 
~· •••llUll• •~® - - - -
"==~ = = = = -==~ 
_,~•Til•TII~_, 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

© SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 1990. 17171 Park Row, Houston, TX 77084 
713-492-6611 •FAX: 713-492-0092 • Summus is a trademark of Summus Computer Systems. 

Sony is a trademark of Sony Corporation of America. 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #736 CIRCLE 161 ON READER CARD 



PRODUCT WATCH/ BRIAN O'CONNELL 

Easing Window Development 
Ingres/Windows 4GL Provides A Practical 
Means Of Creating Sophisticated Window Applications 

Workstations, PCs and X 
terminals provide users with 
flexible, powerful applica
tions and increase their pro
ductivity. Yet developers 
face complex programming 
problems that can offiet the 
advantages gained from 
window interfacing capa
bilities. 

Ingres Corporation's 
Ingres/Windows 4GL pro
vides help for these pro
gramming concerns. It's a 
complete rapid-development 
environment for building 
production-quality applica
tions for graphical user 
interfaces (GUI). By adopting 
an integrated architecture 
featuring visual editing and 
a full-function, object
oriented 4GL, Ingres 
provides a practical means of 
creating sophisticated 
window applications. 

According to Bill Smith, 
Ingres product marketing 
manager, Ingres/Windows 
4GL is the "first complete 
development system applica
tion specifically oriented for 
multitask graphical environ
ments." 

"window toolkit," which 
mirrors the look and feel 
of the user's system. 

You can build applica
tions in DECwindows and 
deploy them on OSF/Motif 
or other windowing systems 
without making additional 
changes. Ingres/Windows 
4GL, unlike proprietary 
toolkits that prohibit 
cooperation with native 
toolkits, uses its toolkit to 
cut and paste between 
applications. 

Here's a snapshot of 
Ingres/Windows 4GL: 
1. It incorporates visual 
editors to speed develop-

Qi.HI . j-ii I 

ment, allowing developers to 
design and test windows and 
menus interactively without 
writing code. 
2. Window development 
provided by 3GL toolkits is 
simplified. Programs nor
mally requiring thousands of 
lines of 3GL code require 
only a few hundred lines of 
4GL code. 
3. Ingres/Windows 4GL is 
object-oriented to increase 
programmer productivity. 
Object classes can be defined 
and shared, 4GL code can be 
encapsulated with window 
fields and menus, and win
dows can send messages 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

. Ingres Corp. 
1080 Marina Village Pkwy. 

Alameda, CA 94501 
(415) 769-1400 

Circle 452 on reader card 

to other windows. 
4. Multiwindow applica
tions increase user flexibility 
and can increase developer 
productivity. Windows are 
active simultaneously, pro
viding ease in switching 
among tasks. Programmers 
can create generalized 
windows that reduce 
program code. 
5. Ingres/Windows 4GL 

includes a data 
dictionary to 
catalog each 
application ele
ment for docu
mentation pur
poses. It's geared 
to support 
prominent win
dowing systems, 
including 
DECwindows, 
OSF/Motif, 
Windows/386, 
Presentation 
Manager and the 
Macintosh. 

Ingres/Windows 4GL lets 
you access capabilities that 
can't be emulated on termi
nals. You can access ad
vanced workstation facilities, 
such as common GUI 
elements and multiwindow 
applications. One 4GL ad
vancement is its native 

Ingres/Windows 4GL is a complete rapid-development environmentfor 

building production-quality applications for GUis. 

The product 
will ship in July 
or August. It will 
cost about $5,000 
for a two- to 
eight-node net
work, accord-
ing to Smith. 
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The New Leader 
Today VAX and VAX cluster users are looking to Micro Technology for the dynamic solutions 

they need to solve their networking and storage problems. As the new leader of VAX enhancement 
products, we have worked hard to respond to the needs of this constantly changing marketplace 
with the most efficient solutions possible. 

• Solutions for unattended HSC cluster 
backup, like our MA-24. The revolutionary 
MA-24 features 4 gigabytes to 32 gigabytes of 
unattended cartridge tape backup-the first to 
offer this capability. 

• Solutions for keeping your rapidly 
expanding network under control with our 
LANager network analysis and monitoring sys
tem for Ethernet. The LANager trouble shoots 
network problems quickly and monitors the 
performance in real time. 

• Solutions for capacity problems on your 
HSC port cards, KDB50 or space on your com
puter room floor, such as our 6200 Storage Array. 
20 gigabytes of disk storage are matched with 20 
gigabytes of cartridge tape in one single footprint. 

• Solutions for operating your VAX in a 
secured, classified environment, such as our 
Intercept removable storage system. Intercept is 
virtually operator error-proof. It protects the 
integrity of your data by not honoring spin
down commands until all processes are completed. 

But we don't intend to stop here. We intend to remain the leader in high capacity disk and tape 
subsystems, removable disk enclosures and networking products by continuing to listen to your 
needs and implementing the solutions you ask for. And backing them with a service commitment 
with worldwide support. We offer sales and service to over 5,000 customers worldwide. Satisfaction 
is important to us. That's why we are the leader today . .. and you can count on us tomorrow. 

For more information please call Micro Technology 800-999-9MTI. 

CIRCLE 144 ON READER CARD 

See us at 
DEXPO South 

Booth #700 

Micro Technology 
5065 East Hunter Avenue 
Anaheim, California 92807 
800-999-9MTI 
VAX, VAXcluster and HSC are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation . 



PRODUCT WATCH/ BRIAN O'CONNEUi . . 

Parallel Power 
MasPar Strives To Make 
Parallel Computing More Accessible 

Information managers seek
ing to resolve complex 
problems through high-end 
computing have been frus
trated by barriers in price, 
performance and program
ming. But recent advances in 
parallel processing have pro
vided supercomputer makers 
with the means to create sys
tems with the price, size and 
support typical of midrange 
minicomputers but with 
supercomputer power. 

One such high-end com
puter manufacturer is Mas
Par Computer, maker of the 
MP-1 family of data parallel 
computers. The MP-1 
consists of a Processor 
Element (PE) Array, an Array 
Control Unit (ACU), a VAX 
3520 subsystem, standard 1/0 

(keyboard, display, Ethernet, 
disk and cartridge tape) and 
high-speed 1/0. The MP-1 
data parallel computers fea
ture a range of 1,024 to 
16,384 processor elements in 
the parallel processing array. 

The MP-1 family is avail
able in two series: the MP 
1100 and MP 1200. The 
MP 1100 can accommodate 
from 1,024 to 4,096 PEs, 
while the MP 1200 is 
available in configurations 
from 1,024 to 16,384 PEs. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
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MasPar Computer Corp. 
749 N. Mary Ave. 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 736~3300 
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Both are available in two 
cabinets: a Data Parallel Unit 
and either a UNIX-based 
workstation or the V AX.sta
tion-based UL TRIX subsys
tem. 

The MP-1 group of 
supercomputers delivers up 
to 30,000 mips and 1,500 
Mflops and incorporates 
VLSI chip design technology 
while using software inter
face standards to enhance 
hardware and software 
upgrade capabilities. The 
MP-1 family doesn't require 
special cooling or housing 
and is designed for installa
tion in office and other 
moderate-condition com
puting environments. 

The PE Array is the cor
nerstone of the MP-1 struc-

The MP 1200 Series provides up to 30,000 mips and 1,500 Mjlops. 

ture, allowing the computer 
to operate on thousands of 
instructions in parallel. Each 
PE has its own data memory 
and execution logic and op
erates in a single instruction 
multidata (SIMD) manner, 
allowing up to 16,384 proc
essors to work simultane
ously on a single problem. 
The ACU is a RISC-like 
dedicated control processor 
specifically designed to con
trol the PE Array and the 
communication between the 
PEs and the rest of the 
system. Containing separate 
data and instruction mem
ory, the ACU can overlap PE 
Array control and memory 
operations. 

The V AXstation 3520 
subsystem boasts up to 
seven mips of processing 
power. It includes TCP /IP, 

NFS and the X Window 
System. The V AXstation 
includes a 19-inch color 
monitor enhanced by eight
bitplane buffers. 

MasPar President Jeff 
Kalb expects a widespread 
migration of users from 
high-end systems to mas
sively parallel architectures 
in scientific and technical 
markets, most notably in 
applications such as fluid/ 
solid mechanics, image rec
ognition, signal processing, 
electronic CAE and compu
tational chemistry. 

The MP-1 family is avail
able in eight configurations. 
Pricing begins at $170,000 
for a 1,024-processor system 
(MP 1101); the 16,384-
processor model (MP 1216) is 
priced at $810,000. 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 
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Keeping Tabs On Resources 
Braintree's Quantum RS Selectively Reports On System Use Across A Range Of Hierarchies 

Many system managers have 
looked in vain for a system 
that combines high-volume 
VAX resource accounting 
with the flexibility to run on 
mainframes, minis and 
workstations. Braintree 
Technology has accom
plished this feat with 
Quantum RS V5.0. 

Quantum RS is a full
function VMS resource man
agement and accounting sys
tem that focuses on resource 
accounting, budgeting, 
chargeback, project/task ac
counting, network and clus
ter accounting and cluster 
analysis. You can track sys
tem resource use and 
selectively report on use 
across a range of hierarchies, 
including node, account, 
project, task, queue, image 
and process type. 

According to Ed Gavin, 
vice president, Quantum, 
"We're not interested in 
providing users with func
tionalities they won't need. 
We prefer to tailor function
alities to specific user needs. 
Above all, we're striving to 
provide flexibility without 
sacrificing ease of use." 

The product operates in 
V AXclusters, VAX networks 
and single-CPU environ
ments, accounting for com-
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Braintree Technology Inc. 
600 Contwainer Dr., Ste. 102 

Norwell, MA 02061 
(617) 982.o200 
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puter resources used by indi
viduals, projects, usemame/ 
projects, tasks and nodes. 
The system tracks reporting 
and billing for connect time, 
CPU time, disk storage, page 
faults, buffered and direct 
1/0 count, page fault 1/0 

count, peak working set 

size and paging file usage, 
symbiont CPU time and 
up to three user-defined 
resources. It also provides 
capacity planning informa
tion to identify trends and 
facilitate purchasing deci
s10ns. 

The system is menu
driven within a controlled 
user environment but allows 
individual programs to be 
executed from the user's 
environment. It can be 
interfaced with DATA
TRIEVE and other ac
counting packages. 

Quantum RS' key ele
ment is its project account
ing capability, which tracks 
resource information for 
individual projects for each 
usemame. The system 

manager can define the 
project-specific process 
environment as the user 
enters a project by designat
ing the UIC, default device/ 
directory, privileges, and a 
command file to execute on 
project entry or exit. Users 
also can switch from one 

project to another without 
funneling through the 
regular VMS log out/log in 
procedure. 

Quantum RS' chargeback 
capability offers a means of 
charging costs back to users 
or projects. The system in
voicing option generates 
fully itemized invoices, 
indicating income derived 
from resource use as well as 
any additional charges. The 
budgeting feature of 
Quantum RS allows for the 
setup of an expense ceiling. 

The budget duration and 
its automatic expiration can 
be defined and updated each 
time a user logs out or 
changes projects. Quantum 
RS issues warnings and pre-

vents users from logging in 
when they exceed or 
threaten to exceed their 
budget. 

Quantum RS monitors 
data in summary mode and 
optionally in session mode. 
Summary data - the re
sources generated for a user-

Quantum 

RS VS. O 

operates in 

VAXclusters, 

VAX networks 

and single-CPU 

environments. 

name on a given node for 
each shift - can be com
pressed automatically into 
weekly or monthly summary 
totals, providing reduced 
storage requirements and 
online data documentation. 
The data collection process 
runs either interactively from 
the menu or automatically as 
an independent procedure. 
Data collection tracks 
available VMS resources and 
monitors print symbionts, 
operator communication 
services and DECnet net
work overhead. 

Quantum RS is available 
on hardware platforms run
ning VMS V4.7 and later. It's 
priced from $3,500 for a 
MicroVAX II to $25,000 
for a VAX 8974. 
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EM320 is a versatile VT320 emulator and communications program. 
EM320 eliminates the need for a dedicated VT320 terminal. 

1111111111 
1111111111 
EM320 

VT320 EMULATION 
• VT100, VT220, and VT320 Emulation 
• DCL-Like Command (Script) Language 
• True 132 Column Display 
• Remappable Keyboard 
• Extensive Online Help Library 
• ASCII, KERMIT, and XMODEM File Transfer 
• Loadable Character Sets 
• DOS Hotkey 
• Modem Dialer 

EM320 includes more productivity features than the competition and 
runs on most popular PC networks. EM320 is easy to install, is backed 
by a 30-day no-risk purchase policy, and a Toll Free support number. 

Diversified Computer Systems has been providing terminal emulation 
productivity tools to PC users for seven years. 

For more information , contact: 

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc. 
3775 Iris Ave. Suite 1 B, Boulder, Colorado 80301 
(303) 447-9251 FAX: (303) 447-1406 

Other DCS emulators: EM4105 - Tektronix 4105 
EM4010 - Tektronix 4010 

Trademarks: VT102, VT220 - Digital Equipment; IBM PC, XT - IBM Corp. : Hercules - Hercules Computer Technology; Tektronix - Tektronix, Inc. 
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Performance Edge 
Intergraph 's 6000 Series Workstations Combine 
RISC Technology And A Proprietary Graphics Processor 

Intergraph has reserved a seat 
in the workstations arena 
with its 6000 Series, a new 
generation ofUNIX-based 
workstations. The series 
offers a range of configura
tions and incorporates a 
RISC architecture to achieve 
performance levels of 10 and 
14 mips. 

The 6000 Series features 
the company's Extensible 
Display Geometry Engine 
(EDGE) high-performance 
graphics processor; Visix' s 
Looking Glass icon-based, 
menu-driven user interface; 
and the CLIX operating sys
tem, Intergraph's implemen
tation of AT&T' s UNIX 
System V Release 3.1 with 
Berkeley extensions. 

The series offers two 
levels of EDGE graphics per
formance. EDGE I supports 
eight planes plus one 
highlight plane of double
buffered graphics, achiev
ing a display of 256 colors 
plus one highlight color_ 
from a palette of 16. 7 
million. Graphics primi
tives are executed by a 
digital signal processor op
erating at a peak perform
ance of30 Mflops. EDGE II 
provides 24-bit true color, 
drawing rates of 400,000 
2-D vectors per second 
and 350,000 3-D vectors 
per second, and the 
display of 16.7 million 
colors from a palette of 
16. 7 million. It enables 
realistic rendering with 
Gourand shading at 25,000 
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100-pixel shaded triangles 
per second. 

Intergraph's monitors in
terface with the EDGE I and 
II graphics subsystems. The 
19-inch, 1-megapixel color 
monitor features a resolution 
of 1,184 x 884 pixels, and the 
27-inch, 2-megapixel color 
monitor features a resolution 
of 1,664 x 1,248 pixels. 

The series is binary-com
patible with other Intergraph 
RISC workstations, so exist
ing applications run without 
modification. It supports in
dustry standards in operating 
systems, software and hard
ware interfaces, graphics, 
networking and hardcopy 
output. 

The series supports a sys
tem disk drive with up to 
670-MB data capacity. The 
chassis includes a five-slot 
card cage, 680-watt power 
supply and a dual-density, 

3 112-inch, 1.44-MB floppy 
disk drive. It also includes 
space for an internal periph
eral such as a 5 1/4-inch, 
1.2-MB floppy disk drive, 
600-MB CD-ROM drive or 
150-MB cartridge tape drive. 

The Intergraph Network 
Core lets the workstations 
communicate with Inter
graph workstations, servers 
and V AXs across a distributed 
standard or thin Ethernet 
network. TCP /IP, XNS and 
DECnet compatibility allow 
communications with 
computing devices from 
other vendors. 

The 6000 Series consists 
of two models, the InterPro 
and InterAct. While both 
provide similar features and 
capabilities, the InterAct 
devices offer, among other 
things, dual-screen capabili
ties and a 12-button, absolute 
tracking device that controls 

" ~ 
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The InterPro and dual-screen InterAct 6000 Series provide more than 

100 configurations at performance levels up to 14 mips. 

Intergraph Corp. 
Huntsville, Al 35894 

(205) 738-2000 
Circle 400 on reader card 

the cursor and is used for 
digitizing on dual-screen 
configurations. 

The 6000 Series is avail
able in more than 100 con
figurations. For example, the 
InterPro 6040 includes a 
10-mip RISC microproces
sor, EDGE I graphics, 16-MB 
main memory and a 355-MB 
disk drive for $29,900. It can 
be expanded to 80 MB main 
memory and a 2. 7-GB disk 
drive. The InterPro 6280 of
fers 14 mips performance, 
EDGE II graphics, 16 MB 
main memory and a 670-MB 
disk drive. It costs $45,900 
and will be available later 
this year. 

The company also an
nounced 6000 Series 
servers, including the 
low-end lnterServe 6000; 
the midrange, multi
purpose 6105; the high
performance, multipurpose 
6505; and the high-end, 
fully configured 5200. 

The servers are 
designed for intensive 
compute, file and plot 
processing in multitasking 
production environments. 
They incorporate a RISC 
architecture an:d deliver 
performance levels of 10, 
14 and 20 mips. They 
cost from $19,000 to 
$140,000. 
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"How to Improve 
System Performance" 

Discover the Potential of Data Caching on Your VAX™ with 

L ike most VAX System 
Managers, being able to do your 
job well means having the tools 
and resources available to improve 
system performance so that ... 

1) the system is faster for users, 
and 

2) batch jobs, programs and 
other applications run faster. 

If these areas are importa'nt to you, 
the following information on 110 
Express Automatic Data Caching 
Software for VAX/VMS™ systems 
will be beneficial. 

What is 1/0 EXPRESS? 
110 Express provides the most 
advanced form of data caching for 
VAX/ VMS systems. 

It directs the most commonly used 
data blocks to be held in a reserved 
part of the memory (the cache) and 
later requests for the same data are 
handled from that cache rather than 
from the disk. Since it is 12 to 16 
times faster to handle an I/ 0 
request from memory than from 
disk, that means increased speed. 

Handle 1/0 Bottlenecks 
In addition, because 110 Express 
slashes the number of I/ Os hitting 
the disk (commonly 50% and often 
up to 90%), you now have a much 
shorter I/ 0 queue. Result ... the 
remaining disk I/ Os get handled 
faster! 

l/OEX,RESS™ 

SLOW FREIGHT 

------vs.------

EJ]+-I/O EXPRESS-+enioryl] 

Reading from Memory is 12 to 16 
times faster than Reading from Disk! 

Features of 1/0 EXPRESS 
Include: 

• Automatic and Easy to Use 
• Low Overhead 
• Dynamic Memory 

Allocation and Release 

• Safe-Write-Through 
Technology ensures data 
integrity 

• Cluster Compatible -
Caches Global and Local 
Disk Drives 

• Fantastic Performance 
Gains. 

What VAX Managers Are 
Saying About 110 Express 

"After installing 110 Express one 
of our batch jobs went from 12 
hours to 3 hours. Datatrieve ,. 
compute time was reduced by 
50%.,, 

Patrick H Cramer Jr. 
KPS Health Plans 
Bremerton, WA 

"We had II 0 Queue levels from 8 
to 10. With 110 Express they 
never go above 1. Log-ons are 
much faster and there is no queue 
- it's great!" 

Kim Rasho 
Automatic Data Processing 
Ann Arbor, MI 

FREE 
l/OIXPRESS 
30-Day Trial Offer 

and 
Data Cache Analysis Utility 

Determine exactly how many I/Os 
can be eliminated on your VAX! 

Call 800-VAX-HELP 
ext. 2333 

Visit us at DEXPO South Booth 210! 
Free T-shirt to qualified VAX Managers. 

DISKEEPER/Plus'" (1!:~1 f/0 EXPRESS 

Copyright © J 990 Executive Software International. All Rights Reserved. 110 Express and DISKEEPER/P/us are trademarks owned by Exec utive Software International. VAX, Datatrieve and VAX/ VMS are marks of Digit.al Equipment Corporation. 
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PRODUCT WATCH/ PAMELA F. FULLERTON 

Workstation/ 
Host Team 
Pericom 's TeemX Provides A UNIX Connection 

If you're looking for a 
software solution for UNIX 
workstation-to-host com
munications, consider 
Pericom's TeemX. TeemX 
is a program that lets color 
or monochrome UNIX
based workstations act as 
either text or graphics termi
nals and communicate with 
host computers - the user 
interacting with the host via 
the X Window System. 

When run on a standa
lone workstation, T eemX 
allows terminal emulation 
of the Tektronix 4105/4207/ 
4211 and the DEC VT220/ 
240. Existing Tektronix- and 
DEC-based applications 
therefore can be run locally 
or on remote host machines 
connected over networks. 
The interaction between the 
user and the application 
takes place within a window 
on the X server (the display). 
The basic function of 
TeemX is to accept 
Tektronix or DEC command 
sequences from a host 
application and convert 
them into equivalent X 
functions. 

TeemX is available for 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
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Pericom Inc. 
9 Princess Rd., Ste. 0 

Lawrencaville, NJ 08648 
(609)' 895..o484 

Circle 405 on reader card 

Sun Microsystems' Sun-3 
and Sun-4 workstations. 
Versions for other UNIX 
platforms also are scheduled 
to be available, including 
Apollo, DECstations, IBM 

systems under AIX, and PCs. 
T eemX can be invoked 
multiple times to set up a 
number of terminal emula
tion windows in which dif
ferent host applications can 
be run simultaneously. 

When used in conjunc
tion with a window man
ager, each window can be 
repositioned and resized 
individually. When the text 
window is resized, the 
number of rows and 
columns of text is adjusted 
to fit within the new 
window size. When the 
graphics window is resized, 
the graphics information can 
either be scaled to fit into 
the new window or clipped 
so a portion of the image is 
visible. 

TeemX has separate al
phanumeric and graphic 
windows. :rhe alphanumeric 
screen format is 32 lines of 80 
or 132 characters per line. It 
has eight text and 16 graphics 
colors supporting TrueColor 
and PseudoColor display 
types. Virtual resolution is 
4,096 x 4,096 (4207 emula
tion) or 4 billion x 4 billion 
(4211 emulation). TeemX is 
ICCC-compliant and has 
zoom and pan. Segment 

Application 1 
Tektronix-Based 

Application Software 

Application 2 
DEC-Based 

Application Software 

Appllcatlon3 
DEC-Based 

Application Software 

r- - --- -- ------- --, 
XSarvar 

Device-Independent 
Device Driver 

TaamX 
Converts Tek or DEC 

Command Sequences into 
Equivalent X Functions 

Application 1 Application 1 
Alpha Graphics 

Application 2 Application 2 
Alpha Graphics 

Application 3 
Alpha 

TeemX accepts Tektronix or DEC command sequences from a 

host application and converts them into equivalent Xfunctions. 

memory is 2 MB. Address
able points vary according to 
window size. TeemX also 
features 157 standard and 
32,767 user-definable fill 
patterns. It supports a wide 
range of digitizers/tablets. 

TeemX doesn't support 
hardcopy devices. Other X 
clients (Xpr) are available 
that deal with printing 
specific windows visible on 
the display server. 

Executive Vice President 
Anthony Martin says that 
TeemX will help users mi
grate quickly and cost-effec
tively to workstations and 
get more processing power 
at the desktop. 

"As well as being device-, 

host- and network-inde
pendent - thanks to the 
power and universality of 
the X Window System -
T eemX will enable users to 
run their existing applica
tions on their workstations 
without any modification," 
he explains. 

T eemX is the first in a 
range of products from 
Pericom that are compatible 
with the X Window System. 
Complementary hardware 
and software products for 
T eemX are currently under 
development. 

Pricing for TeemX de
pends on the number of 
users per license. For 
example, a five-user license 
costs $3,000. 
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Our Vf240 terminal emulator has 
changed the meaning of portability. 

Smart Terminal Emulator 
and communications program 

- ----- --

What does Vf240 portability mean to you? 

• Portable across operating systems! Our ZSTEM 240 
software runs under both MS-DOS and Unix 386 System V, 
making your PC look and act like a VT240/340 terminal 
on either operating system. 

• Portable across machines!ZSTEM 240 runs on IBM PCs, XTs, 
ATs, PS/2s and compatibles, from AT&Ts to Zeniths! 

• Portable across portables! ZSTEM 240 runs on portable 
PCs, letting you connect to your office systems when 
you're on the road. 

• Portable across video adapters! ZSTEM 240 supports 
all standard video adapters: VGA, EGA, CGA, MCGA, 
AT&T, Hercules and many extended adapters. No matter 
what adapter/monitor combination you use, ZSTEM 240 
displays double-high/double-wide characters, 132 columns, 

and Vf340 ReGIS, sixel and Tektronix graphics. 
• Portable across networks! ZSTEM 240 connects to your 

favorite networks, including Novell, 3COM, TCP/IP, 
Ungermann-Bass, Excelan, Wollongong, FTP, Sun and 
DEC's CTERM and LAT. 

Of course, ZSTEM doesn't really come with a handle. What it 
does come with is our top-notch technical support and 
documentation, plus a solid warranty, so you can be assured 
of quality products backed by quality people. Call today 
about our complete line of vr emulation products. 

KEA Systems Ltd. 
3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101 
Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5J 5G l 
Phone: 604-431-0727 
Fax: 604-431-0818 

Toll Free Order Desk 
800-876-6089 

ZSTEM and the KEA and ZSTEM logos are trademarks of KEA Systems Ltd. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
©Copyright KEA Systems Ltd ., 1989. All rights reserved . 
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---··----HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 

Multi-Chip Unit : 

BUILDING BLOCK 

The architecture, design , 

manufacture and 

HE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF 

high-performance computer systems pro

implementation 

of Digital's 
the MCU makes higher density packaging and thus 

fast cycle times possible. 

innovative vides challenges to delight the most enthu
siastic puzzler, especially at the integrated cir
cuit level. How can you make them fast but 
keep them cool at the same time? How can you 

MCU. 

The MCU has four main components. Very fast 
integrated circuits are connected via the High-Density 

Signal Carrier (HDSC). The HDSC is contained within 
housing that supports the signal connections and power 

supply. This in turn is linked to a pin fin heat sink to 
provide cooling. 

keep signal paths short and of low resistance while 
retaining reliability and affordability? How can you pack
age them so as to simplify repairability? 

These were the challenges Digital confronted in building 
its high-performance mainframe system, the VAX 9000. The 
company achieved a long-term solution that provides a base 
technology for even more powerful systems in the future . The 
solution is called the Multi-Chip Unit (MCU). 

The MCU is leading-edge ECL circuit packaging technol
ogy. Proprietary to Digital, it exemplifies its design goals for 
mainframe systems. These goals are to produce systems that offer 
higher performance with greater reliability to more customers. 

The MCU is the basic building block for VAX high
performance systems (see Figure 1). In the VAX 9000, it's used 
in the CPU, integrated vector processor and System Control 

Among the integrated circuits connected via the HDSC are 
MCA III ECL gate arrays. Designed by Digital and produced by 
M otorola, the MCA Ills have a density of 10,000 gates. This is 
eight times greater than the density of the MCA I gate arrays 
used in the VAX 8600. 

In addition to the MCA Ills, the MCU houses self-timed RAMs 
(STRAM), which provide fast access to registers and internal 
memory, and a clock distribution chip. This performs the clock 
distribution function through 40 differential outputs and 
distributes Scan checking lines to the logic chips. 

These integrated circuits use advanced processors and very 
high density to achieve high performance. The use of such dense 
chips reduces heat output per logic circuit compared to using 

Unit (SCU). As a new solution for housing, 
interconnecting and cooling integrated circuits, DONE. MARSHALL 

a larger number of less dense chips. However, 
denser chips call for a correspondingly greater 
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The Multi-Chip Unit. Figure 1. 

number of connections 
per component. This 
requirement dictates an 
enhanced interconnect 
that minimizes connect 
distances to maintain 
speed without impact-

Macrocell Array 
(MCAlll) 

ing reliability. 
This interconnect 

has been achieved in 
the MCU through the 
HDSC. The HDSC is a 
wafer-based intercon
nect using a unique 
copper polyimide sub
strate (see Figure 2). 
It performs similar 
functions to a printed 
circuit board (PCB) but 
is three to five times 
denser. 

The HDSC technol
ogy allows for more 
than 600 signal lines per 
inch. This dense line 
spacing cuts propaga
tion delay (see box, 
"Propagation Delay") 
and increases the num
ber of connections that 
can be made efficiently 
to each component. 
This makes it possible 
to use the denser chips. 
In addition, the HDSC 
has outstanding thermal 
properties, making it 
possible to maintain 

Clock Distribution 
Chip 

low temperatures even with dense ECL 
circuits. 

One 4- x 4-inch HDSC can accommo
date a clock distribution chip and up 
to eight MCA III logic chips or an 
equivalent number of RAM chips at the 
rate of nine RAMs per MCA III. This 
quantity of logic previously took up 
four 15- x 12-inch PCBs, so the HDSC 
represents a density improvement of 30 
times from one generation to the next. 

Each HDSC is packaged in a housing 

MAY 1990 

that also supports signal and power 
connections and a heat sink for air 
cooling. This completed MCU is 
mounted and interconnected with oth
ers on a special board, the Planar Mod
ule. Several MCUs, each with a different 
functional design, are thus integrated into 
a CPU, vector processor or SCU. 

One 25- x 25-inch Planar Module 
contains 16 MCUs, enabling an entire 
CPU and vector processor to be con
tained within one module. The MCU 

HDSC Interconnect 

Self-Timed RAM 

forms the field replaceable unit (FRU) and 
is located on the Planar Module with the 
aid of alignment pins and four screws. 
This minimizes repair time and improves 
system reliability. 

Choosing The MCU 
Any choice of packaging and intercon
nect technology is based on its ability to 
provide interfaces of four types: signal, 
power, thermal and physical. The op
timum package satisfies the system 
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HARDWAR E ARCH ITEC TURE ---··----

The HDSC (left) is a wafer-based 
interconnect that uses a copper 

polyimide substrate. MCU is at right. 
figure 2. 

requirements of these interfaces and is 
highly reliable. 

From a cost perspective, the vendor 
needs technology that uses well-under
stood materials and promises a relatively 
short time to market. In addition, if a 
technology is the object of significant in
vestment, it should have the growth po
tential to be competitive over several 
product families. 

Accordingly, at the outset of the 
VAX 9000 design, a hardware trade-off 
analysis was conducted to select the 
optimal packaging approach. Different 
semiconductor and packaging technolo
gies were compared by measuring 
performance over a given logic path in 
the different technologies. The basis for 
comparison was VAX 8650 technology, 
using MCA I gate arrays in pin grid array 
packages on large PCBs. 

The results were clear. Figure 3 shows 
a summary of results in which the 
propagation time through a logic path 
involving such components as the arith
metic logic unit and cache is compared 
for several technologies. It was projected 
that chip logic speeds for chilled CMOS 
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in 1989 would be about the same as for 
earlier ECL logic. However, the poten
tial for a higher level of chip complexity 
would reduce off-chip delay, thus in
creasing overall speed. 

Using MCA Ills in pin grid arrays 
using VAX 8650 PCBs would yield about 
twice the logic speed, with the off-chip 
interconnect delay being the dominant 
performance limitation. 

Packaging MCA Ills on MCUs showed 
a 50 percent improvement in off
chip delay. It also had other advantages, 
which ranged from its potential to 
interconnect high-lead-count VLSI chips 
with small lead delay, to the fact that 
it made a practical-sized FRU. 

Comparisons of MCA III logic arrays 
with small-scale gallium arsenide arrays 
and wafer-scale integration showed little 
performance advantage for these new 
technologies. Indeed, they represented a 
potential risk because of the immaturity 
of the technology. 

Building The MCU 
The MCU consists of the HDSC and 
chips, the pin fin heat sink, the connec-

tor assemblies, and housing and mount
ing hardware. The HDSC is a wafer of 
nine layers of copper for power and 
signal use interleaved with insulating 
layers of a polyimide synthetic (see Figure 
4). The use of polyimide helps reduce 
propagation delay because its very low 
dielectric constant allows signals to flow 
faster compared to such materials as 
ceranuc. 

The wafer is constructed one layer 
at a time. The conductive copper is laid 
onto a polyimide layer using sputtering 
and plating techniques. Wafer alignment 
stations then are used to transfer fine 
geometry patterns from a mask onto the 
copper layer. These patterns mark out 
the signal paths, which then are created 
using copper deposition and etching 
processes. 

The next layer of polyimide then is 
laid over the copper, and vias are cut into 
the polyimide. These vias form the 
connections between signal paths in 
adjacent layers of copper and are created 
by masking the polyimide and etching a 
hole with a plasma etcher. This hole is 
filled when the next layer of copper is 
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HYPERDRIVE 3000 
THE MOST FLEXIBLE SOFTWARE SOLUTION 
FOR HSC OR NON-HSC DISK SHADOWING. 

PROBLEM: 

New HYPERDRIVE 3000™, a software-only 
disk shadowing solution that saves money 
while it protects data. HYPERDRIVE 3000 is 
the most versatile shadowing product avail
able to VAXNMS® users. 

Cost-saving flexibility. 
HYPERDRIVE 3000 supports the full range of 
DECNAX® processors including mixed VAX® 
Clusters. HYPERDRIVE 3000 functions with 
all DEC-compatible disk drives (including 
RAM disks) and controllers (HSC and non
HSC) regardless of manufacturer, model or 
size (you can shadow your RF30 to an RA90). 
With HYPERDRIVE 3000, your shadowing 
requirements no longer dictate your hardware 
selections. 

Data-protection reliability. 
In critical, high-availability systems, real-time 
or transaction-processing operations con
tinue uninterrupted with no loss of data. 
If a processor or a disk drive should fail, 
HYPERDRIVE 3000 (which is resident on all 
nodes and shadows to multiple disks) con
tinues shadowing uninterrupted and without 
operator intervention. When the failed disk is 
again available to the shadow set, the catch
up facility restores all prior disk activity. For 
additional security, data encryption and 
access control features are available. 

See us at DEXPO South, Booth #350 

SOLUTION: 

Performance-boosting versatility. 
HYPERDRIVE 3000 can shadow all or part of 
multiple disks. It can create a virtual disk in 
CPU memory and can speed up access to 
frequently used data by 500% or more. By 
shadowing Bear's Memory Disk to a physical 
disk, data stored in memory is automatically 
backed-up to disk. Physical disks that are 
shadowed can attain a 50%-80% perform
ance boost in disk access time due to 
HYPERDRIVE 3000's load balance capability 
of simultaneous read operations from the 
member disks of the shadow set. 

DEC Tested and Accepted. 
In 1988, for their MIRA® System, Digital 
Equipment Corporation tested and accepted 
Bear's HYPERDRIVE 2000™ Shadow and 
Virtual Disk products. HYPERDRIVE 3000 is 
the result of Bear's continued response to 
both MIRA and DSSI® platforms. 

Call BOO 255-0662, Ext. 206 
(in California 818 508-1894, Ext. 206) for 
more information on HYPERDRIVE 3000. 

BEAR COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS I NC. 

565 l CASE AVENUE 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601 ~9985 

HYPERDRIVE 2000, HYPERDRIVE 3000 are trademarks of Bear Computer Systems, Inc. 

,, ______ _ 
VAX, VMS, MicroVAX, DSSI, and MIRA are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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HARDWAR E ARCHI TEC TUR E ---··----
PROPAGATION DELAY 

Signals propagate at the speed of light divided by the square root of the dielectric constant 
of the medium in which they travel. In free space, signals can propagate at about one 
foot every nanosecond (billionth of a second). However, in free space, computer signals 
would be uncontrollable. Therefore, they must be guided through some type of dielectric 
material. 

On silicon chips, silicon dioxide is the dielectric material. However, studies indicate 
that on-chip delay accounts for about one-half the nonmemory delay in a given system, 
while the other half originates with system interconnects. Accordingly, a strategy to 
increase performance must address both issues. 

In MCU technology, the greater density of the MCA Ills and STRAMs reduces 
delays among silicon logic circuits, while the HDSC addresses chip-to-chip interconnect 
delays. By keeping paths short and by using polyimide copper rather than the more 
traditional ceramic substrate, the HDSC lowers system interconnect delays by more than 
30 percent. This is because the polyimide has a much lower dielectric constant of 3.5, 
as opposed to ceramic's six to 12, depending on the materials used. -D.E.M. 

deposited. 
The signal and power interconnec

tions are made as two separate cores and 
then bonded together. To make connec

tions, the cores are drilled where required 
and the connection is created by plating 
through the holes. 

Finally, lasers cut very accurate die 
sites to accept the semiconductor devices. 
Tab automated bonding is used to gang 
bond the signal and power pads to each 
chip in the HDSC. Chips are bonded 
through the laser die cuts to the baseplate 
that serves both as a rigid mounting 
structure and a heat dissipator for the 
semiconductors. This bond is made from 
a diamond-filled epoxy to provide an 
electrically insulating attachment of low 
thermal resistance. 

By bonding chips directly to the 
substrate instead of the chip package, 
the HDSC eliminates one level of inter
connect. This improves reliability and 
performance. Further, the design results 
in a maximum electrical requirement 
of 300 watts, contributing to low heat 
generation and making air cooling 
practical. 

The MCU baseplate assists in cooling. 
It's made of molybdenum and provides 
a strong, rigid substrate, a high thermal 
conductivity and a thermal expansion 
match to silicon. The baseplate is bolted 
to the aluminum pin fin heat sink, 
which contains hundreds of thermally 
conductive pins. With impingement air 

40 

cooling, the pin fin heat sink enables 
temperatures to be maintained at 85 

degrees Celsius for optimum reliability. 
The design of the MCU housing 

is significant, because, in addition to 
providing the key alignment mechanism 
to ensure proper mating to the next level 
of interconnect, it provides the structural 
mounting for all the subassemblies and is 
a critical part of the signal connector 
system. 

Signals are transferred from the HDSC 
assembly to the Planar Module by flex
ible signal connectors (Signal Flex). 

fi<{!ure 3. 

MCA I on PCB Chilled CMOS MCA Ill on PCB 

c::::::::J Off-Chip Interconnect Delay 
- On-Chip Logic and Interconnect Delay 
c:::::::J Memory Delay 

Relative delay of various technologies. 

These are gang bonded to each of the 
four sides of the HDSC and make con
tact to the surface of the Planar Module. 
Each Signal Flex has more than 200 
signal paths for an MCU total of more 
than 800 paths. 

The Power Core of the HDSC is fed 

by separate Power Flex cables bonded on 

each side of the MCU. These are con

nected to high-current capacity plugs that 
engage power bus-bars to deliver power 
with minimum resistance. 

The separation of these flex compo
nents prevents signal/power inter
action, thus enhancing the reliability of 
the system. 

Design And Manufacture 
Innovative techniques were developed 
for the design and manufacture of the 

MCU, with three goals in mind: 
1. To design higher density circuits than 

ever before. 
2. To achieve higher yields from the 
manufacturing process. 
3. To ensure greater reliability of finished 

components. 
Extensive use was made of a suite of 

integrated CAD/CAM tools to provide 
error-free design. Specifically, very 
detailed simulation was used to reduce 
design faults and to minimize multiple 

MCA Ill on MCU 1K GAAS on MCUS WSI 

GAAS = Gallium Arsenide 
ws1 =Wafer-Scale Integration 
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ASCII (Intelligent) 

Q-One 

Line Printer 

SAMNA Word 

Microsoft Word (MAC) 

MASS-ll 

WordStar 

DECdx 

Xerox 860 (MSDOS) 

NBI OASys Archive 

IBM DCA-RFT 

Uniplex II Plus WORD ERA Wang PC Microsoft Word (PC) Wang WITA 

HOW 1b ACHIEVE PERFECT 
VAX-BASED DOCUMENT 

INrERCHANGE BETWEEN 
32 DIFFERENT SYSTEMS 
(INCWDING AN APPIB) 

The simple answer is Keyword's KEYpa~ 
KEYpak is the only VAX-based Editable 

Document Exchange (EDE) software that 
provides you with perfect document inter
change between so many different systems. 
So comparing interchanged documents is 
always comparing oranges to 
oranges. Even if they origi
nate on an Apple. 

The document you create 
on your PC using MultiMate 
Advantage appears with 
every tab, indent, underline 
and boldface perfectly 
reproduced on a Macintosh 
using Word. 

Or DisplayWrite 4, Word
Star, Xerox 860 - or any 
of 32 different systems. 

KEYpak provides total 
document interchange 
between any or all of these 
systems regardless of where 
the document originates. 

Use it between your PCs, 
dedicated word processors, VAXs, VTs, IBM 
mainframes or all of them combined. Your 
documents will always appear letter perfect 
instantly. 

When you invest in the KEYpak system 
you're in the company of such innovators as 

DuPont, US West, Boeing, Martin Marietta 
and British Gas. Keyword pioneered the tech
nology of document interchange and continues 
to lead the industry. 

For example, our KEYpak+ l Seamless 
User Interface allows you to integrate KEYpak 

with DEC ALL-IN-1. Your 
electronic mail can then be 
extended into document 
mail, offering transparent 
operation to the end user. 

Or KEYpak can function 
as a stand-alone VMS 
application. 

However you choose to 
employ KEYpak you'll never 
outgrow it. It's designed to 
be truly modular. As your 
needs grow, so will your 
KEYpak system. 
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improves, your investment 
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passes for semiconductors during initial 
manufacturing. A major concern with 
high-density devices is that signal paths 
must be sufficiently separated so as not 
to be affected by "noise" from adjacent 

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE ---··----
ments. These technologies have resulted 
in excellent control of dimensional tol
erances over the full area of the module 
as well as over all the layers of laminate 
material. 

Quality assurance is aided by 

Built-in error analysis 
the ability to conduct several 
tests at one test station. Other 
quality safeguards include the 
use of environmental testing and 
computer-based inspection sys
tems to verify bonding strength 
and accuracy. Built-in error 
analysis and detection circuitry 

and detection circuitry 

are standard components 

1n the MCU. 

paths. The CAD system helped solve 
this problem by simulating noise to 
determine the spacing of routed wire. 

For the Planar Module, a new set 
of printed-circuit technologies was 
developed to satisfy performance, me
chanical, electrical and reliability require-

F (~ 11 re 4. 

TAB Signal Lead 

Pl = Polyimide 
PTH = Plated Through Hole 

are standard components in the 
MCU. 

Manufacturing support sys-
tems on Digital's worldwide 

network also played a key role in the 
design and manufacturing process. An 
integrated database links multiple manu
facturing and engineering sites, giving 
them access to such information as lot 
history and engineering test data. This 
helps them identify equipment, process 

High-Density Signal Carrier (HDSC) cross-section (not to scale). 
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and operator issues that might otherwise 
reduce yield and productivity. 

A Successful Implementation 
The MCU has met its goals in three 
important areas: performance, reliability 
and cost. From a performance perspec
tive, the MCU has enabled us to meet 
three key requirements: 
1. The use of high-density /high
performance chips operating as close 
together as possible. 
2. The use of a chip interconnect scheme 
with electrical qualities that enables 
signals to travel quickly without picking 
up noise or other interference or losing 
their integrity between chips. 
3. The efficient extraction of heat 
generated by densely packaged high
perfonnance integrated circuits. 

The use of the MCA III integrated 
circuits takes Digital into new areas of 
very high-speed chips, and the HDSC 

enables signals to travel among chips even 
faster than they can in the chips them-

TAB Ground Lead----. 
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SYSTEM CONTROL UNIT: KEY TO THE 9000 

The VAX 9000 mainframe system is a tightly coupled multiprocessor 
that consists of several components. Connecting these components 
and keeping them all actively managing resources is the task of the 
System Control Unit (SCU) . 

The SCU system module is much more powerful than a bus. 
Not only does it provide multiple wide data paths, but it acts as 
an intelligent traffic manager. It incorporates interconnect logic, 
which enables it to maximize subsystem communication and overall 
system throughput (see Figure). The SCU also maintains data 
consistency by monitoring the contents of cache memories and 
tracking valid data locations. 

The SCU logic resides on a Planar Module slightly smaller than 
the CPU Planar Module. Only four or six MCUs are required for 
the logic, depending on system configuration, while the remaining 
space is used to accommodate the many connectors required to carry 
signals from the SCU to other units. 

The SCU provides data paths to connect up to four CPUs with 
up to two 1/0 ports, two memory ports and a service processor. 
The data paths are 64 bits wide, and data is transmitted over them 
every 16 ns for a total bandwidth of 500 MBps. The SCU is capable 
of four simultaneous 500-MBps data transfers, enabling it to operate 
at up to 2 GBps. This bandwidth is sufficient to allow nearly linear 
performance improvement as new processors are added to the 
system. 

VAX 9000 System Architecture 

Memory 
256 MB 
to 1 GB 

Memory 
256 MB 
to 1 GB 

Service Processor 

CPU 1 

Vector 
Processor 

CPU 2 
Vector 
Processor 

CPU 3 
Vector 
Processor 

CPU 4 

Vector 
Processor 

The SCU incorporates interconnect logic to maximize subsystem 
communication and overall throughput. 

With the VAX 9000, memory data is first distributed in caches 
located within the CPUs and not immediately written into main 
memory. Accordingly, the data in main memory may not be current. 
The SCU keeps track of where the most recent data is located and 
makes sure a memory request, whether from a CPU or an 1/0 port, 
results in a valid read or write. 

To provide cache consistency, the SCU maintains cache indexes 
that duplicate those in the CPUs. The duplicate indexes are 
examined when any port makes a reference to the SCU, and the 
appropriate action is taken to maintain cache consistency. 

Main memory access from the SCU is split between two memory 
ports. Each memory port has two segments, interleaved on block 
boundaries. Each block is 64 bytes long and matches the size of a 
CPU cache block. When a CPU or 1/0 port makes a memory 
request, the SCU passes it to the right segment. In fact, the SCU 
can handle up to four memory references in parallel. 

Memory is divided into two main memory units plugged into 
a backplane, which is separate from but physically close to the SCU. 
Each main memory unit consists of 1-megabit DRAM chips 
organized in 32-MB arrays. These arrays are extended by the 
addition of two smaller 16-MB arrays for an array size of 64 MB. 

The SCU's memory ports control the two main memory units 
and provide dynamic timing signals for the memory arrays. The ports 
can control up to eight of the extended arrays. for a system maximum 
of 512 MB of memory. When 4-megabit chips become available, 
the 1-megabit DRAM chips will be upgraded. Therefore, the arrays 
will hold four times as much memory for a system maximum of 
2 GB. 

Memory data is stored with error-correcting code (ECC), which 
is generated and checked in the SCU. The data path into memory 
is 80 bits wide, allowing 64 bits for data and 16 bits for the ECC. 
The ECC provides double- and single-bit error detection, and 
dynamic recovery is provided for single-bit errors. 

The SCUs can incorporate up to two 1/0 ports, each capable 
of handling up to two XMI buses via 125-MBps links. These links 
are asynchronous from the 1/0 ports to each XMI and synchronous 
from the X.Mls to the 1/0 ports. The XMI buses can be connected 
to networks, CI VAX.cluster systems, storage peripherals and BI 
buses. 

The SCU also connects to the service processor, which provides 
system, disk/tape and user-interface control. The service processor 
monitors 20,000 scan points throughout the system to provide 
reliable operation and fault diagnosis. It also monitors the 
environment, measuring factors such as power levels, humidity, 
temperature and air flow. 

The SCU is well-protected by error detection and recovery logic 
as far as possible by providing error detectors wherever a bundle 
of signals enters a new physical entity such as an MCU or MCA 
111. In most cases, signals passing between MCA Ills are accompanied 
by a parity bit. Wherever possible, the number and positioning of 
the error checkers in the SCU are such that the minimum number 
of components is implicated whenever an error is detected. 

The SCU is the key to the performance and balance of the VAX 
9000. Its resource contention and cache management capabilities and 
its support of multiple wide data paths provide the throughput 
capacity needed by high-volume production system tasks. -Dwight 
Manley, systems performance engineer, Digital Equipment Corporation, 
Marlboro, Massachusetts. Manley is one of the system architects responsible 
for the SCU. 
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selves. The interconnects are fewer and 
shorter than on earlier systems, and the 
HDSC provides a much cleaner environ
ment than is possible with a typical PCB. 
This increases reliability and results in 
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parts to fail. Further, the silicon used 
in the MCA IIIs and STRAMs and the 
polyimide used in the HDSC are proven 
materials. 

With today's complex systems, the 
power levels of logic com

MCU TECHNOLOGY HAS 

ponents such as transistors 
are small and vulnerable 
to factors that can affect 
normal operation. The MCU 
protects against this physi
cally, by offering a mechani
cally enclosed environment, 
and through sophisticated 

permitted Digital to extend 

the performance of the 

VAX family ... 

faster data transfer, because less time is 
taken checking for errors. 

From the reliability standpoint, the 
MCU involves only three main types of 
component - the logic circuits, Signal 
Flex and HDSC - and thus has fewer 

built-in fault-avoidance 
logic. Also, the cooling sys
tem further extends the life 
of the MCU components . 

Cost has been kept down by superior 
design, extensive logic integration and 
inherent manufacturability because of 
using relatively inexpensive materials. 
While not directly attributable to only 
the MCU, the sophisticated manufactur-

ing processes also keep costs down, as 
does a high-level of reliability. 

Digital's MCU technology takes 
advances in semiconductor technology 
and uses them to address the limitations 
that affect PCB design. MCU technology 
has permitted Digital to extend the per
formance of the VAX family today and 
provides a long-term foundation for VAX 

processors in the future. 
The MCU is modular and flexible 

so that it can be used with higher per
formance chips when they become avail
able and in configurations not currently 
envisaged. It's expected to be a part of 
Digital's future for many years. -Don 
E . Marshall is senior consultant, Digital 
Equipment Corporation, Marlboro, Massa
chusetts. He was responsible for the initial 
concept and development of the MCU. 
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HARDWARE ARCHI TE CTURE 

THE 

ALTHOUGH OFTEN RECOGNIZED as an 
outstanding bit of engineering, Digital's 
V AXBI bus achieved more notoriety than 
popularity. With its fast and wide 10-

MBps bandwidth and a maximum data 
transfer rate of 13.3 MBps for 16-byte 
transfers, BI-based 110 systems were a 
welcome advantage at Digital's scientific 
and technical sites. They also gave the 
VAX its initial leverage in big-league 
transaction processing sites. The speeds 
blew away the 1.1-MBps standard of the 
UNIBUS and 3.3-MBps rate of the Q-bus. 

But the new technology sounded a 
controversial sour note as well. Because 

FOR 

and patented portions of the interconnect 
technology, third-party storage and net
working devices were shut out, limiting 
customers to expansion products pro
duced by Digital. Many felt that the 
added 110 throughput of the BI channel 
was rendered useless without the ex
tended capabilities available from outside 
peripherals manufacturers. 

While customers complained bitterly 
and the media blasted the move as com
petitively unconstitutional, the third
party competitors dissected every milli
meter of the Bus Interface Interconnect 
Chip (Biie) searching for legal and tech

Digital closed the specifica
tions to the bus architecture EVAN BIRKHEAD 

nical loopholes . EMC, 
Emulex and System Indus-
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figure 1. 
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When the Bl was introduced , its ability to support several processors was unique among 
1/0 channels. 

tries reportedly broke the code, but none 
had the capital in the legal department to 
risk customer shipments. Digital had cov
ered its tracks nicely. 

The search continued until Clearpoint 
began shipping a small family of products, 
including its DCMS-TSB 8mm subsystems 
and DCMS-DSB disk subsystems, which 
feature controllers that are host adapters 
for V AXBI to SCSI. With these control
lers, one slot supports seven tape devices. 
By this time, however, better than four 
years had passed since the first BI com
puters had shipped, and BI-based systems 
were no longer fast-moving commodi
ties. Clearpoint had to be satisfied with 
supplying upgrades to the current in
stalled base of VAX 6000s and 8000s. 

The Bl Technology 
The BI technology was the foundation of 
VAX computing for a good portion of 
the 1980s. In 1985, at the time of its in
troduction, it was considered a state-of
the-art l/O channel, though it was 
outperformed by other technologies, 
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including the VMEbus. 
On the BI bus, the BIIC is responsible 

for all bus transactions, including inter
rupts, multiprocessing commands, error 
checking and distributed arbitration, a 
scheme that ensures fair access for all 
nodes and peripherals connected to the 
bus. There are three types of nodes that 
can be attached to a BI: CPUs, memories 
and adapters. 

Adapters include mass storage, com
munications and bus adapters. For ex
ample, Digital designed a UNIBUS 
adapter for the BI that lets BI users con
nect to UNIBUS devices and peripherals. 
When the BI was introduced, this ability 
to support several processors was unique 
among 110 channels, although it requires 
the entire bandwidth (see Figure 1) . One 
of the most important features of the BI 
bus is that it maximizes the use of the 
multiple processors . Of the 13 VAXBI 
transactions, nine fully support multi
processmg. 

To date, there have been four gen
erations of VAXBI bus-based systems 

available from Digital, each with a slight 
variation on the previous theme. On the 
VAX 8000, the first machine to deploy 
the BI bus, it was used as a CPU bus. But 

on subsequent systems it was eventually 
more efficiently implemented as a per
ipheral bus. 

The first incarnation of the V AXBI bus 
was on VAX 8200/8250/8300/ 8350-series 
computers. T hese 12- and 24-slot systems 
featured the CPU, memory and periph
eral device controllers contained on one 
backplane. To maintain customers' in
vestments in older V AXs while providing 
them with access to the wider band
width, Digital introduced the UNIBUS 
adapter. Without these adapters, custom
ers buying this generation of CPU from 
Digital would have been left behind by 
the company's eventual strategies. 

The second generation of V AXBI sys
tems was available on VAX 8500/8700/ 
8800-series computers and subsequent 
machines with improved CPUs, such as 
the VAX 8530/8550. W ith this series, 
Digital made the BI bus a separate entity 
from the CPU and designated it for con
trolling peripherals. On these computers, 
the BI used a memory bus called the 
Nautilus Memory Interconnect (NMI). 
The BI supported Ethernet connections, 
HSC and CI connections and tape and 
disk (i.e., KDB50) controllers. 

Then came the VAX 6000 series and 
the advent of the powerful XMI bus, with 
a peak data rate of up to 80 MBps. W ith 
eight custom chips and one gate array, 
the XMI is, like the V AXBI, pretty tightly 
closed. With the XMI bus residing on a 
backplane with the CPU and memory, 
the BI bus once again was relegated to 
supporting a card cage for peripheral 
controllers. The eight initial 6000 mod
els consisted of one to six peripheral 110 

channels for a maximum bandwidth of 
60 MBps. 

The fourth and most recent incarna
tion of the V AXBI bus is on the symmet
ric multiprocessing-oriented VAX 9000 
mainframe. The 9000 uses a high-speed 
switch rather than a classic bus architec
ture for internal throughput. Apparently, 
Digital was prepared to use the XMI as 
the sole peripheral bus on the VAX 9000 
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and may do so in subsequent editions. 
However, Digital didn't have the XMI 
interface completed at the time of the 
VAX 9000 announcement and decided to 
stick with the BI. Additionally, the BI was 
provided with an improved Ethernet 
adapter. 

Open For Business 
In February 1990, Digital announced to 
its customers that it would broaden its 
policy on the V AXBI in the near term. 
The company said this policy reflected its 
new open-bus strategy, which now also 
includes support for the VMEbus and Fu
turebus+. The VMEbus is considered to 
be a migration path to the Futurebus+, 
which is a family of buses (3 GBps in the 
maximum configuration) that the IEEE is 
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COULD ALL OF THIS PRODUCT 

support for the XMI be another indicator 

of the inevitable demise of the BI? 

developing as an industry-standard bus 
technology. Unisys also is committed to 
the standard, and Hewlett-Packard and 
others are reported to be giving it seri
ous consideration. 

"What you see happening with the BI 
[opening up]," says Jim Duvall, Digital's 
Futurebus+ program manager, "goes 
right in line with our strategy for future 
generations of buses." According to 
Duvall, Digital is spending significant 
time and effort on the IEEE committee 
and is proposing an 1/0 bus standard for 
Futurebus+ called Profile B. The proposal 
is for a midrange form factor, but the bus 
will be used at the VAX workstation level 
to support peripheral cabinets and at the 
VAX 9000 level to support, for example, 
Cis. "You'll see it on both DECstations 
and VAX.stations and extending from the 
top to the bottom of our product line," 
says Duvall. 

The open strategy doesn't currently 
encompass all Digital buses, however. 
The proprietary buses that carry the bulk 
of the workload in the architectures of 
the top-selling VAX 6000 and 9000, spe
cifically the XMI memory interconnect 
and CI disk clustering interconnects, 
remain closed and show no signs of 
opening. 

A Lower Profile 
Though no dates officially were given for 
delivering specifications, it's evident that 
the opening of the BI bus was orches
trated to coincide roughly with three 
events: 
1. The end of production of the VAX 
8000 series, which used a BI bus as both 

a CPU and peripheral bus. 
2. The advent of a new generation of 
midrange machines and Micro V AXs from 
Digital, which will be available later this 
summer and will feature a more limited 
role for the BI. 
3. The beginning of shipments of the 
VAX 9000 mainframe, which also features 
a lower profile BI. 

For the most part, third-party storage 
device manufacturers greeted the news 
with a lukewarm reception. Though no 
longer in production, the VAX 8000 se
ries represents a base of 20,000 to 30,000 
computers, according to most estimates. 
The aftermarket for the earliest machines 
is now five years old. Most 8000 custom
ers will be migrating to the 6000 if they 
haven't already, and most 6000 system 
managers are expected to add peripher
als through cluster channels, such as the 
CI, rather than the Bl. 

Spokespersons from EMC, Micro 
Technology and System Industries were 
low-key. "This [opening the BI] puts a 
new twist on things," says Jim Fitzger
ald, group product manager for V AXs at 
EMC. "There is a large installed base 
that's not going to go away overnight, 
but things that are happening with the 
XMI , CI and the rest of the clustering 
technologies are more exciting." 

Most of these existing third parties 
hadn't planned on investing in the V AXBI 
and currently don't have any way to at
tach to it. Even with the specs or a BIIC 
interface chip sold by Digital, Fitzgerald 
estimates that it would take at least six 
months to prepare a BI storage device, for 
example. Many companies will find this 
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figure 2. 

VAX 9000 
Model 210 410 420 430 440 

1/0 Bus Capacity 

Max. 1/0 Throughput 80 MBps 160 MBps 160 MBps 320 MBps 320 MBps 
XMI Channels 1 2 2 4 4 
XMI Slots 12 12 24 48 48 
Max. VAXBI Channels 4 8 8 14 14 
Max. VAXBI Slots 20 40 40 70 70 

Memory 

Max. Memory Supported 512 MB 512 MB 512 MB 512 MB 512 MB 
Min. Memory Supported 256 MB 256 MB 256 MB 512 MB 512 MB 
Architectural Max. 2 GB 2 GB 2 GB 2 GB 2 GB 

Memory Limit 
Max. Memory Bandwidth 2 GBps 2 GBps 2 GBps 2 GBps 2 GBps 
Memory Type ECG ECG ECG ECG ECG 

Mass-Storage Capacity 

Max. Local Disk 48 GB 105 GB 105 GB 220 GB 220 GB 
Capacity 

Max. VAXcluster 1/0 150 150 150 150 150 
Servers (HSCs) 

On the VAX 9000, the channel architecture is expandable to up to four XMI 1/0 channels and up 
to 14 VAXBI 1/0 channels. 

potential market irresistible, however, 
and some began product innovation 
immediately. When asked if he thought 
there was a large enough base of VAX 
8000s to support a solid-state disk prod
uct, Imperial Technology's product 
manager John Anderson said yes. When 
asked if he thought there was justifica
tion for such a product on VAX 6000-
based Bis, he again said yes. Imperial is 
planning to enter the market as soon as 
possible, as is System Industries, while 
EMC and others will evaluate the poten
tial of the market before taking action. 

It appears likely that the BI will retain 
its role as a Digital 110 bus in the 1990s, 
although its role will be limited to con
trolling certain types of peripherals. Then 
again, the role Digital is outlining for the 
Futurebus+ overlaps quite a bit with the 
current role specified for the BI. If both 
the BI and the Futurebus+ are to be open 
110 buses, isn't it logical to expect Digi

tal to go with the higher throughput bus? 
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At 80 MBps, the XMI bus currently is 
Digital's leading performance CPU bus. 
Reports from Digital and industry ana
lysts suggest that the next generation of 
VAX midrange systems, due later this 
summer, again will implement the V AXBI 
channel, albeit in slightly different, more 
advanced ways. 

The XMI Strategy 
On the 9000, the resulting channel archi
tecture is expandable to up to four XMI 
I/O channels and up to 14 VAXBI I/O 

channels (see Figure 2). The XMls are 
used for I/O to and from storage inter
faces, networks and V Ax.clusters. And the 
XMI is receiving the window dressing 
that goes with being the state-of-the-art 
bus: 
• Disk striping, which improves 
throughput speeds, is used most effi
ciently on the XML 

• A new KDM70 disk and tape control
ler was introduced for the XMI along 

with the 9000. The KDM70 can access the 
XMI with up to 700 1/0 requests per sec

ond. 
• The XMI was fitted with the LANcon
troller 400 adapter, which lets systems 
connect multiple Ethernet controllers to 
the XML This adapter allows XMI-based 
systems to operate as the boot node in 
LAV cs. 
• The 9000's new CIXCD intelligent 
interface for CI-based V Ax.clusters was 
based on a single module that fits into an 
XMI slot. 

With its superhigh bandwidth, the 
XMI acts as a data path between the VAX 
9000's 2-GBps internal System Control 
Unit (SCU) crossbar switch and mass 
storage and external 110 devices. The 
9000's use of four XMI buses constitutes 
a maximum transfer rate of 320 MBps, 
ideal for transaction processing-style 110 

requirements. 
Could all of this product support for 

the XMI be another indicator of the in
evitable demise of the BI? More likely it 
indicates a new positioning of the BI 
channel within the new processor I/O 

blueprint. Even if Digital didn't include 
a BI bus on the next generation of the 
VAX midrange systems, the new com
puters inevitably will require a BI expan
sion cabinet to support all of the BI de
vices that Digital and a select few third
party peripherals manufacturers currently 
are producing. 

"IN THE NEXT GENERATION of VAX 
6000s," maintains Tony Prigmore, man
ager of the Digital product line at Clear
point, "I've got to believe there will be 
a continued implementation of the 
VAXBI." 

Digital officials won't comment yet 
on the bus architecture or any other facet 
of the anticipated VAX 6000 Model 500. 
Reportedly, however, the controller for 
the KDBSO, the fundamental V AXBI disk 
storage device, is being redesigned, fur
ther evidence that Digital won't totally 
abandon the BI bus any time soon. 
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Hnally,A4GL ThatCan Thrive 
InAnyChrporate illture. 

Regardless of the corporate environ
ment, regardless of the application, re
gardless of the hardware you' re working 
on, there's one 4GL that always delivers 
fruitful results. 

DATAPRO COMPARATIVE USER SATISFACTION RATINGS• 

PROGRESS, truly adaptable 4GL/ 
RDBMS software that organizations like 
The Dannon Company, Sherwin-Williams, 
and Marriott Corporation rely on to per
form miracles every day. 

A 4GL that's used in fields as diverse 
as manufacturing, health care, and bond 
trading. That topped the Datapro ratings 
of 4GLs two years running (see chart). 
And one that lets you easily produce re
ports, perform queries, and paint screens. 

What's more, PROGRESS comes 
with automatic crash recovery and ANSI
standard SQL. And because you write 
everything in our 4GL, you're guaranteed 
portability across VAX/VMS, MS-DOS, 
UNIX, CTOS/BTOS, and networks. 

So call to test-drive a complete evalua
tion copy of PROGRESS, and ask about 
our Demonstration Video. 

It's one 4GL that will suit everyone's 
taste. 

v 
.=.es~-= ® 

~......--~'""-!!!!!. 

!! -==--z~~ 

1-800-FAST-4GL 
In Massachusetts, (617) 275-4500 

-
© 1989, Progress Software Corporation, 5 Oak Park, Bedford. MA 01730. PROGRESS is a registered trademark of Progress Software Corporation. 

*Compiled from the most recent Datapro 70 Reports on Software . VAX/VMS, MS-DOS, UNIX, and CTOS/BTOS are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
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The 

& 

Techniques for detecting and eliminating 1/0 bottlenecks. 

DURING THE PAST 15 YEARS, VAX 

processing speeds have increased from 
one to 30 mips, a 30-to-one speed in
crease. During the same time, disk seek 
times have been reduced from 28 to 14ms, 
only a two-to-one speed increase. This 
imbalance causes almost all VAX/VMS 
systems to become 110-bound. Process
ing is constrained by the relatively slow 
disk subsystems attached to the new, fast 
VAX processors. 110 bottlenecks abound. 

H.ow do you know when you're 
110-bound? The easiest way to find out 
is to use the Digital-provided MONITOR 
DISK utility as follows: 

$ MONITOR OISIUITEM...aUEUE 

This DCL command displays the 
110 queue depth for each disk device. 
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A depth of two means that, on the 
average, two users are waiting for the 
disk at all times. A depth of six means 
that six users are waiting for the disk. 
In this case, disk 110 response time is 
three times slower than when you access 
a disk with an 110 queue depth of two 
(see Figure 1). 

Once you've determined that you 
have an 110 bottleneck (average disk 
110 queue depth greater than one), these 
steps should be taken to eliminate the 
bottleneck: 
1. Determine which files are "hot." 
2. Take actions that reduce the I/O 
bottlenecks caused by hot files. 

Hot files are those with high 1/0 
counts. On most systems, 95 percent 
of the I/Os are caused by less than 5 
percent of the files. One-third of those 

files are VMS internal files (pagefiles, 
installed images, JBSYSQUE.DAT, and 
so on). 

The easiest way to locate your hot 
files is to use a software package that 
locates them for you. Digital's VPA 
utility provides a list of hot files. 
Third-party software such as 1/0 Plus 
(designed by the author) also provides 
hot file reports and file "lock mastering" 
information (see Figure 2). 

If you don't have access to a software 
product that finds your hot files for you, 
you must find them manually. Digital 
provides an undocumented/ unsupported 
DCL command that can assist you: 

$ SET WATCH/CLASS=MAJOR FI LE 
S ! "none" turns off the feature 
$ SET WATCH/CLASS=none FI LE 

However, for a nonprivileged user to 
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use this command, the SYS$SYSTEM: 
SETW ATCH.EXE image must be 
installed with CMEXEC privileges, as 
follows: 

$ INSTALL:==$JNSTALL/COMHANO 
$ INSTALL ADD SYS$SYSTEM: 

SETWATCHf PRIV=CMEXEC 

The SET WATCH command prints to 
SYS$0UTPUT the name of each file 
opened by an image. When the file is 
closed, it prints the number of physical 
reads and writes that occurred. To 
monitor the physical I/Os used when 
you execute VMS mail, for example, see 
Figure 3. 

From this you can see that 
SYSUAF.DAT (file ID=28,4,0) had eight 
reads and no writes, while VMS
MAIL_pROFILE.DATA (file ID= 84,12,0) 

had seven reads and two writes. By using 
the SET WATCH command and then 
running a typical 1/0-intensive applica
tion, you can determine which files 
seem to have the highest 110 counts. 
Multiplying this by the number of users 
on your system can give you a rea
sonably accurate list of hot files. 

Reducing File 1/0 
Bottlenecks 
Two major actions can be taken to 
reduce 110 bottlenecks caused by 
files with high 1/0 counts: 
1. Speed the 110 operations. 
2. Eliminate the 110 operations. 

You can speed a file's 1/0 
operations by moving the file to a 
faster or less busy device or by 
moving the file across multiple 
spindles (as in a shadow set). You 
can speed both read and write 
operations using this method. 

You can eliminate file 110 
operations in a number of ways, 
for example: 
1. Host-based data caching speeds 
file reads. 
2. RMS file converts speed reads 
and writes. 
3. RMS global buffering speeds file 
reads. 
4. RMS local buffering speeds reads 
and writes. 
5. Disk defragmentation speeds 
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reads and writes. 
6. File defragmentation speeds reads and 
writes. 

You can request both RMS local and 
global buffering for a file. 

Host-Based Data Caching 
Host-based data caching uses free mem
ory for high-speed data caching. 110 
requests to the file are intercepted by the 
caching system. If the 110 request is a 
write operation, the data is passed to the 
disk device. No speed increase occurs. If 
a read 110 request is intercepted and the 
requested data is already in the memory 
data cache, the request is satisfied with 
a very fast memory move. No 110 to the 
disk occurs. Host-based data caching 
systems are available from a number of 
commercial software vendors. 

RMS File Conversion 
As you write to RMS-based files, they 
become internally fragmented and 
disorganized. Over time, read and write 

operations cause extra physical 110 
operations to the RMS file. You can use 
the Digital-provided CONVERT utility 
to defragment and reorganize RMS files. 
To convert the file MYFILE.DAT, at the 
DCL prompt enter: 

$ CONVERT myfile.dat myfile.new 
$ RENAME myfi le. new myfil e. dat; 

(note the trailing ";") 

This two-step process safely converts 
and reorganizes an RMS file. 

If the CONVERT fails, don't do the 
rename. This ensures the integrity of your 
original unconverted file. 

RMS Buffering 
RMS moves data from the disk into 
memory buffers. From the buffers, data 
is moved into the application program. 
Whenever the requested data can't be 
found in a data buffer, RMS must access 
the disk to find the data. Accessing 
the disk is much slower than getting 
information from a data buffer. 

RMS provides two types of file data 
buffers: local and global. Local 
data buffers aren't shared among 
processes. They only can be ac
cessed by the process for which 
they were created. When RMS 
opens an indexed file, by default it 
creates two local data buffers. 

Global data buffers, on the 
other hand, are shared among 
processes. They can be accessed by 
all processes that have the file 
open. By default, RMS doesn't 
create global data buffers. 

File I/Os can be reduced using 
either or both of these buffering 
methods. However, increased 
buffering requires additional system 
resources. To avoid running out of 
system resources, both SYSGEN 
and AUTHORIZATION (SYSUAF) 
parameter changes are needed. 
RMS Local Buffering - RMS 
indexed files with high file 110 
counts can benefit from increased 
local buffering. As the number of 
local buffers is increased, more 
110 requests can be satisfied from 
the local buffer cache. In some 
cases, even write requests can be 
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speeded using local buffering (for de
ferred write operations). 

The number of local buffers used 
by RMS indexed files can be set per 

local buffers used for indexed files for all 
users on the system to eight, the follow
ing DCL command is used: 

to 10, the following DCL command is 
used: 

$ SET RMS .( INDEX / SUFFER=lO 

process or systemwide. In either case, s SET RMS/SYSTEM/INDEX/BUFFER-a 

the SET RMS command is used to 
specify the number of local buffers. To set the number of local buffers 

RMS Global Buffering - RMS-based 
files with high read 1/0 percentages 
(75 percent or greater) can benefit For example, to set the number of used for indexed files for just one process 

figure 1. 

VAXNMS Monitor Utility 
DISK 1/0 STATISTICS on node TII 

25-JAN-1990 13:11 :35 

1/0 Request Queue Length CUR AVE MIN MAX 
$1 $DIAO: TIIVMSRL5 1.20 2.20 0.10 2.50 
$1 $DUB3: USER 3.65 6.15 0.65 8.65 

The Digital-provided MONITOR DISK utility displays the 1/0 queue 
depth for each disk device. A depth of two means that, on the average, 
two users are waiting for the disk at all times. 

Figure 3. 

$SET WATCH/CLASS=MAJOR FILE 
$MAIL 

Access SYSUAF.DAT;2 (28,4,0) 
Access VMSMAIL_PROFILE.DATA;1 (84,12,0) 
You have 2 new messages. 

MAIL> SEND/NOEDIT 
To: SYSTEM 
CC: 
Subj: new system 
Enter your message below. Press CTRL./Z when complete, or CTR UC 
to quit: 
Create ... .... (9881,58,0) 
How are plans for buying the new 9000 going?? Sure be nice to get 
rid of this 11/750!! 
<CTRL./Z> 
Deaccess (9881 ,58,0) Reads: 0, Writes: 2 

MAIL> EXIT 
Deaccess (28,4,0) Reads: 8, Writes: O 
Deaccess (84,12,0) Reads: 7, Writes: 2 
$SET WATCH/CLASS=NONE FILE 

The SET WATCH command can be used to monitor the physical I/Os 
used when you execute VMS mail. 
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Figure 2. 

December 1, 1989 110 PLUS Page 1 
l/OPLUS Hot File Analysis (High 1/0 Counts) 

Node MINI sampled on December 1, 1989 at 06:14 PM by SMITH 

Lock Master File Name Total I/Os Read l/OsWrite I/Os Read% 
(L) MINI SALES_MSTR.DAT;1 206 206 0 100.00 

MENU.INT_IMG;52 121 121 0 100.00 
PAYROLL_RUN.EXE;4 60 60 0 100.00 
DECW$SERVER.EXE;1 51 51 0 100.00 
DECW$SRV_DX.EXE;1 24 24 0 100.00 
ACCOUNTNG.DAT;1 10 1 9 10.00 
Node Totals: 472 463 9 98.09 

(R)TII PAYROLL.EXE;400 62 
OPCOM.EXE;1 47 
NETACP.EXE;5 27 
SMISERVER.EXE;2 12 
CONFIGURE.EXE;6 11 
JOBCTL.EXE;4 11 
Node Totals: 170 

Grand Totals: 642 

62 
47 
27 
12 
11 
11 

170 

633 

0 100.00 
0 100.00 
0 100.00 
0 100.00 
0 100.00 
0 100.00 
0 100.00 

9 98.60 

Sample hot file reports and file "lock mastering" information. 

VAXNMS Monitor Utility 
RMS CACHE STATISTICS on node TII 

1-DEC-1989 21 :52:11 

(Index) SALES_MASTER.DAT;1 
Active Streams: 2 CUR AVE MIN 

Local Cache Hit Percent 37.00 36.65 0.00 
Local Cache Attempt Rate 51 .16 5.53 0.00 
Global Cache Hit Percent 57.00 57.02 0.00 
Global Cache Attempt Rate 31 .89 3.50 0.00 
Global Buf Read 1/0 Rate 13.95 1.48 0.00 
Global Buf Write 1/0 Rate 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Local Buf Read 1/0 Rate 0.00 0.02 0.00 
Local Buf Write 1/0 Rate 0.00 0.00 0.00 

MAX 
40.00 
51.16 

100.00 
31 .89 
13.95 
0.00 
0.33 
0.00 

The MONITOR RMS utility provides local and global buffer caching 
information. 
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product that stacl{S the IJ C 
in your favor. 

With ARSAP you can do it all. Everything 
from capacity planning to performance 
management to project accounting. 
ARSAP was designed to work with VMS, 
so you don't need to change your operat
ing procedures to put this comprehensive 
system to work for you. And because of its 
exclusive options, ARSAP is the most effi
cient and powerful system accounting 
product available today. 

"·" 

.... --- ·:::: 
, .... -- ·::::: ;,,. 

Manage users and control project costs using 
ARSAP reports. 

Selective Image Accounting reduces 
accounting files by as much as 90%. 
Only ARSAP allows you to select and report 
on the specific applications 
you choose, instead 
of the familiar "all or 
nothing" alternative 
offered by other sys
tems. This valuable 
option saves thou
sands of I/O's to 
your system disk and 
reduces the space 
requirements of 
accounting files by 
as much as 90%! 

OOG-1187 
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Analyze historical data to plan system resources 
required for future growth. 

Disk Management and Global System 
Reporting aid long-term capacity planning. 
With ARSAP, you can generate easy-to
read bar chart capacity reports for any 
accounting statistic available from VMS, 
including CPU time, memory utilization, 
buffered I/O's, direct I/O's, connect time, 
and more. And our disk management 
reports identify amount of space allocated 
to each user and total amount of free 
space remaining. 

Terminal Reporting tracks usage for 
control and troubleshooting. 
ARSAP's exclusive terminal reporting 
feature lets you track usage and locate 
the physical terminal on which a par
ticular session took place, even when 
access comes through virtual terminals, 

Intergraph™ 

Image 
Mapping 

File 

workstations or 
DECservers (LATs ). 

Use ''.4RSAP Intercept" 
to automatically select 
image data for 
software reporting. 

Get the details on ARSAP today. 
ARSAP (version 6.0) is the product of 11 
years of system accounting design. No 
other software package is better suited 
to your DEC system or your system 
accounting needs. Only ARSAP offers you 
a complete solution. For more information 
about how ARSAP can meet your needs 
call GEJAC today. 

ARSAP gives you the "evidence" to effectively 
allocate limited hardware among users. 

1-800-43ARSAP 
(1-800-432-7727) • (301) 725-2500 

~~~~~Tg 
Mail the coupon below lo GEJAC, INC. 
8643 Cherry Lane, Laurel, MD. 20707 

r----------------------------------1 
I 
I 

Name Title 1 
I 

Company 
I 

Address 

City Slate Zip 

Tt! h:phone 

Send information on: 
D Chargeback D Performance 
D Project Evaluation 

Accounting D Capacity 
l D Resource Planning 
1 Management D Software Package 
l D Printer Forms Reporting 
: Tracking D Other 

: I have these VAX/ VMS systems: 1 

: #of systems___ Model #'s I 
ARSAP is a registered trademark of GEJAC. Inc. DEC is a regis tered trademark of Oi git al Equipment Corp. Intergraph is a registered trademark of Intergraph Corp . L-------------------------------- _.J 
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from increased global buffering. As the 
number of global buffers is increased, 
more read 1/0 requests can be satisfied 
from the global buffer cache. Write 
requests are written directly to the disk 
and aren't speeded by global buffering. 

To specify the number of global buff
ers to be used on a file, the file must be 
closed. To set the number of global 
buffers on file MYFILE.DAT to 30, the 
following DCL command is used: 

$ SET FILE myfile.dat/GLOBAL-30 

Monitoring RMS Cache Hits 
VMS V5.0 and later provides a utility for 
monitoring RMS buffer caching activity. 
To perform RMS monitoring, the file 
to be monitored must first have the 
statistics option set. 

To SET the statistics option on a file, 
the file must be closed. To set statistics 
on the file MYFILE.DAT, the following 

F (~ 11 r c 5. 

SYSUAF 
Parameter name Minimum value 
PGFLQUO 35000 
BYTLM 35000 

SYSGEN 

Parameter name 
GBLPAGFIL 
GBLPAGES 
GBLSECTIONS 
RMS_GBLBUFQUO 

Minimum value 
8192 

25000 
800 

8192 

SYSGEN 
Parameter name 
IRPCOUNT 
LOCKIDTBL 
LOCKIDTBL_MAX 
PQL_MENQL 
RESHASHTBL 
SRPCOUNT 
VIRTUALPAGECNT 

Minimum value 
500 

4000 
16000 

600 
2500 
4500 

35000 

At the top are the minimum authorization 
parameter values and at bottom are the 
minimum SYSGEN parameter values 
recommended when either local or global 
buffering is specified. In the middle are the 
minimum SYSGEN parameter values 
recommended when global buffering is 
specified. 
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DCL command is used: 

$SET FILE myfile.dat/STATISTICS 

After the statistics option has been set on 
the file, the following MONITOR com
mand is used: 

$ MONITOR RMS/FILE=myfile.dat/ITEM-CAC 

The Digital-provided MONITOR 
RMS utility provides both local and 
global buffer caching information. The 
higher the cache hit percent shown in 
the display, the better the 1/0 perform
ance of the file (see Figure 4). 
Authorization Parameter Changes 
- RMS local and global buffering require 
increased address space and additional 
VMS synchronization information. The 
minimum authorization parameter values 
recommended when either local or 
global buffering is specified are shown at 
the top of Figure 5. 
SYSGEN Parameter Changes -
RMS global buffering requires increased 
use of VMS global pages and global 
sections. In addition, some RMS-related 
SYSGEN parameters must be changed. 
The minimum SYSGEN parameter 
values recommended when global buff
ering is specified are shown in the middle 
of Figure 5. 

RMS local and global buffering both 
require increased use of VMS locking 
and synchronization resources. The 
minimum SYSGEN parameter values 
recommended when either local or 
global buffering is specified are shown at 
the bottom of Figure 5. 

Disk And File Defragmentation 
Disk defragmentation causes files 
to become physically contiguous. Con
tiguous files can be accessed with fewer 
110 operations than noncontiguous files. 
The two ways to defragment a disk are 
to do a full BACKUP and RESTORE to 
the target disk or to use a commercially 
available disk defragmentation product. 

If you don't have time to defragment 
all of your disks, you can instead defrag
ment your most badly fragmented files 
one at a time. 

F(~ure 6. 

FILE 
best_try_contiguous yes 
ALLOCATION nnn 
ORGANIZATION xxx 

Customizing a .FDL file. 

VMS provides a way to defragment 
individual files. There are three steps: 
1. Create a .FDL for the file. 
2. Customize the .FDL file as needed. 
3. Convert and rename the file. 

A .FDL is a file definition language file. 
It can be used with the Digital-provided 
CONVERT utility to defragment a file. 
To create a .FDL for the file MYFILE. 
DAT, use the following DCL command: 

$ ANALYZE/ RMS/FOL MYFI LE. OAT 

The ANALYZE command creates 
a file called MYFILE.FDL. The .FDL is 
a text file that contains a description of 
MYFILE.DAT. 

To customize the .FDL file, use the 
text editor of your choice to edit the 
.FDL file and insert the text "best 
try_contiguous yes" (see Figure 6). 

Finally, the CONVERT utility can 
be used to defragment and reorganize 
your files using a .FDL. To convert and 
defragment the file MYFILE.DAT, at the 
DCL prompt enter: 

$ CONVERT/FOL-myfile.fdl 
myfile.dat myfile.new 

$ ! (note the trailing H;"l 
$ RENAME myfile.new myfile.dat; 

If the CONVERT fails, don't do the 
rename. This ensures the integrity of your 
original unconverted file. 

Using these techniques to eliminate 
file 1/0 operations can help improve per
formance. - Dan Esbensen is president of 
Touch Technologies Inc., San Diego. 
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:':\.~ .( On the surface, most word processing programs look alike. But, 
.:s f MASS-11 goes a step further, providing strategic integrated 

; ~.~ / business solutions. When you select MASS-11 for your enterprise 
\ :i automation needs, you'll get a lot more than word processing. 
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1
1 Enterprise Wide Automation 

• PC compatible environment • Statistical Analysis 
/ ~ • Multiple file translations • Graphics conversions 

l ~ • ~~?~~~~g~o~~~~~gf rted printers, : ~~~=i~~eg~~ ~b~~e:ent exchange 

i • Electronic Publishing (VAX-PC) 

I .
. e Relational Database with multi-user • Technical Illustration 

support • Resource Scheduling 
~ • Gateways to many third-party • Label Generator 

; ~ applications in character graphic • CAD viewing & annotation 
~ ~ / and database files • Supports DEC's CDA 

t 
1 I Enterprise-Wide Communications 
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;-4 • X.400 Compatible • FAXes text and graphics 
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f PCs and Macs 
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• 1840A tape maker/reader 
• 2-way clean conversions from IGES, 
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• CAD viewing and annotation 
• Provides closed loop feedback 

to author matching "tape" content 
• SGML tagging and parsing 

CGM , CCITT Group IV 
• Text management provides search and 

viewing by any content references 

• Text management content access, 
viewing, modification, revision levels, 
and security by document sections 
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Open Systems: 

Will They Fulfill 
The Promise? 

As Multivendor Environments Proliferate, Standards-Based 
Computing Takes Center Stage. Where Will Open Systems Take Us As 

We Approach The Next Century? 

Editor's note: In February, DEC PROFES
SIONAL technical editors gathered for their 
first roundtable discussion of the '90s to 
debate open systems, a theme that likely will 
de.fine DEC computing in the '90s. Voic
ing their ·opinions were DCL Editor Kevin 
G. Barkes; ULTRIX Editor Philip E. 

Bourne, Ph.D.; Macintosh Editor Al Cini; 
Networking Editor Bradford T. Harrison; 
Editorial Director Dave Mallery and Tech
nology Editor Philip A. Naecker. The dis
cussion was moderated by Managing Edi
tor Lou Pilla. 
Pilla: Open systems can be defined as 
a multivendor networked environment 
that allows easy, robust sharing of sys
tem resources no matter what the plat
form or the operating system. With 
that in mind, how does the VAX/VMS 
community view open systems? 
Naecker: With respect to the net
working aspect, there isn't a lot of 
noise about open systems from the 

•••••• 

VMS community, for a couple of rea
sons. 

One is that VMS is already a pretty 
well-connected platform. There are a 
number of DEC and third-party prod
ucts for TCP connection and NFS file 
serving. Other major vendors in the 
open systems arena have network con
n e c ti vi ty products that emulate 
DECnet. VMS already has a lot of con
nectivity with open systems. 

Another reason is that DEC has told 
its customers that in the future it will 
provide a higher plateau of connectiv
ity and openness and that VMS allows 
that to happen relatively painlessly. 
Customers are taking a "let's see" ap
proach to that statement. When greater 
openness comes, customers will com
plain if it isn't what they want. But for 
now, they're willing to wait for DEC. 
Barkes: You can divide the VMS 
community into two types of manag-

ers. There's the proactive type who's 
getting HP-Apollo and Sun worksta
tions, pushing the envelope and seeing 
what he can do. The other type listens 
to DEC and doesn't feel pressured to get 
involved in open systems. He's wait
ing for DEC to say that the next release 
of VMS will deal with open systems: 
You just put something into your 
startup file and pay your monthly sup
port charge for VMS. 

The proactive people are watching 
the marketplace and how open systems 
are developing. They'll be in a better 
position to deal with open systems 
when they come. And they certainly 
will come. By 1995, open systems and 
interconnectivity will be functional. 

Starting At The Bottom 

Mallery: Can we define level 1 of 
open systems connectivity? VMS VS.3 
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on 't open systems 
represent a least-common
denominator approach to 

computing? Open systems 
establish a base line 

of expected performance 
from systems ... 

has TCP support for DECwindows so 
that you can run X from an HP-Apollo 
or Motif-supported workstation with 
your VMS system as a server. That's all 
well and good, but other than the 
clock and calendar, there isn't a lot of 
software to run in that mode. 
Barkes: That's starting to change. 
More commercial developers are 
porting to UNIX, and it looks like 
Motif will be the platform of choice. 
Initially, we'll be dealing with commu
nications issues, getting mail back and 
forth between systems, and client/ 
server-type relationships. By 1994 or 
1995, we'll get into remote procedure 
calls [RPC) and architecture-neutral 
distribution formats. 

As far as vendors that are doing 
things now, I believe HP-Apollo has 
network computing services. DEC is 
working with HP-Apollo to add WAN 

support. And I think N etwise is being 
supported by Sun. 
Harrison: Sun has pretty much aban
doned its own RPC compiler, 
RPCGEN, in favor of the Netwise 
product called RPC Tool. AT&T is 
supportive of that effort, and it looks 

ROUNDTABLE 

like there will be a major battle soon 
between the NCS compiler Network 
Interface Definition Language [NIDL), 
which OSF seems to favor, and the 
Sun-AT&T-Netwise compiler. 
Mallery: Within the next few 
months, there will be a divorce settle
ment - but we'll have to call it a mar
riage settlement - between OSF and 
UNIX International. 
Harrison: Exactly. And there's also 
the user interface issue. Sun is fully 
behind Open Look. It will have to 
coexist with Motif. 

Driving Forward 

Pilla: Aren't we asking a lot of the 

computer industry in getting these 
standards to coexist? In automobiles, 
we have Ford, GM and others, and 
everybody can drive the cars equally 
well though they come from different 
manufacturers. Are we asking too 
much of the computer industry to get 
standards together? 
Mallery: We want to be able to drive 
the car. 
Naecker: I don't think we want just 
to be able to drive the car. I think 
we're already past level 1 and probably 
level 2 of interconnectivity. File trans
fer has been here for a long time, and 
a minimum level of TCP-type interop
erability has been here for a few years. 
We're trying to get to the next level, 
and that's more than just driving the 
car. We want to use the carburetor 
from our Chevy in our Jaguar. That's 
the level of interoperability people are 
pushing the industry toward. 
Bourne: That's at least partially true. 
A lot of vendors already support the 
same chip set on different platforms, 
the Mips Computer Systems chip in 
particular. But we'll never be in a situ
ation in which one operating system 
works on all types of hardware, for the 
simple reason that each vendor has its 
own specific devices. We'll have a 
degree of interoperability, but it will be 
at a somewhat higher level. 

Mallery: In the 1990s, four or five 
architectures will survive. The Mips 
architecture, the Motorola 88000 archi
tecture, perhaps the HP PA architecture, 
and maybe the VAX architecture. To 
interoperate, those architectures will 
require standards at the networking, 
database and procedure call levels. 
Those architectures are a reality for the 
next five years, because there's so much 
force behind them. 
Bourne: And massively parallel archi
tectures will come into being by 1995 
if not before. 
Barkes: But don't open systems repre
sent a least-common-denominator 

approach to computing? Open systems 
establish a base line of expected per
formance from systems - certain 
things all systems should be able to do. 
Then every vendor adds value by add
ing bells and whistles. 

No one during this discussion is 
asking if open systems will be accepted. 
It's as if it will be accepted, and the 
question is, When do you get the in
voice in the mail? 

I see more and more large computer 
companies working together to de
velop an open architecture. It doesn't 
have a lot to do with computing, but 
rather with the financial marketplace. 
Apollo was purchased by HP. There 
have been rumors that DEC might be 
vulnerable to purchase. Maintaining a 
proprietary operating system can be a 
real cash cow if you have control of the 
market. The problem is that the mar
ket is no longer controlled solely by 
buyers of computer equipment. For 
example, pension funds demand a re
turn on their investment in DEC stock. 
Those are the nontechnical issues that 
make open systems a question of when 
rather than i£ 

The UNIX Question 

Pilla: Is DEC making the right moves 
now toward open systems? Is it putting 
the pieces in place for the future? 
Harrison: You have to distinguish 
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between open systems that are open 
because they' re basically the same sys
tems and you can move software and 
so on between them and openness in 
which each environment retains its 
integrity but connects with other en
vironments according to standards. 
People seem to interpret open systems 

not as a single architecture across the 
whole industry but as different envi
ronments that can connect with some 
degree of interoperability. The ques
tion is, What's that degree and how 
great must that degree be? DEC is at
tempting to achieve as high a degree 
of interoperability with other systems 
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control over ••• 
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as is technically feasible while retain
ing the integrity of its own environ
ment. 
Bourne: I concur. NFS in VMS is a 
classic example of that approach. It's 
the melding of two distinctly different 
approaches to managing files. And yet 
you essentially can have VMS as an NFS 

server to a UNIX system. That's a very 
positive step. 
Naecker: What's more, it doesn't 
just give you NFS serving on a VMS 

system, it also gives you other features 
of VMS. It happens in symmetric multi
processing. It works with HSC, it works 
in clusters, it fails over, and so on. DEC 

took the best parts of VMS and made 
them available to "foreign" systems. 
Barkes: At many sites, users don't 
know where their data is. When they 
run an application on a Sun worksta
tion, they're actually accessing data 
stored on a VAX over the network. 
Those sites have reached the degree of 
interoperability they want, at least for 
now . 
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But when we're talking about open 
systems, we're talking about UNIX. 

We're talking about the functionality 
that exists in UNIX establishing stan
dards for what you want to get from 
the operating system. 
Naecker: I disagree completely. 
We' re talking about interoperability, 
not necessarily using the same platform 
or the same operating system. RPCs are 
an excellent example of that. There are 
a variety of interprocess and interma
chine communication mechanisms 
available in a variety of UNIX operat
ing systems. But they aren ' t very 
widely accepted or highly interoper
able, and that's why everyone's push
ing toward a common RPC, for ex
ample. The way they'll do it won't 
exclude anyone. It will be an open 
standard similar to X and imple
mentable on any system, including PCs 
and V AXs running VMS. The open sys
tem discussion doesn't have much to 
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do with UNIX. 

Pilla: But it seems that UNIX and 
open systems go hand in hand. Is this 
a misconception? 
Barkes: When you say open systems 
to the person who signs the checks, 
he's thinking UNIX. The push for open 
systems comes from the UNIX commu
nity. 
Naecker: But few of the people who 
sign the checks know UNIX or VMS. 
They just want to know how they can 
get the data from their health system 
into the data in their marketing system 
and vice versa. They want to know 
whether, if they buy a 55-mip server, 
the guys in the lab can get to it to do 
compute-intensive tasks. 
Barkes: But we're splitting hairs. VMS 

and other proprietary operating systems 
are starting to look more like UNIX, 

not the other way around. 
Cini: On the one hand, we have pro
prietary solutions that gain market 

situation in which one operating 
system works on all types of 

hardware, for the simple 
reason that each vendor has 

its own specific devices. 

share and allow companies to compete 
effectively against other companies 
because they have positions that are 
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s DEC doing as good a 
job of presenting its own 

direction for the future as it is in 
advocating everybody else's 

direction for the future? 

discernible and definable. On the other 
hand, we have the issues of intercon
nectivity, which are largely academic 
and argumentative and don't necessar
ily gain anybody market share. Is DEC 
doing as good a job of presenting its 
own direction for the future as it is in 
advocating everybody else's direction 
for the future? Is DEC in a position of 
winning the argument and losing the 
marketplace? 
Naecker: DEC intends to own the net
work, and it's making a big push in 
that direction. Many vendors have 
good networking capability. But across 
a wide range of networks and from the 
desktop up, DEC is in a good position 
to take ownership of networks. That's 
one thing that will keep DEC from 
driving itself out of business. 
Cini: But what product should I buy 
from DEC? 
Naecker: DEC slapped together a 
handful of products into the beginnings 
of a NetView competitor and put a 
quick and dirty DECwindows cover on 
top of it. DEC calls it version 1 and will 
work like heck on version 2. It's called 
the Management Control Center, and 
you can buy it now. 
Cini: My point is that if DEC wins its 
open argument and crystallizes the 
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standards it's proposing and then some
one else puts together something that 
does the same thing at a lower price, 
who wins? 
Harrison: All the companies are 
trying to make money by saying that 
they have the most open system. Sun 
has its SunNet architecture, which is 
completely ambiguous. DEC has the 
EMA network management system and 
Network Application Support [NAS], 
which are still being defined. HP has 
AdvanceN et and Open View, and IBM 
has NetView. NetView is the only 
well-defined product, but for the most 
part it works only with IBM systems. 
They're all trying to sell strategies, but 
no one is sure what the strategies are. 
Naecker: You don't want to buy open 
systems anyway. You want to buy 
something that solves your problem 
today and that will still work next year 
and five years from now. If that's an 
open systems approach, then fine. 
Cini: And that's my point. Do I worry 
about this from the bottom up, or do 
I worry about this from the top down? 
A lot of the open systems issues we're 
discussing are nothing but rearranging 
the deck chairs on the Titanic from the 
marketplace point view. 
Naecker: I don't think so. The discus
sion is very meaningful, because de
pending on how your company does 
business, on what your centralization 
and data storage models are, and on 
what standards you want to buy into, 
the question may indeed come back to 
which vendor you purchase from. 

Watching Out 

Pilla: What should VAX managers 
keep their eye on: the network, 
DECnet, OSI, the operating system, or 
something else? 
Harrison: Start from the bottom up. 
Start at your LAN and use the well-de
fined standards there. Since you're 
buying into something a lot of people 
have, you can be sure you'll be given 
a migration path as you move up. 

Don't start from the top down, because 
there's nothing at the top to buy into 
at this point. 
Cini: MIS directors have to concen
trate on service delivery to their users. 
They have to start with what their us
ers need while reconciling those needs 
with what they know will be stable 
platforms in the future. 
Naecker: But don't take those com
ments out of context. I've worked 
with companies to design an open 
architecture. An architecture isn't a 
cast-in-concrete set of standards, and 
it's constantly changing, but it's a good 
place to start your acquisition plans. 

If those companies find they weren't 
quite right as far as what they want for 
wide area networking, they refine it. 
If they didn't choose the right media, 
they refine it. The architecture includes 
everything that comes through MIS, 
from the user interface to the connec
tors on the terminals. If they have a 
purchasing choice between products 
that are architecture-consistent and 
products that aren't, it's an easy deci
sion. Say your architecture has settled 
on X for the GUI. If a vendor says that 
it's based on a non-X product, they 
say, "That's interesting, but we've de
cided that our GUis will be X-based, so 
come back when you have one that's 
X-based." It's a matter of throwing 
away alternatives that are inconsistent 
with your long-range view. 
Pilla: But that doesn't sound like the 
way the real world works. The real 
world patches things together and goes 
on from there. 
Bourne: We have a host of different 
systems at my site. Everything is appli
cation-driven. I have something run
ning on VAX/VMS, but if the associ
ated software becomes available on a 
RISC box, then that becomes attrac
tive. I don't care about open systems. 
I'll patch together what it takes to 
make one system talk to the other. If 
I listen to what's going to happen and 
what it's going to cost, it's worrisome. 
I don't want to address that until I have 
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cross a wide range of 
networks and.from the desktop 
up, DEC is in a good position 
to take ownership of networks. 

to. That may be short-sighted, but it's 
the way a lot of people operate. 
Pilla: What do members of the group 
advise readers to do in planning for 
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open systems in the near term and fur
ther into the '90s? 
Harrison: If you buy what works and 
what most reliable vendors support, 
you can't go wrong. You'll be given 
the appropriate migration paths when 
you move on to something else. 
Barkes: Find something that offers 
the most capability but that doesn't 
paint you into a comer. 
Bourne: Don't suffer from non-VMS 
phobia - the fear of hardware or soft
ware that doesn't begin with VAX/ 
VMS. Use whatever does the job best 
now and worry about bandaging it 
together later. 
Naecker: Certainly there are ban
dages in any organization. But to be
gin the acquisition process by saying, 
"Just buy whatever is available today 
and get it all to work together later" 
isn't a recommendation I'd take to my 
company president. Despite the criti-

cisms made about American managers, 
most of them can see beyond this ap
plication and this fiscal year. If you 
can make a case that it would be bet
ter to look further ahead and get that 
case accepted by management, that's 
what I'd propose. 
Cini: You do have to take a long
range view. But for a company such 
as DEC to regain a leadership position, 
it will have to invent something unique 
to DEC and not just promote open 
architectures that are like everybody 
else's. DEC has to come up with a 
product that people want to buy even 
though it might cost more than com
peting products from other companies. 
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environments. Featuring 940 lpm in draft-mode, the Cl-1000 comes 
standard with •forms generation and bar-coding functions •thirteen 
international character sets • engineering/scientific notation • a 
55-dBA-quiet cabinet • compatibility with a wide range of host 
minicomputers, mainframes and PCs •touch-of-a-button recall of 
task- or system-specific setups ·a wide 16-inch carriage •and 
cost-saving zero-inch tear-off capability. Emulations include DEC's 
LXY and LG series line matrix printers. 

- \-,I . J the obvious choice. 

Cl-5000 
For one user or many, there's little else in the class of the Novell
certified, 4-speed, dot matrix Cl-5000. Virtually immune to hostile 
environments, the Cl-5000 prints day-after-day with 18-wire pre
cision at speeds to 540 cps. Features also include• a wide 16-inch 

For outstanding performance at 400 and carriage • standard zero-inch tear 
to eliminate forms waste • a 

powerful multi-function 
800 lpm, ask about the popular Cl-400/ ----------
800 series printers. 

front control and Price. Performance. Features. 
display panel : _ =: =: ~ Reliability. What more incentives : ~: =: ----= 

• preset of frequent ' ;:= ' = ' = do you need? Call today! 

A~t.i:c. 
CIE America, Inc., 2515 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714 
(800) 347-2484 •EXT. 4492 •FAX (714) 757-4488 

See us at 
DEXPOSOUTH 

Booth #216 

©Copyright 1990, CIE America, Inc. All product names are trademarks of the respective manufacturers. 
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Meet the #l Software 
for a Growing Family 
The more you rely on the expanding 
family of VAX™ computers, the 
more you need the SAS® System
the leading data analysis and 
graphics software in the VAX 
market. No other software has the 

· power and flexibility to handle all 
your data management, analysis, 
and presentation needs. Across the 
entire range of VAX systems. 

The SAS System brings 
you more choices for data entry, 
retrieval, and management .. . 
report writing and graphics . . . 
statistical and mathematical 
analysis (including quality 
control) ... business planning, 
forecasting, and decision 
· support ... operations research 
and project management ... and 
applications development. All 
fully integrated. All backed by 
VMS-specific technical support, 
training, and documentation. 

And now we've extended 
the family with specialized tools 
for evaluating VAX computer 
performance, as well as interfaces 
to popular data bases such as 
ORACLE® and Rdb~ No wonder 
experts call the SAS System 
' ' ... perhaps the most sophisticated 
and versatile family of products on 
the market?'* 

Yours for 30 days ... FREE 

Find out why the SAS System is 
the software you won't outgrow. 
Ask for our free 12-page executive 
summary and details about a free 
30-day software evaluation. Call 
us today at (919) 677-8200~ In 
Canada, call (416) 443-9811. 

*Digital Review. Reprint available. 

The SAS System runs on the entire family of VAX 
minicomputers and workstations under VMS. 
Mainframes, personal computers, and UNIX-based 
workstations from other vendors are also supported. 

SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc. 
VAX, VMS, and VAX RdbNMS are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corp., and ORACLE is a registered trademark 
of Oracle Corp. 

Copyright © 1989 by SAS Institute Inc. 
Printed in the USA. 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #1140 

The SAS® System. 
More Choices 
for More Applications 
than Any Other Software. 

~if SAS Institute Inc. 
SAS Circle D Box 8000 
Cary, NC 27512-8000 

® Phone (919) 677-8200 
Fax (919) 677-8123 



DATABASES 

Andy Mahler 

Digital's RdbNMS 
Provides A 
Comprehensive 
Set Of Utilities 
That Let You 
Monitor And Tune 
Your Database 
With Ease. 
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db/VMS: A 
Tunable Feast 

After you have de
signed a logical data

base, an equally challenging task is to design a 
physical database. Once the database is loaded 
and in production, you need to monitor the 
activity and tune the database for optimal per
formance. Relational databases offer much 
flexibility in making physical design changes, 
but to make the correct adjustments to the da
tabase, you need the appropriate utilities. With 
the following utilities, you can monitor the 
database and make the correct choices with 
greater efficiency than by using trial and 
error. 

Just as the logical design requires a lot of 
work to associate the data with how it will 
look to the user, initial physical design also 
requires considerable effort. A good physical 
design, which is needed for good performance, 
mandates how the data is to be stored and ac
cessed from physical devices. Logical design 
work is independent of hardware and operat
ing systems, but the physical database design 
isn't. Physical design requires a knowledge of 
the system before it can be implemented. Be
cause of this dependency, designing the physi
cal database is difficult unless you prototype the 
database within the system environment. 

Data modeling can help in certain circum
stances, but it too is difficult. If the parameters 
used for the modeling are imprecise, simula
tion will yield unreliable results. Although it 
provides some form of prediction, the results 
of data modeling are never certain until the full 
application is run with the actual data and 
workload. 

The tools available for monitoring the sys
tem can assist with the physical database de
sign. However, monitoring the system is of-

ten difficult because of processing loads and 
other factors outside the database environment. 
These factors can produce results that show sys
tem performance problems and might point to 
the database as the culprit. To perform physi
cal design and tune the database, you need da
tabase-specific monitoring tools. 

Experience with your specific relational da
tabase product can aid with the initial physical 
design. However, this experience doesn't pro
vide enough knowledge to make the necessary 
judgments in designing for performance. As the 
complexity of the logical design grows, the 
physical design grows, as well. This can lead to 
poor decisions and poor performance. 

Table Manners 
To perform physical database design, you must 
understand the data, application and database. 
You should also follow some basic design prac
tices and avoid others. 

For faster retrieval and to avoid sequential 
searches through the database, implement in
dexes. Hashed indexing should be implemented 
when there's a need for speed in exact match 
retrievals (e.g., employee with badge number 
= 56789). However, avoid hash indexes for 
range retrievals (e.g., employees between the 
ages of 20 and 40). It's acceptable to define mul
tiple indexes, but since these must be updated, 
too many indexes can hinder update and insert 
performance. Don't use indexes in which there 
are a minimal amount of unique values (e.g., 
sex of employee). 

To avoid data fragmentation, make sure the 
page size is greater than the record size. How
ever, don't make the page size too big, or it 
could cause wasted space. Large pages provide 
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You already know about all the risks to 
your VAX systems. From viruses to worms, 
trojan horses to accidental user errors, the 
nightmare of security exposures is growing 
and you are in the middle of it. You know 
what has to be done to close security loop
holes; you need to identify guessable pass
words, eliminate unnecessary privileges, 
disable unused accounts, locate misowned 
files and more. You may think the only way 
to achieve maximum security is through 
your hard labor. 

But you do have a choice! 
With SECUREPAK and SECUREMAX 

from DEMAX Software there's no need to 

NO 

bum the midnight oil. SECUREPAK ensures 
that VAX security managers can easily 
identify and correct security loopholes. 
Using knowledge-based systems technology, 
SECUREPAK automates system security 
functions ranging from initial set-up through 
on-going monitoring and auditing. Tasks 
that currently take hours, days or even 
weeks can now be done in minutes. 

SECUREMAX represents an industry 
first in doing cost-effective network-based 
security management. SECUREMAX lets you 
do full system analysis, problem correction 
and on-going monitoring of systems any
where on your VAX network-whether the 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #728 CIRCLE 118 ON READER CARD 

systems are across the street, across the 
country or around the world-all from your 
local system. This will save you time, effort 
and travel in managing multiple systems 
or sites. 

So put down your highlighter and 
call DEMAX Software at 1-800-283-3629 
(1-800-AT-DEMAX) for free trial information 
to see how you can have Maximum Security, 
With No Hard Labor. 

~--- .... l.llllllU~ 
System Security Solutions 

SECUREPAK, SECUREMAX, DEMAX and DEMAX Software are all trademarks of DEMAX Software. 
VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 



more data to be transferred per l/O, so 
fewer I/Os are needed. Small pages can 
save CPU time when searching pages and 
areas and also can provide better buffer
mg. 

For reductions in 1/0, use multifile 
database storage areas if possible. Splitting 
the database into multiple storage areas 
helps reduce the chance of a file becom
ing an 1/0 bottleneck. In certain situ
ations, individual tables and indexes also 
can be split among several storage devices 
to avoid 1/0 bottlenecks on those de
vices. Within each storage area, it might 
be advantageous to cluster table rows to
gether, depending on transaction access 
patterns. For example, you could place 
the EMPLOYEE table data with the cor
responding JOB_ HISTORY table data. 

Performance improvements also can 
be gained by making better use of disks. 
Shadowing disks can help speed read 
performance and add resiliency to stor
age media. Smaller, faster disks can in
crease the performance of high-speed, 
highly concurrent transactions because 

they allow more disk heads to access the 
data faster. However, larger, slower 
drives are the correct medium for stor
age of historical data. 

These practices should be evaluated 
before any database monitoring or tun
ing is performed. Many of these practices 
depend greatly on the complexity and 
size of the database. For example, a se
quential search on a small database per
forms better than a sequential search on 
a multigigabyte database. 

Tuning Utensils 
After the initial design, monitoring and 
tuning are required for optimum per
formance. Rdb/VMS offers utilities that 
provide a rich monitoring and tuning 
environment. The utilities provide physi
cal information about the database and 
data structures, row and index storage 
information, dynamic database statistics, 
and cost and access strategies used by the 
optimizer. VMS utilities also are available 
to monitor the database and the system 
environment. 

XENTIS™ 

RMU/DUMP - The RMU/DUMP util
ity can provide physical database infor
mation regarding the size (both page and 
area) and placement of the database stor
age files . When an area becomes full, 
Rdb/VMS dynamically extends the stor
age area. The database doesn't need to 
be taken oflline as it grows. RMU/DUMP 

also provides information on the num
ber of times Rdb/VMS has dynamically 
extended the storage area. 

If the storage area has extended a 
number of times, then the initial storage 
area size was underestimated. If the stor
age area has extended, there's potential 
for fragmentation (records stored across 
multiple pages), which can hinder per
formance. If you encounter this perform
ance problem, you can resize the storage 
area and perform an unload/ reload of the 
storage area at a convenient time. A 
properly sized storage area can efficiently 
accommodate data storage and allow for 
growth without the risk of fragmentation 
or more area extensions. 
RMU/ANALYZE - Information about 

The Standard tor VAX Report Writers 
Find out what over 1000 companies already know .. . that for features, versatility, and ease of use, 

XENTIS is the report writer by which others are measured. XENTIS lets you use data from 
RMS files, Rdb , DBMS-32 ,lngres and Sybase databases all in the same report! 

XENTIS is the only report writer for all your VAXNMS reporting needs. 

Features 
• On-screen three window "Display Mode" 
• Easy interactive dialogue allows end 

users to create repo rts without the aid 
of DP staff 

• On- li ne help at any prompt 
• Extensive calculations and compari sons 
• Powerful selection logic 
• Optimized for fast execution 
• Consolidate data from several files in a 

new data file 

• Works with popular spreadsheet and word 
processing programs 

• Multiple levels of security 

PARK SOFTWARE INC. 
P.O. Box 31529 
Seattle, Washington 98103-1 529 
(206) 343-0447 - FAX (206) 682-6866 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
XENTIS is a registered trademark of Park Software, Inc. VAX, VMS, OBMS·32. and Rdb are all regis tered trademarks fo the 01g1tal Equipment Corporation. Sybase is a registered trademark of Sybase. Inc. Ingres 1s a registered trademark of Ingres. Inc 
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Backing up a VAXcluster 
can be reel slow. 

See us at DEXPO South 
Booth #650 

Or real fast. 

You decide. 
You can stick with yourTA-79 and 

back up at a snail's pace. 
Or you can switch to TTI's CTS-800 

Series and accelerate the entire backup 
process. 

You can stand around all day (or 
night) loading reels- 15 reels in all- to 
back up 2.2GB on your VAXcluster. 

Or you can insert just one 8mm 
cartridge in a CTS-800 Series drive and 
let it back up those 2.2GB of data com
pletely unattended. 

Need really high capacity? Up to four 
tape drives can be connected to a single 
port on your HSC40/50/70 controller. 
So with a fully loaded HSC5X-CA card, 
you can back up 32GB overnight. .. 
completely unattended. Thats real 
efficiency. 

And upgrading to a high performance 
TTI backup subsystem is really easy. 
The CTS-800 is a plug and play 
swap with TA drives and 100% HSC 
compatible too. 

TTis CTS-800 Series Tape 

Subsystems. Its the VAXcluster backup 
subsystem with un-reel performance. 

For more information, call the leader 
in unattended backup systems, TTI, 
at 714-744-1030. 

Or write to: Transitional Technology; 
Inc., 1411N. Batavia, Suite203, Orange, 

CA 92667. ... ., .4-lr· 
Ill 

TRANSITIONAL 
TECHNOLOGY, INC. 

European Sales Office. Transitional Technology, Suite 2, Kennett House, 108/110 London Road, Headington, Oxford OX3 9AW Phone: 0865 741345. 
VAXcluster, HSC and TA79 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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RdbNMS V3.1-0 Performance Monitor 
Summary 10 Statistics 

For Database: DBCG:[MAHLER.RDB]NDC1 .RDB;1 

statistic ......... rate.per.second ......... total ... average .. 
name .............. max. cur. avg ... count... per.trans 
transactions 24 19 21.3 11971 1.0 
verb successes 231 195 189.0 106167 8.9 
verb failures 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

data file reads 39 19 22.8 12791 1.1 
data file writes 46 37 32.1 18027 1.5 
RUJ file reads 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
RUJ file writes 23 19 16.6 9300 0.8 
AIJ file writes 18 18 12.8 7192 0.6 
root file reads 0 0 0.1 40 0.0 
root fife writes 15 14 10.0 5646 0.5 

Display_menu Exit Graph Help Options Reset Set_rate Time_plot Write_screen 

RdbNMS V3.1-0 Performance Monitor 15-FEB-1990 09:42:16 
Summary 10 Statistics 

For Database: DBCG:[MAHLER.RDB]NDC1 .RDB;1 

statistic ..... ... . 

verb failures 
data file reads 
data tile writes 
RUJ file reads 
RUJ file writes 
AIJ file writes 
root file reads 
root file writes 

max. 
rate 
24 

231 

0 
39 
46 
0 

23 
18 
0 

15 

cur. 
rate 
19 

195 

0 
19 
37 
0 

19 
18 
0 

14 

10 20 30 40 50 

* ~ 

* 

* I 

* 
Display_menu Exit Help Numbers Options Reset Set_rate Time_plot Write_screen 

Example of two displays provided by RMU/SHOW STATISTICS. These 

screens show a summary of II 0 information in numbers or histogram format. 

row and index storage is provided 
through RMU/ ANALYZE. This utility 
gives detailed row analys~s about frag
mentation, compression, average size and 
percentage breakout of free space, space 
used by data and overhead (in bytes). 
RMU/ANALYZE can be used to gather 
index information regarding type (sorted 
or hash) , corresponding relation, whether 
duplicates are allowed, the number of 
levels within a tree and space use. It also 
provides analysis and histograms on data 
placement, minimum and maximum I/Os 
needed to traverse buffers and data pages 
to retrieve the row. 

Analysis of RMU/ANALYZE data can 
reveal the amount of fragmentation or 
wasted space in the database. If there's 
too much fragmentation or wasted space 

76 

(assuming no more cumulative growth), 
the storage area might need to be resized. 
Knowing the number of index levels 
within the sorted tree is also valuable . 
Depending on the application, the index 
levels can be adjusted to yield either a 
wide tree for fewer I/Os or a deep tree 
for fewer lock conflicts. 
RMU/SHOW STATISTICS - This 
utility collects dynamic database statistics, 
which can be viewed online and/ or col
lected and replayed later. The statistics in
clude a summary of database I/Os (see 
Figure), a breakdown of the I/Os-per
storage-area file and information about 
the amount of stall time per 1/0. The 
utility also monitors both sorted and 
hashed indexes and provides information 
on retrieval, insertion and removal of 
nodes and hash keys. Statistics are avail-

able on the number of locks requested, 
promoted, demoted and released on a 
summary or per lock type basis. Other 
important statistics include buffer pool 
and database process stall activity. 

By monitoring the output from the 
RMU/SHOW STATISTICS displays, you 
can get help in determining how to size 
the database buffers. It also can help lo
cate hot spots within the database where 
locking conflicts might be hindering the . 
performance of the database. Much I/O 
data can be collected , that will help de
termine optimal placement of files and 
partitioning of tables and indexes across 
disks . Analyzing the statistics regularly 
helps to monitor the database perform
ance and indicates potential problems. 
RDMS$DEBUG_FLAGS - Rdb/VMS 
allows you to display the cost and access 
strategy used by the query optimizer 
through the use of the RDMS$DEBUG_
FLAGS logical name. Because it's a logi
cal name, it can be dynamically turned 
on and off. Also available is the ability 
to direct where the output from the logi
cal will be placed by using the RDMS$
DEBUG _FLAGS_ OUTPUT logical. 

Information gathered from RDMS$
DEBUG FLAGS can be used to deter
mine the methods the optimizer is using 
to perform queries. This will show if the 
data was retrieved sequentially or by an 
index and will provide the index name. 
Analysis of this data will determine if a 
table needs an index where one isn't de
fined or if extra indexes are defined 
where they aren't needed. 

DECtrace and RdbExpert are optional 
products that monitor the database and 
application and make specific physical 
database design recommendations (see 
"Elegance For Rdb," March 1990). Other 
Digital products that can help when tun

ing a database by monitoring the system 
environment are VAX SPM, VAX VPA 
and the VMS MONITOR utility. -Andy 
Mahler is a database consultant at Digital 
Equipment Corporation Database Systems 
Engineering in Nashua, New Hampshire. 
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Macintosh SE 
FD 

\ \.ilkcrR1chcr&Quinn. Inc. ~ 

Digital VT320 
Terminal Emulation 

The one thing that should come between 
your Mac and your VAX. 

The one thing you want between 
your Macintosh and VAX. computers is a 
fast, accurate terminal emulator. 

So try the new Reflection 2 PLUS 
for the Macintosh. It takes full advantage 
of both the VAX. and the Mac, letting you 
get most out of each computer. 

Access your VAX. with Reflection's 
thorough Vf 320 emulation. Of course, 
the familiar Vf 320 keystrokes still work, 

but the addition of Macintosh user friend
liness makes tasks easier to accomplish. 
Issue commands quickly with pulldown 
menus. Cut and paste complicated VAX. 
filenames to save time and reduce errors. 
Use MultiFinder to monitor VAX. Mail in 
the background. 

Transfer Macintosh and VAX. 
files quickly with Reflection's proprie
tary file transfer software. Its included 
free of charge. 

Don't put just any terminal emu
lator between your Mac and your VAX 
Get Reflection 2 PLUS for your Macintosh. 
Call us toll -free and ask about our 
money-saving introductory offer. 

1-800-872-2829 

Walker Richer&Quinn,lnc. ~ 
2815 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle, WA 98102 

2o6.324.0407 2o6.322.8151 FAX 
Zeestraat 55, 2518 Den Haag 

The Netherlands 
+ 31.(0)70.356.09.63 + 31.(0)70.356.12.44 FAX 

Reflection is a registered trademark of Walker, Richer & Quinn. All trademarks above are property of their respective holders. 
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FROM THE LAB 
Executive Software's 1/0 Express Uses Excess System 

Memory To Put Your Disk 1/0 Operations In The Fast Lane. 
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Driving The 
I/ 0 Express\Vay 

Executive Software's 1/0 Express uses 
your excess system memory to perform 
data caching operations on your disk 
drives. J/O requests that are satisfied from 
memory naturally take less time than 
those that require disk access. Executive 
Software's proprietary algorithm 
determines which disk blocks to cache 
and how long they should be held in 
the cache. 

Memory is allocated and deallocated 
dynamically. When memory is plentiful, 
1/0 Express takes advantage of it. 
During times of heavy memory use, 1/0 

Express trims its cache to allow memory 
to be devoted to other processes. There's 
no need for system managers to identify 
and maintain a list of "hot" files. 1/0 

Express's caching is automatic. 
The caching mechanism employs a 

write-through scheme. Read operations 
are normally accessed from cache. Write 
operations, however, are written directly 
to disk, ensuring your data's integrity. 

IIO Express supports standalone 
systems, NI- and CI-based clusters as well 
as single-CPU and SMP systems. Any 
disk accessible to the cluster can be 
cached on any node. Disks to be cached 
are chosen automatically by 110 Express. 
There's no need to specify this informa
tion manually. 

1/0 Express requires 1,200 free disk 
blocks for the software and 256 pages of 
physical memory as a minimum cache 
size. VAX/VMS V4.6 through VS.3 are 
supported. One restriction is that disks 
served by VMS Distributed File Services 
(DFS) can't be cached across cluster 
boundaries. 
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l<NOCK,KNOCK. 
KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK, 

KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK, 
KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK. 

Presenting a host of opportunities to tap powerful DEC® mainframe and mini 
computer software from a PC. SmarTerm® 320 for precise text terminal emulation and 
SmarTerm 240 Version 3.0 for vivid graphics terminal emulation are both available in 
Multi--User versions. 

Now individual PCs, and PCs networked on LANs or WANs, can run Smaiferm 
software to outperform dedicated terminals. So in both worlds, SmarTerm gives you 

the best. 
SmarTerm 320 and 

240 will use shared printers, 
modems, files, and com-
munications servers on 
most networks. Multi--User 
versions can be loaded on 
a file server and shared. 

For text terminal 
emulation, SmarTerm 320 
has raised industry stan-

dards by faithfully duplicating DEC VT320® features and functions for the PC. Exact 
support for VT320 features including 25th status line, true double--high, double--wide 
characters, and 132--column displays is provided. 

SmarTerm 240 incorporates advanced VT340 color graphics terminal features 
for 16 color ReGIS® graphics. Rubber band cursor actions, complex filled regions, 3--D 
graphics, and 132--column displays make it the VT240 emulation that gives you more 
than a VT240 terminal. 

Robust features for PC--to--the--rest--of--the--World communications, an interface 
designed to speed learning and cut training costs, convenience features for versatility, 
plus free technical support backing you up, combine to make SmarTerm an obvious 
path to take. 

To access all the power of DEC hosts, 
we'll open the doors. RSVP today by calling 
1-800-EMULATE. 

persn/f® 
ACCESS THE POWER You NEED. 

~ 1989 Persoft, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Persoft and SmarTerm are registered trademarks of Persoft, Inc ., 465 Science Drive, Madison, WI 53711. Specifications subject to change without notice. 
DEC, VT. and ReGIS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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- Total I/Os 
- Read I/Os 
- Wnte I/Os 
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14,92ii 
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"110 Plus is a powe I weapon in our fight to improve system efficiency. 110 Plus is 
the first product to ut to the heart of cluster performance issues by showing file lock 
activity for each n against individual files across the cluster. " 

110 Plus utilizes menus, graphs an<} eports 
to provide VMS System Managers ~1'1d MIS 
Directors with critical information p iously 
unavailable on VAX/VMS Systems. 

110 Plus monitors all of your 110 ope.rations, 
pinpoints "hot ~iles" that rob your system 
of valuable CPU cycles, analyzes V. cluster 
"lock mastering" activity, suggests iles to 
be data cached, and more. 

110 Plus quickly generates the reports you 
need to help make your system ru more 
efficiently. 

You will find 110 Plus' reports and 
invaluable for capacity planning. 

TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

-Hugh Lovell 
VAX Site Manager 
PACT EL 

With 1/0 Plus, for the first time you will 
know WHY your cluster got slower when 
you added another CPU. You will know 
which files have the highest 1/0 counts 
(reads and writes), and which ones need 
to be data cached, converted, compressed, 
or moved to faster disk devices. 

110 Plus is easy to install, and requires no 
SYSGEN changes or rebooting. 

For immediate shipment of 110 Plus, call 
or fax purchase order information today. 
All orders are shipped via Federal Express 
and come complete with media and 
extensive documentation. 

(800) 525-2527 · Toll Free 

Ask for free booklet 

9990 Mesa Rim Road, Suite 220 
San Diego, California 92121 U.S.A. 

- ~,, 
Please see us at DEXPO South Booth #1316 (800) 525-2527. (619) 455-7404 

FAX (619) 455-7413 
1/0 Plus is a trademark of Touch Technologies, Inc. 
VAX and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corp. 

• "1/0 Plus is available for MV (I, II , 2xxx, 3xxx), Workstations, VAX ?xx, VAX 82xx, and 
83xx for $995. All other VAX single licenses are $1,595. Cluster, corporate, and site 
licensing is available. 90 days support is included in the purchase price, extended 
support is also available. 



We ran 1/0 Express Vl.01 on LAB
DOG::, which is the Lab's MicroVAX II, 
and on our VAXcluster. 

Setting Out 
1/0 Express is easy to install using 
VMSINSTAL. It requires some nonpaged 
memory for its internal data structures. 
The installation process automatically 
expands nonpaged memory to accom
modate these structures, if necessary. 

A command procedure is run auto
matically to determine if the SYSGEN 
parameter NP AGEVIR is large enough. 
Suggestions are made if it's determined 
that 1/0 Express will run better if that 

_parameter is changed. No other SYSGEN 
parameter is affected. 

If you're running a cluster, 1/0 
Express must be started on every node 
before caching will start. A device driver 
needs to be started and a pseudodevice, 
SPIDCAO:, must be created on each node. 

The only other installation procedure 
is to include the package's sta~tup 

command in your system startup com
mand file. There are also utility programs 
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for which you might want to define 
symbols. 

In normal daily operations, you won't 
know that 1/0 Express is running except 
if you notice better 1/0 subsystem 
performance. To see what's going on and 
to control its operation, 1/0 Express 
includes a few utilities. 

Normally, the program IOX_MONI
TOR determines which drives should be 
cached. If you stop IOX_MONITOR, 
you can specify with the IOX_DEVICE 
utility which drives should be cached. 

You can use IOX_INIT to modify 
1/0 Express' control parameters. These 
parameters include maximum and 
m1mmum cache sizes, maximum 
number of dis.ks to cache, how much 
memory must be on your free list to 
allow caching to operate and how cache 
trimming is to occur. 

You can view statistics with the 
IOX_STATS utility. A discussion of some 
of these statistics follows. 

Cache System Statistics indicate how 
I/O Express is using system resources 
(see Figure 1). For example, the statistics 

Cache Max Possible Pages, Pages Cur
rently in Cache and Pages Cache May 
Hold tell you the maximum size of 
1/0 Express' cache, how many pages 
I/O Express currently is using and the 

DIRTY TAPES? 
Ask for FREE 

Tape Evaluation 

MAGNETIC TAPE CLEANER/REWINDER 

PERIPHERALS 
A High Technology Company 

1363 Logan Ave. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Headquarters 714-540-4925 
Outside CA 1,800A68-6888 
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Fig111'"e1. 

IOX_STATS V1.0i Copyright 1989 Executive Software International All Rights Reserved. 
Cache System Statistics 22-FEB-1990 16:19:31 .58 

DCDRIVER Version Number V1 .Oi Nonpaged Pool Bytes Used 554096 
Cache Max Possible Pages 12288 Min Pool Before Use 90086 
Pages Currently in Cache 8217 Nonpaged Pool Extension 327680 
Free List Crisis Level 1945 Pages Held in Reserve 0 
Min Free List Before Use 2201 Pages Cache May Hold 256 
Desired Free List Size 2457 Free Page Reservoir Size 256 
Max 1/0 Size for Caching 32 Free List Pages Reclaimed 0 
#New CCDs to Allocate 128 Cache Trim Count 0 
Hit Delay Time (msec) 0 #Disks Being Cached 2 
#Nodes in Cluster 1 #Clusters in Cache 8217 
#Clusters Left to Purge 0 #Nodes w/ DCDRIVER Loaded 
Time since Cache lnit 0 00:58:56 Time since Cluster Tm 0 00:48:51 
Time since Cache Re-lnit 0 00:58:56 # Mismatch Version Msgs 0 

Control Rags = INITED: 

The following Disks are being cached: 
DUBO 

System resources used for caching are displayed in the Cache System Statistics report. 

Figure2. 

Totals for Disks Cached Locally 22-FEB-1990 16:19:31.58 

Total Read I/Os 
Total Write I/Os 
Total I/Os (Rds + Wrts) 
Total Read Hit I/Os 
Mean Blks per Read 
Mean Blks per Write 
Mode Blks per Write 

#Nodes Caching Disk 

151826 
787 

152613 
143316 

% Read I/Os Hit 
% Reads to Total I/Os 
% Total I/Os Hit 
Fractional Read Count 
Inhibit Count 
Mode Blks per Read 

** For a disk with an average access time of 40 milliseconds (RD54 class), 
* * you would have reduced the average READ access time to 2.24 milliseconds 

** For a disk with an average access time of 25 milliseconds (RA81 class), 
** you would have reduced the average READ access time to 1.40 milliseconds 

The following is a list of all nodes currently caching this Disk: 

94.39 
99.48 
93.90 

0 
0 

Part of the caching report is this summary of caching effectiveness on all cached disks. 
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minimum number of pages 1/0 Express 
will retain in its cache, even if memory 
has to be returned to the operating 
system. 

Free list statistics show you how 1/0 

Express looks at the free list size. Min 
Free List Before Use, Free List Crisis 
Level and Desired Free List Size deter
mine how large the free list must be 
before 1/0 Express will start caching, 
how small the free list must get before 
1/0 Express returns memory to the 
system and. the minimum free list size 
that must be achieved after returning 
memory to the system. The nonpaged 
pool statistics display the required 
nonpaged dynamic memory settings for 
proper 1/0 Express operation. 

Pages Held in Reserve and Free Page 
Reservoir Size are used to anticipate 
future 1/0 Express use. If memory has to 
be returned to the operating system, it 
will come from here first before blocks 
containing actual data. 

The #Clusters in Cache and #Clus
ters Left to Purge represent data blocks 
contained in one 1/0 request that either 
are in cache or are marked to be purged 
but haven't been released from cache 
yet. Max 1/0 Size for Caching deter
mines the largest read request that will 
be cached. Any request bigger than this 
won't be cached. 

The number of times 1/0 Express 
has returned memory to the operating 
system and how many pages have been 
returned are indicated by the Cache 
Trim Count and Free List Pages 
Reclaimed statistics. 

The summary of disk caching statis
tics that follows the Cache System 
Statistics display is for all disks being 
cached (see Figure 2). Using the /DISKS 
qualifier displays statistics on a per-disk 
basis. 

The cache effectiveness statistics dis
play shows you the count of 1/0 opera
tions and the performance gain you're 
achieving with 1/0 Express running. 

All I/Os are tallied and totaled in the 
Total Read I/Os, Total Write I/Os and 
Total I/Os statistics. 

Probably the most interesting statistics 
are Total Read Hit I/Os, % Read I/Os 
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~m1032 4GL/RDBMS 
relieves the pain of ecyipg 155 million 

clinical · data items. 
When it comes to simultaneous access 

to massive amounts of data-some 155 
million items from 120 active clinical 
drug trials-Searle gets quick relief 
with System 1032, from CompuServe 
Data Technologies. 

System 1032 offers the exceptional lev -
el of efficiency, flexibility and ease of use 
that a high-performance, query-based 
VAX application like Searle's demands . 

VAX Efficiency. ''We often astound 
our counterparts-savvy professionals 
with similar clinical data management 
challenges-when we discuss System 
1032's level of performance,' ' said Bill 
Bass, Manager of Clinical Systems 
Development at Searle. 

''We often construct queries across as 
many as 6,000 datasets. Our contacts in 
the industry tell us that other database 
products can't get past 20 or 30 datasets. 
Our strong performance is mostly due 
to how well System 1032 is optimized for 
the VAX/VMS environment.'' 

Flexibility that Brings Produc
tivity. ''System 1032 combines an 
excellent programming language with a 
host-language interface. They allow us 
the flexibility to create generic pro

grams that we can easily adapt to 
the strudure of each specific 

clinical study,'' said Bass. 
Ease of Use. With its 

consistent, English-like 
syntax, System 1032 helps 
provide a quick learning 
curve for both end users 

and application developers. 
Free Guide. Call 1-800-

USE-1032 . Ask for the free 
'' 1990 Guide to High- Performance 

4GL/RDBMS Applications:' It's for 
people who want to think big, think fast, 
think System 1032. 

C:OmP-uServe 
Data Technologies 

1000 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 617-661-9440 

Think Big. Think Fast. 
Think System 1032. 
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Hit and % Total I/Os Hit. These figures 
indicate how the cache is being used. 
Higher numbers indicate more 110 

requests being satisfied from the cache 
rather than from disk. 

Other statistics display the average and 
most frequent number of blocks in each 
request packet for reading and writing 
operations. Using the /DISKS qualifier, 
the per-disk caching reports display the 
percentage of reads that were less than 
or equal to the previously mentioned 
cluster size. If this percentage is too low, 
you probably need to adjust (through 
IOX _INIT) the setting for the maximum 
1/0 size. 

Below the statistics, notes show how 
1/0 Express reduces the read access times 
for disks belonging to the RD54 and 
RA81 device classes respectively. The 
figure is based on the percentage of read 
I/Os hit and the rated speed of the 
device. It can help you put your disk 
performance into perspective. 

Two IOX_STATS qualifiers are avail
able in addition to /DISKS. The /MAP 

qualifier can be used for clustered systems 

FROM THE LAB 

to display a 2-D graph of the disks cached 
by each node on the cluster. The /OUT
PUT qualifier lets you send reports to 
disk. 

Express Tests 
To test 110 Express, we ran two pro
grams on LABDOG:: to force heavy read 
1/0. Our hardware setup included a 
Seagate Technology Wren V user disk 
where the files were located. Our 
controller was an Andromeda Systems 
ESDC caching controller, so some 
caching already was being done by the 
hardware. We also ran 1/0 Express after 
turning off the controller cache. 

Both programs ran in a continuous 
loop. Each program located a record in 
a relative file. One program had a 
subloop that iterated 10,000 times, read
ing records that were up to 50 records 
forward from the original. It then 
randomly chose a new baseline record 
and repeated the subloop. The compan
ion program behaved similarly. Its 
subloop iterated 1,000 times, locating 
records that were up to 100 records 

forward from the original. The goal 
of running these programs was to make 
our user disk very busy to see how 
1/0 Express behaved over time. 

l/O Express didn't go great guns 
immediately. By observing the numbers 
with the IOX_STATS utility, you can 
watch the % Read I/Os Hit increase 
slowly but surely. After letting 1/0 

Express run for an hour, the % Read 
I/Os Hit rose from just below 11 to 
above 60 percent. If you have faith in 
disk-drive-busy indicator lights, your 
confidence in 1/0 Express will be bol
stered as you observe them flickering a 
lot less while your applications scream 
along. 

When we turned off controller cach
ing, 1/0 Express soared. It cached both 
our system and user disks. On the user 
disk, cache percent hit rates rose to near 
95 percent and stayed consistently high. 

l!O Express proved to be effective in 
reducing the 1/0 load our heavy jobs 
were placing on our production systems. 
It's easy to install and its operation is 
transparent. • 

Graphic Outlook 
Breaks the 
Spreadsheet~old 
Finally a VAX Spreadsheet that Lets You Take Control 

You 're in charge ... Graphic Outlook breaks the mold and for the first 
time lets System Managers regulate the number of simultaneous 
spreadsheet users on the VAX . And thanks to our bidirectional gateway 
to Lotus , users can choose to work either on the VAX or PC . 

It's easy ... Graphic Outlook takes Lotus users only 10 minutes 
to learn - yet it's incredibly powerful (65,535 rows & columns , 
over 100 functions). 

Our graphics are unsurpassed ... you 'll be amazed . And our limited
use licensing fees will save you money. 

So what are you waiting for? Just call for our Demo Kit. Try Graphic 
Outlook today. Take control tomorrow. (805) 968-3838 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #23 

Stone Mountain Computing 
42 Aero Camino , Suite 209, Goleta CA 93117 

Lotus 1s a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corp. VAX 1s a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
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PV,_WAVE 

Results of computa
tional fluid dynamics 
(CFO) analysis 
using data from 
Ho/set Engineering 
as visualized on a 
VAX station 2000. 
At the left, powerful 
image processing 
features quickly 
show an overview 
of the full data set. 
From there, features 
and trends are iden
tified interactively and 
displayed as surfaces 
and line graphs. 
PV-WAVE is ideal 
for quickly viewing 
large data sets to 
gain important 
insights. Using this 
new information, it 
is then possible to 
select features and 
subsets for further 
review and analysis. 

Interactive Data Display and Analysis Software 
Immediate Visual Gratification 

Explore, analyze, reduce and visu
alize your data interactively with 
PY-WAVE on your VAX, DEC or 
SUN workstations. Our Scientific 
Visualization software lets you inter
act directly with your data to navi
gate through data sets, select key 
features, and visually identify trends. 
Your data will be translated into 
publication-quality graphics fast -
262,000 data points from disk to 
display in less than 10 seconds! 

PV-WAVE; DEC, VAX, VAXstation 2000; and SUN are registered 
trademarks of Precision Visuals , Inc. ; Digital Equipment Corporation ; 
and SUN Microsystems, Inc., respectively. 

See Inside Your Data Fast 

PY-WAVE lets you select from a full 
range of analysis, image processing, 
and graphics visualization methods 
to let you see inside your data fast. 
With PY-WAVE you can access any 
data in nearly any format. Tie into 
your own software or commercially 
available prcx:lucts; there's no need to 
build or buy special data converters. 
And you can easily develop special
ized applications to create custom 
interfaces using commands, macros 
or pop-up menus for all users -
from novices to experts. 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #200 

How Immediate? Let Us Show You! 

Discover how PY-WAVE 
helps you see your 
data fast. And 
spend more 
time formulat-
ing important 
results. Call 
Chris Logan at 
800/ 447-7147 to qualify for a free 

evaluation copy. 

Precision V1SUals® 
Precision Visuals, Inc. 
6260 Lookout Road 
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA 
303/530-9000 Fax 303/530-9329 
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UniPress Software's Q-Calc RealTime Spreadsheet Is A 

Data-Fed, Dynamic Decision Support Tool . 
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Dynamic Spreadsheets 
UniPress Software's Q-Calc Standard and 
Q-Calc RealTime spreadsheets run in the 
UNIX environment and are compatible 
with Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.01. Q-Calc 
Standard provides a MACRO language, 
database capabilities and a 94-member 
function library. The optional graphics 
package lets you create bar, pie, line, 
XY and commodity graphs on many 
graphics devices and printers. 

Q-Calc RealTime is a modified 
version of Q-Calc Standard. In addition 
to accepting data input from a keyboard, 
it accepts data from another program 
running simultaneously on the same 
computer or network. You also can share 
.wkl files with PCs running Lotus 1-2-3. 

In the trader's market, RealTime 
serves as a decision support tool. You can 
monitor price changes regularly from 
a market feed and then display the 
updated prices within cells on your 
spreadsheet. Alert messages can be made 
to appear at the top of the screen if a 
previously specified condition occurs. 

We installed Real Time with graphics 
V1.0(R8) on the Lab's DECsystem 3100. 

The media was supplied on a TK-50 tape. 
Installation took less than 30 minutes. 

To install RealTime, log in as root and 
then cd to I. Next, type tar xf device 
/tmp using the correct device for your 
system. UniPress supplies device names 
in the installation and setup section. We 
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Put us on DEC and 
we'll make you 

Managerof tbeYea~ 

Data analysis software from 
SPSS® helps you get the most 
out of your stats. 
The potential for success that your V~ 
gives you is only part of the game .. Know
ing how to reach that potential is what 
really counts. 

That's where SPSS-X™ comes in. Its 
data analysis talents can take your VAX to 
new levels of productivity. And take your 
company along with it. 

The complete SPSS-X base package 
and options let you go from data entry to 

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS 
1982 Used SPSS data. entry/ analysis system 

for c~stomer satisfaction surveys. Led 
to 17 %. mcrease in customer-retention 
rate within first year. 

1984 D · d 
es1gne sales-lead tracking system 

using SPSS data management foci/if, 
and SPSS Graphics™ charts. Slashed ies 
overhead costs-and gave more accu
rate results in half the time. 

1986 Chose new office sites, based on SPSS 
forec~.sts from economic and demo-
grap ic data. Result: New revenues 
mNore than doubled old goals. 

1988 d M 
ame anager of corporate-wide 

research and strategic planning staff. 

high impact graphics, with statistical pro
cedures designed for the end user. It's highly 
interactive, with commands in plain English. 
So your people get hard-hitting answers for 
sound business decisions. Which makes 
you a better manager. 

SPSS-X interfaces with other popular 
VMS™ software tools, from All-ln-1 ™ and 
20/20™ to DATATRIEVE~ Rdb~ ORACLE™ 
and Ingres~ It lets you access files anywhere 
on your DECNET And it works smoothly with 
your PC environment as well. 

You get the speed, accuracy and 
versatility that's won repeated awards from 

industry publications. Plus the training, 
documentation and support that's made 
SPSS a leader in statistical software for over 
20 years. 

Get the full details on what SPSS-X soft
ware can do with your VAX system by calling 

1-312-329-3304. 
Because, after all, it's the right decisions 

that help you reach the top. 

Best in the final analysis. 
444 North Michigan Avenue· Chicago, Illinois 60611 

SPSS is a registered trademark of SPSS Inc. SPSS-X and SPSS Graphics are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VAX, VMS, All- ln-1, DATATRIEVE and Rdb are tradema rks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
20/20 is a trademark of Access Technology. ORACLE is a trademark of Oracle Corporation. Ingres is a trademark of Rela tional Technology, Inc. 
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entered tar xvf / d ev /rmtOh, which 
reads the installation script from the 
media. When tar finishes, execute the 
installation script by typing /tmp/ 
qspexec. 

The installation script lets you choose 
the location of the executable program 
qcalc and various utilities. Typically, the 
executable is . placed in the /usr/bin 
directory and the utilities in the /usr/ 
qsp directory. To start RealTime, enter 
qcalc. · 

Running RealTime 
If you're familiar with Lotus or Lotus 
lookalikes, you'll be comfortable with 
RealTime. When you start RealTime, 
you'll see lettered columns and num
bered rows. It contains 8, 192 rows and 256 
columns. One difference between the 
RealTime setup and that of Lotus 1-2-3 
is the placement of the horizontal menu 
on the bottom of the screen. Lotus places 
the menu along the top. 

To place RealTime in MENU mode, 
type I (see Figure). To select an item 
from the menu, move the highlighted 
bar cursor over the item and press En
ter or press the first letter of the item. 

RealTime contains a set of commands 
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Q-Calc RealTime V(1 .0) Copyright (c) 1989 QSP & UniPress MENU 
a1 a b c d e g h 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 Figure: 
19 
20 
Command: worksheet range copy move file print graph data system quit 
global insert delete column erase titles window status page 

The 
Q-Calc 
Real Time 

that are invoked through a CTRL-X 
escape sequence followed by a keystroke. 
For example, to execute the GOTO 
command, enter CTRL-XG. For HELP, 

enter CTRL-X?. 
A rich set of functions and operators 

that can be used within expressions also 
is included. For example, the following 
expression uses the @if function and 
the #and# operator to determine the 
contents of cell e18: 

el8=@i f ( +GM<al 9#and/fGM> 1. 
"BUY GM" , "") 

The RealTime graphics option lets 
you display dynamic graphs on your 
screen or a hardcopy device based on the 
information in your spreadsheet. Graphs 
are created and then redrawn automati
cally to reflect the changing data being 
fed into the spreadsheet. 

RealTime comes with a directory 
containing demo files. The program 
dataemit.c is a C program that emits data 
at regular intervals. It was written to 
work with qcalcrt.wkl, a sample spread
sheet also included in the demo file. 

The two work together to show how 
RealTime reads in data values from a 
running prog ram. When you retrieve 
the qcalcrt.wk1 spreadsheet and execute 

spreadsheet 
with 

the dataemit.c pro- MENU. 
gram, you will see 
cells in the spreadsheet being continually 
updated with new values. 

The screen on page 86 shows the 
result of such an update. Cells b6, b8, b 10 
and b12 and the % CHANGE SINCE 
OPEN cells d6, d8, d10 and d12 have 
been updated. You can display spread
sheet and graphics on one windowing 
terminal or use two terminals - one for 
the spreadsheet and one for graphics. 
While this screen shows how a spread
sheet and graphic would appear on a 
windowing terminal, we used a VT320 to 
display the qcalcrt.wk1 spreadsheet and 
an AST Premium 286 PC to display the 
RealTime graphics. The PC was running 
Walker Richer & Quinn's Reflection 
and emulating a Tektronix 4014 terminal. 

When the dataemit.c program was 
run, cells within the spreadsheet were 
updated with new values. The changing 
data also was reflected on the PC in the 
form of changing graphs. Graph types 
available are bar, stacked bar, line, mul
tiline, XY, pie and commodity graphs. 

Interfacing To UNIX 
RealTime contains several commands 
that allow you to step into and work 
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THE Cl-MIV32 FEATURES 
MICROVAXll 

THE Cl-MIV16 FEATURES 

• 16 megabytes on one board. 
• On board parity. 
• Hardware and software compatible with the 

Microvax II. 
• Backplane space savings. 
• Power requirement savings. 

• Allows 64MB, the maximum memory capacity 
of the Microvax Ill, using only 2 expansion 
slots in all system configurations, including 
the BA23 box. 

• BMB, 16MB or 32MB on one board. 
• Hardware and software compatible with any 

Microvax Ill series. 
• On board 32 bit ECC for single bit error 

correction, double bit error detection. 

IBM PS/2 

-
, .. ~~ 'T'! -

~<,~ I 

''' \ \ '"' ',l • ·~~~nt~=ntm~m~1~mt . .. ,, ..... ,_._., - -- ·:·fi 

THE Cl-SYS2-56 FEATURES 

QBUS 
PDP 11/23, 11/73 

THE Cl-QBUS-EDC FEATURES 
• 2 or 4 megabytes on one board. 
• Dual width. 
• Single bit error correction, double bit 

error detection. 
• Runs DEC diagnostics. 
• Block Mode OMA. 

• Available in 2MB, 4MB, and 6MB upgradeable 
options, and full BMB. 

• EMS support for DOS applications includes 
device drivers and utilities. 

• Up to 8 megabytes of parity memory in one 
Micro Channel slot. 

• Addressable in combinations of standard and 
EMS memory. 

• Full Micro Channel compatibility. 
• Compatible with the Programmable Option 

Select (POS) of Micro Channel. 
• 3 serial 1/0, 1 parallel, and 1 game port. 

"Also available are memories for VME bus, Multibus, PM/ and a Game Port for IBM's Personal System/2." 
Call for details ... 

Chrislin Industries, Inc. 
Call Toll Free: 800-468-0736 (pst.) 

31332 VIA COLI NAS #106 
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 

TEL: (818) 991-2254 FAX: (818) 991-3490 
•ps/2 AND IBM ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES. BA23, 
QBUS, MICROVAX II, MICROVAX ARE TRADEMARKS OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. MUL· 
TIBUS IS A TRADEMARK OF INTEL MACHINES. 
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VS ORT 
AND 

VS ELECT 
The fastest way to sort and 
extract records on a VAX. 

If you spend too much time sorting with the VAXNMS sort utility, 
spend less - up to 75% less -with VSORT from Evans Griffiths 
& Hart, Inc. Compare the following elapsed and CPU times for 
VSORT (V03.07) and the VAXNMS (V4.2) sort utility running on 
a VAX 111780. 

VSORT VERSUS VAX/.VMS SORT 

Time (minutes) 

VS ORT 
VAX/VMS sort 

VSORT 
VAX/VMS sort 

VS ORT 
VAX/VMS sort 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

1,000,000 16-byte records 

I ••llll••flJ 500,000 32-byte records 

125.000 128-byte records I I 

ELAPSED TIME • CPU TIME 

VSELECT, the fast sequential record extractor. 

30 

VSELECT is also fast and efficient. Running stand-alone on a 
VAX 11/780, VSELECT often exceeds scan rates of 1,000 blocks 
per second. It can select and reformat records from an indexed 
file much faster than the VAXNMS CONVERT utility can unload 
the same file - often three or four times faster. 
For RSTSIE, use FSORT3 and SELECT. 
If you run RSTS/E on the PDP-11, we invite you to join the hun
dreds of users and OEMs who, for the past ten years, have relied 
on FSORT3 and SELECT for the fastest possible record processing. 

Other software products for VAX/VMS and RSTSIE 
•ROSS/Va RSTS/E operating system simulator under VAXNMS. 
• KDSS a multi-terminal key-to-disk data entry system. 

• TAM an efficient screen formatter for transaction 
processing applications. 

• DIALUP a data communications package that 
links V AXNMS and RSTS/E systems to 
remote computers. 

• BSC/DVa device driver for DEC's DVll. 

For more information, call 
( 617)861-0670 or write: 
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc. 
55 Waltham Street 
Lexington, MA 02173 
TWX: 710-326-0103 
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DEC, VAX, VM S, RSTS and PDP are trademarks of 
Digital Equipment Corpo ration. 
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within UNIX from your spreadsheet. 
When you invoke I system push, 

you create a shell from your spreadsheet 
to UNIX. Here, you can issue any UNIX 

command as you would from your 
original log in shell. When you want to 
exit the shell and return to your spread
sheet, type CRTL-D. 

RealTime's I system import com
mand lets you run a shell command. 
When the command is executed, the 
resulting output is parsed either as text 
or numbers. 

The I system filter command pro
vides a powerful interface between 
RealTime and UNIX. It lets you send 
data from your worksheet to another 
UNIX program running on your com
puter or network. The program can be 
written in any language. The data can 
be processed by this program and the 
results fed back to the same place on your 
worksheet. 

The RealTime manual contains instal
lation instructions, a reference section 
describing the capabilities of RealTime 
and its command set and a quick refer
ence guide. A tutorial for the novice 
spreadsheet user also is included. 

The Q-Calc RealTime spreadsheet is 
as easy to use as Lotus 1-2-3 and provides 
the user with a powerful decision
making tool. • 
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At this very moment your DEC VAX is 
capable of doing many things. But imagine 
being able to communicate directly with your 
field offices, your suppliers, your customers, 
your potential customers, anybody, no matter 
what system they are using without ever hav
ing to buy a single new piece of hardware. 

Imagine your 
secretary being 
able to send a fax, 
Easylink® e-mail, 
telegram, telex, 

cablegram, or Mailgram® message without 
ever having to leave the desk. 

Imagine being able to access stock quotes 
and airline schedules without ever having to 
call your broker or travel agent. 

With Western Union's OfficeAccess~M you 
don't have to imagine. Because it allows your 

DEC VAX to do all these things without hav
ing to retrain your staff or disrupt your pres
ent system. In short, it's the link that literally 
puts the world at your desktop. 

For more information on Western Union's 
OfficeAccess, call 1-800-779-1111 Dept. 910. 
Once you see how much more efficient it can 

make your busi
ness, it'll be hard 
to imagine how 
you ever managed 
without it. 

WESTERN! !OFFICE 
UNION ACCESS 



FROM THE LAB 
386Ware Gold And The LC-16 Network Servers Bring 

Together The Worlds Of ULTRIX And MS-DOS. 

LOGICRAFT HAS 

added two mem
bers to its fleet of 
MS-DOS servers 
for the DEC environment. The LC-16 and 
386Ware Gold network servers help 
bridge the gap between MS-DOS V3.3 
and UL TRIX. Both let you create a PC 
window and run MS-DOS applications 
such as Lotus 1-2-3, Ashton-Tate's dBase 
III and WordPerfect from your DEC 
RISC workstation. 

The LC-16 contains one 80386 micro
processor and supports 16 simultaneous 
MS-DOS users. It's configured with 8 MB 
of RAM and has a 1.2-MB floppy drive 
for loading PC software. 

386W are Gold can be configured with 

four Intel 80386 
microprocessor
based slave cards. 
This lets four 

users access their own microprocessor 
units (MPU) or 16 users work simulta
neously within their own DOS sessions. 
Each MS-DOS user can switch between 
MS-DOS and VMS or MS-DOS and 
UL TRIX. The product is available with 
a minimum of 1 MB of RAM per user. 
A 1.2-MB floppy drive for loading PC 
software is included, along with two 
serial ports and one parallel port. 

Digging In 
We attached a 386Ware Gold server to 
our network via a Cabletron Systems 
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VisitusatDexpoSouth,Booth#l 150 

My interest is in software for: 
D Mathematics D Statistics 
D Special Mathematical Functions D Online Documentation 

Title 

City/ State/ Country Postal Code 

Telex or Fax 

Computer Type Operating System 

My need for ordering IMSL software is: 
__ Immediate __ 3 Months __ 6 Months __ l Year 

IMSL, Inc. 

Marketing Communications 0~§[1 ® 
2500 Permian Tower 
2500 CityWest Boulevard 
Houston, Texas 77042-3020 
1-800-222-IMSL We make FORTRAN more useful 
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MR-9000C Thin Wire Multi port Re
peater. The Lab's DECsystem 3100, run
ning ULTRIX V3.0, served as the host. 

A standard serial terminal or printer 
can be attached to the server to display 
initialization and run-time errors. This 
connection is made to one of the serial 
ports on the back of the server. We 
connected a VT220 to display the initiali
zation messages. 

In addition to the floppy drive, the 
386Ware Gold server comes with a 
5 1/4-inch bootable floppy disk. You 
boot the server by placing the boot disk 
in the drive and turning on the server. 

The server first sequences through 
about 35 ROM-based diagnostics, testing 
various components of the 80286-based 
1/0 processor board. The name of each 
test is displayed on the serial terminal 
attached to the back of the server and on 
a status display located on the front of the 
server. Upon completion of the diagnos
tics, the system boots from the floppy 
disk and displays a message on the 
386Ware Gold system console, asking if 
you want to change 386Ware system 
configuration. 

If you answer yes, a menu contain
ing configuration items appears. Options 
include displaying the current system 
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hardware configuration, setting the sys
tem date and time and modifying the 
network interface and floppy-drive con
figuration. The user's guide explains each 
menu item and its function. 

When you've completed configuring 
386W are Gold, the remainder of the boot 
process loads and initializes the 386Ware 
network interface. For a first-time boot, 
you'll be prompted to supply a TCP/IP 
Internet address for your server. 

On the host side, you'll need to 
extract and install the software from the 
distribution media supplied by Logicraft. 
Our media was supplied on a TK-50 tape. 
You need to be logged in as superuser 
for the installation. The entire installation 
procedure is explained in detail in the 
user's guide. 

Before running a DOS session, you 
must create a configuration script file and 
assign a logical disk. The logical disk is 
really an UL TRIX file that appears to 
386Ware Gold as a hard disk. You can 
have up to six DOS drive assignments: C: 
through H:. 

You can create the configuration 
script file with a text editor such as vi or 
with the 386config utility. This utility is 
menu-driven and is invoked by typing 
386config at the UL TRIX prompt. We 
found it convenient to create our script 
file with the 386config utility. 

Here's a script file that we named 
dosl: 

csh> 386Ware d386c - slab386 

ULTRIX prompt disappears, .and the 
standard DOS prompt C:\> appears. 
You're now communicating with an MS
DOS machine. 

The 5 1/4-inch floppy drive is desig
nated A: for the 386Ware Gold server. If 
you want to read in files from this drive, 
you must first attach the drive. You 
attach the drive by issuing the command: 

C:\>ATTACH FLOPPY 

If you want to see the names of the 
logical disks you assigned during the 
configuration process, type: 

C:\>SHOW DISKS 

We created three logical disks: C:, D: 
and E:. Our logical disk D:, named 
library.dos, contained various PC applica
tion software packages. The data for these 
software packages was held on logical 
disk E:, data1. 

386WARE GOLD ALSO SUPPORTS 

DECwindows. To run DECwindows, 
you need ULTRIX V3.0-1 or later, 
386Ware V3.62 and a VAXstation or DEC
station with a mouse. 

386Ware Gold offers you the oppor
tunity to back up and retrieve your PC 
files from your 5 1/4-inch floppy disk or 
the VAX. You also can share data among 
other PC users. Your PC files are sub
ject to the same file security as any file 
stored on a VAX, and DEC peripherals 
are accessible through 386Ware Gold. 

If you're in the market for an MS-DOS 
server for your UL TRIX- or VMS-based 
system, 386Ware Gold enables any termi
nal or workstation on your VAX network 
to run PC software packages. • 

It communicates two pieces of informa
tion to the system. The entry d386c is the 
name of the logical disk that contains the 
DOS file COMMAND.COM. The name 
of the 386Ware Gold server hardware to 
communicate with follows the -s 
option. The name of our server is 
lab386. Ashton-Tate Lotus Development Corp. 

55 Cambridge PkWy. 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 577 -8500 A DOS Session 

Once the server has been configured 
properly, you initiate a DOS session 
by typing in the script file at the UL
TR IX prompt. To execute the 
above script file, type dos1. 

After a brief sign-on message, the 

20101 Hamilton Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90509 
(213) 329-8000 
CIRCLE 440 ON READER CARD 

Cabletron Systems Inc. 
P.O. Box 6257 
E. Rochester, NH 03867 
(603) 332-9400 
CIRCLE 441 ON READER CARD 

CIRCI.£ 442• Git READ£R CARD 

WordPerfect Corp. 
1555 N. Technology Way 
Orem, UT 84057 
(800) 321--4566 
CIRCLE 443 Git READ£R CARD 
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Peritek does it 
with color! 

BUS&: 
MODEL SIZE 

Q 
VCL QUAD 

~ Q 
en VCM DUAL 

~ 
"' ~ 0 Q '4 
0 vcw DUAL 
u 

Q 
VCT QUAD 
(avail. 
1/90) 

Q&U 
vex QUAD 

~ Q 
0 VRH DUAL 
Cl'. 

Q :i:: u VRS DUAL 
0 z Q 0 VRA DUAL :E 

FEATURES PIXEL GRAPHICS 
AND ALPHA-

OPTIONS PRIMARY OVERLAY (S) NUMERICS 

68030,68882 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024 
32-BIT RAM, x8 x4 
ACRTC, DMA 

2 DUART, PAN HARDWARE 
ZOOM, SCSI CURSOR 

ACRTC, PAN 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024 
ZOOM, DUARI x8 x4 

HARDWARE 
CURSOR 

ACRTC, PAN, 640 x 480 HARDWARE 50 x 80 
2 CHANNELS x8 CURSORS x6 

34020, PAN 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024 
ZOOM, SCSI, x 24 x8 

2 DUART 
HARDWARE 

CURSOR 

EXTERNAL 512 x 512 50 x 80 
SYNC x 24 x6 
INPUT 

1024 x 1024 64 x 128 

512 x 512 50 x 80 

24 x 80 

NOTES: VCK, VRC, VCH, etc. also available, contact factory. 
Q-Bus is for LSI-II & MicroVAX, UNIBUS is for 
PDP-11 and VAX. 

RT, RSX, VMS, ULTRIX, LSI, PDP, VIV( and MicroV!V( are trademarks of Digital Equip
ment Corporation. TSX is a trademark of S & H Associates. 

Graphics and 
alphanumerics for 
LSI, PDP, VAX 
and MicroVAX. 

Peritek has been offering the widest range 
of Q-bus and Unibus display controllers available 
anywhere for over 10 years. Hardware and 
software for most applications. Color and 
monochrome. Low to high resolution. Software 
support for RT/TSX, RSX, VMS, and ULTRIX, 
and bit-level subroutines which interface directly 
to Fortran and C. Image processing software 
is also available. 

Peritek's most powerful board, the VCL-Q 
combines an advanced CRT controller and 
a very fast 68030-based computer on one 
quad-height card. 
You get: 
• 1024 x 1024 x 8 color graphics 
• 1024 x 1024 x 4 graphics overlays 
• CPU with 1MB to lOMB 32-bit private 

memory, optional 68882 FPU 
• hardware graphics cursor 
• hardware pan and zoom 
• 4 serial RS-232 I/O ports 
• 2 Channel D MA controller 
• High speed, 8-bit SCSI port 

The VCL-Q prices range from $4,870 to 
$6, 795. A complete package with software 
and monitor starts at $7, 790. 

For your special requirements, Peritek can 
supply custom configurations of our standard 
products. We're ready to quote on custom 
software and hardware design projects, too. 

Call or write for free catalog. 
Peritek Corporation 
5550 Redwood Rd., 
Oakland, California 94619. 
Phone (415) 531-6500. 
In the east, (516) 798-1919. 

See us at DEXPO South, 
May 8-10, Booth #14 

Peritek 
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Your VAX ~~I'' Q 
Increase your IQ with more than 10,000 DEC computing 

and connectivity products. Smart solutions for your 

personals, workstations, PDPs, VAXs, mainframes and 

supercomputers. VMS, ULTRIX, and multi-vendor 

enhancements. MarNAX innovations at the eye-opening 

Apple-Digital Integration Center. New product 

introductions. 250 exhibitors. 

Improve your IQ even more by attending the extensive 

DEXPO East 90 Conference. 50+ grounded-in-reality 

sessions give you strategies you can put to work 

immediately. Along with intensive training seminars by 

ERi Training. 

Inquire. Call 800-87-DEXPO now for a free show 

Preview featuring more than JOO products, plus free 

V.l.P. show tickets. Be sure to ask for a Conference 

Program, too. 

Bonus: FREE Admission to Midrange World Exhibits 

REGISTER TOLL-FREE 800-87-DEXPO (8:30-5:30EST) 

Bi 

DEXPO EAST 90 
[ l 

Hynes Convention Center • Boston, MA • June 26-28, 1990 

POP. VAY.. VMS. ULTRIX. and DEC ore registered trodemaOO of Digttol EqLipment CO!p. 

Ogomed by ExpocOllSU International. Inc .. 3 Independence Way. Pmceton. NJ 06540 



FROM THE LAB 
Hancock Seftware's Filemaster Uses Multiwindow Displays And 

Point-And-Shoot Menus To Ease VAX File Management. 

MANAGEMENT 
If you've seen the file and directory 
management utilities available for PCs 
and wished for something similar for 
your VAX, Hancock Software's Filemas
ter may be for you. Filemaster's mul
tiwindow displays and point
and-shoot menus can ease file 
management on the VAX. 

No matter how much you 
try to control them, files and 
directories propagate like rab
bits. But, as with other tasks, it's 
easier to deal with things that 
you can visualize. Filemaster 
displays a graphic directory tree 
and does its work by having 
you select a branch on the tree. 

We installed Vl.1-01 on our 
Lab's MicroVAX II. Command 
procedures are supplied to assign 
necessary logicals at system 
startup and to INST ALL the 
Filemaster image with the Open, 
Header-Resident and Shared attributes. 
FLM is defined as a foreign command to 
run the program. The installation uses 

VMSINST AL. The instructions provided 
in the System Manager's Guide should 
ensure that the program will be set up 
correctly. 

To start Filemaster, type FLM. If you 

want to go through a short but thorough 
tutorial, type FLM/TUT. Filemaster 
features uniform file access across net
works. It runs under VMS and supports 

Opening screen 
of Filemaster in 
DIRECTORY 
mode. 
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In the world 
of local area networks, 
the only constant is 
constant change. And 
network devices that 

THERE'S NOTHING 
TERMINAL ABOUT 

haven't kept up with that change 
will be dropping like flies. 

Hughes IAN Systems' multi.
protocol terminal servers give 
you unparalleled flexibility and 
adaptability in today's network 
environments. They also insure a 
productive future for existing equip
ment that might otherwise be 
considered obsolete. 

Hughes IAN Systems' 
terminal servers speak the same pro
tocols you do, and more: TCP/IP, 
LAT, SNMP (Simple Network Man
agement ProtocoD, and our own 
LocalNet~ V2. Over multiple cabling 

OUR SERVERS. 
schemes: thick or thin Ethernet, 
broadband, and even twisted pair. 

All Hughes IAN Systems' 
servers offer extensive remote 
administration and diagnostic capa
bilities from anywhere on your 
network. They also feature standard 
SNMP management tools, so you 
can configure and control your 
network from a central location. 

Plus an advanced security 
option for absolute control over 
access to sensitive data. 

With our LINC/Term multiple 

protocol software, our servers 
let you hot key between sessions 
on multiple hosts, regardless of pro
tocol. Without rebooting or down
loading new software. 

For a limited time you can get all 
this for as low as $199*per port. 

So call Hughes IAN Systems 
today at 1-800-456-5430. And give 
your terminals a new lease on life. 

HUGHES 
LAN SYSTEMS 

Hughes LAN Systems is a subsidiary of Hughes Aircraft Compan~ LocalNet is a registered trademark of Hughes LAN Systems.All other brand or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
© 1989 Hughes LAN Systems, 1225 Charleston Rd., Mountain Vi~ CA 94043. •Prices good through June 24, 1990. 

HUGHES 
Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics 
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150.000 
HOURS 
MTBF 

MESA 6300 Series 
• MESA subsystems are plug 

compatible with DEC® and 
Sun~ 

• Feature reliable SW' drives by 
Hewlett-Packard.® 

• MTBF ratings up to 150,000 hrs. 
• S year warranty on HP drives. 
• Available with removable or 

non-removable drives, in rack
mount, desk mount or tower 
configurations. 

• Up to 3 GB per subsystem. 
• A variety of enclosure styles 

for office/workstation and 
traditional computer room 
environments. 

• HP transfer rate of 20 Mbits/ 
second. 

• HP seektimes: track to track-
3 ms; average -16.5 ms. 

• Installation, on-site service 
and custom integrated sub
systems are also available. 

F//0'9 HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 

DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Sun is a registered trademark of Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. 

MESA 
M ·•· ·ff*,, 

9720 Patuxent Woods Dr. Columbia, MD 21046 

ColumblaA MO Lowell. MA Milford, CT 
800/950-0372 800/999-6780 800/777-0984 
301/290-8150 508/458-4100 203/878-6800 
Morris Plains. NJ Philadelphia, PA Charlotte. NC 
800/444-9238 800/333-8641 800/777-2340 
201/538-8004 215/644-3100 704/529-1792 

Springfield, MA Burlington. VT 
800/999-6780 800/999-6780 
Raleigh, NC Richmond, VA 
8001777-2340 800/777-2340 

Q An Electrocomponents Company 
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DEC and DEC-compatible terminals. 
One interesting feature is a "soft

delete" directory. This is done as a 
default option during the Filemaster 
install. If you accept this option, files 
deleted with Filemaster will be moved to 
a special directory rather than purged 
from the disk. This lets you use the 
Undelete option in Filemaster in case the 
deletion is accidental or if you change 
your mind. Using the command files 
provided, FLM_ LIB:FLM_LOGIN.COM 
and FLM_LIB: FLM_LOGIN2.COM, a 
soft-delete directory is created for each 
user. 

Filemaster operates in four modes. In 
DIRECTORY mode, you can visually 
move through the directory tree. FILES 
mode lets you examine and perform 
operations on files in your current direc
tory. ALLFILES mode gives you access 
to all files in the directory tree. In 
UNDELETE mode, you can recover files 
"soft-deleted" by Filemaster. 

We Do Windows 
Following the Hancock Software initial 
screen, you'll get a display with three 
windows and a three-line Control 
Panel across the top of your screen 
(see screen on page 98). The Control 
Panel displays menus, prompts and 
current Filemaster options you've 
chosen. The Main Window in the upper 
left of the screen displays a list of files 
or a directory tree. When you enter 
Filemaster, you're in DIRECTORY 
Mode, as indicated at the top of that 
window. A directory tree is displayed. 
The root of the tree is your SYS$LOGIN 
directory. 

Before the display comes up, Filemas
ter lets you know what files it's reading 
by displaying them in a window across 
the middle of the screen. That's OK if 
you have an average-sized directory, but 
what if you have a lot of files? Version 
1.1 provides several options for faster 
startup. 

If you start Filemaster with the 
INITIALREAD parameter as follows: 

$ FLH /INITIALREAD=DIRECTORIES 

Filemaster reads only the directory 
"backbone" and thus starts much faster. 
However, as you subsequently use 
Filemaster to operate on the files, the 
operations take longer. The above 
command can be abbreviated as: 

$ FLM /INITIALREAO-O 

The system manager can set the 
above option as a systemwide or an 
individual user's default by creating a 
FILEMASTER.ENV file with the follow
ing Filemaster command line: 

$ SET INITIALREAD DIRECTORIES 

Filemaster looks for ENV files during 
its startup procedure for SET commands. 
If you place the file in FLM_LIB 
directory (defined at startup), the default 
is systemwide. If you place the file in the 
user's SYS$LOGIN directory, it only 
affects that user. To override this startup 
default, type the following when you 
start Filemaster: 

$ FLH JI-F 

Using .ENV, Environment and File
master Command Initialization Files 
(having the suffix .INI), the user and 
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I File 
llDI Delete Purge Rename Copy 
Switch to operating on marked files 

Press CTRL/C to Back Out 
Edit Type Output Set Quit 

,.----- Main: ALLFILES ----...----- Status : LISTING---.... 
OCT. FORECAST i 1 SAMPSON.DOCj2 
OCT. FORECAST ;2 Size: 9/9 
OCT.FORECAST;! Creilted: 22-FEB-1989 16:30 
PROPOSAL.DOCj4 Modified: 22-FEB-1989 16:30 (3) 
PROPOSAL.DOC;3 File organization: Sequentiil 
PROPOSAL.DOCj2 Protection: (RWED,RllED11 ) 

PROPOSAL. DOC '1 Owner: I FIXRATE,HANCOCK) 

SCHULTZ. DOC i 2 
SCHULTZ. DOC i 1 
SEP. FORECAST i 1 
SEP. FORECAST i 1 
STATUS.0189;1 
STATUS.0289;2 
STATUS. 0289n" 1 

MEMORANDUM 

FROM: EDWARD WALKER 
TO: HARVEY SAMPSON 

Rec foraat: llilriable, Mix 79 bytes 
File attrib: Alloc;ition: 91 

Extend: O, GBC: 01 

No version li•it 
Rec Attrib: Carriage return control 
File ID: (7294124~0) 
B;ickup: 23-FEB-1989 07:52 
Ex:r:!ires: (None s:r:Iecified) 

Figure 1: Filemaster in FILES mode with Status Window 

showing a Listing display. 

Figure 2: AILFILES mode provides access to all the files 

across your system. 

system manager have a great deal of 
flexibility in setting up Filemaster. 

For the system manager or someone 
with BYPASS and READALL or SYSPRV 
or a system UIC, there's another way to 
jump start Filemaster. Use the /ROOT 
command qualifier to read an entire disk 
up to 10 times faster than the vanilla 
startup. Our user disk has 773 files in 
228,363 blocks. Using this qualifier, it 
took Filemaster less than 25 seconds to 
read all the file and directory information 
and present its multiwindow display. 

To start Filemaster this way, type: 

$ FLM /ROOT =DUBl: [000000] 

In using this option, Filemaster reads 
the disk's INDEXF file instead of using 
QIO and RMS system calls to read the 
directory information. This assumes that 
the default hasn't been set to 
INITIALREAD=DIRECTORIES or read
ing of the index file hasn't been disabled. 

The Status Window in the upper 
right of the screen displays statistics on 
the current directory or file, such as size 
in blocks and, for directory files, num
ber of files and blocks in that directory. 
It also provides disk quota information. 

The Contents Window across the 
bottom of the screen displays the first few 
lines in the selected file or, if a directory, 
it displays a list of the first few files in 

the directory. 
Typing I calls the Main Menu, which 
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appears as two rows of commands across 
the top of the screen. You select them 
either by using arrow keys or by typing 
the first letter of the command. 

Fully Functional 
Filemaster makes good use of DEC func
tion keys. It predefines VTl00/200 
function keys and Gold Key (PFl) 
sequences for moving around the Main 
and Contents Windows. There are 
function-key shortcuts for frequently 
used menu commands. Hitting PF3 or 
the DO key lets you enter Filemaster 
commands to move around quickly in 
the Filemaster environment, much like 
the EVE interface to V AXTPU. 

To illustrate Filemaster's capabilites, 
let's delete and recover a file. The down 
arrow key lets you traverse the directory 
shown in the Main Window when you 
start Filemaster. To select where you 
want to be, hit Return. The Main 
Window title changes from DIREC
TORY to FILES, and a list of files in that 
directory appears, with the first file on 
the list highlighted. The Status and 
Contents Windows displays also change. 

You can change the display in the 
Status Window from showing file statis
tics to display a listing that shows the file's 
VMS (and RMS) attributes similar to the 
DCL DIR/FULL command (see Figure 1). 
To get a better look at your selected 
(highlighted) file, expand the Contents 
Window to show more of the file. 

Type I to call up the Main Menu. 
Select F, File. This brings up the file 
submenu. You want D, Delete. Filemas
ter then asks: 

Soft ~delete file MYFILE.DOC;l [NO]? 

Answer Y, and the file disappears from 
the displayed list. 

You can select a group of files that 
match a certain spec. Filemaster accepts 
DCL wildcards. If you enter I SF, Select 
Filespec, you're prompted to: 

Se 1 ect files with names that match: 

You enter your file spec, followed 
by Return. On the second line of the 
Control Panel, you'll see Select: followed 
by your input spec. All files except those 
that match your spec disappear from the 
window. 

If you want to perform an action on 
a group of files, you must first mark them 
by typing /M, Mark. You have the 
option to mark one file, all files in our 
window or all files in the directory 
tree. If you choose D, Directory, all the 
files in your current directory that 
you previously selected are marked with 
asterisks. We then can /FD, File Delete 
(or PFl-Remove) all the marked files 
in one operation. 

To undelete files, change the mode of 
the Main Window. We select I WU, 
Window Undelete (or PFl-2). A list 
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Once, you had to make some 
hard choices in transaction 
processing. 

But now there's an easier choice. 
Just choose the next generation of 
DECtp ™ products and services from 
Digital. And choose to have it all. 

It's fault tolerant. 
These days, information sys

tems don't just support your busi
ness. They are your business. And 
without them, you're out of 
business. 

And for all those times, Digital, 
the leader in high availability with 
over 15,000 VAX cluster™ systems 
installed, now offers the first sys
tem to bring fault tolerance to a 
mainstream architecture, the inno
vative VAXft T" 3000 series. 

The VAXft 3000 system protects 
youn~business from many different 
kinds of disruptions, outages and 
failures. Without loss of data or 
work in progress, or ever interrupt
ing your users. 

But best of all, the VAXft sys
tem isn't only fault tolerant. It's a 
VAX~ When you run any of the 
existing 6500 VAX/VMS™ appli
cations on a VAXft system, they 
become fault tolerant without 
rewriting a single line of code. 

And the VAXft series fits right 
into a network of other VAX com
puters, from our smallest 

ow 
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MicroVAX™ systems, through our 
VAX 6000 midrange systems, to our 
largest VAX 9000 mainframe, or as 
part of a VAXcluster system. So 
now, you can put fault tolerance 
only where you need it. 

It's distributed. 
For distributing transactions, 

applications and databases anywhere 
in the world, DECtp systems now 
offer DECdtm TM software with two
phase commit. A capability that 
allows one single transaction to 
access multiple databases on a net
work with absolute integrity. 

With DECdtm software, you can 
put your data and computers wherever 
you need them, yet access and update 
them from anywhere in the world. 
It's integrated. 

And DECtp systems are still 
based on the architecture that con
tinues to tear down the barriers to 
the integrated business environ
ment. The VAX/VMS architecture. 

VAX/VMS lets you integrate 
your tp applications with decision 
support or artificial intelligence. Or 
run your tp application alongside 
your accounting, running in batch. 
And develop your tp applications in 
the same environment you'll be 
running them in. 

~nmnomn TM 

And with Digital's Network 
Application Support (NAS), you 
can even integrate a DECtp system 
with the applications you are run
ning on other vendors' PCs and 
mainframes. 

It's everything you need. 
With Digital, as always, you can 

call on 41,000 professionals working 
out of 450 service locations in 64 
countries to support you wherever 
you do business, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 

And for your new tp applica
tions, we provide planning, design, 
implementation and management 
services ranging from education to 
on-site consulting. Ten new exper
tise centers and service alliances 
devoted exclusively to tp mean you 
receive the most responsive service 
ever, all around the globe. 

To find out what a DECtp 
solution can do for a business like 
yours, write to Digital Equipment 
Corporation, 129 Parker Street, K29, 
Maynard, MA 01754-2198. Or call 
your loc~ Digital Dtg• ital 
sales office. C 
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now. 
• Digital Equipment Corporation, 1990. The DIGITAL logo, 
Digital has it now, DECtp, VAXcluster, VAX, VAXft , VAX/VMS , DECdtm 
and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 



of the soft-deleted files appears in the 
Main Window. /FU, Files Undelete, 
followed by Return gets them back. 

Let's change to ALLFILES mode (/WA 
or PF1-1). We need to do a /SR, Select 
Reset (or PF1-Select) to see all our files 
(see Figure 2) . Because of our previous 
operation, only the undeleted files are 
listed in the Main Window. 

We then can /0, Order, the files by 
any criteria we choose. For example, 
/OSAD, Order Size Allocated Descend
ing, orders the files listed by allocated size 
in blocks in descending order. 

Helping You Manage 
It's easy to recognize the potential of 
Filemaster to control file propagation by 
users. You can get a handle on which 
files are on your system by first looking 
at the files in ALLFILES mode. If you then 
order the files with the largest file first, 

FROM THE LAB 

you can identify the culprit, because 
the full directory spec is listed at the 
heading of the Contents window. 

This doesn't stop with your local 
node, if you manage files across DECnet. 
Because Filemaster accepts VMS logical 
names, you can DEFINE one to a list of, 
say, the three user disks on different 
nodes: 

$ DEFINE STOOGES SYSSLOGI N, 
NODE2:: DUAl: [CURLY], 
NODE3: : DUA3: [LARRY] 

Then you can start Filemaster as 
follows to access all the files: 

$ FLM /ROOT=STOOGES 

Filemaster must be installed on the 
remote nodes, and the command file 
FLM LIB:FLM NCP.COM must be - -

invoked on the remote nodes. 

The File Set and Directory Set menus 
offer ease and power when you're trying 
to keep track of what's happening on 
your system. Not only can you reset 
the end-of-file mark and change the 
extend quantity of a file, but you also 
have full access to changing the owner
ship and protection and establishing, 
changing and deleting ACLs for all files 
and directories. 

Filemaster comes with a user's guide, 
which provides an introduction to VMS 
file structure for novices, and a reference 
manual that's a complete command and 
help reference. 

Filemaster is a valuable tool for the 
novice who wants to understand the 
basics of VMS file structure and the 
battle-weary system manager trying to 
keep it all together. Once you start 
using it, it may be hard to go back to 
the dollar sign. • 
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DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SOLUTIONS 

f.IliLogic, your total solution Digital 
Desktop Distributor. ~ether build
ing aDECnet*/Ethernet local area 
network, expanding your system, 
jntegrating pef$<:mal computing or 
adding workstations, lli:Logic offers 
the required components, hardware 
and soft;ware. 

Call for 'ftade in Values 
on Your Digital Equipment. 

» 

800-346-2933 
In PA412-745-0200 
~~ trademark.<:. of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

aa111mmam 
m111r 

Authorized Distributor 

') 
COMMUNICATION & 
NETWORKING 

H4005 
Ethernet 'fransceiver 
DSRVB-AA* 
RS232 Ethernet 
Communication Server 
DSRVB-BA* 
RS423 Ethernet 
Communication Server 
DELNI-BA* 
Allows up to eight Ethernet-
compatible devices to be 
grouped together (not 
terminals) 

DEMPR-AA* 
Thin Wire Ethernet Multiport 
Repeater 

DESTA* 
Thinwire Ethernet station 
adapter 

DSRVS-CA 
DEC Server 550* 
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NEW DESKTOP PRODUCTS 

DECstation 212LP* 
Intel 80286, 12MHZ 

DECstation 316+ * 
Intel80386,16MHZ 

DECstation 333C* 
Intel80386,33MHZ 

DSRVF-BA 
DEC Server 300 * 

VAXstation 3100* 
Model 30 Standalone Workstation 
Model 30 Networked Workstation 
Model 40 Server/Workstation 

DECstation 3100/31008* 
15" Monochrome, 8MB Diskless 
19" Monochrome, 8MB Diskless 
19" Monochrome, 16MB Diskless 
19" Color, 8MB Diskless 
19" Color, 16MB Diskless 
19" Color, 16 MB Internal RZ23 
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So when you need supplies to help Ip you 
through 

you be successful in the LAN environment.. .. 

At ALL TEL Supply we have the equipment, 
components and expertise to help you build local 
area networks. 

We have assembled a network of manufacturers 
from around the world to help our customers meet 
the demands of price, availability and scheduling that 
are part of doing business in today's fast paced 
marketplace. 
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ALLTEL is the one to call. 

Call ALL TEL First! 

1-800-DAT A-330 

A lltEL 
LAN 

Connectivity Products For The 90's 
Please see us at 

COMDEX/Spring '90, Booth #1-832 







REAL DCL, REAL 
PROGRAMMING ADVICE 
You have to wonder if Paul C. 
Anagnostopoulos' VAX/VMS: Writing 
Real Programs in DCL wasn't deliberately 
titled to stir up some good-natured 
bickering in the VMS community. I 
overheard a few conversations concern
ing the book following its debut at the 
DECUS Symposium in Atlanta last 
spring. Generally, technical tomes such 
as this don't create much controversy, 
and it wasn't the content of Anag
nostopoulos' work that was the subject 
of the debate. Rather, it was the "real 
programs" in the title. 

The purists maintained that DCL isn't 
a true programming language and that 
people who write serious applications in 
DCL are misguided zealots. These folks 
viewed the title as an oxymoron. 

DCL enthusiasts were puzzled by the 
use of the adjective "real." Writing real 
programs in DCL - as opposed to what? 
Is there a metaphysical DCL interpreter 
that generates umeal code which func
tions only in another dimension? The 
DCL crowd felt the title was somewhat 
condescending in tone. 

Title controversies notwithstanding, 
Real Programs is a must-have book for 
people responsible for writing reliable, 
robust DCL command files. It successfully 
fills a void in the official DEC documen
tation, providing insight and direction 
lacking in DEC's DCL Concepts manual, 
the only other readily available source 
of DCL programming instruction . 
Unlike the Concepts documentation, 
Real Programs can be used as a textbook 
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VAX/ VMS: W~ Real~ in D CL 
Pau! C. ~poolos 
45()pages 
paperback. $29.95 

Digital Press 
Digial Bquipment Coip. 
12 Crosby Dr. 
~MAQt730 
{617) 276-4376 
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for teaching DCL to 
the neophyte. 

Even expert DCL 
users should consider 
Real Programs required 
reading. Anagnostopou
los liberally sprinkles the 
text with programming 
gems and obscure infor
mation that can enhance 
your DCL coding efforts 
significantly. 

Anagnostopoulos was 
the original author of 
VMSINSTAL.COM, the 
official VMS software 

Paul C. Anagnostopoulos' 

"VAX/VMS: Writing Real 

Programs in DCL" addresses 
the basic elements of DCL 

and command procedure 

design. 

not a reference book. 
You won' t be able to 
throw away your DCL 

Dictionary . It doesn ' t 
provide a glossary of all 
DCL commands, and it 
omits comprehe nsive 
desc~iptions of all the 
commands it references. 
Aside from eliminating 
the need for frequent 
revisions to accommo
date the continuing evo
lution of VMS, the lack 
of excess detail makes 
the book flow smoothly. 

installation utility and 
arguably one of the most complex com
mand procedures ever written. Tackling 
such a large job in DCL forced the au
thor, as he notes in the book's preface, 
to "develop stylistic and organizational 
guidelines for programming in DCL." 

Judging from the layout, Anagnosto
poulos' organizational skills were well
honed by his VMSINST AL design efforts. 
Covering a wide-ranging subject such as 
DCL is no easy task, yet the author has 
created a highly structured approach. 

After a brief but comprehensive 
review of core VMS concepts, the book 
addresses the basic elements and compo
nents of DCL and command procedure 
design. Anagnostopoulos methodically 
tackles control flow, symbol manipula
tion, user interfaces and 1/0, leading the 
reader through a logical progression of 
more complex subject matter. At the end 
of the book, a sample DCL application for 
managing VMS mail distribution lists 
is provided that uses many of DCL's 
most versatile features. A "library" of 
subroutines also is provided to enable the 
reader to write highly structured, consis
tent DCL code. 

Anagnostopoulos assumes that readers 
are using VMS VS.x but also covers DCL 
behavior under prior versions of the 
operating system. 

Real Programs is an instructional work, 

On the other hand, 
Anagnostopoulos reveals quirks of DCL 
that aren't clearly stated in the DEC docu
mentation. I found myself writing notes 
in my battered, annotated DCL Diction
ary, referencing items in Real Programs. 
Fortunately, the book features a good 
index that makes looking up subject 
matter simple and straightforward. 

The experienced DCL user may be a 
bit put off by Anagnostopoulos' approach 
to command procedure design. In the 
preface, th e author says h e remains 
overwhelmed by the lack of style and 
organization of most of the DCL code he 
sees and addresses this problem by 
espousing "structured" DCL. H e suggests 
using his supplied subprocedures for 
handling various routin e operations 
and using status codes with all EXIT 
commands. H e also makes other recom
mendations that would appear to force a 
layer of questionable complexity on 
application design and perhaps negatively 
affect p rocedure execution time and 
performance. 

But ~ven people who feel Anagnos
topoulos' approach borders on overkill 
will have to admit that implementing his 
suggestions will provide the closest thing 
to bulletproof DCL. T hat makes Real Pro
grams truly live up to its title. - Reviewed 
by Kevin G. Barkes, DCL Editor. 
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Thinking Laptop PC's? 

• 
lll 

We all know the laptop PC can be complex. The 
PC is a computer which requires alot of training and 
support. Its moving parts may increase the likelihood 
of failure. The programs that run on 
PC's must be licensed, 
updated and distributed. 
Controlling information 
on each PC can be an 
intricate task. 

The Colleague laptop 
terminal, an alternative to 
the laptop PC, offers a 
simple solution to host 
access. We can all use a 
little less complexity. 

The Colleague is an 
inexpensive, light weight, full 
screen terminal that is easy to 
carry and a 15 hour battery 
means the charger can stay home. 
The modem included with every 
terminal comes with MNP which 
means a reliable, error free connection 
even over cellular telephones. The 20 
Auto-connect .channels with phone numbers and 
log-ons allows a friendly host connection to be 
established by simply plugging in the phone line and 
turning on the Colleague. 

• 
ain. 

The Colleague Plus adds word processing, capture 
and send routines, and nonvolatile file storage. This 
means it can capture on-line information, edit a file at 

any time, or send a file back to a host. 
Think about the Colleague alternative. 

Support is simplified with a minimal 
training program, fewer questions from 
the field, and an excellent reliability 

record. Program updates and 
changes in information can 
be quickly and efficieptly 
implemented at the host 
without distributing disks to 

the field. Most of all, we can 
concentrate on our profession 

and make the computer 
work · for us. 

Increase 
productivity, not 

complexity. 
Random's evaluation program 

even makes it easy to try a Colleague. 

Call 1-800-553-6773 

Random® 
CORPORATION 
58 1 Northland Blvd• Cincinnati , Ohio 45240 

513-825-0880 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #26 
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NETWORKING 

EMAAndSNMP 
Challenge NetView 

Bradford T. Harrison With its Enter
prise Manage
ment Archi
tecture (EMA), 

DEC is delivering a clear winner in the 
race to bring a workable network man
agement framework to the multivendor 
corporate networking environment. 

But could DEC have done otherwise? 
The time is perfect for DEC to step in 
and take control. The combination of the 
company's large size ($13 billion and 
growing) and a long, productive history 
in multivendor distributed computing 
has placed it in the ideal position to 
respond quickly at a time when network 
managers are becoming desperate to 
control sprawling network growth. 

This also could be the time for DEC 
to grab from IBM the market share for 
which it anxiously has been reaching 
during the past few years. Unfortunately 
for DEC, IBM was able to counter the 
VAX.cluster challenge with the hugely 
successful AS/ 400-scalable minicomputer 
product line, after, however, first 
striking out with the 9370. But will IBM 
be able to do the same against EMA? Will 
NetView, IBM's already somewhat 
entrenched enterprise network manage
ment product, evolve fast enough 
and receive the right kind of support to 
compete successfully against EMA? 

Corporate Colors 
The struggle between DEC and IBM to 
bring the right network management 
products to market at this critical time is 
delineating corporate ability to respond 
to urgent customer needs and is demon
strating the overwhelming momentum 
that company product history has on new 
product philosophy. 

DEC's history has positioned it to 
respond quickly and comprehensively, 
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and DEC is presenting the industry with 
the right distributed network management 
products that will allow the varied com
puters and network interconnect devices 
on corporate networks to interoperate on 
a peer-to-peer basis. This contrasts sharply 
with the longstanding IBM philosophy 
that has favored IBM equipment and a 
centralized, hierarchical approach based 
exclusively on that equipment. 

"Openness" in this environment 
involves a series of IBM technical publi
cations defining Application Programmer 
Interfaces (API) that let customers and 
vendors access the n~twork management 
data and commands: The design, though 
solid from IBM's point of view, offers 
little opportunity for other vendor 
environments to integrate their network 
management functionality with IBM's, 
demoting these environments to network 
management satellite status. 

NetView arrived well ahead of EMA, 
but network managers have responded 
poorly to it, and IBM has shown little 
intent or ability to change NetView in 
any meaningful way to appropriately 
support a wide range of vendors and 
computer networks. NetView is an 
important piece of IBM's System Appli
cation Architecture (SAA), so NetView 
functionality places IBM's propietary 
technology at the heart of network 
management control. 

IfNetView isn't the answer, does that 
leave only EMA? The answer is, no. All 
the dominant computer vendors have 
network management products and 
strategies . None of these, however, 
accommodates the multivendor envi
ronment with as comprehensive a 
solution as EMA nor are they as well
defined, architected or supported. 
Network management strategies from 
DEC represent a natural product evolu
tion. Competing network management 

products represent more of a marketing 
strategy than any kind of similar natural 
evolution. 

Hewlett-Packard has Open View, 
which represents an approach that in 
many ways is similar to EMA. However, 
HP lacks critical experience with large 
distributed systems and extensive mul
tivendor networks to be able to provide 
large accounts with the right enterprise
wide products, support and direction. 

Sun Microsystems has SunNet Man
ager, which is a major component of its 
SunNet family of products. But SunNet 
Manager is designed for managing 
workgroups and LANs as opposed to 
EMA's larger focus. Also, Sun's mentor, 
AT&T, has the Unified Network Man
agement Architecture (UNMA), of which 
the Accurnaster Integrator component is 
the most widely implemented. 

But AT&T has found its success in the 
computer network management arena 
almost exclusively as a result of its over
whelming presence in telecommunica
tions. It's still too early, however, to 
gauge AT&T's relative strength in the 
network management arena. The com
pany is making network management 
and OSI compatibility a priority, and 
the company's size and experience in 
telecommunications could yield big 
surprises for DEC and the rest of the 
computer industry. 

EMA, however, is also just getting 
under way. For the moment, the net
work management product spotlight is 
on none of the above products and 
strategies. Instead, it's on an unassuming 
Internet standard that has found 
overnight success and shows no sign of 
slowing. 

Not So Simple 
Although it's called the Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP), the 
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Terminal servers that come in a 
big-big box at a big-big price can 
be a very big waste. 

With Lantronix, you save a bun
dle by thinking small. 

First, you save big bucks by not 
having to buy more lines than you 
really need. After all, why get a 
large, expensive box when a 4-, 8-
or 16-line Lantronix terminal server 
is all you really need? 

You save again with our low, low 
unit price. Lantronix offers quality
built concurrent LAT-TCP/IP 

$2495 
lililililililillil .;~ .:;if) 
-- • . /':'\ ·~=- ~;:.~ . 
-- - LIA ~ ,::.~: -----

ETS-8 

!' ,..:;l)~I 

ETS-16 

-- lllllllilil f~I 
. :.-:. • • e=..~:r ~i~ . 

to-'90\I- ... t J.li/'llW¥ ·- ---

EPS-4 with parallel port supporting 
Centronics-Dataproducts interfaces. 

$1495 
terminal servers at the lowest cost 
to you. 

You even can save on installa
tion costs. Lantronix servers are so 
small they can be located close 
to your workgroups-minimizing 
the time, trouble and expense of 
cabling terminals to the server. 

Think small, save big. Call to 
place your order today. 

1-800-422-7022 
LRnlJ[g1(Q)[Fi)02A 
See us at DEXPO South Booth #134 

Call for educational, reseller and volume pricing! 
Lantronix, 26072 Merit Circle, Suite 113, Laguna Hills, CA 92653, (714) 367-0050. Lantronix EPS-4, ETS-8 and ETS-16 are trademarks of Lantronix. 

All other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
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The only rrwdular family of DEC 
networking protocols. 

If you're networking DEC VAX or PDP, 11 systems to UNIX, 
make sure you choose a method that doesn't force,feed you 
with more software than you really need. No matter what your 
application, TCPware - our efficient, modular suite of TCP/IP 
products - lets you pick and choose for optimum performance. 

Only TCPware grows with you. All the major networking 
services-FTP, NFS, SMTP, TELNET, and much more - are 
standalone TCPware modules. You can start with just one and 
add services as your needs grow. 

And with TCPware, your investment pays off in better 
performance and more CPU availability. Designed exclu, 
sively for DEC, TCPware runs with 40% less CPU loading 

than ported TCP/IP products. It's more reliable, 
too. And TCPware benchmarks at 50% higher 

transfer rates. So you'll get faster file transfers · 
and quicker keyboard response - on more 

systems at less cost. 
Best of all, modularity means you don't 

pay for what you don't need. That makes 
TCPware the sweetest deal on the market. 

Call Process Software Corporation today for complete details. 
800· 722· 7770, 508·879·6994, FAX 508·879·0042 
TCPware is a trademark of Process Software Corporation. 
DEC, VAX and PDP are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. 
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products and support this dark horse is 
finding aren't simple. Nor are the reasons 
for its success entirely obvious, but they 
involve the critical need network 
managers have for workable network 
management products. The problems are 
appearing locally, at the LAN level, and 
SNMP is providing solid, successful, 
functional solutions to them. 

SNMP was designed by four academ
ics and is defined by the Internet 
Activities Board (IAB). It was designed 
to overcome the deficiencies of the ear
lier Internet-standard Simple Gateway 
Monitoring Protocol (SGMP). After 
receiving a huge boost at Interop '89 in 
San Jose, California, where about a dozen 
vendors demonstrated SNMP functional
ity by creating a large multivendor 
network fully managed by the protocol, 
SNMP has gone on to spawn many 
products and almost compulsory inclu
sion by network interconnect product 
manufacturers in their bridges, routers 
and gateways. 

SNMP also is fully supported by EMA, 
SunNet Manager and Open View. SNMP 
is a grass-roots movement that will last 
for at least several more years, allowing 
network managers to bring badly needed 
network management functions onto 
their LANs and W ANs. The most likely 
scenario is that managers and system 
administrators later will move to more 
comprehensive solutions - primarily the 
ISO's Common Management Informa
tion Protocol (CMIP) and Common 
Management Information Services 
(CMIS). 

On TCP /IP networks, this will occur 
via the CMIP Over TCP/IP (CMOT) 
standard as defined by the IAB and 
implemented by such companies as 
NetLabs. On other networks, the tran
sition will be facilitated by the predomi
nant vendor - DEC, HP, IBM or Sun. 
The ISO has gone to great lengths to 
specify CMIP /CMIS, and though the stan
dard isn't fully defined yet, it's almost 
universally acknowledged to provide the 
protocols and services of choice by all 
vendors, featuring nearly every conceiv
able network management function. 

This is where DEC will shine. It has 
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structured EMA in such a way that the 
transition from SNMP (or any other net
work management protocol, including its 
own DECnet Phase IV NICE) to CMIP/ 
CMIS will be painless. The solution goes 
hand-in-hand with DEC's support of OSI 
in DECnet Phase V. In fact, the way EMA 
has been architected, DEC will be able to 
move onto any network at any level and 
provide an open-ended, incremental 
approach to bringing its management 
scheme online networkwide. Network 
management products from other 
vendors feature flexible architectures, but 
EMA has been defined to cover a 
network of any size with machines of any 
size and network protocols and services. 
DEC already has designed a NetView 
interface and is targeting traditional IBM 
environments right off the bat. 

EMAJSNMP Clients And Agents 
Common to all network management 
protocols is the concept of clients and 
agents. These two fundamental compo-
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nents communicate according to the 
protocol in the network management 
scheme. Agents collect information 
about managed "objects" that provide a 
service or function within a network, 
such as an individual computer, software 
application, modem or bridge. This 
information is stored in a data structure 
yielding a database of some size regard
ing the object. In SNMP, it's called the 
Management Information Base (MIB). 
The MIB contains a variety of informa
tion about the managed object, its 
"attributes" and, possibly, surrounding 
activity. The SNMP MIB was designed to 
be upwardly compatible with the OSI 
MIB in CMIP/CMIS. 

Clients collect information from the 
agents via polling to get a coherent view 
of network activity. They store this 
information in their own databases. 
This information can be manipulated in 
some way, displayed or used to make a 
decision such as rerouting traffic because 
of congestion. AI and expert systems 

technology soon is expected to handle 
much of the decision-making involved in 
the client's use of information. 

Agents also have the ability to raise 
alarms. For example, if there's a disk 
failure on a system or if a router detects 
a lot of lost packets, the agent can raise 
an alarm to which the client will respond 
and take action. Alarms also can be used 
for routine notification of change in 
object status so that the client won't 
need to look for this information at a 
predefined polling interval. This reduces 
activity on the network, which in some 
cases can compete with daily traffic. 

In SNMP, the MIB information has 
been defined in RFC specification 1066, 
and work now is being done to specify 
an upwardly compatible MIB-2. Further, 
SNMP allows vendors to add extensions 
to the information their products track 
about themselves, which then can be 
passed on to the client if the client has 
polled the device to learn about possible 
extensions and supports use of them. 

The answer 
already 

I t's a Macintosh. Connect it to your VAX 
systems and you'll do wonders for both. 

You can share files. You'll have the economy 
of centralized storage. You can get the best 
of both systems for jobs like word process
ing, spreadsheets and graphics. You can 
use the Mac graphics in VAX documents 
and, conversely, use VAX data in Macintosh 
applications. 

More powerful than any terminal. 
All you need is the right software from 
White Pine. Then you'll have a computer 
that acts like a Mac one minute and, click, 
it's emulating a DEC VT220, VT240 or VT241 
terminal. Except that it's far more powerful 
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Another important component of an 
SNMP network is the use of proxies. 
These programs run on an agent device 
and collect information about an object 
that isn't SNMP MIB-compliant yet can 
provide information about itsel£ These 
are usually older or less sophisticated net
work interconnect devices. Specialized 
companies such as Epilogue Technology 
focus on bringing these products into the 
network management scheme. A partial 
MIB is built describing their attributes, 
and the client polls for information 
provided by the agent in the same way 
as for a standard object. 

Bottom Up 
EMA builds on the basic concept of 
clients and agents to create a large and 
sophisticated distributed network man
agement system. In the EMA world, 
clients are called Directors and an Entity 
is defined as consisting of an agent and 
its managed object. Interactions between 
Directors and Entities can be as simple 

as in SNMP or much more complex, 
including management capabilities that 
involve directing an object, via its agent, 
to take an action such as logging off a 
user or shutting itself down in an orderly 
manner. 

EMA also includes a superentity called 
the Executive, which is built into every 
Director and allows for Director-to
Director communications. The Directors 
maintain a very large and flexible 
database of information about managed 
objects called the Management Informa
tion Repository (MIR). This database 
supports whatever information various 
environments can provide about them
selves and makes no demands on the 
environment to conform to predefined 
data requirements. 

Also, networks can be divided into 
user-defined domains with a Director 
responsible for a single domain. There 
are even domains within domains, result
ing in nested Directors. Complex hier
archies of Directors can be built, or the 

strictly distributed architecture can be 
retained, presenting local managers with 
complete autonomy. 

For managers with immediate needs, 
SNMP provides a wonderful entry point 
into network management and provides 
a solid growth path to EMA. Currently, 
the client side of SNMP is finding its 
strongest support on Sun workstations 
because of their graphics capabilities and 
presence on virtually all TCP /IP net
works. Client management station 
software for Sun workstations is available 
from Advanced Computer Communica
tions, PSI/NYSERNet, SNMP Research, 
Wellfleet and The Wollongong Group, 
and most manufacturers of network 
interconnect products are including agent 
support for SNMP. 

PSI/NYSERNet, SNMP Research and 
The Wollongong Group are working on 
SNMP implementations for the VAX 
under VMS and UL TRIX. DEC has li
censed its SNMP implementation from 
PSI/NYSERNet, but currently most 

to your VAX expansion is 
sitting on someones desk. 
than a DEC terminal, with multiple ses
sions, resizable windows, comprehensive 
file transfer, file backup, Multifinder com
patibility, large screen support and more. 
All White Pine emulators are compatible 
with Apple's Communications Toolbox and 
support all major networks. 

X Windows Compatibility. 
White Pine offers other great products for 
the Mac-VAX connection. Our new eXodus, 
for example, turns the Macintosh into an 
X Window System workstation that inter
acts with applications running on any host 
running X Windows, including DECwindows 
on a VAX. 

MAY 1990 

Share the wealth. 
VMacS is a file management program that A 
lets you store and manage Macintosh files 
on VAX hard disks for use by both machines. ~ ~ 
MacWrite and Microsoft Word, as well as ,&... - _. 

standard text formats, can be converted IS" ~ 
into VAX VMS text formats. ... -~ ... -.... 
Then there's Reggie, which converts those JIP' · . . ....a 
great Macintosh graphics into VAX formats .:~;1~-l" ~-~~;;~ for use by VAX applications. 
Join the thousands of VAX and Macintosh 
users now getting the best of both worlds. 
Call or write for more information: White 
Pine Software, 94 Rt. 101A, P.O. Box 1108, 
Amherst, NH 03031. (603) 886-9050. 

WHITE PINE 
SOFTWARE 
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SNMP products are only available for 
TCP /IP environments, since it was 
designed to run under the User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP). The network manage
ment protocol, however, is independent 
of the transport and is becoming avail
able for implementation with other 
protocol stacks. 

EMA products from DEC are steadily 
appearing. Most important so far is the 
DECmcc Site/Enterprise Management 

Epilogue Technology Corp. 
P.O. Box217 
Capitola. CA 95010 
(415) 966-1909 

PSl/NYSERNet 
165 Jordan Rd. 
Troy, NY 12180 
(518) 283-8860 

Wellfleet Communications Inc. 
12 De Angelo Or. 
Bedford, MA 01730 
(617) 275-2400 
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Netlabs Inc. SNMP Research 
11693 San Vincente Blvd. 

Ste. 348 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
(213) 476-4070 

P.O. Box 8593 
Knoxville, TN 37996 
(615)573-1434 

The Wollongong Group Inc. 
1129 San Antonio Rd. 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
(415) 962-7200 
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Station, which brings the Director com
ponent onto the network via a V AXsta
tion. Under DECwindows, it offers the 
same basic functionality as the SNMP 
Sun-based Open Look products, plus 
support for NMCC/V AX ETHERnim, 
LAN Traffic Monitor, Terminal Server 
Manager and Remote Bridge Manage
ment Software. 

It's been a long wait, but network 
management products are here and are 

implementable at any networking level, 
including LAN, WAN or enterprise. Mos~ 

networking and system managers are 
starting small and locally, which is a 
sound approach, because fully upward
compatible, incrementable growth is 
supported. With EMA, DEC is accommo
dating a variety of approaches with a 
comprehensive strategy that surely will 
win customers in droves throughout 

the~~ • 

Connect any Postscript Printer ( _ \_ 

to your VAX Network with . . . '1--mmn-~
ScriptServer Software for VMS • 

ScriptServer supplies extensive error reporting and manages 

printer synchronization, avoiding the common problems of data 

loss and partiallly completed PostScript documents when files 
are printed using traditional VMS spoolers. ScriptServer now 
allows software switching of printer·based emulations, plus 

support for Color PostScript output. 

ScriptServer controls print spooling functions and acts as a 
filter to convert straight ASCII text or HPGL plot files to 

PostScript output on Adobe PostScript compatible laser print

ers. Postscript files created by user applications can be 
intermixed in the print queue and are printed directly. 

ScriptServer supports local or network attachment of Post
script printers, with full LAT support and compatibility with 

terminal emulation products. The PCSA and Gateway prod

ucts from DEC are also supported. 

The menu-driven SCRIPT facility provides a user interface for 

printing options such as typefaces, job priority, paper size, ori

entation and margins, It allows the user to store form setup 
modules, for custom forms or company letterhead, and also 

output 2-up, 4-up or 8-up formats. 

Call today for information 
on our free 30 day Trial 

800-477-0348 

Gray Matter 
Software & Consulting 

1300 Dexter Avenue North Suite 550 
Seattle, Washjngton 98109 
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If you haven't considered the AT-3008 8-port repeater then 
you're limiting the flexibility and use of your network repeater, 
and you may be spending more than yrn ' geed 10 

NE.Vil FIBER OPTIC VERSIONS 
OIRL capabilities and six additional models 
f the CentreCOM 3000 ~ERIES. allow yo~ ~ 
ix and match Fiber Optics, Than and Th~c t 

t N" e models to choose from, s ar -
Ethem

1
e · an S84S* for a two-port repeater. 

·ngas ow as 
~ i'S e il -3008 as all the routine features of the DEC 

DEMPR™ - it complies with IEEE 802.3, offers a one year war
ranty, provides eight BNC repeater ports, connects via an AUi 
repeater port to the coax or fiber optic backbone, automatically 
partitions data, regenerates preamble, re-times data packets, 
and extends collision fragments. 

The AT-3008 is but one of the many products available from 
Allied Telesis. See us for all your Ethernet Building Block needs 
- transceivers (single and multi-port), bridges, multi-media 
concentrators, and adaptor cards. 

8-port - $2495* 4-port - $2195*/2-port - $1195* 
*List price shown. Contact ATI for information on a 
local distributor who offers volume pricing. 

Allied Telesis, Inc. 
627 National Avenue 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Phone 415/964-2771 FAX 415/964-0944 
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ULTRIX Porting Applications 
Philip E. Bourne, Ph.D. Editor's note: 

We continue our 
introduction to 
UNIX for VMS 

users by porting a high-level language appli
cation to a UNIX environment. 

"Making it" has many connotations. 
To a UNIX connoisseur, it implies the 
use of the make utility - a powerful 
productivity tool most often used in the 
development and maintenance of large, 
high-level language programs. The value 
of make hasn't gone unnoticed by VMS 
developers. DEC/MMS, part of the VAX.
set of layered products, is a VMS implem
entation of make. . 

Before we discuss make, we need to 
understand something of the UNIX com
pilers and loader (linker in VMS parlance). 
UL TRIX contains the compilers VAX C, 
BSD C, BSD FORTRAN, BSD Pascal, 
BSD Franz Lisp and BSD Modula-2 as 
part of every distribution. VAX C is a port 
of the VMS C compiler and is specific to 
VAX hardware, whereas BSD C is the 
generic C compiler available with every 
BSD UNIX distribution. The compilers 
are invoked with the commands vcc, cc, 
f"/7, pc, liszt and mod, respectively. 

Standard Options 
As compilers have been modified to meet 
the needs of alternative hardware types, 
new and hardware-specific options have 
appeared. Nonetheless, a subset of op
tions is standard. For example, the 
oname option implies that an executable 
file called name' will be produced when 
used with any of the compilers. Some 
standard options are illustrated in Figure 
1, which compares the steps in produc
ing an executable image under VMS and 
UNIX. Commands are given for the BSD 
C compiler (cc), but the same steps are 
involved in any UNIX high-level lan-
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guage compilation. 
Notice that without options, the 

command cc myprog.c passes through 
several intermediate steps and produces 
an executable image. There's no separate 
load (VMS LINK) step, nor are interme
diate files produced. The result - a con
tender for the most arcane and unimagi
native component ofUNIX- is an ex
ecutable file called a.out that's sure to 
cause the VMS user grie£ All compilers 
produce an executable file named a.out. 
Because UNIX doesn't support multiple 
versions, the result of a 10,000-line source 
code C compilation is easily overwritten 
by eight lines of FORTRAN! It's a good 
idea to develop each high-level language 
application in a separate directory and to 
use the o option introduced above. 

The remaining examples in Figure 1 
illustrate other features of UNIX compi
lation. The commands as (compare VMS 
MACRO) and Id (compare VMS LINK) 
assemble and load code, respectively. The 
command cc myprog.c -lmylib 
searches for the library in the system li
braries /lib/libmylib.a, /usr/lib/ 
libmylib.a and /usr/local/lib/libm
ylib.a to resolve external references. This 
is the only UNIX command I could think 
of that assumes a file extension. That is, 
cc myprog returns a "file not found" 
message, unlike the VMS command CC, 
which assumes .C if it isn't specified. On 
the other hand, - lmylib assumes 
libmylib.a, but, unlike VMS, -lmylib.a 
isn't acceptable, because the UNIX loader 
then expects the library libmylib.a.a. 

%ccmyprog.c ---------------------a.out 

%cc -E myprog.c --. 

%cc-o myprog.exe myprog.c ------------------- myprog.exe 
search 

%cc -ldir myprog.c ----1·~ dir---------------- a.out 

%cc -S myprog.c------- myprog.s 

%cc -c myprog.c---------- myprog.o 
/lib/Ii bx.a 

%cc myprog.c-lx--------------- /usr/lib/libx.a ___. a.out 

%cc myprog.c mylib.a - ------------- - - - Jmylib.a 

%as myprog.s ---------a.out 

%Id myprog.o ------- a.out 

VMS 

$CC MYPROG.C-------------- MYPROG.OBJ 

$LINK MYPROG.OBJ --------- MYPROG.EXE 
SYS$LIBRARY: 

$ LINK MYPROG.OBJ,UBX.OLB LIBX.OLB IJl MYPROG.EXE 

UNIX versus 'VMS program compilation. 
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World Leader in PDP-11 Enhancements 
D igital Data Systems. Inc. and SETASI 

Research & Development have a 
full line of performance upgrade 

products for PDP-11 /21..j thru PDP-11170 
systems. Our plug-and-play upgrades are 
designed for easy installation, hardware and 
software compatibility. and high product 
reliability. 

Our 1 -year warranty with a 21..j -hour 
replacement policy coupled with 

responsive. competent. and friendly on-line 
assistance. before and after the sale. 
confirms our commitment to your business 
and system needs. 

Digital Equipment Corporation recom
mends. sells and services the PEP-70. 
HC70, and USl / HSR on a worldwide basis. 
Digital states that. "The combination of the 
PEP-70 and the HC70 provide a PDP-11170 
with improved performance unparalleled by 

other PDP- 11170 upgrades in the industry." 
For additional information and to discover 

how we can help you protect your PDP-11 
investment. please call 1-800-SMART-1 l. 

(i>i>i) 
$§~I8§! 

DIGITAL DATA SYSTEMS 1551 NW 65th Avenue 
FAX: 1-305 -58 1- 1325 

Fort Lauderdale. FL 3 3 31 3 
1-800-762-7811 (305) 792-3290 TWX: 1-910-997-l..j751 (Digital) 

Note: PDP-11 and Digital are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation PEP-70 and HC70 are trademarks of DDS and SET ASL USl/HSR is a trademark of SETASI 
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% f spl i t protin.f 
protin.f already exi s t s , put i n zzzOOO . f 
resi du. f 
di stn s .f 
pl anes .f 

% mv zzzOOO . f prot i n.f 

% cat makefi l e 
fl Ma c ro Def i ni tions : 
Fl LES = /u s r/fred 

/I Target def i ni tions: 
Print: li s t . out 

lpr li s t.out 

/I Second level dependen cy: 
list.out: $(FILES ) 

/I repla ce complete program with ma i n 

Using UNIXfsplit. 

l s -1 $( FIL ES) > l ist. out 

% make -n 
ls -1 /usr/f r ed >list. out 
lpr l i st.out 

% make 
l s -1 /usr/fred > li s t.out 
lpr li s t.out 

% make 
lpr li s t. out 

You can maintain your own libraries. 
You could use the command cc 
myprog.c -lfoo to search for references 
in the local object library libfoo.a. 

Having mastered these inconsistencies, 
how do you deal with a large program 
that you've just copied from a VMS sys
tem? This time, take a FORTRAN pro
gram, using the following steps: 
1. Split the source code into smaller in
dependent parts using the UNIX com
mand fsplit. 
2. Write a makefile to manage the pro
grams. 
3. Run make to create a current execut
able image. 
4. Run the program. Figure 2 shows the 
result of running fsplit on a FOR TRAN 

program protin.f, which consists of a 
number of subroutines and functions. 
Each subroutine and function is copied 
to a separate file with the name of the 
subroutine or function and the file ex
tension.£ 

A simple example of make. 

The main calling program begins with 
the statement PROGRAM PROTIN. 

Thus, fsplit attempts to name the main 
calling program protin.f However, this 
is the name of the file that contains the 
overall program. Fortunately, rather than 
overwrite the complete program, the 
main calling program is named zzzOOO.f. 

When the split is complete, the main 
calling program is renamed with the mv 
command, overwriting the complete 
source code. If the statement PROGRAM 

PROTIN hadn't been present, the main 
calling program would have been named 
mainOOO.f. 

Making It 
With the program broken down into its 
constituent subroutines and functions , 
you're in a position to "make it." Let's 
begin with a simple example of how 
make exploits the dependencies that 
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Recover Lost Performance On Your VAX! 

Executive Software, maker of DISKEEPER/ Plus ™ 
Customized Online Defragmenter, invites you to join 

the thousands of satisfied VAX TM Managers who are using 
DISKEEPER/ Plus in order to ... 

. . . Increase System Performance and Response Time 

''We found that DISKEEPER/ Plus tends to improve performance 
on VAX/ VMS™ systems running INGRES.™" 

George Hyman 
Ingres Corporation 

"The system runs noticeably faster." 
R. Sayler System Manager 

... Keep System Up and Running 

"We run DISKEEPER® each night and on weekends as well 
as during the core hours of the day. We have had no problems. 
This product works!" J.B. CAD/ CAM Manager 

"We run 7 days a week, 24 hours a day and we use the 
database system other defragmenters don't like . .. DISKEEPER 
ran fiawlessly throughout our largest project to date." 

B.H. System Manager 

... Safely Defragment Files and Free Space 

"We were selected as a test site for DISKEEPER/ Plus V3 .0. 
After plying decades worth of system experience to make 
it fail, we have a 100% belief in DISKEEPER/ Plus! When 
Executive Software says DISKEEPER/ Plus is safe, it means 
safe. When they say performance, count on it. The best 
testimony for DISKEEPER/ Plus is - it works so well, 
you' Ii forget it's there." 

B. H. Major Electrical Utility 

... Save Money 

"We found out it was more effective to have DISKEEPER 
running than do the restores once a month - mainly 
because of the operator time involved. DISKEEPER 
licenses were paying for themselves in about six months!!" 

R. Huber 
Supervising Software Engineer 

Like "magic hands" Executive Software's DISKEEPER/ Plus 
makes files and free space contiguous on your disks 

... Keep Users Happy - No More Calls From 
Angry Users Complaining the System Is 
S-L-0-W 

"The users don't complain about slow response at the end of 
the week before we were ready to backup and restore to 
defragment the disks" 

J.B. CAD/ CAM Manager 

Get the Benefits Three Time 
Target Award Winner 

DISKEEPER/Plus Can Give You! 

Savings Safety Speed 

Find out about DISKEEPER/Plus 

Today! 

Call 1-800-VAX-HELP 
extension 2332 

Visit us at D EXPO South Booth 21 0 ! 
Free 11Magic Hands" T -Shirt to qualified VAX Managers! 

Copyright o 1989, 1990 Executive Software International All Rights Reserved DISKEEPER, DISKEEPER/PIWJ and 1/0 E.rprtSS are marks owned by Executive Software International VAX and VAX/VM S ate marks of Digital Equipment Corporation ING RES is a mark of Ingres Corporation 
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example: % cat Makefile 
II definitions: 
II II is a comment until a newline is reached 
fl \ is a continuation line 
II : is a dependency 
fl $? is the list of prerequisites out of date 
II $@ is the full target name 
II .SYMBOL : is a predefined symbol 
II macro definitions 
FSOURCE = protin.f residu.f distns.f planes.f pairs.f \ 
chiral.f det3.f vdwaal.f torshn.f tangle . f \ 
ellips.f shrink.f 

OBJECTS= protin.o residu.o distns.o planes.a pairs.a\ 
chiral .o det3.o vdwaal .o torshn.o tangle.a \ 
ellips.o shrink.a 

FFLAGS = -c -w II -w suppresses warning messages 

II target definitions: 
prog.out: $(OBJECTS) 

f77 -o $@ $ COBJ ECTS) 
clean: $(OBJECTS) 

rm - f $(OBJECTS) 
touch: $(FSOURCE) 

touch $ ( FSOURCE) 

II second level dependencies 
.f.o: $(FSOURCE) 

f77 $CFFLAGSl $? 

I/definitions 
. SUFFIXES : . out . o .f 
. PRECIOUS: prog. out 

-w protin.f 
-w residu. f 

A more complex example of make. 

f77 -o prog.out protin.o residu.o distns.o planes.a pairs.a\ 
chiral .o det3.o vdwaal .o torshn.o tangle.a \ 
ell ips .o shrink.a 

% ex res i du. f 

: WQ 

example: % make 
f77 -c -w residu.f 
f77 -o prog.out protin.o residu.o distns.o planes.a pairs.a\ 
chiral .o det3.o vdwaal .o torshn.o tangle.a \ 
ellips.o shrink.a 

example: % make clean 
rm -f protin.o residu.o 

example: % make touch 
touch protin.f residu.f 

example: % chmod 755 prog .out 
% prog. out 

Invoking the more complex makefile. 

exist between files. order (compare VMS MMS DESCRIP.

MMS). Figure 3 illustrates a simple 
makefile to print a long directory list
ing (ls -1) of the files contained in the 
directory /usr/fred. The listing is con
tained in the file list.out; list.out is re
created only if the contents of the direc-

Instructions to make are stored in 
what's called a makefile. If no file ar
gument is specified, using the f option, 
make searches for makefiles with the 
names makefile or Makefile in that 
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tory have changed since list.out was last 
created. 

FILES = /usr/fred defines a macro 
that's used in what's called a second-level 
dependency. A first-level dependency is 
first dependent on a second-level de
pendency; that is, we have nested de
pendencies. ls -1 $(FILES) > list.out, the 
second-level dependency, substitutes the 
value for the macro. Note that the pa
rentheses are obligatory. Compare this to 
a C shell substitution, in which $FILES 

would be valid. Note also that the ls 
command line is indented by a tab, be
cause it follows a dependency. 

The dependency (list.out: ($FILES)) 

implies that the listing is dependent on 
the value associated with the macro. 
Similarly, the target Print is dependent 
on list.out (Print: list.out). 

The first-level dependency is followed 
by the command lpr (indented by a tab), 
which prints the directory listing on the 
default printer. The command make -n 
provides a safeguard, because it displays 
the commands that will be executed by 
make without executing them (n op
tion). Seeing that make will function as 
planned, the first invocation of make 
creates the file list.out, a long listing of 
the files in the directory /usr/fred, and 
sends it to the default printer. The sec
ond invocation illustrates the power of 
make; make determines that the con
tents of the directory /usr/fred haven't 
changed since the previous listing file was 
made and therefore merely prints the list
ing without re-creating the file list.out. 

It should now be apparent how this 
dependency between files can be ex
ploited in the case of source and object 
code. Let's return to the FORTRAN pro
gram, which we separated into its com
ponent subroutines and functions. Figure 
4 illustrates a makefile that can be used 
in maintaining this program. 

On the first pass, the makefile will 
attempt to compile and load all the FOR

TRAN source code files into an execut
able image, prog.out. If compilation er
rors are found, affected routines are 
modified by the user and make is in-
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Dynamic 
Security 

Monitor 

The 
Dynamic 
Security 
Monitor 

takes 
aggressive 

action against 
unauthorized 

activity on your 
system without your 
intervention. Eigen's 

intelligent, fault tolerant Security Monitor prevents 
your system security from being compromised or disabled and 

protects against accidental damage, such as the deletion of 
important system files or unwanted network access. The Idle 

Terminal Regulator and extensive UAF, password and file 
security evaluation tools are included in the package. 

VMS 
Performance 

Tuner 
Dynamically tune your VAX 
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throughput increases with 

Eigen's intelligent 
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Optimize process working 
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CPU usage, SYSGEN 
parameters and 

alleviate disk 1/0 
contention 
problems. 
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memory from 
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disk and file caching. 
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analysis tools are included. 

Disk Optimizer/ 
Defragmenter System 

Eliminate disk fragmentation 
problems with Eigen's online 

disk defragmenter. The 
defragmenter component 
safely makes all types of 

files contiguous without 
any interlocking 
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together to reduce 

disk access times. 
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Management 
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Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1988.-P.E.B. 

voked again. On the second pass, only 
the subroutines and functions that have 
been modified are recompiled. If success
ful, all files are loaded into an executable 
image. This represents a significant sav
ing in CPU time and wall-clock time 
over maintaining a single, large source 
code file that's completely recompiled 
each time a change is made. 

Syntactical Concepts 
It should be apparent from Figure 4 that 
understanding the concepts and syntax of 
make requires some effort. Only a few 
salient features are introduced in this 
example, but it may be a useful template 
for the occasional make user. For a com
plete discussion of make, refer to the 
box, "Additional Reading." 

A predefined symbol is a concept in
troduced in Figure 4. Predefined symbols 
begin with a period, appear in uppercase 
and end with a colon. In Figure 4, .PRE
CIOUS: prevents the target from being 
deleted if make is interrupted; .SUF
FIXES: lists the filename suffixes that have 
defined prerequisites in make, for ex
ample, .c, .f, .s, .o and .out. 

Figure 5 illustrates the result of invok
ing this makefile with different argu
ments. The first example, make without 
arguments, compiles each of the source 
code files and creates an executable im
age, prog.out. 

The second example invokes make 
after one of the source code files 
(residu.f) has been modified using the 
ex editor. Only residu.f is recompiled, 
and all object files are loaded to create a 
new executable image file. 

The third example, make clean, il
lustrates the concept of an alternative 
entry point. If the. executable image file 
is current, it removes any object (.o) files; 
if the executable image isn't current, it 
first generates a current executable im
age and then removes all object files. 

The fourth example, make touch, 
illustrates an important aspect of using 
make - forcing compilation even if a 
source file is up-to-date. The UNIX 
command touch updates the modifica
tion date of the file by reading a charac
ter and writing it back to the file. The 
source is then more recent than the ob
ject. Therefore, make recompiles the 
source. Here touch is invoked from the 
makefile using an alternative entry 
point. However, all the source files in 
this directory could have been touched 
just as easily with the shell command 
touch*.£ 

The last example runs the program. 
First the file is made executable with the 
chmod command. Unlike VMS, there's 
no RUN command - the name of the 
file is enough. The shell searches the di
rectory paths specified by the shell vari
able path for references to the filename. 
If found, a process is forked by the shell 
and the file executed. 

At this point, you're either in the 
pleasant position of having code that runs 
and gives the correct answers or, if you're 
like me, in desperate need of a debug
ger. Both situations will be addressed in 
the next column with a look at the pro
filing tools - the UNIX equivalent to the 
VMS Performance and Coverage Analy
ser (PCA) for optimizing code and dbx, 
the UNIX source level debugger equiva
lent to VMS DEBUG. 

Information regarding hints and kinks 
useful to VMS users grappling with UNIX 
will be gratefully received. Send it via e
mail to SYSTEM@CUMBG.BITNET or 
pboume@cuhhca.hhmi.columbia.edu. 
- Philip E. Bourne, Ph.D., is a senior as
sociate of the Howard Hughes Medical Insti
tute and author of UNIX for VMS Users, 
published by Digital Press. 
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Reliability. When you buy Printronix, you expect 
reliability and performance. It's a promise we've 
kept for over fifteen years. 

Now meet the L2624 VAX Page Printer, our new 
non-impact page printer that delivers high relia
bility and high performance to the VAX system 
environment. 

Emulation Plus. With LN03 Plus™ and Tek® 
4014/ 4010 emulations, the L2624 offers compati
bility with a wide variety of VAX-based applica
tions; plus, optional HP Series II™ emulation for 
compatibility with most PC-based software; Plus, 
24 page per minute throughput at 300 dpi, an 80,000 
page per month duty cycle, and straight through 
paper path. 

Versatility. Weve designed the L2624 to meet your 
needs now and in the future. Dual built-in disk 
drives make it easy to tailor applications to meet 
your needs; download fonts and upgrade software 
for future applications and emulations. Select the 
simplex or duplex model, and for even greater per
formance add the high capacity paper option. 

L1212 HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 
POSTSCRIPT® PAGE 
PRINTER 

Throughput. With most Postscript printers, 
actual print speed rarely equals rated engine speed. 
Meet the L1212 high performance PostScript page 
printer. For high throughput and rapid job turn
around requirements, the 12 page per minute L1212 
with dual processor RIPS® controller provides 
throughput unequalled by other printers with over 
7 times the engine speed. It's fast, it's reliable and 
it provides true 12 page per minute throughput for 
most PostScript applications. 

High Quality Printing Plus Applications Flexibil
ity. The L1212, with 300 dpi image quality and a 
duty cycle rated at 25,000 pages per month, is ideal 
for networked publication, presentation, and CAD 
applications. The unit features a built-in disk drive 
for software and emulation flexibility. Down
loadable fonts are supported including those from 
Adobe's® Type I library, in addition to the 35 stan
dard resident fonts. 

For more details on how Printronix can make you 
look good on paper, call us toll free at 800-826-3874. 

All brand produa names arc trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 
companies. 

PRIMRONIX. 
See us at DEXPO South, 
May 8-10, Booth #1128 
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* SYNC.DOC 

DCL 
DIALOGUE 

Bread Crumb 
Synchronization 

Kevin G. Barkes One of DCL's 

glaring omis-
. . 

SIOnS IS a 

mechanism for 
interprocess communication and/ or 
synchronization. Programs written in 
high-level languages use mailboxes, asyn
chronous system traps (AST) or other 
VMS facilities to coordinate activities 
between processes. DCL-based applica
tions must resort to less elegant methods. 

To anthropomorphize a bit, high

level languages permit the creation of 
programs that let processes talk to one 

another. DCL command procedures 
can leave bread crumbs that serve as 
rudimentary signals, provided other 
processes know to look for them. 

Not Much Help 
DCL has one command, SYNCHRO
NIZE, that can place a process in a wait 
state until a specified batch job is 
completed. However, the command is a 
pain to use in everyday operations. You 
must perform all sorts of unpleasant con
tortions to obtain the necessary queue 
and entry information dynamically. The 
F$GETQUI lexical function available in 
VMS VS.n makes the chore less onerous, 
but SYNCHRONIZE is still too restricted 
in scope and complex in invocation to 
be of real value. 

Logical names provide a viable 
method of interprocess communication. 
One process reads entries made by 
another in the system logical name table 
or in a group name table and alters its 
operation based on the values placed in 
the tables. 

Of course, the process making the 
logical name assignments must have ele-
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vated privileges (either GRPNAM or 

SYSNAM) to make the table entries. 

Entries made in the system logical name 
table can be read by any process on 
the system. Group table assignments can 

be accessed only by those processes 
having the same group UIC as the creat
mg process. 

can change the values of the logicals, 

which also will result in improper 

operation. 

Using Sync Files 

There are a few drawbacks to using 
logical names in this way. A system 
crash will wipe out the assignments. If 
the process creating the logical name 

is killed or improperly exits for some 
reason, the .logical won't be deleted, 

causing the processes that check for the 
assignments to lock up. Malicious or 
meddling users with sufficient privileges 

Another alternative is to use sync files to 

coordinate procedure execution. This 
method isn't infallible, but it's somewhat 
more reliable. 

Here's our scenario: We have two 
command procedures that shouldn't be 

executed simultaneously because of 

potential file access conflicts or other 

unpleasant side effects. We arbitrarily give 

one of the procedures execution prefer
ence; let's call it SYNC_MASTER (see 
Figure 1). The other procedure, which 

$ ! 

. Initialization code goes here 

$ ! Create our syncfi le before executing: 
$ ! 
S GOSUB OO_SYNCHRONIZE 
$ ! 
$!Do whatever it is we·re supposed to do: 
$ DO_WDRK: 

$! We're done. so get rid of the syncfile. 
$ CLOSE SYNCFI LE 
$ DELETE SYNCDIR:SYNCFILE.DAT:l 
$ EXIT 
$ ! 
$ ! This is the subprocedure which creates the syncfi le. 
$ DO_SYNCHRONIZE: 
$ ! 
$ ! If there· s a syncfil e 1 ef t over from a previous 
$! execution. get rid of it: 
$ IF FSSEARCH("SYNCDIR:SYNCFILE.OAT:l") .NES. 

THEN DELETE SYNCDIR:SYNCFILE.DAT;l 
$ ! 
S! If we can't delete the syncfile. then it would appear 
$! this procedure is already being run by another process. 
$ ! so abort. 
$ ! 
S IF .NOT. SSTATUS THEN EXIT 
S ! S ! Otherwise. open a new sync file and return: 
S OPEN/WRITE SYNCFILE SYNCDIR:SYNCFILE.DAT;l $ 

RETURN 
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Innovative Solutions to 
Communications Wiring 

MOD-TAP System developed a universal wiring grid based on Unshielded 
Twisted pair and a Modular Jack Interface. Our philosophy is that building 
a communications wiring system is an investment -- not an ongoing ex
pense. 

Unlike cabling schemes from IBM, Digital , AT & T, or Northern Telecom, 
MOD-TAP System designs a communications wiring solution to integrate 
work ...,reas and not promote hardware sales. By doing so, our vendor inde
pendence gives you greater flexibility and options for future growth within 
your communications system. 

The MOD-TAP structured cabling system is: 

• Easily Expandable - uses unshielded twisted pair wiring to protect 
against cabling obsolescence 

e Compatible - utilizes various interfaces and media types to connect 
Digital DECconnect, IBM Cabling System, Northern Telecom IBDN 
Wiring, AT & T Premises Distribution System and Integrated Services 
Digital Network (ISDN) 

e User-Maintainable - change and add to your system with ease 

• Flexible - modular design allows system to be reconfigured as new data 
processing and communications equipment is purchased 

• Cost-Effective - requires low initial and lifetime costs 

• Fully-Supported - 24-hour technical support ... comprehensive 
documentation ... ongoing product development 

• Proven - over 12 years experience designing, installing, and trou
bleshooting communications wiring solutions. Endorsed by a large 
installed customer base 

e Guaranteed - supports your total system operation - not just electrical 
continuity 

MOD-TAP System 
Harvard, MA 
Southampton, England 
Voisns Le Bretonneux, France 

508-772-5630 
44-703-701919 
33-1-30575707 

MOD-TAP.is a registered trademark of MOO-TAP System. © 1989 MOD-TAP System, Harvard, MA 01451 USA. 
All other trademarks, logos, and products mentioned are registered by their respective owners. 
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mustn't run when SYNC_MASTER is 
executing, is called SYNC_SLAVE (see 
Figure 2). 

We create a special directory and as

sign it the system logical SYNCDIR. This 

it attempts to delete it. If the delete fails, 
we assume it's because another process is 
executing the same procedure and has a 

sync file open and locked, so w e exit. 

There are other reasons why the delete 

' ' logical names provide a viable method of 
interprocess communication. 

' is where our sync files will be placed. 
Ideally, the directory will have its pro
tection set so that only the SYNC proce
dures can access them. 

Let's fire up SYNC_MASTER. After 
performing some initialization functions , 
SYNC MASTER calls the subroutine 
DO SYNCHRONIZE. 

The subroutine first checks to see if 
there are any spurious sync files left over 
from previous executions of the proce
dure. Note that the sync file must have 
an explicit version number. 

If the subroutine finds an old sync file, 

could bomb out, such as disk off line, 
improper file protection, and so on, but 
we're assuming w e've covered these 
eventualities. 

If all goes w ell , SYNC_MASTER 
opens its sync file and RETURNs to the 
portion of the procedure that does its real 
work. When completed, it closes the 

sync file and deletes it before exiting. 
SYNC_ SLAVE, the subordinate proce

dure , waits for a minute after executing 
its initialization code . This provides a 
"safety zone" to permit SYNC_ MASTER 

to get up and running. 

The symbol TESTSYNC is used as a 
flag to d e t e rmine whe th er or not 
SYNC_MASTER has a sync file open. 

W e set the flag and go on to test for the 

existenc e of the fil e with the 

CHECKSYNC subroutine. 
If SYNC_SLAVE can' t find the sync 

file, then SYNC_ MASTER isn't running. 
It returns to the main body of the pro
cedure, checks TESTSYNC and contin
ues. 

Should SYNC SLAVE discover that 
there's a sync file , it tries to delete it, 

because it could be merely the residue of 
an aborted SYNC MASTER execution. If 
SYNC_SLAVE can' t delete the file, then 
SYNC_MASTER is executing and has it 
locked. SYNC_ SLAVE sets the value of 
TESTSYNC to fail and returns to the 
main procedure . When TESTSYNC 
bombs out, the procedure loops back to 
BEGIN and waits for a minute before at
tempting to continue operation. 

IfSYNC_SLAVE can erase the file, it 
still sets TESTSYNC to failure before re
turning, causing the procedure to wait a 
minute before attempting to continue. 
The existence of a spurious sync file in
dicates that something possibly went 

$ ! SYNC_SLAV E IF .NOT. TESTSYNC THEN GOTO BEGIN 
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. Initi alization code goes here . 

S BEGIN: 
$ 

$ Our procedure waits a minute to make certain 
our ""master " process is up and running and 
ha s had ti me to open its syncfi le : 

WA IT 00:01 :00 
S We set t he va l ue of the symbol TESTSYNC to 1. 

This symbol is used to test whether a syncfile 
exists : 

TESTSY NC = 1 

Befo r e executing . our procedure checks to see 
s if a syncfile exists: 

$ GOSUB CHECKS YN C 

S I f t he CHECKSYNC subroutine resets the value of 
S TESTSYNC. it me ans t hat a syncfil e exists ; loop 

ba ck to t he begi nning and wait to do another test. 

$! 
$ ! Do whatever we"re supposed to do: 

EXIT 

$ Subroutine to check for the existence of a checkfil e: 

$ CHECKSYNC: 

S If there · s no syncfi le . return and proceed with 
our normal processing. 

IF FSSEARCH(""SYNCDIR:SYNCFILE.DAT;l") . EOS . .. .. THEN RETURN 

If there is a syncfile. make certain it isn't just left 
S over from a previous aborted execution : 

DELETE SYNCDIR:SYNCFILE.DAT ; l 

S It we can ' t delete th;- file. (assuming protections are 
properly set). then set the value of TESTSY NC and return : 

TESTSYNC = 0 
$ RETURN 
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It's a jumble out there. 
When you're searching for that 

vital micro-to-VAX connection, you can 
face a bewildering thicket of products 
and companies. Or you can cut straight 
through the confusion with Reflection 
Series Software. 

Walker Richer & Quinn's award
winning Reflection software supplies 
more connectivity features than any 
other terminal emulation software. 

We're the one vendor that can 
link PCs and Macs with your VAX, 
deliver 16-color graphic.5, and run over 
important PC and host networks. Our 
technical support staff is available to 
customers every working day at no 
charge. For nearly a decade, people in 
large and small businesses have relied 
on us for timely, quality integration 
software. 

Call us today at 1-800-872-2829. 
We're your most dependable guide 
through the jumble. 

REFLECTION 
SERIES• 

SOFTWARE 

WalkerRicher&Quinn,lnc. ~ 
2815 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle, WA 98!02 
206.324 0407 FAX 206522.8151 

*Shipping and applicable taxes will be added. Reflection is a registered trademark of Walker Richer & Quinn. All trademarks above are property of their respective holders. 
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Now You Can Expand 
Your Existing Configurations 
One Drive At A Time 

See us at DEXPO South 
Booth#133 

Ideal for system builders, 
the Dyna Five SHUBOX 
desk top peripheral 
enclosure allows for the 
expansion of existing 
configurations in single 
drive increments. 

• Peripheral Mounting: 
1 Full Height or 2 Half Height 5%" Drives 
(Winchester/Floppy/Optical Disks, or Tape 
Drives) 

• Power Supply: 
65 Watts (85 Watts Peak) provides input line 
filter, output short circuit protection, and over
voltage protection. 

• Front Console Provides: 
Write Protect Switch/Status Indicators/Activity 
Indicators/Lighted Power Switch 

• Attractively packaged for the office environment 
• Complements DEC, SUN, IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2, 

~ ~ and Apple desk top computers. dun. ., Call us today for more detailed information. 

7 • coRPORATION 173 Freedom Avenue •Anaheim, CA 92801 

One quiet Saturday, $20 
worth of faulty water pipe 
leaked all over a VAX 
computer. On Monday, the 
damage included $50,000 of 
equipment, critical data 
destruction, and interrupted 
customer service. 

VAX is a registered trademark of 
Digital Equipment Corporation 

(714) 525-8795 • FAX (714) 525-9310 
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Keep your computer 
operations from being rained 
out, with SAM. 

SAM is the intelligent, 
24-hour protection system 
that monitors computer 
room conditions, detects 
problems in temperature, 
power, water, and more, and 

alerts users. Only SAM can 
automatically perform 
a graceful and orderly 
computer shutdown to 
maintain data integrity and 
prevent hardware damage. 

Don't let it rain on your 
operations. 

Call Intra Computer at 

/ I N T R ~ (212) 947-5533 and find out 
_ r'6.. \_ about SAM today. 
t:::::========================::::::J 
COMPU 1 ER INC 

875 Ave. Of Americas New York, NY 10001 (212) 947-5533 Fax: (212) 947-5984 
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wrong with the SYNC_ MASTER proce
dure and the pause allows recovery op
erations to take place. 

For added safety, SYNC_SLAVE can 
call CHECKSYNC repeatedly during its 
operation to make sure SYNC_ MASTER 

. .. SYNC_ SLAVE 
can call CHECKSYNC 

repeatedly ... 

hasn't started up unexpectedly. SYNC_ 
SLAVE also could create its own sync file 
that SYNC MASTER would check. 

THE VETERAN DCL HACKER who 
showed me this method a few years ago 
was exceedingly proud of his discovery. 
"It's foolproof," he said. "Even someone 
with bypass privilege can't delete the sync 
file." 

I logged into the SYSTEM account, 
enabled BYPASS privilege and entered: 

You could hear his scream a block 
away. 

For your very own "I Love DCL'' 
sticker and/ or a listing of all FidoN et 
public bulletin board systems in the U.S. 
featuring message areas with DEC-related 
topics (VAX, PDP-11 and Rainbow), 
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope 
to BBS List (and/ or) DCL Sticker, Kevin 
G. Barkes Consulting Services, 4107 
Overlook St., Library, PA 15129. 

The list is also available online from 
my SYS$0UTPUT bulletin board system: 
(412) 854-0511, 1,200/2,400 baud, 8 bits, 1 
stop bit, no parity. If you're active on 
FidoN et, ask your local sysop to file 
request DECBBS.LST from 1:129/38. -
-Kevin G. Barkes is an independent con
sultant in VAX systems seftware, manage
ment, tuning and training. 
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Yes, it runs your dBASE, FoxBASE and Clipper applications on 
UNIX, XENIX and AIX (also VAXNMS and ULTRIX.) But that's only the beginning of 

Recital. It's a complete relational database and 4GL for developer and end users alike. It's 
also got a powerful data dictionary. SQL intetface and over 350 additional commands. 

In the Americas: 
Recital Corporation Inc. 
85 Constitution Avenue 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Tel. 508n50-1066 
Fax so8nso-8097 

And oh yes, there's one more advantage ... you can have it today. 

Call now 508/750-1066. 

TM 

The world's most compatible database. 

All trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. 
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International: 
Recital Corporation Ltd. 
Southbank Technopark 
90 London Road 
London, SE 1 6LN U .K. 
Tel. 01/401-2727 



String Descriptors 
Editor's note: When calling VAX/VMS 
system services, you must deal with string 
descriptors. This month, Rex Jaeschke tells 
us how to do this from VAX C. 

When the VAX hardware and VAX/VMS were designed in 
the mid-1970s, the VAX-11 Hardware Procedure CALL Mecha
nism was specified. This method provided three ways in which 
an argument could be passed to a procedure: by value, refer
ence (often called by address) and descriptor. 

To understand this, let's look at how procedure linkage 
works on the VAX. When control is passed to a subroutine, the 
argument pointer (AP) register points to a data block, often re
ferred to as a call frame, having the following form: 

I n I 
argument l 

argument 2 

argument 3 

argument n 

The low byte in the first longword is the argument count 
(n). Since the byte is unsigned, the maximum number of argu
ments you can pass is 255. The high-order three bytes in that 
first longword are reserved by DEC for future use. Each argu
ment in the call frame takes up a longword and can represent a 
value, the address of an object or procedure, or the address of 
a descriptor. 

In C, strings usually are stored as null-terminated arrays of 
characters. Unfortunately for VAX C programmers, VAX/VMS 
doesn't represent strings this way. Instead, it uses a string de
scriptor, a data structure having the following form: 

I type I class I length 

address of string 

The address of the string is stored in the address field, which 
is a longword. The length of the string is stored in the length 
field, which is a word. The text of the string is stored outside 
this structure. The type and class bytes are flags that indicate 
the type of this descriptor. Besides supporting string descrip-
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tors, the following descriptor types are defined: Fixed-Length, 
Dynamic String, Array, Procedure, Decimal String, Noncon
tiguous Array, Varying String, Varying String Array, Unaligned 
Bit String, Unaligned Bit Array, String with Bounds and Un--

' ' VAX C directly supports passing 
arguments by value and address. 

However, VAX Chas no direct support 
for passing by descriptor. 

'' aligned Bit String with Bounds. These types won't be discussed 
here. The descriptor mechanism is extensible and new descrip
tor types can be added in the future, each with its own format. 

Like all C compilers, VAX C directly supports passing argu
ments by value and address. However, unlike most other VAX/ 
VMS languages, VAX C has no direct support for passing by 
descriptor. VAX/VMS languages that do support this conven
tion do so via a compile-time intrinsic function of the form 
%DESCR(arg). For example, in VAX FORTRAN the state
ment: 

CALL SUB ( %DESCR(A )) 

calls the procedure SUB, passing in the argument A by descrip
tor. VAX C doesn't support this intrinsic. Instead, you're pro
vided with the primitives to construct a descriptor yourself Of 
course, this places the burden of writing extra code and de
bugging it on the programmer. It's a situation that I hope will 
be rectified in future compiler releases. Meanwhile, you have 
to "roll your own." It's no good complaining; the VAX C de
velopers are aware of the situation. 

Taking A Test Drive 
In order to demonstrate the construction of a string descriptor, 
I've picked the simplest system service routine I could find, 
which required a string argument to be passed by descriptor. 
That service is SYS$SETPRN, a nonprivileged routine that can 
be called to change one's process name. it's not a very exciting 
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It's easy. 

How to improve 
your station in life. 

From now untilJune 30, 1990, 
just trade in your VAXstationT"' 2000 
workstation and Digital will give you 
$2, 000 off the purchase price of our 
VAXstation 3100 workstation. 

When you do, you're getting a lot 
more than just money off. 

The VAXstation 3100 workstation 
delivers 3 to 4 X the performance of 
the2000. 

The VAXstation 3100 workstation 
lets you run DEC windows™ software. 
It gives you a consistent user interface 
for accessing applications on your net

,--
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VUPs 
I---

Memory 
r--
Disk Capacity 

Resolution 
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Planes 
'--
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work whether 
they're running 
VMS; .. UNIX-'!/ 
ULTRIX"' or MS
DOS ~ You choose 
what you want 
and it shows up 
on screen the way 
you want. 

And, even 
though the VAXstation 3100 worksta
tion is an upgrade, you can use all the 
same software you've been using on 
the 2000. With no rewriting. 

Take the all-important first step 
toward improving your station in life. 
Call 1-800-343-4040, ext. 874 to take 
advantage of this special $2,000 offer. 

Digital 
lias 
it 

no-w. 



routine, but it demonstrates the technique adequately: 

I* setprn.c */ 

J/include <stdio.h> 
#include <descrip.h> 
#inc 1 ude <ssdef. h> 

$DESCRIPTOR(my_desc, "Rex"); 

main() 
{ 

unsigned int status; 

status - sys$setprn(&my_desc); 

if {status - SS$_NORMAU 
printf{"Call was sucessful\n"); 

else if {status - SS$_ACCVI0) 
printfCHAccess violation\n"); 

else if (status - SSLDUPLNAM) 
printf{"A process by this name already exists\n"}; 

else if (status - SS$_1VLOGNAM) 
printfC"Name must be 1-15 characters long\n"); 

else 
pri ntf{ "Undocumented error code %u\n". status): 

The header descrip.h is included to get various bits of de
scriptor information. The details will be discussed later. Since 
SYS$SETPRN is a system service, the header ssdef.h is included 
to get the macro definitions SS$_* for the possible return val
ues. The source line: 

$DESCRIPTOR( my _desc. "Rex n,); 

uses the macro $DESCRIPTOR, defined in descrip.h, to allo-

PRINT 
THICK 
FORMS 
WITHOUT 
COMING 
APART 
AT THE 

cate memory for a string-descriptor object called my_ desc. The 
descriptor is initialized to point to the string "Rex". And since 
the macro is called outside any function, the storage class of 
my _desc is global. The statement: 

status - sys$setprn(&my_desc): 

calls SYS$SETPRN passing in the descriptor's address. You must 
use the address-of operator & . If you don't, the descriptor, 
which is really a structure, will be passed by value, causing un
defined behavior - probably an access violation or error value 
being returned. Note that ssdef.h does not contain a function 
prototype for SYS$SETPRN. Therefore, if you get the argument 
list wrong, the compiler won't know. 

This is a major problem. It's hard enough to work out how 
to call some of the system library routines without having to 
debug invalid argument lists. I strongly urge that you invent 
prototypes for system library routines you need to call. The 
problem with this is that if you misunderstand how to call a 
given routine, you still won't get a compiler warning, because 
your bad prototype presumably will match your bad argument 
list. 

The system services manual defines the possible return val
ues for each system routine. Since this example caters to all the 
defined return codes, the final else clause isn't necessary unless 
you have some stray pointers elsewhere in your program that 

SEAMS. DATASOUTH HIGH PERFORMANCE FORMS PRINTER. 



have caused memory to be trashed. 
To test the program, use the following DCL commands: 

SHQW PROCESS 
RUN SHPRN 
SHOW PROCESS 

Your process name now should be "Rex" or whatever you 
initialized the descriptor to. 

. $0ESCRJ PTOR(my_desc, "Rex"): 

expands to the following declaration: 

struct dsc$descriptocs my_desc -
lsiieof{"~ex")-1, 14. 1, ffRex"I; 

Peeking Inside DESCRIP. H 
The header descrip.h contains two kinds of entries: structure 
templates for each descriptor type and macros to help initialize 
a descriptor. The template for a string descriptor is: 

The descriptor type and class flag bytes are set to the macro 
values shown in the definition of $DESCRIPTOR and are con
stant for a given descriptor type. They won't be discussed fur
ther here. 

struct d5p$descri ptor _s 
t 

, ·· unsigned short dsc$w;..1 ength; 
unstgped char dsc$1Ldtype; 
unsigneil char .dsdb...,cl ass; 

I; 
char *dsc.$.a_;poi nte.r; 

Note how the string length field is initialized. The 
sizeof("Rex") is 4, but the system service does not want to 
know about the trailing null character - that's only there for 
C's purposes. So 1 is subtracted. If the null character were in
cluded, the name of the process would include the null, some
thing you wouldn't want. 

The other relevant parts of this header are the following three 
macros: Constructing A Descriptor At Run Time 

ti(lefine OSCllC ... OTYPE:.J 14 
Hc!ef]!J!r QSC$~ClASs_s i 

!;J)E?CRlP'f:DR<nauie. string) \ 
t ''ds'l:;$descri ptqr .... s name. - \ 

;st;zeofCst'r'}ng) c·f; "ost:SK.JHYPE_J., \ 
P'.SClK_CLASS..:'.S. string} 

The machinery provided in descrip.h is OK if you know the 
descriptor's value at compile time. However, usually you find 
it out at run time, based on user input, data from a file or in a 
message sent from another program. How then can we handle 
such a situation, considering the header only contains the one 
macro $DESCRIPTOR to help? 

Using this information, we can see that our macro call: Since we know the names of the structure members, they 
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If your printer leaves your nerves as ragged as your multipart forms, then it's time to retire-the 
printer, that is. And pick up a Datasouth printer instead. 

Only Datasouth printers are designed to go easy on you and your multipart forms. They're built to with
stand grueling 100% duty cycles for years of trouble-free printing, even on 

your most troublesome forms. 
Datasouth printers are packed with a multitude of solid features. Like a straight 

paper path to eliminate bunching and jamming. A high powered ballistic print
head to print legibly through forms up to six copies thick. A range of speeds from 
180 to 400 cps. Even a zero tear-off feature for demand document applications. Data south 

AMERICA'S HIGH PERFORMANCE 
PRINTER COMPANY 
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And Datasouth printers are plug compatible with your standard 

hardware: ASCII minis and micros, DEC VAX systems, or IBM 
System/3X, AS/400, or 3270-type systems. 

So before you and your forms go to pieces again, get rid of 
your old printer. And get your act 

together with a Datasouth. Call 
1-800-476-2120 for the name of 
your nearest dealer. 
© 1990 Datasouth Computer Corporation. DEC is a registered trademark of 
Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM System/3X, and AS/400 are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation 
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"We always think of Professional 
Press as colleagues: it's not your 
typical vendor-client relationship." 

. . -· - ... :... ...... 

For SmartStar, DEC Professional 
Means the Right Decision Makers 

Tony Baragona 
Senior Marketing Specialist 

SmartStar Corporation 

As a member of the Signal Technology Group, SmartStar Corporation has been developing Digital-based 
application development software since 1983. SmartStar's initial decision to advertise in DEC Professional was 
based upon an analysis of its editorial policy and circulation. 

''They Match our Target Audience" 
"DEC Professional seemed to match our target audience as well or better than any other publication in the field," explained 
Senior ~arketing Specialist, Tony Baragona. 

"Ours is a sophisticated product and we need people who understand the technology as well as those who read news 
publications." 

"qEC Professional's editorial subject matter appeals to the kind of people we're trying to motivate. They reach an audience the 
two .news publications don't, and we need both kinds of prospects." 

A Total Marketing Package 
SmartStar relies primarily on trade shows, direct mail, onserts and postcard decks to generate leads. 

"We use DEC Professional's mailing list extensively, since it's the only publication that specifically targets the Fortune 1000 
market and these companies are the best target for our product," says Tony Baragona. 

"We've also run onserts and we were pleased with the results, both in terms of lead counts and sales. We did onserts in other 
publications and DEC Professional was very strong in terms of response." 

SmartStar has rounded out its marketing promotions with DEC Professional telemarket lead cards, plan-to-purchase 
surveys and reprints. 

"We use DEC Professional as a total marketing package," continues Tony Baragona, "and part of the package is their people." 

"We think of our DEC Professional sales rep almost as part of our marketing team. When we say, 'we want to do this, this 
and this, how can you help?' we can count on her to do battle for us." 

"We always think of Professional Press as colleagues; it's not your typical 
vendor-client relationship." DEC Professional 



can be accessed directly, as follows: 

main() 
f 

unsigned int status; 
char buffer[SO]: 

$0ESCRIPTOR(new_desc. '"'); 

printf("Please enter new process name: "'); 
scanf( HM9s", buffer>; 

/*l*/ new_desc.dscsw_length = strlen(buffet); 
/*2* I new_desc. dsch_pointer - buffer: 

status .. syshetprnC&new_desc): 

The problem is that we have to "mess up" our code by ref
erencing these members explicitly each time we need to con
struct or pull apart a descriptor. A better way must exist. 

What's Missing From DESCRIP .H? 
The solution involves the definition of a few more macros, so 
you can hide the gory details from view. The more logical you 
make an interface, the easier it is to read and the less chance of 
introducing errors each time it's used. The following are the 
macros I've invented to solve the problem. 

$DESCALLOC allocates a descriptor with an initial length 
and address of zero. $DESCINIT lets you initialize an existing 
descriptor with a given string, array name or char pointer. Some 
system routines initialize a descriptor whose address you've 
passed in. To help break down the fields, the macros $DESCGE
TA TTR and $DESCUNP ACK were defined. 

This program doesn't call a system service. It simply creates 
and initializes some descriptors and breaks them down again into 
null-terminated strings that C can handle more easily. 

/Ii nc l ude <stdio. h> 
#in.elude <string.h> 
/Jinc1ude <descrip.h> 

#define $0ESCALLOC(name) struct dsc$descri ptor ,,..s \ 
(name) "" 10. OSC$JCOTYPLT. OSCSK_CLASS_S, OJ 

#defi'ne $0ESCINITCname, strfogl \ 
((void}{(name}.dsc$a_pointer = (string). \ 
(name) . dscSw_l ength - strl en{ string))) 

#define SDESCGETATTR(name, addr, length) \ 
({void)((addr) - (nameLdscsa_pointer, \ 
{length) = (name). dsc$w_1 ength)} 

#define $[J£SCUNPACK{name. string) \ 
((void)(strncpy(strtog, (name).dscla_pointer, \ 
(name) .dsc~w~length), \ 
string[(narne).dscsw_length] - '\0')) 

main() 
I 

char name(Z.OJ; 
char buffer1[20J; 
char buffer2[30J; 
char *ptr; 
unsigned length; 

/*l *I SDESCRIPTOR( descl. "n); 

/*2* I static SDESCALLOC(desc2); 

/*3* I $DESC HHT( desc2. "text") ; 
strcpy(name, "somename"); 
SOESC IN IT ( desc2. name> ; 

/*4*/ $0ESCGHATIRCdesc2. ptr, length); 
strncpy( bu.fferl. ptr. length); 

MAY 1990 

Continued on page 138. 

TltE MidRAN E FAMil 
id 8, 10, 18, 20, 24, 24-duplex page per minute models 
~Duty Cycles to 80,000 pages per month 
~Emulations HP Laserjet II, IBM, DEC LN03, TEK 

4010/ 4014 Lineprinter, Epson, NEC, Qume, Diablo 
~ 79 fonts resident, plus 3 scalable fonts, 39 barcodes 
~IC cards for logos, signatures, forms and macros 
l!'.'f High capacity paper handling. Up to 1,500 pages 

in/out and envelope feed, dual input cassettes, job 
separation 

l!1 Vector and Raster graphics, 300 DPI 
l!1' Superb print quality 
!!1 Nationwide quality installation, training and support 

D R I 3650 Coral Ridge Drive 
E E NC• Coral Springs, FL 33065 

(305} 753-0840. (800} 245-7282 

I want DeRex Inc. working for me. 
Please send me information on: 

D The Ion Printer Family 
D The Midrange Non-Impact Printer Family 
D The Impact Printer Family 
My computer is _____________ _ 
D Local D Remote 
My needs are: D Immediate 
D 30-90 Days D Information Only 
Name ________________ _ 

Company ______________ ~ 

Title ______________ _ 

Tulephone \-( ___________ _ 

Address _ _ ____________ _ 

City _____ State ___ Zip ___ _ 
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Omtinuedfamr,pagt, 1.37. 
bufferl[lengthl .., '\O': 
prirltfC "bufferF.,, >%s<\nH, buffer!); 

/*5*/ $DESCUNPACKCdesc2~ buffer2); 
pri ntf ( "buffer2 =' >Ss<\n". buffer2): 

bufferl - >s.omename< 
buffer2 - >somename< 

Note the clever use of the conuna operator and void cast 
in several of the macro definitions. Their use lets each of the 
last three macros expand into void expressions so that they can 
be used in any context where such an expression is permitted. 
Strictly speaking, the void casts are unnecessary but having them 
eliminates any attempt to accidentally use the "value" of such 
expressions in a larger context. This is one of the few cases in 
which void casts can be justified. 

I deliberately have spelled my macros with a leading $, a 
practice reserved by DEC for its use. I did this in the hope that 
these macros, or something like them, would be added to a 
future version of descrip.h. The macro source was submitted 
to the VAX C development group with this suggestion. Since 
this hasn't happened yet, it's up to you how you spell them in 
your code if you adopt this approach. 

A More Useful Example 
Many system services and VAX/VMS library routines require 
arguments to be passed by descriptor. One of them is 
SYS$FILESCAN, a routine that accepts a string supposedly con
taining a file specification, which it breaks into components such 
as node name, device, directory, and so forth. 

SYS$FILESCAN does some elementary validation on the 
_string to make sure that it contains valid characters in the right 
places. However, it's not foolproof For example, it doesn't 
check the length of each component to see if it's too long. Read 
the routine's description in the VAX/VMS manual set for com
plete details. 

#incl ude <ssdef. h> 
#1 ncl ude <descri p. h) 
lti nc 1 ude <fscndef. h> 
I/include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 

,#define $0ESCALLOC{name) struct dsc$descriptor_ s (name) - \ 
,, I 0. DSCSK_DTYPE . ...T. DSCSICCLASS_S • 0 } 

#define SOESCIN1T(name, string) ((name).dscSa_pointer - (string) 
(name>.dscsw_length - strlen{string)) 

#define PRVALUECname, index> { 

main() 
l 
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char tnespecraoJ; , , 
if (valuelist[indexJ.fscnSw_length > 0) I 

} 
else 

strncpy(fi lespec. va 1 ue list( 1 ndexJ. fscn$l_addr. 
va 1ue1 i st(i ndexJ. f scnSw_l ength): 

filespec(valuel ist[ i ndex]. fscnsw_length] - '\O': 
printf{"is = is\n", name. filespec}; 

pri ntf ("%s was not found in stri ng\n ... name); 

char buffer[51]: 
unsi gned 1 ong status; 
unsigned long flags; 

); 

$0ESCALLOC{descriptor); 

struct fscndef value1ist(] ... { 
{0. FSCN$_FiLESPEC. 0}. 
{O, FSCNS_NOOE. OJ. 
{0, FSCN$_DEVICE, 01. 
{0. FSCN5_RO(H, 0). 
10, FSCNS_OIRECTORY , 0). 
{ 0. FSCN$_NAME , 0 I • 
{0, FSCN:$_TYPE. 01. 
I 0, FSCN$_VERS l ON. 0 l. 
{O, 0, OJ.I* list terminator*/ 

While (l) { 
printf{"\nEnter text with filespec (50 chars max): "): 
1f <scanf(" isO["\t\n\f\v]". buffer) - EOF} 

break; 

SOESCINITCdescriptor. buffer>; 
stat,~s • sysSfilescan(&descriptor,. &valuelist(Q], &flags)~ 

pr'intf("flags - XX\n ... flags), ; 

switch (status) I 

case SSLNORMAL: 
PRVALUE("FILESPEC ",0},; 
PRVALUE("NOOE ·.n: 
PRVALUE("OEVICE ... 2): 
PRVA.LUE( .. ROOT "',3): 
PRVALUE ("DIRECTORY", 4); 
PRVALUE("NAHE ",5): 
PRVALUEC .. TYPE ",6); 
PRVALUE("VERSlON ",7); 
break: 

-ease SSLACCVIO: 
puts("scan fai1ed with ACCVIO"); 
break; 

case SS$_BAOPARAM: 
putsC"scan failed with BAOPARAM"); 
break; 

The macro PRVALUE's definition is large but serves its pur
pose, which is to hide lots of messy stuff well. Like many serv
ice routines, SYS$FILESCAN has its own header provided, 
namely fscndef.h. This header defines several structure tem
plates and several sets of macros. 

The first argument to the routine is the address of the de
scriptor describing the file specification string. The second is 
the address of the first entry in a value list. Each entry in the 
list is a structure of type fscndef, declared in the header, so 
the list is really an array of structures of type struct fscndef. 
The structure template is defined as follows: 

struct fscndef I 

l : 

unsigned short i nt fscn$w_length; 
unsigned short int fscnSw_item,...;code: 
unsigned long int fscn$l_addr; 

Note that the member fscn$1_ addr should have type char *, 
not unsigned long int. As defined, you get a warning if you 
use CC /STANDARD=PORTABLE when you assign this mem
ber to another pointer. 

You create this list with as many entries as you need, ini
tializing the second member of each using one of the FSCN$ _ * 
macros. These macros indicate which component of the file 
specification you want to extract. If that componer..t is found, 
the address and length members in that entry will be initialized 
by SYS$FILESCAN to indicate that component was found or to 
zero to indicate it wasn't found. The routine doesn't make a 
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~0(~~ Introducing the complete TCP/IP 

Networking solution for your VAX. 

From the company that plays with a full DEC. 
No matter what model of VAX you're using, you can now send 

electronic mail and transfer files to any other computer on the 

TCP /IP network(if ethernet-adapted) regardless of vendor, operating 

system, or CPU of the remote host. FUSION® Network Software 

also bundles in a numberofTCP /IP features to give you more control 

over your network, such as TELNET (virtual terminal), Network 

Status Monitor, Program Development System (a set of network 

libraries for creating specialized applications), and NetSecure, 

a feature unique to FUSION which allows you to selectively block 

unauthorized users from any part of the network. 

We're ready to deal. We're so sure you'll find FUSION Network 

Software to be the best solution on the market, that we'll throw in a 

free add-on option of NRC Mail (electronic mail), if you order by July 

31, 1990. Enclose this ad with order for your free NRC Mail. 

For more information, give us a call toll free at (800) 541-9508 or 

(805)485-2700. FAX(805)485-8204 
FUSION" is a licensed trademark. VA:x is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

...... _! ~=~~:~h 
~ corporation NETWORK SOF T WARE 

2380 North Rose Ave. Oxnard, CA 93030 
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copy of the filename string but simply returns back to you point
ers into the first argument string you passed in. 

The value list must be terminated with a longword contain
ing all zero bits, and the easiest way to do this is to have two 
such longwords in the guise of a dummy structure. 

The third argument, &flags, is optional and is an unsigned 
longword passed by address. It indicates which components are 
found in the input string and can be used independently of the 
value list. For example, if you only want to see which compo
nents are specified but not get the text for each, you could omit 
the second argument by passing in NULL and using the third 
instead. Actually, the header contains a set of bit-fields and 
macros to help with this process. The structure template type 
is struct fldflags and the macros are named FSCN$M _ *. You 
either use the macros and an unsigned longword, as I defined 
the third argument, or you define a structure of type struct 
fldflags and use its bit-fields. 

Note that struct fldflags is defined as an 8-bit byte, while 
it should be a 32-bit longword. It appears to work as defined, 
but I've reported this discrepancy. I believe the filler bit-field 
named fscn$v_fill_23 should be 25 bits. I don't know why it 
has this name. 

Let's look at the output produced by this program when 
given some partial but correct file specifications and several that 
are incorrect: 

Enter text with fi l espec ( 50 cha rs max): xyz; 345 
flags - 50 
FILESPEC = xyz;345 
NOOE was not found in string 
DEVICE was not found in string 
ROOT was not found in string 
DIRECTORY was not found in string 
NAME = xyz 
TYPE was not found in string 
VERSION - ;345 

Enter text with files pee ( 50 cha rs max) : node: : • : 2 
flags = 71 
FILESPEC = node: : . ; 2 
NOOE = node:: 
DEVICE was not found in string 
ROOT was not found in string 
DIRECTORY was not found in string 
NAME was not found in string 
TYPE 
VERSION = ;2 

Enter text with filespec (50 chars max): dev:[dir 
· flags = 2 

FI LESPEC = dev: 
· NODE was not found in string 

DEVICE = dev: 
ROOT was not found in string 
DIRECTORY was not found in string 
NAME was not found in string 
TYPE was not found in string 
VERSION was not found in string 

If an invalid character is seen, such as a space, or a compo
nent is incomplete, the scan terminates. 

It's Your Turn 
My example program isn't meant to do anything particularly 
useful except show how to set up the data structures and call 
such a routine. However, you easily can take this information 
and construct useful routines of your own. For example, you 
might want to pass a (valid) file specification to a function along 
with a set of default values for missing components. The func-
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' ' Many system services and VAX/VMS 
library routines require arguments to 

be passed by descriptor. 

'' tion then would construct a complete file specification, merg
ing the two input strings' components as appropriate. The 
prototype for such a function could be: 

unsigned add_def_fil espec ( 
canst char *userspec. 
canst char *defaul tspec, 
char *destinspec); 

An example of using this function is: 

char buffer[lOOJ; 
unsigned length; 

length = add_def_filespecC"DBAO:test", 
"OUl:[dir)temp.dat", buffer); 

where the contents of the buffer become: 

KDBAO: [di r)test. dat" 

and the value returned is strlen(buffer). 
If a component is missing from the first file specification the 

default one is taken if it exists. 

Using C To Write Public Libraries 
To implement a library package in VAX C and make it avail
able to other languages, you'll have to provide string descrip
tor capability as necessary. And while this makes it easy for other 
languages to call functions in such a library, it does mean that 
C programs doing so also must go through the motions of set
ting up descriptors even though they could communicate with 
C library routines in a more simple and efficient manner. The 
problem is that you hardly can justify having two versions of 
every library routine - one dealing with null-terminated 
strings, the other via string descriptors. 

READERS ARE ENCOURAGED to submit C-related comments 
and suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck Way, 
Reston, Virginia 22091 or via e-mail to uunet!aussie!rex. -Rex 
Jaeschke is an independent consultant, author and lecturer. He's DEC 

PROFESSIONAL 's representative on the ANSI C Standards Com
mittee and the U.S. Representative for ISO, as well as editor of the 
J oumal of C Language Translation, a quarterly publication for C 
implementers. His new book, Mastering Standard C, is available from 
Professional Press. For more information, call Trish Dunkerley at (215) 
957-4265. 
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"Our Q-bus Cachit1g Disk Cohtrollers ••. 
. . . very, very high performance!1 

Climb aboard. Emulex has launched the 
fastest, most advanced ESDI and SMDI disk 
controllers ever designed for the Micro Vax II 
and Micro Vax 3000 series. Choose the QD25 
for ESDI drives, and the QD35 for SMD 
drives. Both off er unmatched features and 
performance characteristics with proven 
Emulex reliability. 

Equipped with an on-board 68020 
microprocessor "engine" and a full megabyte 
of "tunable" cache memory, each controller 
supports up to four physical (sixteen logical) 
advanced disk drives, at up to 3. 0 MB/sec 
ESDI or SMD transfer rates! 

See us at DEXPO South Booth #630 

Plus, our sophisticated, menu-driven 
firmware allows on-screen performance 
monitoring and cache tuning while the 
operating system is active. Given this level 
of control, you can interactively alter 
caching parameters to achieve optimum 
performance ... instantaneously! 

For an in-depth 
look at these 
ultra high
performance 
controllers, call 
800 EMULEX 3. 
Then buckle up! 

Emulex Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626, (800) EMULEX-3 or (714) 662 -5600 in California 

North American Offices : Anaheim , CA (714) 385-1685; Dublin, CA (415) 829-1170; Roswell, GA (404) 587-3610; Burlington, MA (617) 229-8880; 
St. Louis , MO (314) 569-7792 ; Saddle Brook, NJ (201) 368-9400; Reston, VA (703) 264-0670; Schaumburg, IL (312) 605-0888; Canada (416) 673 -1211 

International Offices: Wokingham (44) 734-772929 ; Munich (49) 89-3608020; North Sydney (61) 2-957-1669; Paris (33) 134-65 -9191 

©1990 Emulex Corporation 
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OS/2, DEC 
DIGITAL 
WATCH And The Desktop 
Evan Birkhead I learned an 

important lesson 
about capitalism 
and American 

entrepreneurship in high school. Two of 
my best friends worked at the local fried 
chicken j oint. The first enjoyed work
ing with the customers and piled extra 
french fries onto everyone's order. The 
second was a more reserved, professional 
type who saved pennies for the franchise 
by filling the french fry baskets half-way 
and stuffing the soft drink cups with 
crushed ice. 

While you might think the first was 
better for business because he made 
customers want to return, it was the 
second, whose short-term fiscal strategies 
impressed the ownership, who was 
promoted to assistant manager. So much 
for giving people what they want. 

DEC is learning a similar lesson. It's 
giving its desktop customers what they 
want and need in abundance in terms of 
processing and networking (see Figure 1). 
But the buying public currently is disin
terested. DEC has the answers"' for 
integrating the desktop, including a 
major new suite of connectivity products 
featuring PCSA for OS/2, and a less 
expensive, feature-filled line of Tandy
manufactured Ethernet/DECwindows 
PCs, all of which were introduced 
in February. 

At this point, no Other computer 
company can claim to let unlike operat
ing systems interact so completely. PCSA 
includes client and server software for 
transparent network file, print, mail, 
security and system management services. 
The environments it unifies include 
MS-DOS, Mac/OS, VMS, UNIX and now 
OS/2. Yet on the day these desktop 
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products were introduced, DEC stock 
sank to 79. 

The PCSA Strategy 
OS/2, which finally is materializing as a 
market presence, becomes the fourth 
operating system in DEC's arsenal. PCSA, 
which is a layer built on DECnet, was 
designed to let PC users achieve a higher 
level of network integration (see Figure 

r---

VAXstation 3540 

2). The top layer, Network Application 
Support (NAS), is DEC's set of software 
programs for integrating operating 
systems from diverse vendors across a 
distributed environment. It has Applica
tion Programming Interfaces for four 
types of services: 
1. Application access. 
2. Communications services. 
3. Resource sharing services. 

$15,000 
2-0/3-0 Graphics Workstation 
VMS, 0-bus 

VAXstation 3520 

VAXstation 3500 

VAXstation 3200 

DECstation 3100 

DECstation 2100 

VAXstation 3100 

DECstation 333c 

DECstation 325c 

DECstation 316+ 

DECstation 316sx 

DECstation 212LP 

VT1000 

VT340 

VT330 

VT320 

to 

D 
$100,000 

E 
c 
w $5,000 

i to 
n $15,000 
d 
0 

w 
s 

$500 

to 

$5,000 

...___ 

2-0/3-0 Graphics Workstation 
VMS/ULTRIX, Q-bus 

2-0 Graphics Workstation 
VMS/ULTRIX, Q-bus 

2-0 Graphics Workstation 
VMS/UL TRIX, Q-bus 

2-o·Graphics Workstation 
High-Performance UL TRIX 

2-D Graphics Workstation 
High-Performance ULTRIX 

2-D Graphics Workstation 
VMS/ULTRIX 

High-performance PC 
MS-DOS or OS/2 

High-performance PC 
MS-DOS or OS/2 

Mid-performance PC 
MS-DOS or OS/2 

Mid-performance PC 
MS-DOS or OS/2 

Low-end PC 
MS-DOS or OS/2 

DECwindows 
Terminal Display Device 

Color Graphics 
Terminal Display Device 

Monochrome Graphics 
Terminal Display Device 

Text 
Terminal Display Device 

D EC's desktop lineup of workstations, PCs and terminals. 
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Product 

PCSA for OS/2 
V1.0 

PC LAN/Server 
316 

PC LAN/Server 
333 

PC LAN/Server 
3100 

DE MCA 

Processor 

212LP Intel 286 

Description 

Supports OS/2 workstations in LANs 
as clients or servers. The key 
component, DECnet for OS/2, allows 
task-to-task communications, NETBIOS 
support, network management and 
diagnostics for stations on DECnet. 

PCSA server based on DECstation 316+, 
with 8 to 16 MB of system memory, 
DEPCA 8-bit Ethernet adapter for 
PC/XT and PC/AT and a 170-MB disk 
drive. Includes OS/2 V1 .1 and PCSA 
for OS/2 software and documentation. 

PCSA server based on the DECstation 
333c. Same configuration as PCLAN/ 
Server 316 available, but with 33-
MHz clock. 

MicroVAX-based PCLAN/Server with 
VMS Services for PC V3.0 and DECnet 
PCSA Client for DOS V3.0, which 
supports DECnet. Features extendable 
memory (8 to 32 MB), VT320 console, 
TZ30 tape backup and improved file 
server performance. 

Digital Ethernet Microchannel Adapter, 
a 16-bit Ethernet controller card 
that supports the Microchannel (IBM 
PS/2 and compatibles) . The NDIS-compatible 
DEMCA comes with device drivers for use 
with DECnet for OS/2, DECnet PCSA Client 
for DOS and PCSA for OS/2. 

Pricing Schedule 

Single-user license: $195 
Server license: $295 
Media/documentation: $410 

$10,215 

$12,360 

With 104-MB disk: $12,500 
With 312-MB disk: $15,500 

$495 

DEC's new PC integration products. 

Speed 

12 MHz MS-DOS 3 $1 , 110 I $3,040 

316sx Intel 386sx 16 MHz MS-DOS 3 $1 ,575 I $3,915 

316+ Intel 386 16 MHz MS-DOS 6 $2,095 I $5,005 

325c Intel 386 25 MHz MS-DOS 6 $3,570 I $9,515 

or OS/2 

333c Intel 386 33 MHz OS/2 6 $4,240I$11 ,100 

*Preconfigured price includes IDE or SCSI hard disk, up to 8 MB memory expansion and 101-key keyboard. 

DEC's new line of Tandy-manufactured PCs. 

4_ Operating system services. 
Although much of NAS is yet unde

fined, it uses toolkits, libraries and other 
products based on industry-standard 
software. DEC explains that OS/2 will 
eventually fit into the NAS scheme 
with services such as access to remote 
relational databases using SQL and the 
exchange ofX-400 e-mail systems. 

PCSA for OS/2 takes DECnet integra-

tion one step further than DECnet for 
OS/2, which was introduced at the end 
of 1989. Using the Microsoft LAN 
Manager (MS-Net) platform and de
signed with help from Microsoft, PCSA 
for OS/2 enables OS/2 systems to be used 
as clients or servers on the DECnet. The 
client allows transparent access to disk, 
file and print services over DECnet, while 
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1-2-3 MEETS VAX 
DEC And Lotus Team Up - There are two schools of thought 
regarding Lotus Development's recent announcement of a VAX/ 
VMS version ofits renowned 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Some industry gurus 
contend that Lotus is crashing the nonpersonal computer spreadsheet 
market needlessly, while others predict the alliance will provide a 
boost to an otherwise overlooked segment of the spreadsheet market. 

The announcement was a bit of a spectacle, telecast from Boston 
in March to 177 sites worldwide. What viewers saw was the result of 
a joint two-year development and marketing project between Lotus 
and DEC that will provide a version of 1-2.:..3 for VAX/VMS and 
version of 1-2-3 for ALL-IN-1. 

Based on Lotus 1-2-3 V3.0, both releases incorporate 3-D 
worksheets, external data access, file sharing, file linking, enhanced 
graphics and on-sheet relational database capabilities. Lotus 1-2-3 for 
VAX/VMS lets VT and VAX.station users access 1- 2-3 and offers PC 
users access to VAX services. It also fully supports DEC's Network 
Application Support (NAS) services by taking advantage of VAX/ 
VMS to offer cross-platform file and data sharing, ·enhanced security 
and access to corporate data. 

Some new wrinkles include Lotus' DataLens technology, which 
lets you integrate data through V AX/SQL Services for Rdb, and 
built-in support for multiple languages, including French, German 
and Italian. 

Lotus 1-2-3 for VAX/VMS doesn't run on UL TRIX, nor are 
there plans to connect Lotus users to Access Technology's 20/20 
spreadsheet, the current leading VAX/VMS spreadsheet on the 
market. 
Vive la DEC! -DEC's choice of Paris as the setting to announce 
the addition of fault-tolerant technology to the VAX product line 
may be more than mildly interesting. Apparently, DEC has decided 
to crack open the '90s with a determined marketing effort overseas, 
in part to capitalize on recent political developments in 

in Paris. VMS now contains DECdtrn software, enabling data 
management and transaction processing systems to update multiple 
databases. DECdtm software is embedded in a new version of VMS, 
V5:4, and is supported by new releases of DEC's Rdb/VMS, DBMS 
and RMS. DEC's two DECtp monitors, DECintact and VAX 
ACMS, also have been upgraded. Both monitors now support VAX 
Rdb/VMS. 
Care For A MicroVAX, Comrade? - DEC has wasted no time 
leaping into the fray in Eastern Europe. A joint-venture company 
formed in April establishes DEC as an early U.S. entrant in the East 
European high-tech sweepstakes in Hungary. DEC initially will seek 
to market its highly successful MicroVAX family of computers and 
will bide its time while the long-term financial restructuring of the 
fragile Hungarian economy gets underway.Joining DEC overseas are 
two Hungarian engineering outfits, KFKI and Smalzak. Each will 
share 24.5 percent of the venture's ownership, while DEC will hold 
51 percent as majority owner. 
ESS Expands Repair Services - Electronic Service Specialists 
(ESS), known primarily for its maintenance, servicing and repair of 
DEC-manufactured systems, announced that it will provide similar 
maintenance to selected models of AT&T, Fujitsu and Sun equipment. 
ESS will offer repair services for the Sun 350 and 360 desktop 
workstations, used primarily for computer-aided drafting and design 
applications. The company also will offer servicing for the AT&T 
3B20 Model II and the Fujitsu Eagle M2351A and Super Eagle 
M2361A hard-disk drives. 
DEC Forges X Alliance - Brooktree and DEC have agreed to 
develop a family ofl C components that support the X standard. The 
Brooktree/DEC team will work to improve X workstation 
performance in displaying multiple applications requiring different 
visual models. The hardware architecture developed by the two 

companies will provide low- and high-end graphics 
Europe. According to DEC spokesperson Mark 
Steinkrauss, more than 55 percent of the company's 
business during the last quarter was done overseas, with 
European sales a "major contributor" to DEC's coffers. 

INDUSTRY 
products, offer direct hardware support for X, reduce 
required software implementation and generate an increase 
in graphics performance. 

V\IA.TCH VAX Woes - DEC's inability to correct technical 
problems on the VAX 9000 may stall initial deliveries. As for the announcement, DEC released the first 

industrywide fault-tolerant system that runs a mainstream 
operating environment, VMS. The VAX 3000ft is also the 
first fault-tolerant system in which every component, including the 
backplane, is mirrored. In addition, DEC announced the Model 310 
Entry System and the Model 310 Expanded System disk storage 
options and the TF70 tape drive. 

New developments in transaction processing also were announced 

DEC maintains that the technical snafus are easily corrected 
and won't affect early shipping, but industry sources say 

that errors in the entry-level Model 210's vector processing addition 
will delay deliveries. Though the Model 210s were scheduled to ship 
in April, the larger models are targeted for release in July to coincide 
with the start of DEC's 1991 fiscal year. 
-Brian O'Connell, East Coast Editor 

the server runs on any OS/2-based 

machine. All told, these programs allow 

OS/2 systems to communicate with: 

optimized for networked workgroups 

running OS/2 applications (see Figure 3). 

A $495 DEMCA Ethernet controller 

adapter card for the PS/2 's Microchannel 

accompanied a price slash on DOS clients 

from $250 to $195. DEC also published its 

current library of PC options and PC net

working options and accessories, which 

has grown into a fairly impressive list. 

expansion of the existing client/ server 

solutions involving DEC's PC user base, 

which desktop manager John Rose said 

now encompasses more than 300,000 

integrated PCs. The company is currently 

developing: 

1. A VMS server running VMS Services 

for PCs. 

2. Other OS/2 systems running PCSA for 

OS/2. 

3. MS-DOS clients running DECnet PCSA 

Client for DOS. 

DEC also introduced packaged LAN 

servers based on Tandy PCs and Mi

croVAXs configured with the OS/2 

software and license. The newest series 

of Tandy systems were repriced and 
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Desktop Futures 
Surprisingly, DEC allotted time during 

the announcement to outline its desktop 

networking plans for the rest of the year. 

In a nutshell, you can expect a further 

1. PCSA for ULTRIX on VAX and RISC 

platforms. 

2. TCP /IP connectivity for its DOS and 

OS/2 machines. 

3. PCSA support for the EISA and Intel 

486 processor standards. 

4. Support for an emerging standard 

developed by 3Com and Microsoft, called 
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AppleTalk-to-DECnet gateway), file 
sharing services, CDA and DDIF convert
ers, print services, database access, VT 
emulation, a Mac-based X server, e-mail 
and ALL-IN-1 client software. 

DEC's distributors were uncharacter
istically enthusiastic. James Sommer, 
president of Trilogic, said, "With DEC's 
strengths in networking and its commit
ment to PC integration, it has begun to 
leapfrog the competition." Roy Vallee, 
president of Hamilton/ Avnet Computer, 
said, "The network architecture along 
with the new desktop products position 
DEC as the preferred enterprisewide 
computer supplier." 

National Data Interchange Standard 
(NDIS), across all of its PC clients. 
5. Extensions to the PCSA base. 

6. Client/server software for Mac 
integration. This includes networking 
connectivity (AppleTalk for VMS and an 

DEC's positioning itself as a PC-to
Ethemet networking vendor rather than 
a PC vendor is a good idea. "You have 
to supply users on the desk with what · 
they want," said DEC president Ken 
Olsen. "Some only need a terminal. 
Others need more." In this case, DEC 
should keep the french fries coming. • 

Bring 
Project Management 

Down to Earth 
With C-PLAN, it's easy to plan, monitor, and track 
projects of any size. You'll provide the right 
information to the right people ... on time. 

Now C-PLAN makes it easy. 

DSD CORPORATION 
18912 North Creek Parkway, #105 
Bothell, WA 98011 

1-800-767-7564 
Call (206) 485-7564 
Fax(206)485-3993 

C-Plan is a registered trademark of DSD Corporation. 
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* * * ATTENTION * * * 
AlisaTalk™, PacerLink™, Helix 
VMX, and sequeLink™ Customers! 

NOW, You Can Dial Into Your VAX and Use These Products, with 

* Software-only dial-up solution! Works with the modems, 
asynch lines, and terminal servers you already own! 

*Totally AppleTalkTM compatible - use your Chooser to 
select file, print, and database servers! 

* Works through your VAX to connect you with 
LaserWriters™, AppleShare™ servers, and other 
AppleTalk devices! 

*Fully LAT-transparent Can be used through a 
DECserver port! 

HyperCard Tour and 30-day evaluation available! Priced between 
$750 and $2500 per VAX CPU - unrestricted user count! 

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORA T/ON 
525 Rt 73 South • Suite 300 • Mar/ton NJ 08053 
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Training: 
The Hidden Ingredient 
The success of 
a field service 
pr~, \Vb.eth
er obtained from 

an outside vendor or in-house, is directly 
related to how well the FEs are trained. 
Computer hardware quickly becomes 
obsolete and is replaced constantly with 
newer, more complex units. Software is 
continually upgraded. Add data commu
ni cations and networks connecting 
unlike components from an array of 
manufacturers, and just keeping up 
with the technology can become a full
time job. 

What users expect from their field 
service providers has changed from mere 
"fix-it" capabilities to complete support. 
Applications solutions, consulting on 
equipment purchases and overall system 
support may play as big a part in the 
service picture as the maintenance and 
repair of hardware. The role of field serv
ice has been redefined. And comprehen
sive training on a continual basis is the 
hidden ingredient necessary to establish 
a first-rate service organization. 

FEs require top-notch training to 
meet customers' expectations. Service 
quality plays a vital role in the user's rat
ing of system performance, and service 
quality is directly linked to training. 

Teaching The FEs 
The bigger service companies train their 
FEs through in-house schools, some of 
which are very large and operate in 
universitylike settings. Most have fully 
equipped laboratories, large libraries and 
experienced staff. Their curriculum 
includes all the technical courses an FE 
requires to service the company's prod
ucts. Nontechnical courses may be 
offered to teach writing skills, sales and 
marketing techniques, public relations 
and other business-oriented subjects. 
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But what if you're a smaller service 
company or self-maintainer needing 
outside help to train your FEs? Where 
do you go for the advanced training 
required by your senior people? And if 
you're building a field service force for 
the first time, where do you go to get 
introductory courses for those new to 
the business? 

Community colleges, private techni
cal schools and computer industry schools 
are the main sources for obtaining 
competent training at various levels . 
These sources can be augmented , by 
workshops and seminars offered by 
universities, computer manufacturers and 
industry consultants. 

College Bound 
For the novice FE, many two-year col
leges offer associate degrees in computer 
maintenance and repair. These programs 
usually teach basic electronics the first 
year and then go on to cover computer 
servicing. Most emphasize microcom
puter and minicomputer maintenance, 
including peripherals. A few also cover 
mainframes and nontechnical aspects of 
the service business. 

Students get hands-on experience as 
well as classroom instruction. They may 
learn troubleshooting and repair by 
maintaining the college's computer 
laboratory equipment. Troubleshooting 
is at the unit and module levels in some 
institutions and at the chip and compo
nent levels at others. Students learn to 
operate such standard test tools as the 
oscilloscope, logic analyzer, multimeter, 
disk-drive tester/ exerciser and breakout 
box. Instruction includes using and 
interpreting diagnostics. 

Private Schools 
For those interested in learning the 
basics of computer theory and operation 
and the essentials of maintenance and 

repair in less time, a private technical 
school may be ideal. These institutes 
teach general electronic theory, how to 
read and interpret logic prints, basic 
programming and general computer 
systems maintenance. Usually, they don't 
teach nontechnical and business-oriented 
subjects. 

At these private schools, you can 
receive a good education in the basics. 
This can serve as an entry-level platform 
in the service profession or as a back
ground for an in-house school. Some 
technical schools have many training 
locations and are easily accessible if 
you're near a major city. 

Industrial Education 
There are two types of computer indus
try schools: in-house company training 
centers open to selected outside students; 
and schools set up specifically for offer
ing computer training to the industry in 
general. 

If you have a background in electron
ics and computer system maintenance 
and programming, the training offered 
at either type of facility is ideal for 
learning DEC systems service. Those with 
DEC systems experience will find 
advanced courses to improve their skills. 

An example of the first is Digital 
Equipment Training Centers. DEC's 
in-house company schools are open to 
selected customers and self-maintainers 
who want instruction in field service and 
other kinds of support. Here, outside FEs 
receive the same training as, and sit side 
by side with, DEC's FEs. 

The second type is exemplified by 
independents that offer training to any
one. Recently, I visited TR W's Techni
cal Training Center in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia, and Electronic Service Special
ists Ltd. 's (ESS) Training Center in 
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Just to get our foot 
in the door with DEC users. 

McDonnell Douglas Field Service 
Company really wants to service 
your DEC system. And to show 
you just how serious we are, we'll 
foot the bill for your first month 
of service. 

When you sign a year's contract 
with McDonnell Douglas Field 
Service Company, you'll receive the 
first month completely free:i: We 
make this offer because we're posi
tive you'll appreciate the extras that 
make our service stand out. 

Like a sophisticated tracking sys-

tern to ensure that no service call 
ever gets lost or goes unanswered. 
Online control of a distributed, 
multimillion-dollar parts inventory. 
Predictive maintenance from our 
remote monitoring center that auto
matically analyzes errors on your 
DEC VAX system. And of course, 
24-hour availability of field engineers 
every day of the year. 

What's more, our service is cus
tomized to meet your exact needs. 
With local representatives who 
really understand the special tech-

nology of your DEC system. And 
the experience you'd expect from 
one of the the nation's largest inde
pendent field service organizations. 

So let McDonnell Douglas Field 
Service Company handle all your 
DEC needs. And get the first month 
of service absolutely free. 

To learn more about the 
McDonnell Douglas Field Service 
program, call us today at (800) 
826-4944. Because we're opening 
the door on a great deal for 
DEC users. 

WICDONNBLL DOUGLA8 
*Offer available in more than 100 U.S. cities to first-time customers, tor a limited time omy. DEC and VAX are registered flademat1<s of Oigftil' Equipment~· 
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Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin. Both 
specialize in DEC hardware and software · 
training. 

Computer industry schools offer a 
pleasant classroom atmosphere and 
hands-on laboratories with later models 
of the hardware and software found in 
the field. The courses are compact, 
increasing student motivation and 
making it easier to attain goals. The tools 
and test equipment are the same as those 
at field sites. 

Classroom and lab time are equally 
divided, with excellent student-instruc
tor and student-equipment ratios. Most 
of the instructors I met are ex-FEs who 
can describe their experiences to the 
students. 

TR W's training center was built from 
the ground up as a training center. 
Courses are aimed at users who maintain 
their own DEC computers and DEC
related peripherals and at FEs working 
for independent service vendors. There 

are also software courses for systems 
managers and others who need in-depth 
technical knowledge. 

The facility includes 11 classrooms, 
two computer laboratories and two 
terminal laboratories. The training cur
riculum comprises 28 hardware and 15 

software courses, with most courses 
running three to 10 days. Class size is held 
to a maximum of 16 students for software 
courses and usually four to eight students 
for hardware courses. Hardware class size 
is course-dependent, with a maximum of 
three students per CPU. Instructors have 
an average of 10 or more years of instruc
tion and field service experience. In 1989, 
more than 1,000 students attended TR W's 
training center. 

ESS has major training facilities in 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, and 
Camarillo, California. The curriculum 
covers almost all of DEC's computer 
families, including the PDP series, the 
VAX 6000 and 8000 series, and the 

YOU'VE GITT 30 DAYS 
TO PROVE YOU'RE DEFT. 
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Deft supports ORACLE~ INGRES~ SYBASE~ Rdb~ 
INFORMIX~ and DB2~ For your own FREE copy of 
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MicroVAX series. Sun and UNIX courses 
are under development. The courses are 
aimed at third-party maintenance provid
ers and users who maintain their own 
DEC computers and related peripherals. 

The Menomonee Falls facility 
includes five classrooms and two fully 
equipped computer laboratories. The 
Camarillo site has four classrooms and 
one computer laboratory. Most courses 
range between five and 10 days. Class size 
is held to a maximum of six. A ratio of 
three students per machine or one 
student per terminal is maintained. 
Instructors have an average of eight or 
more years of experience in the com
puter industry. In 1989, more than 500 
students attended ESS training centers. 

THERE ARE MANY OTHER sources of 
technical training, such as seminars and 
workshops offered by universities, private 
training firms, user groups, technical 
organizations, consultants, and hardware 
and software manufacturers. These 
usually run from one to three days and 
are offered at various locations nation
wide. It may be advantageous to put 
your company on the mailing lists of 
these training providers. 

Others provide self-paced instruction 
via video and computer-aided instruction 
media. These too are offered nationwide. 

And don't forget the training available 
from DEC. DEC provides classroom and 
lab training at its training centers or 
on-site. Seminars are given in selected 
cities across the U.S. Self-paced com
puter-, video- or text-based courses are 
also available. • 
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WHERE DO YOU GO 
WHEN YOUR PRODUCTS ARE 

NO LONGER ON DECK? 

THE SERVICE PROFESSIONALS ..• MAINTECH. 
With so many products coming onboard, 
and many not-so-old products going 
overboard, you could be a castaway 
before you know it. 

Don't be caught adrift in a cos.tly and 
turbulent sea. Let Maintech offer you the 
security of 18 years of quality, resource 
and commitment. 

With a Maintech service agreement 
you enjoy: 

• Guaranteed 4-hour response 
• A 12-hr. service window, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
• Complete FCO management 
• MEMO Error Log Monitoring 
• MC -220 Console Management 
• Complete Diagnostic Software Support 
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If you have less critical maintenance 
requirements, or wish to migrate to self
maintenance, ask us about our Guardian 
Maintenance and Transition Maintenance 
programs. 

1 800-426-TECH 
212 827-2603 FAX 212 869-2876 

MAINTEC:H 
A DIVISION OF VOLT DELTA RESOURCES INC 

1133 Avenue of the Americas 
New York. NY 10036 



WORKSTATIONS 

UNIX, The 
Desktop Contender 

David W. Bynon The best work
station for an 
application isn't 
always the one 

with the highest mips rating, as many 
vendors would have us believe. Power 
is important, but more often than not the 
direct value of a workstation is its ability 
to get a job done effectively. The best 
workstation is one that can accomplish 
the work to a satisfactory level for the 
least amount of money. If you subscribe 
to this theory, you know that finding a 
best-fit solution requires variety. 

In January, I attended UniForum in 
Washington, D.C. After two days of 
looking at UNIX and open-systems 
products, I wondered if there's a future 
for VAX workstations and VMS on the 
desktop. Virtually every major computer 
manufacturer and software development 
firm had a booth at this show and were 
showing what they could do with their 
hardware or software under UNIX. 

DEC's booth was one of the largest, 
with more than 20 demonstration 
systems. Not one of them was running 
VMS. This leads me to ask, what role do 
V AXstations and VMS play? Is there a 
technical advantage to VMS? If not, why 
are custo~ers buying V AXstations? 

Who Buys V AXstations? 
V AXstations sell to customers with 
VAX/VMS systems in place. Most 
V AXstations are networked or clustered, 
not standalone. This is part of the lure. 
If you have an existing VAX system 
acting as a server, you literally can take 
a V AXstation from its box, put it on a 
desktop and have it running in 15 
minutes. This is a technical advantage, 
but UNIX file servers with TCP /IP and 
NFS provide a similar service for UNIX 
workstations. Most UNIX workstations 
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are plug-and-play compatible. 
Using DEC's VMS/UL TRIX Connec

tion product, VAX/VMS systems can 
communicate with and file serve UNIX 
workstations. Other VMS network 
add-ons, such as Fusion by Network 
Research and WIN/TCP by The Wol
longong Group, provide TCP/IP and NFS 
support with additional functionality. 
With these products, you can have the 
best of both worlds. NFS and TCP /IP 
permit resource sharing, networking 
and file access among VMS servers and 
UNIX clients. 

The technical advantages the V AXsta
tion has in the connectivity arena are 
the ability to remote boot, operate as a 
diskless system and share CPU resources 
through batch queues. For the UNIX 
workstation user, these capabilities have 
little significance. The· X Window System 
lets you take advantage of other CPUs in 
the network, and a diskless workstation 
isn't worth having. 

Do V AXstations have a performance 
advantage? Even within DEC's own 
family of workstations, it doesn't take a 
statistician to see that the 3.8-mip V AXsta
tion 3100 Model 38 is outgunned by the 
10-mip DECstation 2100 for the same 
price. The only way 
you're likely to see a 
price/performance ad
vantage with a V AXsta
tion is if DEC replaces 
the VAXstation 3100 
CV AX CPU with the 
newer CV AX-II CPU 
and doesn't raise the 
price. This would result 
in a V AXstation with eight to 10 mips. 
The CPU should change, but I doubt the 
price will remain. 

The shame is that DEC has a potent 
V AXstation CPU now. The V AXstation 
3540, a 10-mip, 4-CVAX-processor, 

Q-bus workstation, is a nice system for 
3-D CAD/CAM applications. But, the 
$48,000 price tag, before adding memory, 
disks or tapes, is difficult to justify. 

Worth Of A VAX Mip 
One VMS technical advantage we 
shouldn't overlook is the VMS user inter
face and VMS software. It's long been said 
that a VAX mip is worth more than other 
CPU mips because VMS is so much 
better than other operating systems. No 
doubt, DCL and the VMS utilities are 
superior to their UNIX shell and utilities 
counterparts. Consistency, ease of use 
and good documentation are the biggest 
factors. 

Still, most UNIX programmers and 
power users will argue that the UNIX 
shell (Bourne or C) is superior to DCL. 
The UNIX shell has the ability to redi
rect standard input and output easily, 
whereas DCL is limited in this respect. 
This ability was fundamentally necessary 
for UNIX because of its initial application 
as a text processing system. Often, more 
than one program must be run to 
prepare a document's final output. The 
ability to pipe the output of one program 
to the input of another is very useful in 

this environment. 
Unfortunately, the 

strengths of UNIX often 
are overshadowed by a 
single weakness. For 
most users, UNIX com
mands are terse and 
wildly named. For in
stance, what does cat 
(the UNIX equivalent of 

APPEND and TYPE) have to do with 
files, and how do you relate a command 
such as nohup (the UNIX equivalent of 
SUBMIT) with batch jobs? DCL com
mands, on the other hand, are English-
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Quick as a wink ... 

N ow Polestar Windows TM 

software instantly upgrades 
your VTlOO, VT220, VT320 

terminals, compatibles, or emulators. 
So you get 90% of the productivity 
benefits of DECwindows at less than 
10% of the cost. Just load Polestar 
Windows onto your system and 
you're ready to go. 
Without altering your software. 
Without adding hardware. 
Without retraining. 

How Polestar Windows can increase 
your productivity 30% 
• Lay out up to nine application 
windows on your screen at once. 
It's like having different parts of 
your application spread out on 
your desk for easy viewing and 
monitoring. 

• Switch between application 
windows at any time using the hot
key. Saves you time loading and 
unloading programs and menus. 

• Focus on one application while 
others run to completion in the 

add windows 
to your VAX/VMS terminals 

without changing software 

background. No mqre waiting for 
the computer to catch up with you. 

•Quickly "cut and paste" information 
from one window to another. 

• Have your "desktop" set up for 
you whenever you start work. 
Your programs will load automatically 
with each available window for 
instantaneous use. 

• Secure your terminal when you have 
to leave it temporarily. A password 
gets you back in; your applications 
are just as you left them. 

• Get print-outs of your application 
screens. 

"30% increase in productivity" 
"For the users we have with Polestar 
Windows, I estimate that we've seen 
a 30% increase in productivity. If 
there's one product they would never 
let go of, it's this one, and that's the 
truth of the matter." 
-Bill Bitzer 

Director of Administrative Computing 
Colby-Sawyer College 
New London, New Hampshire 

or buying hardware 

NEW VERSION 2! 
NOW WITH 

• VIEWPORTS • CUT AND PASTE 
• PRINT SCREEN 

• TERMINAL LOCK-OUT 
•CURSOR WINDOW 

Compare the cost! 
Only $495 for one terminal (much 
less in quantities) for Polestar 
Windows vs. the major cost of 
implementing DECwindows. 

TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
PHONE TOLL ·FREE: 1 ·800-535-2389 

-- Polestar 
~Windows™ 
'Pf~~ 

by Polestar Software 
1091/2 West Broadway 
Fairfield, Iowa 52556 
(515) 472-2445 
See us at DEXPO South Booth #257 

© 1990 Polestar Software, Inc. Polestar Software, Inc. is a member of the Software Intelligence Group of Companies, the leading suppliers of VAX system utility software in Europe and Australia. 
VT 100, VT220, VT320, VAXNMS, DECwindows and DEC are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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like and easy to remember. 
Another UNIX problem involves the 

variations of the operating system. 
Vendors have their own flavors of UNIX, 
modified for the hardware it supports. 
The worst part of this problem comes 
when you want to upgrade your hard
ware. Unless you're upgrading to a 
system that's binary-compatible with 
your old system, you can write off your 
software. 

VAX/VMS users never had this 
problem and never will. You know that 
when you buy any V AXstation, your 
software will run without modification. 

Other VMS advantages are less clear. 
With the emphasis on X Window 
System graphical user interfaces (GUI), 
there are few complaints about the 
usability of UNIX. The advantages of 
UNIX, such as the cost and availability 
of UNIX workstations and software, are 
beginning to show. 

THREE YEARS AGO, you couldn't con
vince me that UNIX would be a desktop 
contender. Today, it's a reality. For 
$1,500, you can have Santa Cruz Opera
tion's (SCO) full Open Desktop system 
on your Intel 80386-based personal 
computer. With a decent graphics board, 
color monitor and enough RAM, you'll 
have a low-end workstation that will 

blow the doors off a VAXstation 3100. 
Open Desktop includes UNIX System V, 
the X Window System, Open Software 
Foundation's (OSF) Motif, TCP/IP, DOS 
emulation, the Ingres RDBMS and a 
whole bunch of desktop programs. 

If you break the price of a V AXstation 
system into its components, the software 
costs about $3,000. You get VMS, 
DECnet, VAXcluster software and 
DECwindows. When compared to SCO's 
Open Desktop, the VMS user is paying 
twice as much and doesn't get an 
RDBMS. DEC needs to cut about $1,500 
from its V AXstation prices and throw in 
Rdb. This might be a reason to continue 
buying V AXstations. 

In the face of its workstation compe
tition, VMS is having a hard time 
competing. The number of computer 
manufacturers and software developers 
(including DEC) standing behind UNIX 
and open-system standards is overwhelm
ing. This kind of support for a system 
brings the widest selection of competi
tive software and hardware products. 
You need look no further than MS-DOS 
and PC-compatible systems to see that 
this is true. 

VMS users and advocates may not be 
ready to accept UNIX as their operating 
system. It's like settling for second best. 
But, consider this: If your user interface 

is OSF/Motif, and you have access to all 
of your favorite VAX applications 
through windows, does it really matter 
if your workstation is running UNIX? 
What really matters is that you apply 
the most effective solution to your 

application. • 

H[qh Performance Svstems NX860-XLC-S :SMIP VAX Based System, 20MB/s 1/0 Throughput, 256MB Max. 
Memory Support, Up to 20GB of Local Disk Support, ... from $125,000. 
$pee/al Performance CPU Uogrades Improve the CPU performance of your existing VAX systems. 
Nemonjx Prodyct VAX SVstem Performance Gajn Nemonjx Prod yet \fax System Performance Gajn 
NX860-XLC VAX8600 78% NX82-XL VAXB200 25% 
NXB60-CTU VAXB650 38% NXll-XL MicroVAXll 10% 
NX860-XL VAX8600 40% NX780-CTU VAX11n80 45% 
NX83-XL VAX8300 25% NX750-SPU VAX11n50 30% 

MemorvProducts Fully compatible memory available for the following systems: VaxStation3100(8,12,16MB, 
all stackable}, DecStatlon3100, Vaxstatlon2000, Micro VAXll, VAX8600/8650, VAX11 /780, VAX11 /750 •.. 
Nemonix upgrades are in use at Fortune 100, Nasa, Air Force, Army, and Navy installations, as well as nuclear 
power facilities and other highly critical applications. Extend the life of your existing computer system and 
meet your processing requirements within budget! Call 1-800-435-8650 1-508-435-9087 

Nemonix 106 South St. Hopkinton, Ma. 01748 Vax,Microvax,Vaxstation, are trademarks 
of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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CAPTURE 
THE EUROPEAN DEC MARKET 

AT THE DEC USER SHOW 
OCTOBER 2-4, 1990 

The word is out among companies in the 
DEC market - Europe is where the growth 
is. Approximately 46% of Digital's 
worldwide revenue comes from Europe. 
And the proximity of a single European 
market in 1992 is adding fuel to the fire. 

Within this booming market the DEC User 
Show in Olympia, London is THE show for 
the DEC industry in the UK and throughout 
Europe. The DEC User Show, October 2-4, 
1990, is Europe's largest trade show for the 
DEC industry and your chance to meet 
6,000 DEC users. Among the attendees 78% 
are involved in buying decisions, 43% have 
final purchasing authority, and 33% will be 
prepared to make a buying decision 
at the show. 

It has never been simpler for U.S. 
companies to penetrate the European DEC 
market. By exhibiting at the DEC User 
Show, you will be face to face with qualified 
buyers, able to establish a business rapport 
with customers and dealers on the spot! 

And, to make it even easier, our U.S. 
representative, M&T International 
Marketing, can provide you with all the 
support you need to simplify your entry or 
expansion into the huge European market. 
M&T International Marketing, located in 
Northern California, provides you with a 
local contact for all inquiries, freight 
forwarding arrangements, export 
documentation advice, billing in U.S. 
dollars, a full range of advertising and 
direct mail opportunities, and more. 

Take advantage of this enormous opportunity in 1990. 
Call our U.S. office today. (415) 366-3600 X366 

DEC USER 
SHOW• 1990 

M&T INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 

501 GALVESTON DRIVE 

REDWOOD CITY 

CA 94063 

DEC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF DIG ITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. 
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MASTERING VMS is a valuable "how to" guide for the experienced VMS 
pro who's looking to improve hands,on computing skills. Every section 
starts with an overview of that chapter's topic, and then leads you into 
greater detail to intermediate, level and advanced applications and tech, 
niques. You can go through MASTERING VMS chapter,by,chapter or 
go straight to the section you need most. Either way, you get the full benefit 
of expert information and step,by,step instructions. 

Here's just a sample of what's inside ... 

• A Look into the VMS Operating System 

• DECnet - Networking capabilities, protocols, routing, task,to,task 
communication, file and terminal services 

• VAX.clusters 

• Utilities and Commands 

FOR EXPERIENCED 
VAXNMS PROS ONLY 
Your Complete Guide 
to VMS Computing 

Enhance your skills and your system 
performance with Mastering VMS! 

By David W. Bynon, 
co ... author of Introduction to VAX/VMS 
Softcover, 465 pages. 

Only $39.95! 
• DECwindows - How DECwindows enhances the X Window System, 

base applications, session manager, FileView, the Customize menu, 
terminal emulation 

• Command Procedures 

• VMS Operational Management 

• System Security - Internal and external security, controlled user 
environments, auditing and surveillance 

• System Performance Management 

MASTERING VMS is an important learning aid and reference tool for any 
system manager, programmer or operator who works in VMS. Order a copy 
for yourself, or your entire MIS department. Call, mail or FAX your order 
today! 

Clip and return the coupon below to order by mail. For fastest service, call 
Trish Dunkerley at (215) 957,4265, 9am, 4pm eastern time, or FAX to 
(215) 957,10so. 

:::LIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ CLIP HERE ~ 

*Shipping and handling: 
in the US, $3 for the first 
copy, $1 for each addi
tional copy. Outside the 
US, please call for prices. 

MASTERING VMS Order Form 
Please send me __ copies of MASTERING VMS @$39.95 each, plus shipping 
and handling.* My payment is enclosed. 

Book Total $ Name -----------------------

ShippingTotal $ ______ _ 

ORDER TOTAL $ _____ _ 

D Check enclosed. 

Charge my: D VISA D MasterCard 

D American Express 

Company ---------------------

Address----------------------

City _________ State ____ Zip _____ _ 

Telephone-----------

Acct. No. __________ Exp. Date __ _ Signature ____________ Date ___ _ 

DPHF0590 

101 Witmer Road • P.O. Box 446 • Horsham, PA 19044 • (215)957-1500 • FAX (215) 957-1050 



THE MAC 
CONNECTION DECwindows On The Mac 
Al Cini Not long ago, 

DEC's idea of 
user friendliness 

>was the ubiqui
tous $ prompt that welcomed interactive 
VMS workers at dumb VT:xxx terminals 
into DCL. During the last few years, vari
ous influences in the computer industry, 
including the commercial success of 
the Mac's Graphical User Interface 
(GUI), have changed this. These days, in 
VMS circles, user-friendly is spelled 
DECwindows. 

White Pine Software's exodus is a 
Mac-based software product that lets 
a Mac user work with DECwindows 
software running on a host VAX/VMS 
system. Let's set the stage for a survey of 
exodus V2.0's functional characteristics 
by reviewing DECwindows' basic 
architecture: 

DECwindows Background 
As with the Mac's user interface, 
DECwindows is a GUI that greatly sim
plifies the use of VAX/VMS computer 
software. DECwindows-based application 
programs display their output through 
logical "windows" mapped onto a 
bitmapped screen. As on the Mac, a 
DECwindows user resizes and moves 
windows around on the screen and 
controls his corresponding programs by 
pointing to displayed symbols (icons) and 
menus with a mouse. 

DECwindows transcends the Mac's 
window experience by letting you dis
play and manipulate windows on one 
computer while their corresponding 
application programs run on a host com
puter elsewhere in a network. The 
DECwindows software running on the 
display computer is referred to as a 
DECwindows server, and the applications 
running on the host computer are called 
DECwindows clients. 

160 

Based on MIT's X Window System 
Vl 1.0 display system, DECwindows adds 
a stylized look and feel, which makes X 
easier and more consistent to use. 
Because DECwindows is a functional 

eXodus' seroer window. 

superset of X, X clients usually can be 
used through DECwindows servers, but 
DECwindows clients usually don't work 
very well through ordinary X display 
servers. 

exodus is a DECwindows server that 
runs on a Mac under the Mac Operat
ing System. It can access either DECwin
dows clients on VMS systems or X 
clients running on UNIX hosts. An 
exodus server can communicate with its 
client using DECnet, TCP /IP or LAT 
protocols (see Figure 1). 

Windows In Windows 
When a Mac user launches the exodus 
application, an empty exodus server 
window appears. Later, as DECwindows 

client applications activated on host VMS 
systems connect with the Mac running 
the exodus server over the network, 
their representative DECwindows appear 
within exodus' server window. As with 

most Mac applications, the eXodus server 
window is fully scrollable and resizable. 
The exodus server is compatible with 
Apple's Multifinder and will operate 
in Multifinder background mode. The 
latest release of exodus, V2.0, even allows 
its DECwindows server window to be 
stretched across multiple Mac monitors. 

To resolve the functional difference 
between the single-button Mac mouse 
and the three-button mouse used in X 
and DECwindows environments, exodus 
lets you define keyboard equivalents. The 
Mac mouse button used alone might 
map to DECwindows mouse button 1, for 
example, while pressing the mouse 
button and holding down the Mac 
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Application 

Presentation 

Session 

Transport 

Network 

Data Link 

Physical 

.... 

I-

r-

Macintosh Workstation 

eXodus 

DECwindows 

TCP/IP DECnet 
-t-

(MacTCPor (Community or 
TCPort - t- TSSnet) 

Ethernet or 
LocalTalk 

..1 

VAX/VMS Host 

DECwindows Client Appl. 

DECwindows 

..., f- -+ -
TCP/IP DECnet 

-t- -
LocalTalk-

Ethernet Bridge 

-I LocalTalk Ethernet I- Ethernet -
..1 

Figure 1: Network integramfor eXodus. eXodus can connect to a DECwindows or X host 

system using either TCP/IP or DECnet protocols. For a small extra cost, White Pine 

Software will supply the necessary Mac communications drivers. eXodus V2.0 also 

supports IA T protocols, but only through an Ethernet interface on the Mac. The 

intermediate Bridge step in the diagram is required only for Mac systems connected via 

Apple's LocalTalk IAN. 

~====!' Password: ®Prompt 

'------') 0 None 

Timeout: EJ Objeci#: ~ 

Command: Object Name: I STARTEHOOUS j 

, I .:5,decw$winmgreHe I 

Settings Windows 

PID Process 

00000050 1£T .S245 
i)O(l()0058 1£1-8247 
00000054 NET _8249 
00000059 1£T. TERll 

Figure 2: eXodus' client launchfadlity. A blank eXodus server window (1) is populated 

with DECwindows by first teaching it how to activate clients on a host VAX system (2), 

then selecting DECwindows client applications from the Clients menu (3). 
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keyboard's Command or Option keys 
might correspond to DEC mouse buttons 
2 and 3. Any Mac key - used with the 
mouse button or alone - can be substi
tuted for any of the three DEC mouse 
buttons as long as it doesn't conflict with 
keys needed in any of the windows 
applications. 

A VMS-knowledgeable user can 
activate DECwindows client applications 
by logging into the host VAX using a VT 
terminal emulator, $DEFINing the logi
cal name DECW$DISPLA Y to translate to 
the DECnet address of his Mac and 
$RUNning a DECwindows program such 
as DECW$PAINT or DECW$PUZZLE. 

Alternatively, an exodus user can take 
advantage of the product's much simpler 
Client Launch capability, which starts 
the client applications by connecting 
with a supplied launch-server command 
procedure located on the VMS host (see 
Figure 2). 

Version 2.0 of exodus supports color 
and grayscale Mac monitors (see Screen 
on page 160) and provides onscreen 
diagnostics to help resolve client connec
tion problems. The new release also 
offers integration between the Mac 
clipboard and X/DECwindows internal 

. Cut Buffers, allowing you to copy and 
paste data between DECwindows and 
Mac applications. 

Making The Connection 
To connect with its clients, exodus V2.0 
on the Mac can use the DECnet subrou
tine libraries included with TSSnet 
(engineered by Thursby Systems and dis
tributed by Alisa Systems), Technology 
Concepts' Community Mac, the TCP/IP 
libraries provided with Novell's TCPort, 
Apple 's MacTCP or its recently an
nounced LAT software for the Mac 
Communications Toolbox. Potential 
exodus customers lacking these products 
can purchase the libraries from White 
Pine. 

While the documentation states that 
exodus can run on a 1-MB Mac, open
ing just a few DECwindows easily can 
require more memory. Two megabytes 
is a more realistic minimum-memory 
configuration, and any serious user will 
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The core of 
Mac-to-VAX 
connectivity. 

In a word, it's AlisaTalk. The software that puts 
AppleTalk on the VAX. It's the package that got Macs and 
VAXes on speaking terms in the first place. And now, 
thanks to new features, it's an even 
better way to keep them talking. 

Here's what you get with 
AlisaTalk. There's AlisaShare, a VAX/ 
VMS-based, full-function file server 
providing transparent file sharing that's 
100% compatible with the AppleTalk Filing 
Protocol (AFP). Plus, we've also included 
enhanced file security and new VAX management 
capabilities. 

Next comes the AlisaPrint System (APS), which 
makes it easy for both Mac and VAX users to print to 
PostScript devices connected to the AppleTalk network. 
And it now includes user printing notification. 

Then there's AlisaTerminal, which uses Alisa's 
proprietary DECnet gateway technology to establish 

remote terminal sessions with Digital hosts on 
DECnet. 

So don't wait. Contact Alisa now for more 
information. And find out how 

to put an original at the 
core of your office 

communications. 

AlisaTalk™ 
Installer 

V3.3 1990 @Alisa Systems, Inc. 



want at least 4 MB in his eXodus
equipped Mac, especially if he intends to 
use it under Multifinder. 

Mac systems can connect to TCP /IP 
networks through a direct Ethernet in
terface or indirectly from within an 
Apple LocalTalk LAN with the help of a 
bridge, such as Kinetics FastPath (now 
owned by Novell) or Cayman Systems' 
GatorBox. Once the TCP /IP connection 
is made, exodus can serve up X from 
X clients on UNIX hosts in the network 
or DECwindows clients on TCP /IP
equipped VMS hosts. 

To use Apple's LAT toolbox interface 
or CommUnity Mac's DECnet transport 
services with exodus, the server Mac 
must be Ethernet-connected. With a 
Kinetics FastPath configured as a DECnet 
router, you can use TSSnet's DECnet 
library over LocalTalk and Ethernet. 

eXodus Performance 
As with most network-capable software, 
DECwindows performance is affected by 

several factors. Because the client appli
cation and server windows are running 
on the same machine, DECwindows on 
a standalone V AXstation responds almost 
immediately to mouse events. When 
DECwindows clients are started on 
remotely networked host systems, 
however, window responsiveness suffers 
because of networking overhead, host 
computer workload and network 
transmission speeds. 

Keeping this in mind, exodus' win
dow server performance compares very 
favorably to that of a DECwindows 
V AXstation running clients on remote 
host systems but is considerably slower 
than that of a standalone V AXstation. Just 
as DECwindows users who frequently 
rely on applications such as DECwrite and 
DECpaint probably will prefer to run 
them locally on a V AXstation rather than 
from a host VAX elsewhere in their net
work, Mac users probably will opt to use 
Mac-based software such as Mac Write 
and MacPaint rather than DECwrite and 

A ccess text and graphics mainframe appli
cationsfrom one easy-to-use program 
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• EMULATE industry standard text and graphics 
terminals, including the DEC VTlOO, DG 0200, 
Tektronix 4014 and Tektronix 4105 • COMMUN
ICATE with a wide variety of mainframe computers 
or information services • TRANSFER files using 
popular protocols, including XModem, YModem 
and Kermit • BACKGROUND operation is 
supported under MultiFinder. 

••••••••111111111--------- develohed b ·u ~Abel beck r J ~Software 

Import data, analyze the data, and gen
erate scientific and business graphics 
from one easy-to-use program 

• FLEXIBLE data import facilities • FAST operation 
( 5 to 20 times faster than Cricket Graph™ version 1. 2) 
• LARGE data sets supported (32,000 data points per 
variable) • FEATURES including: curve fitting; log, 
linear, polar and probability plots; high-resolution 
printing • PROGRAMMABLE RPN Calculator and 
Algebraic Formula entry 
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(603} 673-8151 
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DECpaint through exodus. 
Several exodus V2.0 code paths have 

been written in assembler to improve 
server performance, and the product 
package includes a version of exodus 
further optimized for advanced 68020/30 
Macs. The final release of exodus V2.0, 
which was scheduled for April 1990, also 
will include support for performance 
optimizations included in X Window 
System, Version 11, rev. 4. 

The DECwindows and X cultures are 
different from the Mac's and will take 
getting used to, as will running applica
tions on remote machines through a 
local windows server. Nonetheless, Mac 
users who want to tune into the future 
promised by X and DECwindows can 

start now with exodus. • 
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Why go out on a....-' . ·-riwr 

with "mainframe class'' 
accounting, when thereB 
Timeline VAX Class software? 

Why rope yourself into antiquated mainframe code, contorted to fit the 
VAX/VMS platform? Software that requires an army of programmers, that 
generates data the way it wants, rather than the information you need? 

Friendly and flexible, Timeline VAX Class accounting 
software quickly adapts to your processes, your procedures. 
Adding cost centers or departments is easy, thanks to a relational account 
number (unlike Ollf competition's inflexible account numbers). Highly inter
active, too, with instantaneous data validation and seamless inquiry. 

Timeline: ·the only intuitive, integrated accounting 
software designed to take full advantage of any size 
VAX. As you effortlessly move across applications, every module 
feels and performs the same, because we developed them all 
specifically for VMS. After all, you didn't buy your VAX to run 
cumbersome mainframe packages developed by a platoon of third 
parties, and ported from batch-oriented architectures. 

More people access more information, faster. 
CFOs and controllers easily, directly and independently use 
advanced functionality like multi-tiered allocations, consoli
dations and budgeting, as well as PC integration. 

Don't get tied in knots: call Timeline. We prove 
our no-risk approach by delivering financial solutions. Not just 
a reel of tape and a promise. For a no-obligation evaluation. 
call (206) 822-3140 today In the U.K., (0272) 230100. 

- ...... - ... ---·. ·--· ··.:::=&~ --· ··· · --· ··· --····--··. - - • I 6 • • •.a. -
The future in VAX Class solutions. 

See us at DEXPO South 
Booth #1111 

General Ledger • Accounts Payable • Cost Accounting• Payroll • Accounts Receivable • Fund Accounting • Purchase Order • Fixed Assets • Inventory 
Data Management and Report Writer • Spreadsheet 

VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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Increase Your Computing Skills With 
Books Fram Professional Press 

Introduction to VAX/VMS, 
2nd Edition 
by David W. Bynon and 
Terry C. Shannon 
The perfect "get started" book 
for computing professionals 
new to VAX/VMS. It covers the 
basics of the operating system, 
DCL, Files & Directories, the 
EDT Text Editor and much 
more. With easy to understand, 
step-by-step examples, Intro-

Introduction to 
VAX/VMS -.,.,... ....... _,.,._ 

duction to VAXNMS is also a great desk reference for 
experienced users. Softcover, 239 pages, $29.95. 

Mastering VMS 
by David W. Bynon 
The perfect tool for teaching 
intermediate-level VMS skills and 
a valuable desk reference for any 
system manager, programmer 
or operator who works in 
VMS. Includes chapters on 
the VAX, DECnet, 
VAXclusters, Utilities and 
Commands, Command Pro
cedures, VMS Operational 
Management, System Performance 
Management, DECwindows and much more. Order this 
valuable reference now. Softcover, 465 pages, $39.95. 

To order, just follow the instructions below. 

Mastering Standard C -
A Self-Paced Training 
Course in Modern C 
by Rex Jaeschke 
World-renowned C expert Rex 
jaeschke's ANSI-compliant 
tutorial teaches C novices and 
experienced users alike the 
latest innovations in C lan
guage. Provides detailed expla
nations and teaching examples 
on topics ranging from Arrays, 

\Sef.Pittd 
T~C.

inMoltmC 

RexJle!<bke 

Functions and Pointers to the C Preprocessor, Standard 
Library I/O Routines and C's Typing Mechanism. Learn 
Modern C the quick and easy way - with 
Mastering Standard C. Softcover, 366 pages, $39.95. 

Title 

Introduction to VAXNMS@ $29.95 each 

Mastering VMS@ $39.95 each 

Mastering Standard C@ $39.95 each 

VMS Advanced Device Driver Techniques 

@ $59.95 each 

VMS Advanced Device 
Driver Techniques 
by Jamie E. Hanrahan and 
Lee Leahy 
The book for hands-on VAX/ 
VMS pros who want to design, 
implement and debug device 
drivers. Explains simple VMS 
device drivers, full duplex and 
state machine-based drivers, 
VAX BI drivers, user-written 
ACPs and debugging tech-

VMS ADVANCED 
DEVICE DRIVER 

TECHNIQUES 

niques. Become proficient in device driver techniques 
from low-level building blocks to high-level design 
issues. Order VMS Advanced Device Driver Techniques. 
Softcover, 347 pages, $59.95. 

No. of Copies Shipping &: Handling Charges Total Cost 

In the US: $3.00 for 1st book, 

$1.00 for each additional copy. 

Outside US: Please call 

for exact charges. 

Total Cost of Order 

Payment by: D Check enclosed for $ __ _ D MasterCard OVISA D American Express 

Indicate how 
many copies of 
each book you 
wish to order on 
the form. Be sure 
to include ship
ping and han
dling charges 
when you calcu
late total cost. 

Exp. Date _________ _ 

Signature --------------------- Date _________ _ 

Name ----------------------
Title _________ _ 

Address --------------------------------~ 

City _________ _ State Zip ____ _ Telephone ( 

Credit Card orders may FAX this form to (215) 957-1050 or call Trish at (215) 957-4265 (9-4 eastern time) 

Professional Press, Inc., P.O. Box 446, Horsham, PA 19044 (215) 957-1500 •FAX (215) 957-1050 
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Double-Up 380 Designed 
For MicroVAX II, Ill 
CMS Enhancements Inc. announced Double
Up 380, a 3 1/2-inch, 380-MB SCSI hard 
disk subsystem for MicroVAX II and III 
computers and DEC and Sun workstations. 

While the standard chassis for these DEC 
systems accommodates only one 5 1/4-inch 
hard disk, the form factor of the Double-Up 
380 lets you install two subsystems, thus dou
bling the storage capacity of your system. 
When used for storage of sensitive data, the 
subsystem can be removed from its cabinet 
for added security. It can be configured to be 
installed internally or externally. 

The product is priced at $5,500. 
For more information, contact Agha 
Mahmood, CMS Enhancements Inc., 1372 
Valencia Ave., Tustin, CA 92680; (714) 259-
5903. 
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Pipeline Develops 
PS View For The Mac 
Pipeline Associates Inc. announced its PS 
View PostScript previewer for the Mac. PS 
View is a full implementation of the Post
Script language that lets you display a Post
Script image on the screen or save it as a file. 

As a previewer, up to six editing windows 
can be open at once to test, edit and debug 
PostScript code. The full image can fit on the 
screen with a single keystroke. Or, a large 
image can be scrolled within a smaller win
dow. Resolution is selectable at startup. Run 
as a memory device, it can create bitmaps as 
output files. These output files can be saved 
as raw bitmaps or in PI CT or TIFF format 
to be incorporated into other documents. The 
program comes with a LaserWriter-compat
ible font set. 

Prices start at $495. 
For more information, contact Jordan 
Glogau, Pipeline Associates Inc., 239 Main 
St., W. Orange, NJ 07052; (201) 731-7860. 

Circle 431 on reader card 

TSX-32 Combines Supermini 
And DOS Capabilities 
S&H Computer Systems Inc. announced 
TSX-32 V2.0, a multiuser, multitasking, real
time operating system with networking ca-
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pabilities. It's a supermini-quality operating 
system in the tradition of VMS, RSX, RT -
11 and S&H's TSX-Plus. It offers high-per
formance execution in 32-bit protected mode 
and 16-bit virtual 8086 mode of the Intel 
80386 and i486 processors. 

TSX-32's user interface features English 
keyword commands and DOS-compatible file 
management. Text editors familiar to users of 
DEC, DOS and UNIX systems are available. 
S&H's EDIT-32 text editor, which offers 
gold key-style editing to users of EDT, KEO 
and EVE, is bundled with all systems. Lotus 
1-2-3, WordPerfect and cl.Base run efficiently 
and transparently with the product. The ba
sic network server and MessageNet e-mail 
system are included. 

A development system costs $1,450. 
For more information, contact Richard 
Dohrmann, S&H Computer Systems Inc., 
1027 17th Ave. S. , Nashville, TN 37212; 
(615) 327-3670. 

Circle 418 on reader card 

Fiber Module Provides 
Fault-Tolerance Capabilities 
Chipcom Corporation announced the LAN
to-LAN Fiber Module, a fiber module de
signed with 3Com for the Chipcom LAN
to-LAN MultiMedia Hub and the 3Com 
MultiConnect Repeater. The MultiConnect 
Repeater is an open platform modular mul-

f rte ld1t 

tiport repeater. 
The Fiber Module is compatible with 

Chipcom's ORnet fiber optic Ethernet prod
ucts and provides fault tolerance capabilities 
for connection to fiber backbones. It lets net
work diameters extend to more than 2.5km, 
with up to 2km between any two Hubs or 
MultiConnect Repeaters. It uses ORnet re
peaterless technology, thus avoiding the limi
tations of the four-repeater rule. Used with 
the ORnet Star Coupler, hundreds of Hubs 
or MultiConnect Repeaters can be installed 
on a fiber backbone. It provides cable plant 
redundancy and full backbone fault tolerance. 

The product costs $1,095. 
For more information, contact Pamela Her
bert, Ch.ipcom Corp., 195 Bear Hill Rd., 
Waltham, MA 02154; (617) 890-6844. 

Circle 411 on reader card 

GQL Provides Graphical 
Interface For Mac Users 
Andyne Computing Ltd. announced Graphi
cal Query Language (GQL) V2.0. It provides 
Mac users with a complete graphical interface 
for accessing host database information. 

With GQL V2.0, Mac users can invoke 
the power of SQL through graphical inter
action without seeing an SQL statement. 
Query and attribute windows have been con
solidated and increased functionality has been 
added, including new pop-up menus for 

Pipeline's PS 
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functions and operators, user-defined opera

tors, and qualification diagram. User-defined 

buttons can be added to the data model win

dow to allow stored queries to be issued auto
matically and the results sent to the results 
window, the clipboard or a file. The prod
uct can send stored SQL scripts. Further, the 
SQL for a query can be edited and saved, al
lowing full access to SQL features for users 
familiar with SQL. Each object can be col
ored individually, and object types can be as
signed a default color. The product works 
with most SQL databases, including VAX 
Rdb and VAX RMS. 

GQL costs from $295 to $1,995. 
For more information, contact A. Cameron 
Thompson, Andyne Computing Ltd., 544 
Princess St., Ste. 202, Kingston, ON K7L 
1C7; (613) 548-4355. 

Circle 421 on reader card 

ACS Series 4000 Performs 
True Bridging, Routing 
Advanced Computer Communications an
nounced internetworking bridge/router soft
ware. The ACS Series 4000 hardware links 
remote Ethernet LANs and TCP /IP net
works over high-speed point-to-point and 
X.25 ports. For LAN connections that require 
bridging and routing, it combines these func
tions simultaneously over the same physical 
link on the ACS 4100 or ACS 4400 Mul
tiport Hardware Platform. 

Unlike hybrid brouters, the Series 4000 
bridge/router performs true bridging and 
routing services and therefore isn't restricted 
to proprietary protocols. It supports the full 
features of MAC Layer bridging and IP rout
ing on a single platform using such industry 
standards as 802.1 Spanning Tree Protocol 
and SNMP. The hardware platform changes 
functionality when you invoke bridge, router 
or combined bridge/router application soft
ware. 

The multiprotocol bridge/router and ACS 
4100 Hardware Platform cost $7,500. The 
ACS 4400 Multiport Hardware Platform costs 
from $8,500 to $20,500. 
For more information, contact Advanced 
Computer Communications, 720 Santa Bar
bara St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101; (805) 963-
9431. 

Circle 419 on reader card 

XUsuperCASE Links 
superCASE With ExceleratorJRTS 
Advanced Technology International Inc. 
(ATI) announced XL/superCASE, an inter-
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face between Index Technology's Excelera

tor/RTS and ATl's superCASE. 

XL/superCASE provides an integrated 
CASE software development environment 
and links Excelerator/R TS, a CASE product 
for the analysis and design of real-time sys
tems, and superCASE, a tool for real-time de
velopment and maintenance, including re
verse engineering. Software engineers can use 
the PC or V AXstation environment for 
analysis and preliminary design using Excel
erator /R TS. They can then use a smooth 
incremental interface to continue develop
ment from detailed design through mainte
nance on the VAX via superCASE. The in
terface generates superCASE templates and 
code in Ada, C, Fortran, JOVIAL, PL/1 and 
PLM directly from Excelerator/R TS graphs. 
Revisions to graphs become incremental up
dates in the superCASE templates and code. 
XL/superCASE also provides full require
ments traceability from analysis to implemen
tation and maintenance. 

XL/superCASE is an option to super
CASE and costs $8,500. 
For more information, contact David Woods, 
Advanced Technology Int'l Inc., 1501 Broad
way, Ste. 1314, New York, NY 10036; (212) 
354-8280. 

Circle 420 on reader card 

LANtern Monitors 
Network Statistics 
Novell Inc. announced LANtern, a remote 
network monitor that uses SNMP. Designed 
for Ethernet networks, it's available for OEMs 
that will add a user interface to let LAN tern
generated network data appear on network 
management consoles. 

LANtern hardware and software continu
ously monitors network statistics. LANtern 
acts as a network characterization tool, track
ing use and traffic patterns on the network. 
Attached directly to a network segment, it 
feeds information to a network management 
console, tracking network activity and alert
ing network administrators to cabling mal
functions, network problems and changes in 
network statistics. SNMP compatibility lets 
you choose management consoles now that 
will support network management systems in 
the future. System software can be updated, 
ensuring compatibility with evolving SNMP 
specifications. The product can be integrated 
into large networks without conflicting with 
standards-based gateways and routers. 

LANtern costs $4,495. 
For more information, contact Donna Keel-
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4th Annual 

EWC 
..L. ENGINEERING WORKSTATIONS CONFERENCE 

u?t1111i\\\\,. BOSTON - JULY 16-18, 1990 

JOIN EXECUTIVES FROM: 

SOFTWARE 
•CAD/GAE 
•CASE 
• Database Management 
• Graphics/Imaging 
• Networking Software 
• Office Automation/E-Mail 
• Project Management 
• Spreadsheets 
• Statistics/Math 
• Technical Publishing 
• Utilities/Optimizers 
HARDWARE 
• Communication Devices 
• Controllers, Disk/Tape 
• Drives, Disk/Tape 
• Furn iture/Supplies/Accessories 
• Memory/Processors 
• PCs/Compatibles/Macintosh 
• Printers/Plotters 
• Workstations 
SERVICES & SUPPORT 
• Consultants 
• Conversion Services 
• Maintenance/Repair 
• Training/Education 
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Microsystems • Source Engineering • Summus • Sun Microsystems • Tektronix • Televideo • Texas Instruments • Tops 
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ing, Novell Inc., 122 E. 1700 S., Provo, UT 
84606; (801) 379-5900. 

Circle 459 on reader card 

FOR STRUCT Reconditions 
Spaghetti FORTRAN Code 
Cobalt Blue announced FOR_STRUCT 
Vl.O, a comprehensive structuring utility that 
transforms spaghetti FOR TRAN-IV and 
FORTRAN-77 into fully structured code, 
with or without VAX and FORTRAN-8X 
extensions. 

FOR_STRUCT replaces goto and if
goto combinations with if-then-else, do
while and do-enddos and offers style control 
switches to allow visual customization of the 
structured code. Original programming logic 
is left intact, dead code segments can be re
moved optionally during structuring, and 
there's no duplication of original code. Three 
levels of structuring are offered: to FOR
TRAN-77; to FORTRAN-77 with VAX 
do while and do endo extensions; and to 
VAX FORTRAN-77 with FORTRAN-8X 
extensions . It's available for MS-DOS, 
XENIX/UNIX/386, Sun-3 and Sun-4. 

The Sun-3 and Sun-4 versions cost 
$1,350, the XENIX/UNIX/386 version costs 
$1,150 and the MS-DOS version costs $825. 
For more information, contact Beverley 
Lightfoot, Cobalt Blue, 2940 Union Ave., 
Ste. C, Sanjose, CA 95124; (408) 723-0474. 

Circle 436 on reader card 

CAPE Enhances 
QuickReader Data Collection 
Compsee Inc. announced a new feature for 
its QuickReader bar code wedge that en
hances data collection. Customer Application 
Programmable Edit (CAPE) lets you qualify 
the raw data record passing through the unit 
and define the output format of the data rec
ord. 

CAPE is menu-programmable. When 
used for data qualification, it can specify the 
port from which the data record can be re
ceived, specify symbology by which the data 
record must be represented, specify the length 
of the data record and match data in the rec
ord to specific ASCII codes. For data output 
definition, CAPE can add data and function 
codes to the output record and delete data 

from the output record or repeat or rearrange 
data in the output record. It also allows for 
the definition of a code that when read will 
signal for the transmission of a secondary out
put format on the next input record, even if 
different in format than the primary output 
record. QuickReader is compatible with 
DEC, IBM and other terminals. 
For more information, contact Compsee Inc., 
1501 Robert]. Conlan Blvd. N.E., Ste. 280, 
Palm Bay, FL 32905; (407) 724-4321. 

Circle 422 on reader card 

Creative Consultants 
Offers Easymig In U.S. 
Creative Consultants Ltd. announced that its 
Easymig software migration service is now 
available in the U .S. 

Easymig is a service that provides auto
matic conversion of applications running on 
IBM System 36 or System 38. These appli
cations are fully converted to VAX/VMS 
COBOL. Easymig provides automated con
version for RPG II, RPG III and COBOL 
programs as well as for screens, logical files, 
physical files and procedures. Under terms of 

SHOP AT UNBOUND'S 3100 STOR 

"[IJ( f:.lALlf 'S~oul\> J..oo~ INTO TKAT 3100 - sToR, Cfttff.' '' 

Fixed Drive Storage 

Model Disk Drive Ca~aci!l'. Price 

STORlOO-I* RZ23 lOOMB $1,260.00 
STOR200-l* UZ24 200MB $2,Cl50.00 
STOR250-I* UZ25 250MB $2,CJJO.OO 

STORlOO-E* UZ23 lOOMB $1,835.00 
STOR200-E* UZ24 200MB $2,140.00 
STOR250-E* UZ25 250MB $2,190.00 
STOR380-E UZ55 380MB $2,400.00 
STOR500-E* UZ25 500MB $3,400.00 
STOR760-E UZ57 760MB CALL 
STOR1.2G-E UZ58 l.2GB CALL 

+Two Year Warranty UNBOUND Inc. 
+ Depot Maintenance 17951 Lyons Circle 
+ Phone Line Technical Support Huntington Beach, CA 92647 
+ Shipping From Stock 

Tel. 1-714/843-1895 
+ Call to Order 1-800/UNBOUND FAX 1-714/843-0627 
•3 lfZ' Technology All products are registered trademarks of their manufacturer 
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HELP YOUR 
VAX USERS HELP 

THEMSELVES. 
Filemaster file management software helps your Vf>X/VMS users become more 

productive and self reliant. It replaces complex DCL commands with easy-to-use 
menus. And provides one easy user interface to access all your applications 
and command procedures. Call today for information or a free 30-day trial. 

Only Filemaster displays a graphic directory tree, directory 
contents and statistics on the same screen. 

1 800 VAX-MGMT 

FILEMASTER 
HANCO C K SOFTWARE, I C. 

See us at 
DEXPO South 

Booth #112 

115 Watertown Street, Watertown, MA 02172 (617) 924-0017 
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the service, you provide a tape of the IBM 
application, and the company performs the 
conversion and produces a tape of the con
verted application. The company also pro
vides a program to convert your database into 
one suitable for the VMS environment. The 
conversion is performed onsite. 

Typical conversion takes from two to five 
months and costs from $100,000 to $500,000, 
depending on number of programs, screens, 
files and procedures. 
For more information, contact Yoram 
Zahavi, Creative Consultants Ltd., 211 
Broadway, Ste. 400, New York, NY 10004; 
(212) 837-7860. 

Circle 423 on reader card 

VAX-Alert Monitors 
Devices And Queues 
Data Center Software announced VAX-Alert 
V2.0. VAX-Alert is a VAX system monitor
ing utility that monitors devices and queues 
for status values and automatically notifies 
specified users when these events occur. DCL 
commands or command files can be linked 
to each event monitored. The product also 
can terminate idle processes selectively. 
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V2.0 monitors the existence of predefined 
processes that should be running. If a speci
fied process isn't running, the product auto
matically notifies specified users. The prod
uct also can exclude users from automatic log 
out by UIC or group. 

VAX-Alert V2.0 costs from $495 to $995. 
For more information, contact Data Center 
Software, 70 Herrick St., Beverly, MA 01915; 
(508) 922-5500. 

Circle 424 on reader card 

Da Vinci Graphics 
Launches RasterPro 720 Plotter 
Da Vinci Graphics Inc. announced the Ras
terPro 720 color graphics plotter. This pen
less plotter produces A (8 1/2 x 11 inches) 
and B (11 x 17 inches) size plots and is posi
tioned as a replacement for conventional pen 
plotters supporting HPGL. 
The plotter uses proprietary image process
ing technology to convert vector-based plot
ting specifications into an optimized raster 
format. Because it uses no pens, it doesn't 
skip, clog or smear during the plotting proc
ess. With an optional sheet feeder, it provides 
independent operation. It features an address-

able graphics resolution of 720 dpi and a 
margin of error of O.Omm. It provides four 
selectable line widths from 0.2mm to 1.3mm 
and a palette of 15 colors. It offers 180- or 
360-dpi draft mode in color or monochrome. 
It can replot in resolution mode with a single 
command and no CPU involvement. 

The RasterPro 720 is priced at $3,495. 
For more information, contact Scott Co
chran, Da Vinci Graphics Inc., 870 Hermosa 
Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086; (408) 737-8800. 

Circle 425 on reader card 

Epoch Systems Adds Jukebox 
To lnfiniteStorage Servers 
Epoch Systems Inc. announced an erasable 
optical disk library unit to its family of high
capacity Epoch-1 InfiniteStorage servers. It 
provides online backup service, which auto
mates backups and eliminates backup tapes, 
and online backing store to the server's Win
chester disk drives so that magnetic disk space 
is always available. 

The unit, manufactured for Epoch by 
Hitachi Ltd., handles up to 48 5 1/4-inch 
optical cartridges for a total capacity of 30.9 
GB. The unit can be added to any existing 
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Epoch-1 system, including those using 5 1I4-
or 12-inch WORM optical disk library units. 
Epoch-1 is an NFS- and TCP /IP-compatible 
file storage server system. 

Servers incorporating the unit cost from 
$158,500 for the 31.7-GB Model 31B with 
a 30. 9-GB erasable optical disk library unit 
and 760-MB high-speed magnetic disk drive. 
Additional magnetic disks ($8,000) and eras
able optical library units ($65,000) can be 
added. The library unit comes with one drive 
and can be expanded to four drives at $14,000 
per drive. 
For more information, contact Jay Woodruff, 
Epoch Systems Inc., 8 Technology Dr., 
Westborough, MA 01581; (508) 481-3717. 

Circle 426 on reader card 

Fusion V3.3. 7 Features 
Network Security Package 
Network Research Corporation announced 
Fusion Network Software V3.3.7. It supports 
the TCP /IP protocol suite under VAX/VMS 
and SMP systems. 

The release features Net-Secure, a net
work security utility package. It can reject 
TCP /IP connections from remote (network-
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connected) users based on network number, 
subnet number, host number and application 
(TCP, Telnet or SMTP). Access granted is 
based on an easily configured database. When 
a remote connection is attempted from the 
network, Net-Secure scans the security da
tabase for a matching address and determines 
if the connection is to be accepted or rejected. 
Fusion 3.3.7 uses the VMS loginout feature 
for network connection requests, ensuring 
that a remote user has a valid log in and pass
word before providing service. , 

Prices range from $750 to $15,000, de
pending on the VAX/VMS model and sys
tem. 
For more information, contact Gary Gerwin, 
Network Research Corp ., 2380 N. Rose 
Ave., Oxnard, CA 93030; (805) 485-2700. 

Circle 430 on reader card 

Interactive Announces CASE 
Environment For UL TRIX 
Interactive Development Environments Inc. 
announced Software through Pictures V 4.2 
for UL TRIX workstations, including the 
DECstation and V Ax.station. 

Software through Pictures is an integrated, 

multiuser CASE environment. Built on an 
open architecture, it can be extended, cus
tomized and integrated with other tools. The 
product includes user-modifiable configura
tion files, message files and templates. V 4.2 
uses DECwindows and provides user-exten
sible applications built on template-driven 
tools. It includes new applications such as 
Automatic Documentation, DoD-STD-2167 
and 2167A support, and Data Dictionary 
Analysis. A template-driven Document 
Preparation System lets you generate docu
ments on laser printers supporting PostScript 
and Device Independent Troff. 

Single licenses cost from $5,000 to 
$21,000, depending on configuration. 
For more information, contact Nobby Akiha, 
Interactive Development Environments Inc., 
595 Market St., 10th FL, San Francisco, CA 
94105; (415) 543-0900. 

Circle 427 on reader card 

JSB MultiView DeskTop 
Offers ANSI Terminal Emulation 
]SB Computer Systems Ltd., of Macclesfield, 
U.K., announced an upgraded version of its 
DOS/UNIX interface software, JSB Mul-
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tiView DeskTop Vl.2. 
New features include X/Open ANSI ter

minal emulation, PC terminal scan code sup
port, extended local area networking to in
clude TCP /IP, and cooperation with distrib
uted file systems via the Locus PC Interface 
(PCI). ANSI terminal emulation lets OEMs 
provide an X/Open-compliant terminal 
emulator for PC intemetworking as defined 
in the X/Open Portability Guide for Net
working Services. With PCI, you can refer
ence a file system on a remote host as if it 
were resident on the PC. You also can exe
cute tasks concurrently on the remote system 
over the PCI transport layer. 

The company also announced JSB Mul
tiView Tekterm, a support package designed 
to bring Tektronix terminal emulation to 
Microsoft Windows environments. Used in 
conjunction with JSB MultiView DeskTop, 
it supports any software product on a remote 
host that requires a Tektronix 4207. 
For more information, contact Dorothy 
Goldberg, ITEM Communications, P. 0. Box 
124, Montclair, NJ 07042; (201) 783-1675. 

Circle 428 on reader card 

JAM And JAM/DBi 
Support VAX SQL/Services 
Jyacc Inc. announced that its front-end tools, 
JAM and JAM/DBi, are available for VAX 
SQ LI Services. 

Using DECnet and DECnet-DOS, a JAM 
and JAM/DBi application running on a PC 
can transparently retrieve or store data resid
ing on a VAX. The products can use all fea
tures of PCSA. JAM can exist as a PC file on 
the VAX and perform better than if it were 
residing on the PC's hard disk. Applications 
developed with JAM are portable across 100 
hardware platforms and 10 operating systems. 
Its screens, control logic and data structures 
are used directly in applications without 
modification. JAM/DBi, a database interface 
that runs with JAM and is sold separately, 
links JAM's front-end development tools to 
the database. It accesses the JAM database 
through SQL and can extend the SQL capa
bilities by automatically mapping query results 
into screen fields. 

The JAM and JAM/DBi development kit 
costs $990 on PCs running MS-DOS. 
For more information, contact Andrea L. 

Bowers, Jyacc Inc., 116 John St., New York, 
NY 10038; (212) 267-7722. 

Circle 429 on reader card 

Accell/SQL For lnformix 
Uses High-Performance 4GL 
Unify Corporation announced Accell/SQL 
for Inforrnix, an application development sys
tem designed to expand the flexibility of ln
formix DBMS users. Unify's Accell family of 
unbundled open systems-standard 4GL 
toolsets also supports Oracle, SCO Integra 
and the Unify 2000 RDBMS, with Sybase 
scheduled for release this year. 

Access/SQL for Informix integrates a 
high-performance 4GL and an applications 
generator. The generator offers a fill-in-the
bl.anks approach to field and form definition, 
allowing you to prototype applications 
quickly. The product is designed to interface 
easily with existing Inforrnix applications and 
provide programmers direct access to the In
formix DBMS engine. System managers can 
simultaneously support character-based inter- · 
faces such as Microsoft Windows and such 
GUis as Open Look and OSF/Motif 

~~~N NEW PLATFORMS 
~ "Best network training course I've ever attended!" 

~ "Complete, concise, and entertaining -Thanks !" 

"Really prepared me to build my network!" 
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OREGONC++ 
• A true compiler - not a translator 
• Three compilers in one: C++, ANSI C or K&R C 
• Source-level debugger 
• Conforms to AT&T V2.0 C++ ~ 

£ 
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• Full ISO Level 1 standard s~ 
• Comprehensive error checking 
• Access to command-line arguments 
• Extensions include full string type, separate 

compilations, external variables & more 

OREGON MODULA .. 2 
• Conforms to emerging ISO standard 
• Excellent support of coroutine and interrupts 
• Ideal for embedded systems 

680XO CROSS-COMPILERS ALSO AVAILABLE 

CALL 1-800-874-8501 
(503) 245-2202 FAX: (503) 245-8449 

OREGON SOFlWARE 
6915 SW Macadam, Suite 200, Portland, OR 97219 USA 

The following are trademarks: Oregon Software, Oregon C++, Oregon Modula·2. Pascal'2, Oregon 
Software, Inc., Xenix, Sun-3 , 386i , VAX, VMS, Motorola, UNIX, AT&T, ULTRIX, NCR Tower, HP 9000 
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THE MACINTOSH-VAX/VMS 
NETWORKING LABr\i 

And Learn: * To install, use and manage AlisaTalk™, PacerLink™, 
TSSnet™, and other Mac-VAX products! 

* To connect your Mac and IBM PC workstations through 
a VAX host! 

* How AppleTalk works, and How a VAX/VMS system 
works within an AppleTalk network! 

* To develop VAX-based Macintosh database applications! 

Offered monthly in our fully equipped lab facility - $995 tuition per 
student includes lecture, materials, lab access - even continental 
breakfast and lunch! Call for 1990 class dates! Ask about our 
custom, on-site training program! 

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION 
525 Rt 73 South • Suite 300 • Mar/ton NJ 08053 
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Prices range from $1,500 to $228,000, 
depending on hardware configuration and 
number of users. 
For more information, contact Anu Shukla, 
Unify Corp., 3870 Rosin Ct., Sacramento, 
CA 95834; (916) 920-9092. 

Circle 432 on reader card 

Vista In Software Converts 
PCs To Terminal Servers 
Datability Software Systems Inc. announced 
a software product that turns IBM-compat
ible PCs into terminal servers. Vista in Soft
ware lets you use existing 80386, 80286 and 
8088 PCs as terminal servers. 

Using the software that runs in the com
pany's Vista terminal server hardware, the 
product has been converted to run in PCs. 
It features all the characteristics of the Vista, 
so users familiar with Vista or DEC servers 
will find it an identical environment. It fea
tures a network protocol translation capabil
ity that lets DEC LAT terminal servers speak 
to TCP /IP UNIX systems and vice versa. It 
loads from a single floppy, so no hard disk is 
required on the PC. It supports standard 
communications ports and parallel ports on 
the PC. You can hang printers off the PC to 
attain network-based printers. 

The product will be priced at about $600 
for eight users. It will be available in June. 
For more information, contact Leslie Schinto, 
Datability Software Systems Inc., 322 8th 
Ave., 11th Fl., New York, NY 10001; (212) 
807-7800. 

Circle 524 on reader card 

Alantec Adds T1 Interface 
To Multilan Switch 
Alantec announced a Tl interface module for 
its Multilan Switch (MLS) that links up to 
eight LANs to a Tl WAN connection. The 
Tl Interface Module (TUM) supports stan
dard and fractional Tl connections. The 
MLS, with a SO-Mbps sustained packet for
warding rate, is suited for Tl transmission 
speed. 

MLS doesn't require a separate DSU/ 
CSU. Fractional Tl connections let you pur
chase only the transmission capacity you need 
for LAN traffic. T1IM software controls the 
number of active Tl transmission channels up 
to a maximum of 24. The MLS supports any 
multiple of those channels up to the 1.544-
Mbps T1 bandwidth. Additional TlIM mod
ules can be installed in the MLS to support 
multiple Tl links. The interface provides the 
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data framing required for Tl transrmss1on. 
The MLS takes the data from the LAN and 
converts it to the transmission format for 
wide-area transmission of the Tl link, con
necting directly to a CSU. A CSU provides 
the interface between the Tl medium and the 
MLS. 

The TlIM costs $3,300. The MLS costs 
from $8,800. 
For more information, contact Laurie 

Schuler, Alantec, 101 Hammond Ave., Fre
mont, CA 94539; (415) 770-1050. 

Circle 455 on reader card 

B&B Combines Graphics 
And Data Gathering Software 
B&B Consultants Inc. announced the Inte
grated Supervisory Process Control software 
package. It combines graphics software and 
hardware technology with robust process data 

MOUSE· TUK. THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL 
IN THE WORLD FOR ONLY Sl 79. 

Your hand rests on a soft wrist pad 
while your fingers operate the trackball , 
eliminating arm and wrist movement. 

/ 

Stainless steel ball bearings. 

• Built For Accuracy And Precision Control. 
• Stationary. Mouse-trak eliminates arm and wrist movement. 

Speed control button. 
Instant change in curser 
velocity. 

• Engineered For Total Compatibity with DEC and other computers. 
• User Definable Keys. 
• Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity. 
• Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can be --

selected for Toggle or Alternate Action. 
• Complete with cable, instruction manual, 

and a One Year Warranty. 

Order a Mouse•trak risk free for 30 days. 
If not completely satisfied, return it for 
a complete refund! 

To Order or For More Information, Call Toll Free l 11HH1Se .. fra1k r 1 ·800·533·4822 
Mouse-trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc., Garland, Texas· FAX (214) 494-4159 

Mouse-trokisoregisleredtrodemorli:ofllcxS~lems, lntorporoted. DECisolrodemorkofOigitolEquipmeot Corporolion 
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gathering and control software. 
The product consists of three integrated 

components: proprietary process control soft
ware, VI Corporation's DataViews graphics 
software, and Calcomp's CGS-4600 graphics 
display subsystem. Graphics interface features 
include 1,280 x 1,024 display resolution and 
a palette of up to 256 colors. It features such 
standard display input techniques as menus, 
sliders and numeric/text. It features such stan
dard display output techniques as single or 
multiline trends, bar charts, tabular trends, 
indicator dials, digits and color and drawing 
dynamics. It offers a structured software de
sign and modular coding and is portable to 
other platforms. It runs on the MicroVAX II 
or III running Micro VMS V 4. 7. 
For more information, contact B&B Consult
ants Inc., 302 S. Washington St., N. Attle
boro, MA 02760; (508) 695-1074. 

Circle 438 on reader card 

Camintonn's CMX-411 D Increases 
VAXstation 3100 Memory To 8 MB 
Carnintonn Corporation announced a 4-MB 
daughterboard for the VAX.station 3100. The 
CMX-41 lD increases standard systems mem-

Learn c 
Quickly 
and Easily 
From basics to 
state-of-the-art 
ANSI C Standards 

Mastering Standard C, 

ory to 8 MB. By combining the CMX-41 lD 
with the 24-MB CMX-2411, you can 
achieve the the maximum 32 MB of mem
ory on the MicroVAX 3100. 

The CMX-41 lD is designed to mate with 
the entire line of Camintonn VAX.station 
memory products. The company offers 8-, 
12-, 16- and 24-MB memory boards for the 
VAX.station 3100, VAX.server 3100 and Mi
croVAX 3100. 
For more information, contact Geneva Zagar
naga, Carnintonn Corp., 2332 McGaw Ave., 
Irvine, CA 92714; (714) 553-0247. 

Circle 4 72 on reader card 

CaptureNMS Provides 
Performance Reports 
BGS Systems Inc. announced Capture/VMS 
performance and capacity planning software 
for VAX/VMS. It can analyze all VAX proc
essors, including the VAX 9000 series. 

Capture/VMS provides detailed perform
ance reporting of VAX hardware use as well 
as user response time analysis. It lets you an
swer questions about current and projected 
system performance based on measurements 
from the VMS Monitor or VAX SPM per-

formance monitor. It reads and analyzes VMS 
performance data and generates reports that 
show clusterwide and node-by-node use of 
hardware devices for V AXs and VAX.clusters. 
It lets you define workloads and transactions 
and provides reports showing calculated 
throughput and response times for VAX us
ers. It also creates a performance model to 
show how workloads use system components. 

Pricing for VAX installations is typically 
from $20,000 to $40,000. 
For more information, contact BGS Systems 
Inc., 128 Technology Cntr., Waltham, MA 
02254; (617) 891-0000. 

Circle 4 71 on reader card 

Cappcomm Enhances Mail Call 
Electronic Messaging Software 
Cappcomm Software Inc. announced Snap
In Modules to enhance the electronic mes
saging capabilities of its Mail Call software. 
Mail Call is PC software that extends ALL
IN-1 by letting PC users create, edit, address 
and manage their mail using the processing 
power of their PCs rather than that of the 
VAX. 

The Mail-Anything module lets you send 

UNSUNG HEROES NEED 
A SECRET WEAPON 

TARGET->SENTINEL. 

• --

TO BE WARNED IS TO BE PREPARED. 

TARGET->SENTINEL is the system manager's secret weapon. 
It warns you of potential system problems before they occur. 

A Self-Paced Training Course in Modern C by 

Low Disk Space • Unreachable DECnet Nodes 
CPU Utilization • Print Queues • 1/0 Operations 

Device Errors • Event Status Reporting 
Rex Jaeschke - Author of Let's C Now 
Member of the ANSI and ISO C Standards Committees 

• Easy to follow self-teaching workbook format 

• All new and 100% ANSI C Standards compliant 

• From getting started to mastering advanced topics 

• 366 Pages DPH00590 
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Order Mastering Standard C for just S39.95 today and learn C 
language at your own pace. To order your copy of Mastering 
Standard C, call Trish at (215) 957-4265 (9-4 eastern time). 

Just set up the events to check, determine thresholds, 
how many times to check, who to notify, 

how to notify them, and the responses to take. 
It's that easy! 

Make TARGET->SENTINEL your secret weapon! 

Call toll free for your evaluation. ~ 
4~ 1-800-233-3493 ~~.r.Q"111 

T\~~;-MS ,,~ 
33 BOSTON POST ROAD WEST MARLBORO, MA 01752 USA 

TEL (508) 460-9206 FAX (508) 481-9187 
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The New Wyse WY-185. 
ItS what you wanted from DEC. 

Our new WY-185 is fully compatible borderless screen results from an 85 Hz The new Wyse WY-185. It has the 
with DEC's VT320. But it also gives refresh rate and overscanning (vs. only features, performance and price you've 
you everything that you wanted in 60 Hz and no overscanning). Our 15 always wanted from DEC. And have 
the VT320-and didn't get. function keys can be programmed from always got from Wyse. Instead. For 

For example, we give you a the keyboard. Theirs can't be. And complete specifications, please call. 
15 x 12 ~~~acter cell for full VT320 our keyboard has the comfortable touch 1800-GET-WYSE 
compatib1hty. But Wyse also has a Wyse 1s known for. 
second mode, a 10 x 20 cell, which Of course you also get advanced (1-800-438-9973) 
they don't. Amazingly, that gives the design and ergonomics-plus a lower 
WY-185 from Wyse better resolution price. In short, all the things that 
and better soft font compatibility with have made Wyse both the leader in WYS E 
DEC's VT220 than their own VT320. DEC compatibles and the number one 

More examples? Our flicker-free, independent terminal maker. 

WYSE is a registered trademark and WY-185 is a trademark of Wyse Technology. DEC, VT220, and VT320 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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graphics, spreadsheets, programs and special 
word processor files. This transparent binary 
file transfer system uses the KERMIT proto
col. M ail-Backgrounder provides mail ex
change in the background while you do other 
things on your PC in the foreground. M ail
Ed is a full-function message creator. M ail
Finder lets you search, analyze or process your 
mail. Mail-411 provides address directory as
sistance from the host. It loads and validates 
personal addresses in batches. Mail- House
keeper eliminates redundancy and waste in 
mail resources on ALL-IN - 1 and your PC. 
For more information, contact Cappcomm 
Software Inc., 26 Journal Square, Ste. 1003, 
Jersey City, NJ 07306; (201) 795-1500. 

Circle 473 on reader card 

Saiga Systems' VDM V4.0 
Speeds Data Collection 
Saiga Systems announced VDM V4.0. VDM 
is a VAX/VMS disk monitor utility that helps 
system managers free disk space by monitor
ing and flagging users who show an increase 
in block use . 

VDM now features a flexible and faster 
data collection procedure. You can omit di-

rectory information collection to speed data 
collection and reduce the amount of disk stor
age required for VDM data files . Data files 
have been redesigned so that directory-based 
and UIC-based data is stored in separate files. 
The product also features new reports. The 
Capacity by Directory report lets you proj
ect disk growth by directory. The File Size 
report shows the allocated and used blocks for 
the50 largest files on each .drive and summa
rizes the number of files and blocks by file 
size. 

A single-CPU license costs $695; a site 
license costs $895 . 
For more information, contact Saiga Systems, 
801 6th St. S.W., Ste. 215, Calgary, AB T2P 
3V8; (403) 263-1151. 

Circle 481 on reader card 

Eigen Unveils Tuner, 
Defragmenter And Monitor 
Eigen Corporation announced a dynamic 
VMS performance tuner, disk optimizer/de
fragmenter and security monitor. 

The performance tuner changes SYSGEN 
parameters to optimal values and reallocates 
CPU and memory resources as needs change. 

It enhances memory by dynamically adjust
ing processes working sets; by dynamically ad
justing VMS page caches to use free mem
ory; and by freeing memory by purging 
working sets of inactive processes. 

The disk optimizer/ defragmenter places 
the oldest modified files at the end of the disk. 
Frequently accessed files are placed together 
to minimize seek areas and disk movement. 
The product provides online defragmentation 
of files to eliminate window turns and disk 
movement. If a file is accessed while being 
made contiguous, the defragmenter's activity 
is terminated. 

The security monitor reads VMS audit 
alarms and performs actions defined by the 
security manager. It prevents users from de
leting marked files and prevents access to files 
even to users with BYPASS privilege. It al
lows access to objects only if the user is 
granted the associated ACL and restricts ac
cess to declared data files to an executable 
image. 
For more information, contact Eigen Corp., 
82 Wall St., Ste. 1105 , New York, NY 
10005; (212) 749-7513. 

Circle 475 on reader card 

·~ DATABASE WORLD* 
( ~i Conference & Exposition 
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/ July 17-19, 1990 • Santa Clara Convention Center • Santa Clara, CA 
The Most Comprehensive Database & Tools Event Ever Held! 

CONFERENCE 
• Keynote Speakers & Topics: 
• Dr. George Schussel, Chairman .. . .. . The Hot Technologies & Architectures 
• Dr. Michael Stonebraker. . . ......... The Interaction between SQL & 

Object-Oriented Databases 
• Dr. Bruce Lindsay ......... Object-Oriented Issues & Relational Technology 
• Peter Page . . . . Object, SQL, & Network Databases - Can They Be Integrated? 
• David Lema . . . California's DMV Procurement: A Model for 

Government DBMS Benchmarks 
• Plus More Than 25 Industry Experts 

• 5 Track Conference Covering: 
• IBM's SAA & DB2 • CASE & Repository 
• SQL Servers/ Distributed Databases • OLTP & High Performance 
• Object-Oriented • Text Retrieval Systems 
• Connectivity • Expert Systems 
• Distributed Database • Database World Futures 

• Optional Tutorials 
• Ronald G. Ross .. . . . . . .. . An Introduction to Entity Relationship Modeling 
• Chris Loosley . . . . . . . . .. . . Exploiting DB2 By Design 

Sponsored by: Digital Consulting, Inc. 
6 Windsor Street 
Andover, MA 01810 

EXPOSITION 
Leading software suppliers will be participating in 
DATABASE WORLD. Following is a partial list of 
exhibitors: 

• AICorp 
• Bachman Information Systems, Inc. 
• Computer Associates Int'l, Inc. 
• DBMS Labs 
• Encore Computer Corp. 
• Gupta Technologies, Inc. 
• Information Builders, Inc. 
• Information Dimensions, Inc. 
• Infotel, Inc. 
• MUST Software International 
• Micro Decisionware, Inc. 
• Software AG 
• Plus Many More ... 

Shouldn't You Be Exhibiting? Call 508-4 70-3880 

Call 508-470-3880 
for FREE DATABASE WORLD Newsletter, 

Conference Brochure & Discounted Expo Pass 

*A service mark of Digital Consulting, Inc. ASODJ 
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Multi Soft Extends 
lnfront Async Support 
Multi Soft Inc. announced extended async 
communications support for its Infront coop
erative processing products. Infront provides 
async support for peer-to-peer processing and 
for its software distribution and change man
agement functions. 

New capabilities extend async support to 
let Infront provide SAA/CUA interfaces for 
any existing applications that use VT220 or 
3101 terminals or emulation. These front-end 
programs can be built with no changes to the 
host applications. Because Infront applications 
are independent of the communications path, 
applications can support async and 3270-based 
links with no ch_anges in the PC code. With 
extended async support, users can communi
cate to hosts through V AXs, IBM Series 1 
machines and Information Network, and any 
packet-switched networks. The support is 
provided through a HLLAPI/ async interface 
that also provides access to the DEC termi
nal server, VT220 emulation through the 
IBM 3708 and 3101 emulation via packet
switched networks. 

For more information, contact Ray Ingram, 
Multi Soft Inc., 123 Franklin Comer Rd., 
Ste. 207, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648; (609) 896-
4100. 

Circle 458 on reader card 

Teamwork/RqT 
Tracks Project Progress 
Cadre Technologies Inc. announced Team
work/RqT, a new member of the worksta
tion-based Teamwork product family. It's a 
comprehensive project-tracking system for 
large systems engineering efforts. 

Tightly integrated with Cadre's CASE en
vironment for systems analysis, software de
sign and code generation, Teamwork/RqT 
tracks project progress and completeness 
through requirements traceability by showing 
relationships between project requirements 
and project deliverables at specific times in the 
development life cycle. It works with other 
Teamwork modeling and coding tools on 
networked, graphics workstations, enabling 
project teams to operate from common in
formation databases and track requirements 
from analysis and design to test and 

integration. It satisfies DoD-STD-2167 and 
-2167(A) standards and runs on VAX/VMS 
and Sun workstations. 
For more information, contact Joanne 
Dawson, Cadre Technologies Inc ., 222 
Richmond St., Providence, RI 02903; (401) 
351-5950. 

Circle 434 on reader card 

Maxdata Introduces MD-1 200 
DAT Backup/Archival System 
Maxdata announced the MD-1200, the first 
in a series of 4mm DAT backup/archival sys
tems. The company offers complete solutions 
for the MD-1200 to run within Apple, MS
DOS, OS/2, Sun, UNIX and VAX/VMS 
environments. 

The MD-1200 is available in DDS and 
Data/Dat formats. It offers an 20-second av
erage random access seek time, 1.2 to 2.4 GB 
of unattended backup storage capacity and an 
industry-standard SCSI interface. 
For more information, contact Ira Tator, 
Maxdata, 100 Leek Cir., Unit 9, Richmond 
Hill, ON L4B 3E6; (416) 882-0600. 

Circle 4 78 on reader card 

Why this publication and nwre 
than 1,300 others let us go over 
their books 
once a year. 

W/Bn" MEDIA V rt'\ INTELLIGENCE. 
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Some publications. we 're sorry to say. keep their readers 
undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Pub
lications Audit of Circulation . Inc) or any other independent . 
not-for-profit organization audit their circulation records 

On the other hand , over 1.300 publications (like this one) be
long to BPA Once a year. BPA auditors examine and verify the 
accuracy of our circulation records. 

The audit makes sure you are who we say you are. The infor
mation helps advert isers to determine if they are saying the right 
thing to the right people in the right place. 

It also helps somebody else important you. Because the more 
a publication and its advert isers know about you . the better they 
can provide you with art icles and advertisements that meet your 
information needs. 

BPA For readers it stands for meaningful information . For ad
vertisers it stands for meaningful readers . Business Publications 
Audit of Ci rculation . Inc 360 Park Ave. So, New York. NY 10010. 
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Esprit's 400 

display terminal 

provides a true 

application 

window. 

Esprit 400 And 4006 Connect 
To Hosts And View Applications 
Esprit Systems Inc. announced the Esprit 400 
and 400G multipersonality ASCII/ ANSI/PC 
display tenninals. They let you connect to 
hosts and view applications simultaneously 
through windows or a 52-line display. 

The 400 offers an application-independ
ent WindowFrame feature that uses custom 
ASIC video technology to provide a true 
application window. It can be framed to any 
size anywhere on the screen to run and view 
existing and future programs with no software 
modification required. It can combine 80-
and 132-character data on the same line and 
create a virtual tenninal in a bounded win
dow. It supports two independent host pro
grams, each with its own memory display 
using a split-screen 52-line format or the win
dowing feature. The 400G offers the same 
features as the 400 plus Tektronix 4010/4014 
and Hercules graphics compatibility and eight 
pages of memory. 

The Esprit 400 costs $599. 
For more information, contact Esprit Systems 
Inc., 100 Marcus Dr., Melville, NY 11747; 
(516) 293-5600. 

Circle 4 7 6 on reader card 

ARSAP Accounting Software 
Features Open Architecture 
Gejac Inc . announced ARSAP V7.0. This 
DEC system accounting software includes a 
rewritten documentation set and up to a 70 
percent improvement in system accounting 
performance. It also offers project account
ing and user chargeback on UL TRIX and 
UNIX platforms. 

ARSAP's open architecture lets it accept 
system accounting data from "foreign sys
tems" along with Intergraph, VMS, UNIX 
and UL TRIX data. System accounting data 
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from other systems can be presented to AR
SAP in a defined format. ARSAP processes 
and incorporates the foreign data into its da
tabase as another network node and reports 
the system accounting data independent of its 
machine or operating system origin. A User
Defined Accounting feature lets you auto
matically write custom accounting records 
into the VMS accounting file. This feature is 
used to track in-house applications, monitor 
use of special devices and account for appli
cation use in transaction processing environ
ments. 
For more information, contact Gejac Inc ., 
8643 Cherry Ln., Laurel, MD 20707; (301) 
725-2500. 

Circle 45 7 on reader card 

The 2400XF Combines 
Modem And Fax Capabilities 
Micro Electronic Technologies Inc. an
nounced the 2400XF fax/modem. It uses 
menu-driven software to fax to any Group III 
fax machine. It can be programmed to send 
documents, text or graphics at predefined 
times to multiple fax numbers. 

The product incorporates all features of a 
Hayes-compatible 2,400-baud modem and 
send fax capabilities into one external unit. It 
features the Pass-Thru, which lets PC users 
connect a serial device to the computer 
through one serial port without disconnect
ing the modem. The 2400XF is compatible 
with all communications software and com
municates at 2,400, 1,200 or 300 baud, auto
matically adjusting to match the speed of the 
modem to which it's linked. The modem 
portion meets CCITT V.22 bis, V.22, V.21, 
Bell 212A and Bell 103 standards and works 
with all microcomputers through a standard 
serial interface. 

The product costs $239. 

For more information, contact Paul Laskow, 
Micro Electronic Technologies Inc., 35 South 
St., Hopkinton, MA 017 48; (508) 435-9057. 

Circle 4 79 on reader card 

TGraf·X Combines X And 
Non-I-Compliant Environments 
GrafPoint announced a line of'tenninal emu
lation software for the X environment. W ith 
TGraf-X, non-X-compliant software that 
supports Tektronix tenninals can run as an X 
client on any color X tenninal. 

TGraf-X supports DECwindows exten
sions and runs on the DECstation 3100 
(UL TRIX) and V AXstation (UL TRIX and 
VMS). It lets you mix X-compliant and non
X-compliant software with traditional graph
ics support devices and X graphics support 
devices to let you migrate at your own pace. 
The product comes with a menu-driven user 
interface that simplifies the user's task of setup 
and application use. 
For more information, contact Olin Reams, 
GrafPoint, 1485 Saratoga Ave., Sanjose, CA 
95129; (408) 446-1919. 

Circle 4 77 on reader card 

CMD Enhances SCSI Disk And 
Tape Host Adapters For DAT 
GMD Technology Inc . announced DAT 
enhancements for its SCSI disk and tape host 
adapters. CQD and CDU host adapters let 
you interface 4mm DAT drives to any Q-bus 
or UNIBUS computer with no special driv
ers or software. The company also announced 
DAT versions of its SCSI watch tape moni
tor utility. 

SCSiwatch for DAT gives system mangers 
an onscreen display of up to seven tape de
vices on the VAX. You can create a histori
cal VMS file , called LOGon, that keeps a 
record of backup procedures. The screen 
program can be used with front panel displays 
on 4mm DAT subsystems or alone for track
ing backup transactions. SCSI host adapters 
are available in configurations that support up 
to 14 disk and tape devices on a Q-bus board 
or up to seven devices on a UNIBUS board. 
Features include asynchronous or synchro
nous transfers and single-ended or differen
tial SCSI capabilities. 

The Q-bus CQD-200/T series costs 
$1 ,350. The UNIBUS CDU-700/T series 
costs $1,750. SCSlwatch is available for 4mm 
or 8mm and costs $250. 
For more information, contact Bob Rudy, 
CMD Technology Inc., 3851 S. Main St., 
Santa Ana, CA 92707; (714) 549-4422. 

Circle 4 7 4 on reader card 
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Maximize your VAXcluster® backup 
without maximum expense. Introducing LAGO 
Systems' new LS/200T 8 mm Cartridge Sub
system. It looks just like DEC's TA® series tape 
drives to your VAXcluster, but that's where 
the similarity ends. 

Max Capacity. Every LAGO tape cartridge 
stores up to 2 gigabytes of data. That means 
you can backup an entire SA600® on just five 
of our compact cartridges. Instead of juggling 
70 reels of tape. 

Max Performance. Need lots of backup? 
You can attach up to four of our drives on 
each port of an HSC® tape data channel 
and backup a whopping 32 gigabytes in 
just over five hours. 

Max Savings. We designed our system 
to save you both time and money. For the 

price of one DEC® TA90, you can buy five 
LS/200T subsystems. What's more, you 'll have 
nearly ten times the on-line capacity - over 20 
Gigabytes! Enough capacity to make backups 
unattended and free your people for more 
productive work. 

Max Your Backup Now. Call or write us 
today for more information about the LS/200T 
and how quickly it can go to work for you. 
LAGO Systems, Inc., 160E Albright Way, 
Los Gatos, CA 95030. 
408/374-1818 

LAGO Systems 
Registered trademarks and trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. and LAGO Systems . Inc . ©1989 LAGO Systems. Inc. 
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Reliability Ratings Provides 
Statistics For DEC Market 
Reliability Ratings announced the formula
tion of its corporation and a charter member
ship for its rating information service. The 
company provides objective statistical irifor
mation concerning DEC-manufactured and 
DEC third-party peripherals. 

Reliability Ratings is published quarterly 
and lists statistical information for the relia
bility of memory boards, disk and tape drives, 
printers and DEC CPUs, from Micro V AXs 
to the VAX 9000. The status report contains 
uptime statistics, field service response times 
and an overall reliability rating. 

Reliability Ratings is available to all DEC 
users for a charter price of $149 per year. 
For more information, contact Linda Johnson, 
Reliability Ratings, 888 Worcester St., 
Wellesley, MA 02181; (617) 235-3553. 

Circle 480 on reader card 

Saber Software Enhances 
Saber-C Environment 
Saber Software Inc. announced Saber-C 
V3.0. Saber-C is a C language programming 
environment that lets programmers develop 
and maintain large software projects. V3.0 
features enhanced debugging capabilities and 
includes a new error browser. 

With object code debugging, Saber-C's 
debugger has been extended to let program
mers debug any portion of their application, 
such as code handled by the interpreter, ob
ject code produced by the system compiler 
or libraries. Thus, you can develop, debug 
and test C programs without leaving the Sa
ber-C environment. The error browser lets 
you quickly "batch load" all files for proc
essing through Saber-C's error checkers. It 
automatically finds the source code location 
of an error. 

The product costs $2,495. Saber-C Soft
ware Support customers will receive V3.0 free 
of charge. 
For more information, contact Saber Software 
Inc., 185 Alewife Brook Pkwy., Cambridge, 
MA 02138; (617) 876-7636. 

Circle 461 on reader card 

Controlex CM331 
Delivers 1 O ms Access Time 
Controlex Corporation announced the 
CM331, a RAMdisk with an ANSI-standard 
SMD interface. It appears to the controller as 
a true SMD device, indistinguishable from its 
rotating counterpart. 

The Controlex CM331 is based on a 
memory mapping state machine. The format-
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ter section receives the SMD address - cyl
inder, head and sector - and maps it onto 
RAM address space in rows, columns and 
blocks. Memory mapping is implemented in 
hardware rather than with a microprocessor 
under software control. The result is that the 
mapped SMD address is available to the 
RAM array within the propagation times of 
several layers of TTL logic plus PROM ac
cess times. The design delivers an access time 
of 10 ms. By placing the state maps in 
PROM, CM331 characteristics can be altered 
to make it appear as a variety of SMD rotat
ing disks, with differing numbers of cylinders, 
heads and sectors per track. 
For more information, contact Controlex 
Corp., 16005 Sherman Way, Van Nuys, CA 
91406; (818) 780-8877. 

Circle 456 on reader card 

The Small Computer Company 
Enhances filePro Plus V4.0 
The Small Computer Company Inc. an
nounced enhancements to its filePro Plus 
V4.0 DBMS. 

The product now incorporates a transac
tion handling capability through its browse 
pop-up window feature. It lets filePro pro
vide developers a more flexible way to de
velop point-of-sale, order entry and other 
transaction-oriented applications. Another 
new feature, Fuzzy Search, lets you search for 
data without the preciseness required by other 
search methods. The feature is a patented al-

gorithm licensed from Proximity Technolo
gies. 

The product costs from $990 to $40,000. 
It runs in LANs and on DOS, OS/2, VMS 
and UNIX flavors such as AIX, Sun OS, 
UL TRIX and XENIX. 
For more information, contact Barbara Kelly, 
The Small Computer Co. Inc., 41 Saw Mill 
River Rd., Hawthorne, NY 10532; (914) 
769-3160. 

Circle 482 on reader card 

StorageStak Houses 
. Various Storage Peripherals 

Specialized Systems Technology announced 
StorageStak, a modular packaging system 
suited for V AXstations and servers that houses 
disk, tape and optical storage peripherals. 

StorageStak modules feature a built-in 
asynchronous SCSI bus that can transfer data 
to and from host memory at 1.5 MBps. The 
product lets you customize a peripheral sub
system to your needs. Each subsystem can 
contain up to seven peripheral modules, 
which can include any combination of disk, 
tape and optical storage peripherals. The 
modules snap together and are self-contained 
and plug-compatible with StorageStak's inter
nal bus. The subsystem is self-configuring and 
transparent to the user. 
For more information, contact Specialized 
Systems Technology, 3628 Westchase Dr., 
Houston, TX 77042; (713) 781-8893. 

Circle 483 on reader card 

Controlex's 

CM331 RAM disk 
features an 
ANSI-standard 

SMD interface. 
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''DEC Professional reaches the 
people we're trying to reach and 
gives us both a high level and high 
quality response." 

Marc Liebesman 
Marketing VP 

C. ltoh Electronics, Inc. 

For C. ltoh, DEC Professional 
Means Soaring Sales 

C. Itoh Electronics, Inc. is one of the largest manufacturers and 
suppliers of hardware peripherals products in the U.S., serving 
not just the DEC community, but also the IBM midrange and PC 
marketplaces with a complete line of impact, nonimpact and 
terminal products. · 

Does DEC Professional's targeting of Fortune 1000 buyers 
pay off for C. ltoh? 

"Most definitely so," says Marc Liebesman. "We don't judge 
leads just by the number we get, we judge them on the quality 
and type of audience we reach. DEC Professional targets the 
right audience." 

And the editorial environment? 

Marc Liebesman tells us, "DEC Professional's editorial coverage 
has helped our sales efforts immensely." 

"One of DEC Professional' s most important pluses is its 'From 
the Lab' product reviews," he continues. "People in the DEC mar
ketplace feel that DEC Professional's evaluations are very 
accurate and nonpartisan. We believe they are an important factor 
when purchase decisions are being made. They lend a high 

degree of credibility to the magazine and we want to be associated 
with credible, influential organizations." 

According to Liebesman, C. ltoh benefits in a more 
general way. 

"We have an excellent working relationship with our 
DEC Professional sales rep. She doesn't just sell advertising space. 
She's been very, very helpful in organizing and putting all their 
marketing services together for us so we can take optimum 
advantage of the various opportunities." 

"It isn't just one thing that makes our relationship with 
DEC Professional operate in a positive framework. They work 
with us on all levels to see that we're taking maximum advantage 
of what they have to offer." 

Professional 



DIGITAL PRODUCTS 

• DEC announced the VRE01, a 19-inch Flat Panel Monitor for 
use with DEC workstations and windowing terminals. 

Based on electroluminescent (EL) technology, the product was 
developed by DEC and Planar Systems. EL technology was chosen 
for its durability, highly readable image, low power conswnption 
and quick response. The VREOl has a footprint of 51 inches and 
weighs 18 pounds. Screen resolution is 1,024 x 864 pixels (75 dpi), 
with a vertical refresh of 60 Hz. It's available as an option for DEC's 
desktop workstations, including VAXstation 3100s, DECstation 
2100/3100s and windowing terminals. 

The product costs S 11, 995. 
• DEC will provide VMSbus and Futurebus+ on workstations, 
deskside and computer-room systems. 

Futurebus+ standard was developed by the IEEE 896 commit
tee. DEC is a contributor to the effort to develop the standard and 
profiles of Futurebus+ in cooperation with other system and com
ponent companies. 

VMEbus will be available as an optional I/O bus on several desk
top, deskside and computer-room systems. This will provide access 
to devices developed for VMEbus as well as a migration path to 
Futurebus+. Drivers will be portable across system families running 
the same operating systems - both VMS and UL TRIX. 
•The DECserver 510 terminal server and the MUXserver 310 
remote terminal server provide entry-level solutions for local and 
remote multivendor terminal access. 

The DECserver 510 provides IBM 3270 terminal connectivity 
and interoperability to VAX applications. It provides VT220 emu
lation to IBM 3270 CUT displays and passthrough access to an IBM 
environment via a hotkey sequence. While accessing VAX appli
cations anywhere in a DECnet networking environment, the prod
uct maintains the IBM session, allowing you to switch be
tween the two environments. 

The MUXserver 310 connects up to 16 asynchronous devices 
over a leased line. By communicating with DEC's DECmux 300 
remote terminal server, it lets remote users access an Ethernet LAN. 
It provides remote data communications, a high-speed phone link 
for clusters of remote users, and reliable data transfer. It provides 
the dual functionality of a terminal server and statistical multiplexer 
at the local Ethernet site. 
• The Technology Migration Option Leasing program provides 
MicroVAX leasing flexibility. After leasing the computer for one 
year, you have the option to purchase it or trade it in for a larger 
MicroVAX. 

MicroVAX 3300/3400/3800/3900s are eligible for the program. 
Sixty days notice is required before purchase or upgrade. 

DEC also announced MicroVAX and V Ax.server 3300/3400 
conversion kits that provide the processing power of a MicroVAX 
or VAX.server 3800. You can convert VAX.server 3300/3400s to a 
VAX.server or MicroVAX 3800, and you can convert MicroVAX 
3300/3400s to a MicroVAX 3800. The conversion boosts CPU 
power by about 60 percent, from 2.4 to 3.8 VUPs. The kits are 
installed by DEC's customer services. 
•As part ofits Desktop Service Solutions, DEC announced an agree

ment to service and support 3Com networking hardware and soft
ware. 

DEC will provide installation, onsite maintenance, toll-free tele
phone advisory software support and integration services for 3Com 
products. 3Com will provide training, documentation and backup 
support for DEC engineers. Desktop Service Solutions include 
startup, direct access advisory, maintenance and integration services 
to support customers' multivendor desktop computing needs. DEC 
provides single-source hardware, software and PC LAN support for 
all phases of the product life cycle. 

For more information, contact your local DEC sales office or call (800) DIGITAL. 

ezBridge CASE Tools Aid IBM AIX PS/2, will be available later this 
year. 

ment in a client/server system. In DEC ter
minal-to-host applications, it emulates the 
ReGIS graphics capability of DEC color 
graphics terminals and provides a resolution 
of 800 x 600 pixels. Direct Ethernet connec
tivity to DEC hosts eliminates the need for 
terminal servers and RS-232 wiring. For PC 
applications, it offers IBM compatibility and 
network connectivity for client/server appli
cations. Files can be transferred between the 
two environments, allowing DEC computer
based data to be manipulated with PC pro
ductivity tools. 

LU&.2 Application Development 
Systems Strategies Inc. announced ezBridge 
LU6.2 CASE tools. These productivity aids 
simplify the development of multivendor 
LU6.2 applications. 

The toolkits let LU6.2 applications be 
developed and applied faster and make LU6.2 
easier to use, support and debug. They also 
provide identical LU6.2 calls on both the 
IBM and DEC sides. The first release is avail
able for IBM's LU6.2 on the AS/400 and 
System Strategies' ezBridge Peer-to-Peer, a 
LU6.2/PU2.1 software solution for building 
real-time applications between VAX and 
IBM mainframe or midrange systems. Addi
tional toolkits, such as LU6.2 application 
development for communications between 
AS/400, VAXs, the IBM RS/6000 and the 
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For more information, contact Lynn Tusa, 
Systems Strategies Inc. , 225 W. 34th St., New 
York, NY 10001; (212) 279-8400. 

Circle 484 on reader card 

3Station/2ED Functions As PC 
And DEC Graphics Terminal 
3Com Corporation announced 3Station/ 
2ED, a version of its network workstation 
that provides direct access to applications and 
data residing on DEC computers through the 
LAT protocol. The 80286-based Ethernet 
product functions as a network PC and a 
DEC high-resolution graphics terminal. 

The 3Station/2ED offers local processing 
power for such PC applications as spreadsheet, 
e-mail, word processing and database manage-

The product costs $2,595 with a key
board. 
For more information, contact Nicholas 
Parham, 3Com Corp., 3165 Kifer Rd., Santa 
Clara, CA 95052; (408) 562-6871. 

Circle 486 on reader card 
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Millennium Creates UNIX 
Image Processing Systems 
Ramtek Corporation announced Millennium, 
an imaging system that makes a UNIX-based 
workstation an image processing system suited 
for remote sensing, geophysical, medical and 
other imaging-oriented applications. 

The Millennium subsystem is designed to 
accelerate the processing and visual display of 
technical and scientific data. It connects to a 
UNIX workstation via a VME bus or SCSI 
link, offloading image processing and visuali
zation functions from the workstation. Its 
architecture performs floating-point calcula
tions at a rate of 80 Mflops and provides up 
to 16 MB of local memory and 30-Mbps lo
cal buses. 

A standalone seven-slot chassis with SCSI 
interface costs $25,995. A three-board set that 
plugs into a VME backplane costs $20,995. 
Both configurations include a TMS34020-
based graphics board, a TMS34082/ 
TMS34020-based imaging board, a 20-bit 
memory video board and a software license. 
For more information, contact Michael Ty
ler, Ramtek Corp., 1525 Atteberry Ln., San 
Jose, CA 95131; (408) 954-2700. 

Circle 460 on reader card 

lmage-X Stores And Displays 
CALS-Compliant Images 
Vykor Technology Inc. announced the Im
age-X file server. It stores and displays CALS
compliant images for IBM PC and com
patibles networked over Ethernet using the 
TCP /IP protocol. 

lmage-X is based on Motorola's 88000 
RISC microprocessor. It's rated at 17 mips 
and comes network-ready for connecting to 
IBM PC and compatibles. The Image-X net
work kit provides an Ethernet card and soft
ware for TCP /IP and NFS support. Using 
the file server and network kit, you can cre
ate a PC network that allows use of Image
X as a file server, providing sharing of disk 
drives and printers. In addition, it allows dis
play of scanned document images that are 
stored on the optical drive attached to the file 
server. It thus lets you view CALS-compli
ant images on your PC. The images can be 
printed on laser printers attached to the net
work. 
For more information, contact Vykor Tech
nology Inc., 5879 Hollister Ave., Santa Bar
bara, CA 93117; (805) 964-3535. 

Circle 485 on reader card • 
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BUILD YOUR 
COMPUTER LIBRARY 
DEC Professional 
Back Issues Now Available! 
Every issue of DEC Professional has 
important information on DEC 
computing and solutions to DEC 
computing problems. Now selected 
issues dating back to July 1983 are 
available individually and in sets. 

• Sets of all 60+ available issues 
$200 (US & Canada) 
$380 (Outside US & Canada) 

• Single Issues 
$4 (US & Canada) 
$7 (Outside US & Canada) 

• Check below for more 
information on which 
issues are available and 
the topics they cover. 

ORDER YOUR SET OF AVAILABLE BACK ISSUES NOW! 

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL PHYLLIS AT (215) 957-4266 with 
credit card information. Or complete and mail the form below. 

T Clip and Send T T Clip and Send T 

DEC Professional BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM 
D YES, I want back issue set(s)@ $200 per set 

($380 outside US and Canada). 
Check enclosed for $ ___ _ 

Charge to: D VISA D MasterCard D American Express 

Account# ____________ Exp. Date ________ _ 

Natne Title ________ _ 

Company _______________________ ~ 

Address ________________________ _ 

City _____________ State ___ Zip _____ _ 

Country Telephone ( 

D Please send information about available back issues and topics covered. 
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID AND IN US DOLLARS. 
Make checks payable to and send to: DEC Professional 
101 Witmer Road, P.O. Box 218, Horsham, PA 19044-0218 

Or FAX credit card orders to: (215) 957-1050 
(Outside US: 10-1-215-957-1050) 



LN03 Logos, 
Signatures & 
BARCODE fonts 

custom graphics font ftles for 
DECpage and WPS-Plus 

and moet VAX/VMS appllodlone 

Signatures 1160 Logos or 1 /2 Width Letterheads 280 
Full Width or Master Letterheads 450 
Dept Letterhead from Master 250 
Barcode 39 (standard sizes) 150 

Start producing results tailored to 
XS2J1L corporate Image. 

cal: (800) 448-5688 
The Corporate IMAGE 

CIRCLE 211 ON READER CARD 

MEADOWLARK ENTERPRISES OFFERS THE 
BEST PRICES ON MICROV AX 3000 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
LIST YOUR 

PRICE PRICE 
OV-350S1-AA VAXSERVER 3500 $ 52,300 $ 36,500 
DV-350T1-AA MICROVAX 3500 77,200 39,500 
DV-350T2-AA MICROVAX 3500 63,740 34,500 
DV-360S1 -AA VAXSERVER 3600 69,300 34,500 
DV-360T1 -AA MICROVAX 3600 104,600 46,500 
DV-360T2-AA MICROVAX 3600 170,600 79,500 

QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED SO CALL TODAY 

MEADOWLARK ENTERPRISES 

~7
1

~.~~· ~;;:~'t ~ 
Danvers . MA 01923 , 

(508)777-4666 . 
FAX fS081 777- 8433 800 DE C OLER . 

CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD 

DEC 
BUY&SELL 

RENT & REPAIR 
EMERGENCY 
EXCHANGES 

TRADITIONAL 
PRODUCTS 

INaUDING PDP-8 
SALES: 

408-270-1100 800-726-0716 
FAX: 

408-270-1183 

CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD 

SITE 
MANAGEMENT 

Our VAXNMS site support serv
ices will get your team back to 
applications! 

• Analysis & Planning 
• Performance Management 
• Capacity Management 
• Training 

For more information, call us at: 
Continuum Consulting, Limited 

(206) 485-HELP (4357) 
(800) 999-4VAX (4829) 

• CONTINUUMM 
~ W~ S Nl~C.10~ (Q RP O R~ll O' 

CIRCLE 215 ON READER CARD 

r - -BEST -SELLING- I 
: DEC RA90 DISK DRIVE* : 

NOW $9,999. 
·DEC MAl '.'.JTENANCE 
·48 HOUR DELIVERY 

Call for more information and demo! 
1 •800•783•RACE (7223) 

614•888•0100 

H See us at 

IT DEXPO South 

~L~b'i..~~ION Booth #1212 

I 

4795 EVANSWOOD DRIVE. SUITE 200, COLOMBUS. OHIO 43229 

L ·~·~ ~~are~~of Digital ~~e~rt_J 
CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD 

REPRINTS? 
If you would 

like reprints of any 
article or 

advertisement, 
contact 

Reprint Resources, 
155 Commerce Drive 
Fort Washington, PA 

19034 
(215) 643-9143 

FAX (215)643-9164 

VAX .RENTALS 
MV3600 

MV3800/3900 
VAX 6000 SERIES 
VAX 8000 SERIES 

Systems & Peripherals 
• Fast Turnaround 
• Dependable Products 
• Upgrade/ Add-On Flexibility 

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD 

VAX CAREERS 
Winning combinations of these skills can propel 
Y.O..U. into some of the best companies on the 
East Coast!!!! 

DATA PROCESSING I ENGINEERING 
- FORTRAN, COBOL, C, MACRO 
- ROB, ORACLE, INGRES 
-VMS, ULTRIX, NETWORKING 
- FACTORY AUTOMATION, PROCESS CONTROL, PLC'S 
- MANUFACTURING, CIM , MRP 
- PHARMACEUTICALS 

BRENDA CAREY, C.P.C. 
Digital R!!cruiter 

Amos& 
L Associates 

633·8 Chape l Hill Road 
Burhnglon, NC 27215 

(919) 222·0231 
FAX (919) 222·1214 

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD 

Kill idle jobs 
With HITMAN, you can free 
terminal lines and plug security leaks 
by kicking inactive users off your 
VAX. You set the idle time. You can 
protect users , images, terminals and 
groups. HITMAN sends idle users 
warning messages before it 
terminates them. It only checks 
interactive processes. Idle parent 
processes with active sub-processes 
aren't touched either. And , it works 
under VMS 5 .0! 

FREE 30-day trial 

SAIGA Systems 
(403) 263-1151 $695 

CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD 
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AFFORDABLE 
FULL FACILITY 

DISASTER BACKUP 

UNDER $2,500/YEAR 
For complete details 
contact Ned Millis at 

FOUNDATION GROUP 
(916) 646 - 5499 

FAX 
(916) 921-2687 

CIRCLE 218 ON READER CARD 

Postscript® User? 
Now you can use Postscript 
features in any program to 
produce great-looking reports. 

With Nscript™ you can easily 
•mix type styles and sizes 
•add graphics 
•overlay special forms. 

From two-character codes you 
embed in your reports, Nscript 
formats the reports for your 
Postscript printer. 

CLS Research Corp. 
809 Barbara Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
(919) 859-3033 

PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems 

CIRCLE 219 ON READER CARD 

Look 
I for flte 
ogo 

It's your insurance in the 
usecl equipment ma.tcet. 

When you buy, sell , or need 
service on used DEC equipment, 
look for the DOA logo - our 
members have been working since 
1982 to promote ethical standards 
in the secondary market. See us at 

DEXPO South 

Odo DIGITAL Booth #757 
DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 

(313) 475-8333 • 107 S. MAIN STREET, SUITE 202 
CHELSEA. MICH IGAN 48118 

CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD 

MAY 1990 

WESSON, TAYLOR, WELLS Software 
Consulting Services was recently 
named by INC. MAGAZINE as # 130 
of America's 500 fastest- growing 
companies. To keep pace with our 
growth, we are inviting qualified 
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS to join us in 
state-of-the-art projects nationwide. 

1 (800) 444-4917 

CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD 

SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS 

• CPUs • MEMORIES 
•DISC & TAPE DRIVES 
• CRTs • TERMINALS • PRINTERS 
• INTERFACES Etc. 

l!molGITM 
COMPUTER 
EXCH~NGE INC 
2487 Industrial Parkway West, Hayward, CA 94545 

~· CALL-(415) 887-3100 
c:Jc:::k)~,.;,,:-, • FAX (415) 887-5590 TLX 709536 

• Reg1slered traaemark ol 01g1tal EQu1pm~nt COfooration 

C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCATION by 
noted DEC PROFESSIONAL columnist. Also other 
languages and packages on RSX, VMS, RSTS and 
MS-DOS, including DBMS and DECnet. Applica
tions experience includes real-time, process 
control, engineering, scientific and commercial 
systems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091. 

Disks, Tapes, TK50's converted. Most DEC 
cartridges, formats converted to your format, 
operating system. RT11, RSTS, RSX11 M, VMS, 
MS-DOS, Macintosh supported. Low prices. 
Accuracy. Call for quotes. Precision Computer 
Methods Inc. 708/393-6478. 

Wesson, Taylor, Wells needs 
Programmer/Analysts with 2+ years 
experience in one or more of the 
following disciplines: 

UNIX UNIX UNIX UNIX UNIX 

• Rdb 
•INGRES 
• CORVISION 
•FORTRAN 
• ALL-IN-1 

•ORACLE 
•DBMS 
• SMARTSTAR 
•DECNET 
•UNIX 

Benefit from one of the finest compen
sation programs in the industry; 
relocation assistance also available. 
For more information, call Tom Hesson 
at 1 (800) 444-4920 or Carol English 
at 1 (800) 444-4918. 

WESSON, TAYLOR, WELLS, l• I Dept. DP-05, P.O. Box 
1587, Camden, SC 29020. 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
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VAX 
SERVICES 

• TRAINING, INSTALLATION, 
SALES AND SUPPORT 

- WordPerfect 5.0 for VAX/VMS 
- WordPerfect "Office" for VAX/VMS 
- WordPerfect PlanPerfect for VAXNMS 
- WordPerfect All-in-One Integration 
- WordPerfect upgrade 4.2 to 5.0 
- VMS System Management 
- VMS Installation 

• EXPERTS IN: 

- Office Automation/Feasibility Studies 
- Document Management Systems 
- VAXNMS, Novell 
- Networking, VAX -PC Connectivity 

• SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

• DATA CONVERSION 

• HARDWARE MAINTENANCE 

• DATA WIRING (Unshielded Twisted 

Pair, Thin Wire, ETC.) 

• TIMESHARING 

• SITE SUPPORT/OUTSOURCING 

• EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT 

Omnicomputer, Inc. 
1440 Broadway 

New York, NY 10018 
Tel. (212) 944-9230 
Fax (212) 869-2846 
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a•11•@ 
VAX TK-50 

Format Conversion 
Disk Interchange Service Company 
specializes in transferring files between 
incompatible computers . 
DEC systems supported include the VAX, 
PDP-11 , Rainbow, Robin , and DECmate. 

• Database files • TK-50 , Tape , Disk packs 
• Wordprocessor files • VMS , Ultrix , RT-11 , CPM 
• Accounting files • IBM PCs , mainframes 
• Mailing lists • Macintosh 
• Custom applications • UNIX TAR cartridges 

• Many other formats and file types • 
Ca ll for our format list 

Disk Interchange Service Company 
2 Park Drive • Westford, MA 01886 • (508) 692-0050 

VMS CDA/DDIF COMPILER 
Compiler to convert any CDA analysis file (from 
DCL CONVERT/DOC) to DDIF. Allows hand-coded 
changes to CDA structure for learning or testing. 
Price $650. 
Phone:24-houranswer011-353-1-6792991 
E-mail: info@procyon.ie FAX 011-353-1-6794842 
Procyon Informatics, 6-8 Wicklow St. Dublin, 
Ireland. 

•PRO 350/380 MEMORY BOARDS 

•DISK DRIVES - BIG & FAST FOR PRO 

• RAM-DISK Software for 
Micro/RSX,* 11 M ( +) & P/OS * 

Call 415-420-9579 
Proto Systems 

1238 Josephine St , Berkeley , CA 94703 

c IM POSITIONS 

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION & INTEGRATION 
Permanent posnions nationwide utilizing VMS, UNIX, PC's, 
databases, controls (PLC, DCS, CNC) and networks to automate 
and integrate manufacturing and process facilnies. Software, 
hardware, systems and project focused posnions working wnh 
applications such as local and plant-wide integration, data 
acquisnion and report generation; process, material handling and 
cell control; expert systems, MRP, SPC, CAD/CAM, SCADA, etc. 
All posnions fee paid and require BS or MS degree. Use a 
headhunter who specializes' 

COVA AUTOMATION SERVICES Phone: 614/792-6662 
5371 Shannon Park Dr., Dublin, OH 43017 FAX: 614/792-3525 

C ALL (215) 957-1500 
NOW TO PLACE YOUR AD. 

DEC™ Terminal & Printer Problems? 

Trademarks of digital equip. corp. Photo by Geoff Hammet 
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Call The Board Repair Professionals ! 

3 Day Turnaround on VT* & LA* series 
Terminal/Printer Repair. 

Only $4 g + Fl~t rate board 
repair charges 

•Excludes VT330, VT340, LA12, LA210 

800-257-4745 508-251-7800 in MA 

508-251-4882 FAX. 
See us at DEXPO South Booth #654 

fn EFFICIENT FIELD 
U SERVICE CORP 
11 School St. N. Chelmsford, MA 01863 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 



WHO'S ON DEC.?? 
WE ARE!!! 

BOSTON BOARDS & SYSTEMS, INC. 
55 Rear Main Street, Kingston, MA 02364 

5 Years/$5 Million+ in Annual Sales/ 10,000 Sq Ft/ Test Bays 
Full Tech Support/ Outstanding Sales Engineers!! 

( 617) 585-7777 
Our Guarantee is Our Reputation!! 

Boston Boards 
& 

Systems 

DRIVES!! 
RA60 
RA80 
RA81 
RA82 
SA/482 
RA/70 

CLUSTER!! 
HSC5XBA 
HSC5XCA 
HSC50AA/CA 
HSC70 
etc. 

ETHERNET!! 

Make One More Call: Ask for Sales!! 
Urgent: MVII Buyers: Any Custom Configuration 

Over $1,000,000 in MVII Inventory!! 

'90 PRICE REDUCTION!!! 

Boston Boards 
& 

Systems 

READY TO SHIP!! 
DEC SYSTEMS!! 

TU78 
TU80/81/+ 
TK50/70 
CONTROLLERS 
RD53 
RD54 

SC008AA/AC 
C1750 
C1780 
CIBCA 
KDB50 
KDA50 

COMMUNICATIONS!! 
DHUll 
DHVll 
DZQll 
DEST A 
DESVA 

DMZ32 
DELQA 
DEQUNA 
DEC SERVER 
DSRVA 

11/03 
11/23 
11/73 
11/24 
11/44 
11/70 
11/83 
11/84 

11/725 
11/730 
11/780 
11/785 
VAX8200 
VAX8300 
VAX8600 
VAX8700 

WE ALSO BUY NEW & USED ~ 
EXCESS *DEC INVENTORY EMC2 • . L (52)'" * KENNEDY ru.rrrsv e,:;M. 

E!/!OGC. (i~~~Ol E~ SemiconU:a 

FAX: 617-585-6211 
TELEX: #920-038BBS *Digital is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 



BUY, SELL, RENT 
DEC/VAX 

"Since 1966" 
DIGITAL 
DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 

Equipment Corporation 

263191-45 North, The Woodlands, TX 77380 

TEL: 800-288-1846 
FAX: 713-292-1474 

We buy surplus DEC/VAX 

DEC PRO's 
used 

Equipment 
classllleds 
give VDU 

more value 
tor vour 

equipment 
dollar. 

Advertisers: 
If you want to reach 

the largest number of 
computer professionals 

working in the DEC 
environment, call: 

Many buyers look at used 
equipment first because they 
know that performance is 
the real issue. In DEC PRO's 
Used Equipment classifieds 
you'll reap the benefits of a ' 
rapidly changing DEC 
marketplace by getting the 
proven power and perfor
mance you want NOW -
at the price you want to pay 
NOW! 

Don't be a victim of vapor
ware. Go for the goods with 
a proven track record. Go 
for them in DEC PRO's Used 
Equipment classifieds! 

Be sure to look for us in 
DEC PROFESSIONAL, and 
online in our ARIS electronic 
bulletin board (215) 957-1000. 

****** 

Mary Browarek 
(215) 957-1500 

Your Single Source for DEC' 
Maintenance Requirements 

DEC Depot Re~ir, Service Training, S~re Parts, 
lechn1eal Support & Diagnostics 
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TELEX: 260183 ESS LTD MEFS ct:b:=:_ 
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ESS Is Your Answer For DEC Repairs & Spares 

WE BUY, SELL, LEASE & TRADE 

WE 
$$ 

WILL PAY 
CASH$$ 

for your surplus DEC and 
DEC compatible Hardware 

MICRO VAX II and MICRO VAX 111 
SYSTEMS IN STOCK 

MENTION THIS AD AND RECEIVE A 
"DEXPO SPECIAL" DISCOUNT! 

Call For A Free Catalogue 
(612) 884-6601 

FAX (612) 884-6652 

dcbOOG" Al 
OE ALERS 
ASSOCIATION 

¥Minnecomputers, Inc. 
9555 James Avenue South• Minneapolis, MN 55431 
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BACK END Mind Your Own Business 
John C. Dvorak I'm a watch 

collector. I've 
noticed some
thing interesting 

about current cheap watches shipped 
from Asia: They all have the same band 
size. If a band breaks, you can buy a 
cheap replacement without worrying 
about the width. Today, the oddball size 
is the exception, not the rule. Years ago, 
I struggled to find an odd-sized replace
ment band for an old Movado and 
wondered what they had discussed in 
company engineering meetings. 

"I see the new band is 2mm wider 
than our last model's band. What are we 
doing here, Jenkins?" 

"This new band will require that cus
tomers buy bands from us. It seems that 
Piaget makes a watch band that matches 
our old band size. People are buying 
bands from them for our watches." 

"But are we in the watch business, or 
are we in the band business?" 

"We're in the watch business, and the 
band is part of the watch. Besides, it 
means our dealers will have to inventory 
more things from us. It will prove 
that they're sincere in supporting the 
company." 

Now let's jump to computers and 
have the same meeting in the boardroom 
of Compaq, Zenith or any laptop maker. 

"I see that we've developed a new 
battery pack for the LUG-386. What are 
we doing here, Jenkins? Are we in the 
computer business, or are we in the 
battery business?" 

With standard-sized cells available, 
you'd think that laptop makers would 
find a way to use them and get out of 
the battery business. 

The boss asks, "Why aren' t we using 

standard-sized cells from a battery 
maker?" 

An engineer tears open a battery pack 
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and reveals standard cells crammed 
within the plastic covering - a ruse. The 
only reason these manufacturers are in 
the battery business is that a bean counter 
figured that it could be a profit center. 
Some battery packs cost far more than 
equivalent standard cells. Nobody is 
giving these packs away. Expect to pay 
$100 and up for many battery packs. This 
means that a $5 cell is remarketed 
for about $25. And because nobody 
inventories these odd batteries, the 
customer is out of luck if he needs an 
emergency battery. 

The fact is that the watch company 
isn't in the watchband business and the 
computer company isn't in the battery 
business. Computer companies aren't in 
the floppy-disk business or the printer 
business, either. These efforts run counter 
to the age of specialization. 

The Grass Is Greener 
Computer companies that nickel-and
dime customers with proprietary battery 
packs or branded overpriced diskettes are 
part of a bigger problem endemic to 
American business. These companies 
don't know what business they're in. 

The best example of this problem is 
the little shop in which a guy repairs 
toasters, rents mailboxes, sharpens knives, 
sells moose heads, has a junk jewelry 
consignment business and does garden
ing and hauling on the side. What 
business is this guy in? I admire ambition, 
but this is ridiculous. His lack of focus 
makes me wonder if he can do any of 
these things properly. 

Much of the inability to focus on a 
business stems from "the grass is greener" 
philosophy. Corporations see another 
company doing better than they' re doing 
- in some other field - and decide that 
they want to do that too. For example, 
Intel saw Compaq growing faster than 
Intel by doing no more than piecing 

together systems from parts. So Intel 
figured it could make systems. It's now 
in the systems business making the AT&T 

machine and OEMing to anyone inter
ested. Instead of just making semicon
ductors for others to put onto their cards, 
Intel now makes the cards, much to the 
annoyance of its chip customers with 
whom it now competes. By playing the 
me-too game, it risks its core business for 
the sake of short-term profit. 

Chasing the pot of gold never works. 
The chaser loses his focus and soon the 
core business goes to pot from neglect, 
distractions or skewed decision-making. 
The skewed decision-making is what 
hurts the core business most. For ex
ample, suddenly a ton of income comes 
from an ancillary business such as Intel's 
systems business. Now a hot shot in that 
part of the company brags that he's 
supporting the other parts of the com
pany and should have more "say" in big 
decisions. Money talks, and suddenly an 
interloper is calling the shots. Decisions 
from a guy like this will be self-serving 
and thus destructive to the core business. 

It doesn't have to be something 
super successful that results in flawed 
decision-making. Do you remember 
DEC's decision to sell its now defunct 
Rainbow computer without a format 
program so that people could only buy 
preformatted diskettes from DEC? The 
decision was made to sell diskettes - a 
business DEC shouldn't have been in. 
The result was customer dissatisfaction 
and lost income for its primary business 
- selling computers. 

DEC's pot of gold is computers. 
Intel's pot of gold is chips, not easy
money systems. Compaq's pot of gold is 
systems, not proprietary batteries. These 
companies must learn what business 
they're in, or they won't have a business 

at all. • 
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Introducing Our SI2480 Tape Drive. 
Because Leading Edge Has Always Meant 

Having All The Right Stuff. 

At last, a cost-effective tape subsystem that has 
everything going for it. The new SI2480 is indeed 
leading edge technology for today's demanding 
VAXcluster backup. Now, you can get high perform
ance, reliability, and unattended backup in one 
rackmountable 3480-compatible tape solution. 

With the SI2480, the right stuff means the kind of 
performance that can put your operation in orbit. 
With a 3MB per second transfer rate, this HSC
c:ompatible system lets you handle backup or restore 
assignments in a flash.While high-speed search lets 
you locate fi les in an average of less than 20 seconds. 

Capacity takes off too, with the SI2480. Depend
able 1/2-inch 3480-compatible cartridges hold 
200 MB each. A 10-cartridge stacker/loader brings 

HSC and VAXcluMer are trademark~ of Digital Equipment Corporation. Photo: NA~A. 
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capacity to 2 GB. Plus you can put up to four SI2480s 
in a cabinet for unattended backup of up to 8 GB. 

And when it comes to reliability, we don't promise 
you the moon. We just give you a system you can 
count on thanks to extensive diagnostics, MTBF 
ratings over 15,000 hrs., as well as worldwide field 
service. 

So, if you're looking for a backup system that 
will blast you into the future, look no further than 
the SI2480. Just call 800-333-2220. And we'll help 
you land one safely 

EYSTEM INDUSTRIES 



Guaranteed MAXserver"uptime for 
maximum network availability. 

aliases for many common 

commands. 

Consider our wide variety 

of management options. Our 
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Xyplex terminal servers are 

three times better. To tell 

the whole story, we'd need 

three times the space. 

I For more 1nformat1on ca l l - I 
I 1-800-338-5316 
I Or write , X~:~::;:~g·h3~0AC;~;,a9n Hil l R oad , 

I N ame ___________ _ 
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